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Foreword

The first 2009 number of the International Journal On Advances in Intelligent Systems compiles a set of

papers with major enhancements based on previously awarded publications. It brings together a set of

articles that share a common link to intelligent systems. For this issue, nineteen contributions have been

selected.

The majority of the articles deal with topics from the area of autonomy, learning, systems focused on

the user, and decision support.

In the first article, Izumi Kohno et al. propose InfoCruise, and information navigation approach which

uses a decision tree in order to disambiguate search results. The process makes use of user interaction

to zoom in on the exact search concept. Debbie Richards et al. follow with an expertise recommendation

system. The proposal adds relevance to recommender systems by taking into account the profile of the

recommender who is gathering feedback.

In the third article, Jon G. Hall and Lucia Rapanotti look at the engineering problem of design assurance

and present several aspects of problem oriented engineering.

The next three articles deal with autonomic computing. To this end, Radu Calinescu presents a

reconfigurable service-oriented architecture using existing technologies, standards, and modeling

techniques. In the next article, Michael Kleis et al. present a management approach for improvement in

autonomic service control for Next Generation Networks. The software aspect of a gradual transition to

autonomic computing is presented by Edin Arnautovic et al.

The next six articles in this journal issue deal with user management, user perception, and

personalization. Edward Stehle et al. looks at assessing the user perceived utility of a VoIP system. From

the same area, Petteri Pöyhönen et al. analyze access selection methods in relation to user perception in

a multi-operator environment. Helena Suvinen and Pertti Saariluoma consider the usability of Wiki

systems in the context of the psychological background of users. Manuel Goetz et al. present a project

related to developing and using and digital education environment with lessons learned and conclusions

for future work. For further understanding the user, more specifically as pedestrians, Junya Nakata et al.

present an emulator for optimizing a pedestrian tracking system. To conclude the section on

personalization, Hiroyuki Yamahara et al. propose context awareness in order to personalize service

providing. The immediate application of such a system would be in a home.

The last group of articles deals with frameworks and decision support systems. Riina Maigre et al.

describe experiments with large web services and their autonomic composition. Jian Chen et al.

propose a gradual adaption model for information recommendation based on user behavior. Malohat

Ibrohimovna and Sonia Heemstra de Groot follow with an article on group-oriented resource-sharing

technologies. Bernhard Freudenthaler et al. examine computer aid to support structural assessment of



bridges. Willi Richert and Riccardo Tornese present a learning framework meant to autonomously

evolve based on learning reinforcements. Hasan Ibne Akram and Mario Hoffmann an identity

management that is user centric applied in an ambient environment.

Last but not least, Michifumi Yoshioka et al. present intelligent electronic nose systems for fire

detection. High accuracy is obtained with the presented approach.

We hope that the contents of this journal will add to your understanding of intelligent systems, and that

you will be inspired to contribute to IARIA’s conferences that include topics relevant to this journal.

Freimut Bodendorf, Editor-in-Chief

Petre Dini, IARIA Advisory Committees Board Chair
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Abstract 
 

To find desired information by mobile phones, it is 
necessary to set search keywords easily and to explore 
a search if a user’s information needs are not well 
defined. We propose an information navigation method 
to help users successfully find information by mobile 
phones. Our proposed method presents users a focus 
facet by analyzing the context about contents, users, 
and dialogs. The focus facet is presented each time 
users refine a search. They can select a keyword from 
the facet, check the search results, and then define 
their ambiguous needs through interaction. We 
compared our method with traditional search methods. 
InfoCruise effectively discovers desired information, 
because its discovery rate and the satisfaction rating 
are higher than those of the traditional search methods. 
InfoCruise efficiently searches, because both the 
keyword correction rate and the number of times users 
changed facets in it are lower than those in traditional 
search methods. 
 
Keywords information retrieval, exploratory search, 
user interface, faceted navigation, user context 
 
1. Introduction 
 

With the spread of the Internet, a great deal of 
information about products or shops has become 
available online that people can locate by search 
systems, not only by PCs but also by mobile phones. 
For example, when a user wants to go out to eat, he 
might search for an appropriate restaurant by mobile 
phone. But several problems exist with mobile 
searches. First, since the user’s search purpose is often 
ambiguous, he can’t search well. When searching for a 
restaurant, many users don’t know its name or fail to 
stumble upon the right search word. The second 
problem is the constraints of mobile devices. Users 
have difficulty viewing long lists of search results on 
the small screens of mobile phones. They might also 

feel annoyed by repeatedly setting and changing search 
keywords because a mobile phone’s communication 
speed is low.  

Faceted navigation is a solution when a user’s 
search purpose is ambiguous [2], [3], [4], [5]. This 
search method uses the metadata of information. 
Metadata have several facets, which are attributes in 
various orthogonal sets of categories. Faceted 
navigation displays the aspects of a current results set, 
so users can switch easily between searching and 
browsing. It also only shows the populated facets when 
users drill down search results by facet. So, users can 
explore search results without dead-ends. Faceted 
navigation is a good search method when a user’s 
search purpose is ambiguous, because users can 
combine querying and browsing to clarify their 
purposes and find information. Most faceted 
navigation systems show all facets and many facet 
values on a PC screen. They need a wide screen area. 
But since mobile phones have small screens, showing 
all facets, such as current faceted navigation systems 
do, seems difficult. 

As a solution, we propose InfoCruise, an 
information navigation method to help users 
successfully find information by mobile phones [1]. 
We support searches on small screens and when the 
search purpose is ambiguous. Our proposed method 
calculates the priority of facets by analyzing the 
context about contents, users, and dialogs and presents 
keywords in a focus facet each time a search is refined. 

The contents of this paper are organized as follows. 
Section 2 describes the kinds of contexts as factors that 
affect the priority of facets. Section 3 describes our 
navigation method’s overview, and Section 4 describes 
our application system to search for restaurants. 
Section 5 describes a user study in which we evaluated 
our method’s effectiveness and efficiency. Section 6 
discusses the results of a user study, Section 7 
describes related works, and Section 8 provides a 
conclusion.  
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2. Focus facet determined by context 
 

Information has many attributes, and leveraging 
metadata for searching has received attention in recent 
years. Hearst et al. [4], [6] used metadata (facets and 
facet values) as a tool to guide users in formulating 
queries. Their interface uses metadata in a manner that 
allows users to both refine and expand the query. 
Users select some facets and decide facet values for 
their demand to search. But it seems difficult to show 
many facets on a mobile phone with a small screen, so 
deciding on a focus facet among all facets is crucial. 
We propose to select and present a focus facet based 
on the user context. The following three kinds of 
contexts as factors affect the priority of facets: contents, 
users, and dialogs.  

 
2.1. Context about contents 
 

The context about contents affects which facet will 
be focused on. One reason why formulating queries is 
difficult is a lack of knowledge about target 
information [7]. It is important for users to know 
characteristics of target information. We think 
characteristics of target information are the content 
distribution about various data attributes. For example, 
when a user finds a restaurant, which facet is important 
among style, price, or location depends on the content 
distribution of these attributes. If most of the 
restaurants around a certain location are Chinese (he 
might be in a Chinatown), the user should learn that 
Chinese is the major type of restaurant nearby. In that 
case, the user would rather search by the “style” facet 
first than by another facet. 

We calculate the priority of facets using the content 
distribution of each facet.  

 
2.2. Context about users 
 

The context about the circumstances around users 
also affects which facet will be focused on. For 
example, when a user wants to find a restaurant around 
him, the “location” facet is important. If a user wants 
to find a restaurant at midnight, he would search for 
restaurants using “open time” first. When a user wants 
to find a restaurant while he is driving, he would 
search using “parking” first. If a user can search for 
restaurants with the facet that suits the user’s context, 
he can find restaurants efficiently. 

We prioritize the facet associated with user context. 
If we relate the “location” facet with the current 
position and the system detects a user’s current 
position, the system prioritizes the “location” facet. We 

can relate the “open time” facet with the current time 
and the “parking” facet with the means of 
transportation.  

 
2.3. Context about dialog 
 

Context about dialog history also affects which 
facet will be focused on. If a user can’t find the desired 
information on the first search, using a different facet 
from the first search might prove successful. For 
example, if a user can’t find a good “Chinese” or 
“Japanese” restaurant using a “style” facet, she might 
have success using another facet such as “atmosphere” 
because she can change her aspect. We believe that 
context about dialog history, which means when a 
facet was used, is important for searching.  

Instead of prioritizing the facet just used, we 
prioritize another appropriate facet. However, the 
priority of a facet used before gradually increases each 
time a user refines a search. 

 
 
3. Navigation architecture overview 
 

InfoCruise handles the information structure when 
contents have values in various orthogonal sets of 
categories. Fig. 1 shows an example where a restaurant 
has facet values in style, atmosphere, and parking 
facets. InfoCruise selects a focus facet among all facets 
and shows facet values as search keywords about the 
targeted information. InfoCruise also shows a dialog 
that explains why the facet and facet values were 
chosen.  

Figure 2 shows the navigation architecture of 
InfoCruise. The system generates search keywords and 
dialogs in the following steps. The first step calculates 
the priority of facets by analyzing the context of the 
contents, users, and dialogs. In particular, the 
evaluated value of each facet is calculated using three 

 

Facet Facet value Content

atmosphere

style

parking

contents 1

contents 2

Japanese
European

Chinese

popular among 
women
private room
quiet

available
unavailable contents 3

・・・ contents 4  
 

Fig. 1 Information structure 
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contexts, and all facets are ranked by the evaluated 
values. The rule for the calculation of the priority of 
facets is defined as the “search strategy.” The second 
step selects facet values from the highest priority facet. 
The third step generates a dialog.  

When a user selects a search keyword, the system 
refines the contents using that search keyword and 
generates new search keywords and dialogs for the 
search results once again. The contexts about the 
contents are updated using the refined content 
distribution of each facet, and the contexts about the 
dialogs are updated using the most recent history.  

InfoCruise iteratively generates a focus facet and 
facet values as search keywords for the targeted 
information. Users can select desired search keywords, 
check the search results, and then define any 
ambiguous needs through interaction. 

Our navigation architecture can define plural search 
strategies for some situations in an application. If users 
feel that the proposed search keywords aren’t suitable, 
they can change the search strategy and select other 
search keywords.  
 
4. Application system by mobile phone 
 

To search for restaurants, we developed an 
application system composed of a server and a client. 
The client is a mobile phone. Search keywords and 

dialogs are created on the server computer and sent to 
a mobile phone. Fig. 3 is an image of InfoCruise on a 
mobile phone. 

We used information about 4,500 restaurants in the 
Kansai area in Japan. The content has nine facets: 
location and open time, parking, price, interior design, 
service, cuisine, atmosphere, style, and sub-style. The 
facets and facet values were manually assigned. We 
also defined four user contexts: current position, 
current time, whether the user drives, and budget. 
These contexts will be acquired automatically in the 
future when the GPS function and electric money in 
mobile phones become widespread. However, we set 
these contexts manually in our prototype.   

 We prepared two search strategies for the retrieval 
of restaurants by mobile phones. One is an exploratory 
search strategy used when a user wants to know the 
most common type of restaurant in the area. In this 
strategy, we prioritize the facet with the largest 
difference among facet values because this is the most 

 

Facet

Facet
values

Dialog

 
 

Fig. 3 Image of InfoCruise on a mobile phone 
 

  

selecting keyword

100 restaurants are found ~.
How about “Chinese” because ~?

Style
•Chinese （30）
•European （10）
•Grilled beef （8）

Search results
******
******

contents search

selecting facet values

user context
（ex. location, time）

user context

contents

dialog history

contents
DB

dialog
history

analysis of

generating dialog

calculating the priority 
of facets

facet
facet values
(keywords)

dialog

search 
results

Focus facet

Facet values

Dialog

Search results

Fig. 2 Navigation architecture 
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relevant information. Users select this strategy when 
they don’t know the area around them very well.  

The second strategy is a quick search strategy used 
when a user wants to decide on a restaurant as soon as 
possible. In this strategy, we prioritize the facet in 
which the number of contents for each facet value is 
the most equal to refine the contents with certainty. 

The advantage of the exploratory search strategy is 
that users can discover new and unexpected 
information by traversing the information set. But a 
disadvantage of the exploratory search strategy is that 
searches are time-consuming. In contrast, the 
advantage of the quick search strategy is that users can 
search rapidly. However users can’t extract new 
information using the quick search strategy. 

We describe the method for ranking the facets of 
each search strategy as follows. 

 
4.1 “Exploratory search” strategy 
 

In the “exploratory search” strategy, the evaluated 
value of each facet is calculated by Formula (1) and 
the facet of the highest evaluated value is selected: 

iiii DUCE ××=    (1) 
Ei is the evaluated value of facet i. Ci is the 

evaluated value of the context about the contents of 
facet i. Ui is the evaluated value of the context about 
the users of facet i. Di is the evaluated value of the 
context about the dialog of facet i.  

 The evaluated value of the context about the 
contents, Ci, is calculated using the difference of the 
contents distribution among the facet values. If there is 
the largest difference among facet values in a facet, we 
think the facet has some characteristic that should be 
pointed out to users. Ci is calculated by formula (2): 

( )
( )jii

i
m

j jiii

NN

mNNC i

,max,

2

,max,

max=

−=∑        (2) 

 
In Formula (2), mi is the number of facet values in 

facet i. Ni,j is the number of contents of facet value j in 
facet i, which is normalized by the summation of the 
contents of all facet values in facet i. For example in 
Fig. 4(A), value Cstyle is higher than value Catmosphere, 
because there is greater variation in restaurant styles. 

The evaluated value of the context about users, Ui, 
is defined as follows. We prioritize the facet associated 
with user context. If a user’s current position and time 
are set, the evaluated value of the “location and open 
time” facet is prioritized. If the user is driving, the 
evaluated value of the “parking” facet is prioritized. If 
a price range is set, the evaluated value of the “price” 

facet is prioritized. Specifically, Ulocation and open tim are 
1.8, Uparking is 1.5, Uprice is 1.3, and Uothers=1. 

 The evaluated value of the context about dialog Di 
is calculated by Formula (3). We define the priority of 
a facet used just before lower than other facets, but its 
priority gradually increases each time a user refines a 
search:  

⎩
⎨
⎧

≥×
<××

=
11
1

ii

iiii
i n

nn
D

α
αα

   (3) 

In Formula (3), ni is the number of dialogs since 
facet i was used (when facet i was used ni=0), and αi 
is the gradient. In this systemαi =0.01. We adjustedαi  

so that a facet used before appears again after several 
dialogs. 

 

 
4.2 “Quick search” strategy 

 
In the “quick search” strategy, the evaluated value 

of each facet is also calculated by formula (1) to select 
the facet of the highest evaluated value. The evaluated 
values of the context about dialog Di, and users Ui are 
used in the same way as the “exploratory search.”  

The evaluated value of the context about contents Ci 
is calculated using the evenness of content distribution. 
A user can refine the contents with certainty if he 
selects a facet in which the number of contents for 
each facet value is equal. The facet should be pointed 
out to users. Ci is calculated by Formula (4): 
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 In Formula (4), M is determined by the number of 
search keywords that can be shown on a mobile phone. 
We calculate the variance of the top M facet values of 
each facet. Ci is raised when the variance becomes 
small. Ni,k is the number of contents of facet value k in 
facet i, which is normalized by the summation of the 
contents of M facet values in facet i. For example in 
Fig. 4(B), value Catmosphere is higher than value Cstyle. 
 
4.3 Interactive navigation 
 

Ranking facets and selecting keywords are done 
each time a user refines a search. If a user’s current 
position is known, the system prioritizes the “location” 
facet and presents search keywords about location to 
refine the contents, as shown in Fig. 5. When a user 
selects a search keyword in the “location” facet, its 
priority is decreased because it was just previously 
used. Next, the system calculates content distribution 
and prioritizes the facet with greater variation such as 
“cuisine” under the “exploratory search” strategy.   
 
4. 4 Example of operation 
 

We now explain an example of our system operation. 
In Fig. 6(A), a user sets his current position, budget, 
date, and time as user contexts. He also selects his 
favorite search strategy from “search exploratory” or 
“search quickly.” The concept and purpose of each 
search strategy were explained to users in advance. His 
current position and time are set, so the evaluated 
value of the “location and open time” facet is 
prioritized. In Fig. 6(B), the system presents such 
dialogs to users as “If you select ‘within 2 km’ of 
Kyoto, 105 restaurants are available” and search 
keywords about distance. The system automatically 
searches for restaurants open at the current time and 
calculates the distance from the current position to 
each shop. The system defines the presentation number 
of shops and distance such as “105” restaurants and 
“2” km. When a user selects a search keyword “within 
2 km,” the system generates a focus facet and facet 
values once again to refine 105 contents. In Fig. 6(C), 
the system presents to a user a focus facet “style” with 
the largest difference among facet values under the 
search exploratory strategy. The system presents a 
dialog such as “105 restaurants are found within 2 km. 
How about Japanese because it is the most common 
type around here?” When a user selects “Japanese” as 
a search keyword, the system presents a focus facet 
“cuisine” with the largest difference among facet 
values to refine the 55 contents. Sometimes after a user 

selects keywords and the number of contents are 
reduced well (e.g., under five contents), the system 
stops proposing search keywords, as shown in Fig. 
6(E). 

If the user feels that the proposed search keywords 
aren’t suitable, she can change the search strategy, for 
example, from an exploratory to a quick search 
strategy (Fig. 6(C)). The system newly generates a 
focus facet and facet values to refine the same 105 
contents and presents an “atmosphere” focus facet in 
which the number of contents for each facet value is 
the most equal. In Fig. 6(F), the system presents search 
keywords about atmosphere. 
 
5. User study 
 

We evaluated our information navigation method 
from the viewpoints of effectiveness and efficiency. 
We compared InfoCruise to two experimental systems 
using traditional search methods. One system searches 
by category (facet) using a pull down menu. All 
categories and search conditions are shown fixedly at 
all times. The other resembles traditional faceted 
navigation systems in which only one facet is shown 
and the appearance order of the facets is fixed, for 
example alphabetically.  

servicecuisineatmosphere

location

DO NOT prioritize previously presented facet

location1

4servicecuisine atmosphere
1 2 3

cuisine atmosphere

Prioritize ”cuisine” because it offers greater variation

service

Prioritize ”location” because user’s current position 
is known

 
 

Fig. 5 Ranking a facet iteratively 
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5.1. Measures 
 
Some measures were defined to evaluate our system’s 
effectiveness and efficiency. 
 
5.1.1. Effectiveness. Since InfoCruise is an 
exploratory search system, it has difficulty defining 
what contents a user wants before a search. Since we 
don’t know the correct answer, we can’t use such 
traditional search measures as relevance or recall ratios. 
Therefore, we measured the discovery rate and the 
satisfaction rating to evaluate effectiveness. The 
discovery rate is the number of tasks in which users 
found the content versus the number of all tasks. It 
does not matter whether the content found by the user 
is what the user wanted before the search. The 
satisfaction rating is a subjective ranking in which a 
score of 5 is defined as satisfied and 1 as dissatisfied. 
If a user can’t find a restaurant, the rating is 0.  
 

5.1.2. Efficiency. InfoCruise is an exploratory search 
system in which users repeat a search and confirm its 
results until they get their desired information. They 
clarify their needs through a process, so reducing the 
total operation time is not important. We used two 
indexes to measure whether futile operations decreased. 
First, we measured the correction rate to evaluate the 
efficiency. InfoCruise shows search keywords and the 
number of search results for each keyword to refine the 
current contents to help users preview their search 
results. Since users can select appropriate keywords 
using InfoCruise, so they won’t need to correct 
keywords during the search. The correction rate is the 
number of corrected search keywords versus the 
number of search keywords set in one search. Second, 
we measured the number of times users changed facets 
for InfoCruise compared to traditional faceted 
navigation methods. InfoCruise analyzed the facet 
priority using context. This method will probably 
reduce the times users changed facets.  
 

 

set user’s situation

change search strategy

refine search adequately

A

B C D E

F

 
Fig. 6 Example of search flow 
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5.2. Experiment  
 
Two kinds of experiments were conduced to compare 
InfoCruise with traditional search systems.  
 
5.2.1. Experiment 1: comparison with search by 
category system. We evaluated InfoCruise’s 
effectiveness for a traditional search by a category 
system using the discovery rate and the satisfaction 
rating and its efficiency using the correction rate. The 
two systems had the same database and a similar UI 
(Fig. 7). The contents were located at the top of the 
screen and the search conditions at the bottom. The 
compared search system fixedly showed its categories 
and search conditions at all times. Users selected 
conditions using a pull-down menu and a “GO” button.   

The 16 participants, who ranged in age from 20 to 
40, commonly used mobile phones but they were not 
PC or Internet experts.  

Participants searched for an appropriate restaurant 
under a designated situation. The tasks were prepared 
in five abstraction levels for search purposes to 
evaluate the InfoCruise’s effectiveness when user 
needs were ambiguous. As shown in Fig. 8, each task 
defines a situation that designated some search 
conditions. Task T1 is the most abstract, which means 
the user needs were ambiguous. The situation is only 
designated by the location and date conditions. T5 is 
the most concrete, so its situation is designated by 
location, date, and two search conditions. 

In our experiment, users executed five tasks (one for 
each task level) for InfoCruise and the compared 
system. Users pushed the “complete” button when they 
found a desired restaurant or users pushed the “give 
up” button when they wanted to quit. To measure the 
discovery rate, users could quit whenever they chose. 
After finishing one task, they completed a 
questionnaire containing satisfaction ratings and 
comments and then executed the next task. After 
finishing all five tasks of one experimental system, 
they moved to the other experimental system. The 
users executed five different tasks on the two 
experimental systems. 
 
5.2.2. Experiment 2: comparison with faceted 
navigation system.  We evaluated InfoCruise for a 
traditional search system like faceted navigation. 
InfoCruise presents user search keywords in a focus 
facet based on context. In contrast, the compared 
system shows search keywords in one facet whose 
appearance order is fixed alphabetically. If the ranking 
method of facet in InfoCruise is useful, the times that 
users change facets may be reduced. The main purpose 
of the experiment is to evaluate efficiency using the 

times users changed facets. We also measured the 
discovery rate, the satisfaction rating, and the 
correction rate for the traditional search system like 
faceted navigation. 

The InfoCruise interfaces are shown in Fig7 (a). The 
interfaces of the compared system were the same as 
InfoCruise, but the appearance order of the facets was 
fixed alphabetically. If the users don’t like the 
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Fig. 7 Interfaces of two experimental systems 
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presented search conditions in one facet, they can 
change the facet by clicking the “Other category,” in 
both InfoCruise and the compared system.  

The procedures of Experiment 2 were the same as in 
Experiment 1, but only tasks 1, 3, and 5 were used: the 
five participants were in their 20s and 30s. 
 
5.3. Results 
 
We describe the results of the two experiments from 
the viewpoint of effectiveness and efficiency. 
 
5.3.1. Effectiveness. Table 1 shows the results of 
Experiment 1 comparing InfoCruise to a traditional 
search system showing all categories any time fixedly. 
The discovery rate and the average satisfaction rating 
in all tasks and at each task level are shown in Table 1. 
The discovery rate of InfoCruise in all tasks (87%) was 
10% higher than the compared system showing all 
categories any time (78%). The satisfaction rating of 
InfoCruise in all tasks (3.42) was 0.6 point higher than 
the compared system (2.8). The difference between the 
two systems was significant (p<0.05). The results 
suggest that InfoCruise is effective for desired 
information discovery. 

Based on the discovery rate of each task level in 
Table 1, InfoCruise’s ratings were better than the 
compared system in all task levels except Task 2. The 
difference between InfoCruise and the compared 
system in Task 1 was 25%, but the difference in Task 5 
was only 4%. Furthermore, based on the satisfaction 
rating of each task level in Table 1, InfoCruise’s rating 
was only significantly better than the compared system 
in T1. This means that InfoCruise is more effective 
under T1 than under T5. T1 is the most abstract task. 
The result suggests that InfoCruise is especially 
effective when user needs are ambiguous.  

Table 3 shows the results of Experiment 2 
comparing InfoCruise to a traditional search system 
like faceted navigation in which the appearance order 
of facets is fixed alphabetically. The discovery rate of 
InfoCruise in all tasks (100%) was higher than the 
compared system (87%). The satisfaction ratings 
between two systems were not different.  
  

5.3.2. Efficiency. Table 2 shows the correction rate 
of Experiment 1 comparing InfoCruise to a traditional 
search system showing all categories any time. 
InfoCruise’s correction rate, which was also calculated 
by each search strategy, was much smaller in all tasks 
(8.9%) than the compared system (37.4%). The 
correction rate of the “search exploratory” strategy was 
5.9%, and the correction rate of the “search quickly” 
strategy was 16.7%. The average task completion time 

was 255 seconds for InfoCruise. In contrast, it was 291 
seconds for the compared system. This means that 
since users can select appropriate keywords using 
InfoCruise, they don’t need to correct keywords during 
the search and they can find contents more quickly 
than using the compared system. 

Table 3 shows the number of times that users 
changed facets and the correction rate of Experiment 2 
comparing InfoCruise to a traditional search system in 
which the appearance order of facets is fixed 
alphabetically. The number of changing facets for 
InfoCruise (0.8) was smaller than the compared system 

Table 3  Times user changed facets, 
correction and discovery rates, and 
satisfaction rating in Experiment 2 
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Table 2 Correction rate in Experiment 1 
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Table 1 Discovery rate and satisfaction 
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(1.7). The operation load for changing facets was 
reduced. InfoCruise’s correction rate was also smaller 
than the compared system. 

These two results suggest that users can search 
efficiently using InfoCruise. 
 
5.3.3. User Comments. We gathered user comments 
by questionnaires. There were four possible answers to 
the question, “In what situation might you use 
InfoCruise?” The answers were: “when I want to 
quickly decide on a restaurant” (5 users), “when I 
don’t have any idea where to go” (3), “when I want to 
pick a restaurant as close as possible” (1), and “when I 
have to decide on a restaurant in a new place” (1). 
Furthermore, there were four answers to the question, 
“What are the good points of InfoCruise?” The 
answers were: “I could find new information” (3), “it 
is easy to use on a mobile phone” (3), “I enjoyed the 
search process” (2), and “I got various kinds of 
information” (2).  
 
6. Discussion 

  
First, we discuss the effectiveness. InfoCruise’s 

discovery rate was higher than the compared system 
showing all categories any time. Based on the user 
comments, users want to use InfoCruise when they 
don’t have any idea where they will go or when they 
have to decide on a restaurant in a new place. In this 
situation, selecting keywords is difficult using such a 
traditional search method as the compared system 
because the user information needs are ambiguous. On 
the other hand, users can select keywords from 
presented keywords, define their needs through 
interaction, and find a restaurant using InfoCruise in 
this situation, so the discovery rate might increase.  

InfoCruise’s satisfaction rating was also higher than 
the compared system showing all categories any time. 
Based on user comments, they enjoyed finding new 
information and the search process itself. Even if the 
restaurant found was unexpected, the user might be 
satisfied with it through the process. On the other hand, 
when empty result sets were shown using the 
compared system, users felt like they had hit a dead 
end. After such a dead end, users seemed to settle on a 
kind of restaurant that they really didn’t want. So the 
satisfaction rating of the compared system might be 
lower than InfoCruise.  

Next, we discuss the efficiency. The correction rate 
of InfoCruise was much smaller than the compared 
system showing all categories any time. Fig. 9 shows 
an example of a user’s operation on both systems. The 
facets, the selected search conditions, and the number 

of search results are shown. In the compared system, a 
user changed the keyword set before on the same facet 
such as “location” and “style”, perhaps because the 
number of search results was too great or too small. 
There was waste in the user operations, and the 
correction rate of the compared system was high. 
Otherwise, in InfoCruise, a user added keywords from 
different facets and gradually refined the contents. The 
user alternately selected a keyword from the location, 
cuisine, sub-style, and atmosphere facets. Fig. 10 
shows the presented facet and search keywords in this 
experiment. The user’s selection order followed the 
one presented by the system. Users can add keywords 
gradually after checking the search results, so the 
correction rate is low.  

In addition, users can narrow down restaurants from 
an unexpected view with InfoCruise. For example in 
the experiment, one user, who selected a keyword in 
an atmosphere facet on the fourth search (Fig. 9), 
commented that “I don’t have any restaurant 
preference.” If the user hadn’t searched for restaurants 
using InfoCruise, she wouldn’t have selected a 
keyword from an atmosphere facet. The presented 
focus facet on InfoCruise inspired new interest in the 
user such as atmosphere. 

Based on the correction rate of each search strategy, 
the correction rate for the “quick search” strategy was 
a little higher than for the “exploratory search” strategy. 
The search keywords presented for “quick search” 
might not fit the user’s intention so well.  

In the comparison between InfoCruise and the 
system in which the appearance order of facets is fixed 
alphabetically, the times users changed facets in 
InfoCruise was about half that of the compared system. 
So the algorithm for ranking facets might be useful to 
reduce user operation loads. If users aren’t satisfied 
with the presented facet, they can change it. But in our 
experiment, many users tentatively selected a keyword 
from the facet presented by the system and corrected 
their selected keywords later. So the correction rate of 
the compared system was higher than InfoCruise.  

In conclusion, since users enjoyed the search 
process and found a restaurant using InfoCruise even 
when their needs were ambiguous, both InfoCruise’s 
discovery rate and satisfaction rating might increase. 
The result suggests that InfoCruise is effective for 
desired information discovery when a user’s 
information needs are not well defined. In InfoCruise, 
a user added keywords from different facets and 
gradually refined the contents, so the keyword 
correction rate was low. The algorithm for ranking 
facets was also useful to reduce user operation loads. 
The result suggests that InfoCruise is efficient for 
searching for information. 
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7. Related work 
 
Our purpose is to support searches on small screens 

and when the user’s search purpose is ambiguous. 
Faceted navigation is an existing solution for 
ambiguous search purposes. Most faceted navigation 
systems show all facets and many facet values on a 
screen [3], [4], [5]. If a screen is big enough such as a 
PC, these techniques are very effective for searches. 
However, mobile phones have small screens, and 
showing all facets such as existing faceted navigation 
systems seems difficult. Our method, which selects a 
focus facet for which users can choose a search 
keyword easily, is effective on the limited screens of 
mobile phones. FaThumb [2] is faceted navigation for 
mobile searches in which a number keypad navigates 
the metadata. Fathumb needs to make hierarchical 
metadata that include up to nine facets at one hierarchy. 
Our method sets the priority facets using context. If the 
number of facets increases, our method can 
automatically present a refined facet.  

InfoCruise has two main features. One is presenting 
keywords to lighten the load for generating search 
queries. The other is interactive navigation. We discuss 
the relation between our method and other works by 
their features. 

From the viewpoint of the presenting keyword 
function, Google Suggest, one technology that 
provides additional keywords after user input [8], 
presents keywords related to the input keyword by 
analyzing co-occurrence keywords selected from user 
logs. InfoCruise also presents keywords in a focus 
facet. But our method generates keywords based on the 
context about the users and contents. We can present 
keywords adapted to user circumstances or content 
distribution. 

From the viewpoint of easing the load for 
generating search queries, research exists on query-
free retrieval that automatically gathers information 
without user input. Reference [9] selects information 
based on text being written or read in Emacs. 
Reference [10] selects information based on the user’s 
physical context such as his location, the people in the 
area, or the date. These systems automatically retrieve 
contents; otherwise InfoCruise presents keywords to 
refine them. We believe when systems infer using 
context, presenting keywords and confirming 
interactively might provide satisfying search results. 
 From the viewpoint of interactive navigation, 
relevance feedback [11] repeatedly performs a search 
and locates results close to a user’s demand by 
generating queries from the search results users judged 
as matching their demands. The content of search 

 

708 restaurants are found for “Within 1 km”. 
How about “all-you-can-drink” because it is the 
major category around here?
Cuisine

•all-you-can-drink （349）
•locally-brewed sake （71）
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Fig. 10 Presenting facets and search 

keywords in the experiment 
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results has many features, so the system doesn’t know 
which feature is important from the user’s evaluation 
of the content. A user selects a search keyword made 
directly from the metadata of the contents in 
InfoCruise. Our method could bring search results 
closer to a user’s demand more directly.  
 
8. Conclusion 
 

We proposed InfoCruise, an information 
navigation method that presents keywords in a focus 
facet by analyzing the context about the contents, users, 
and dialogs. Our method calculates the priority of 
facets by analyzing three kinds of contexts. We 
developed an application system to search for 
restaurants by mobile phone and evaluated our method 
compared to traditional search methods. In our 
experiments, both the discovery rate and the 
satisfaction rating of our system are higher than those 
of the traditional search methods, so InfoCruise is 
effective to discover desired information. Both the 
keyword correction rate and the number of times users 
changed facets in our method are lower than those in 
the traditional search methods, so users can search 
efficiently with InfoCruise. 

As future work, developing metadata assigned 
technology is important. In this paper, we used 
manually assigned metadata. Keywords must be 
automatically extracted that describe content features 
as well as people do. Moreover, keyword 
categorization technology is needed to make pairs of 
facets and facet values. In our method, dialog history 
affects the priority facets, but it is only a short-term 
history in one search. Long-term dialog history must 
also be treated because it reflects user preference. Our 
future work also involves calculating the priority facets 
based on context containing long-term dialog history. 
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Abstract— Recommender systems are becoming
increasingly popular as a means for bringing products to
the attention of online users. Similarly, they offer a means
by which scarce resources in the form of human experts
can be identified and accessed. However, if the
information in the system is missing, incorrect or obsolete,
recommendations will not be followed or even sought in
the first place. Relying on individuals to validate and
update this information is problematic. To provide
automated acquisition and maintenance of information
regarding who has expertise and in what areas, we
employ data mining techniques. However, data mining
will not provide the full picture and thus our outputs are
reviewed by the experts themselves, providing a second
means of validation. The third part to our triangulated
approach is the use of profiles and the gathering of
feedback from both searchers and experts to ensure that
recommendations provided are satisfactory to both
parties.

Keywords: expertise recommendation; recommender
systems; data mining

1. Introduction

Given the increasing recognition that an
organization’s most valuable resources are its people
and the knowledge they hold, expertise location is
becoming an important strategy to accessing and
sharing that knowledge. In contrast to expert-systems,
also known as knowledge-based systems, which seek to
capture what it is that the expert knows so that it can be
captured and reused, an expert/ise recommender system
suggests who might know about what. The goal of the
system is to point someone with a question to the
person who has the appropriate knowledge. In the ideal
situation the system provides a two-way
communication channel connecting the knowledge
holder and the knowledge seeker [1]. In some cases
the inquirer’s main interest is in the answer, in other
cases the main interest is to find an expert who will
handle the problem [2]. Knowledge about the expert’s
areas of expertise is needed for such a system. To
discover this knowledge it is common to use data
mining techniques [3]. Another alternative is to collect
this information directly from the experts via self-
reporting techniques (e.g. [4]). Individually both
approaches have shortcomings.

Data mining relies on the existence of data which is,
or is able to be, sufficiently structured to be used as
input into one or more algorithms. This raises a number
of issues: expertise could be identified from many
different sources (e.g. publications, webpages, press
releases, projects, grants, etc); these sources will vary
across individuals and organizations; the format of
these sources will vary across individuals and
organization; most of these sources are free-format,
unstructured and unclassified (a major hurdle if one
wishes to use a supervised learning technique). Not
only is the input to data mining an issue, each
algorithm has its own strengths and limitations
typically closely tied to the structure, amount and type
of data and often dependent on the (type of) domain.
Furthermore, the “knowledge learnt” tends to be
restricted to types of output such as association rules,
clusters or classification rules. Across domains,
datasets and algorithms there is variation in the
definition and identification of “interesting” concepts
and validation of the output.

Due to these various limitations, an alternative to
data mining and other automated searching techniques
frequently used in recommender systems is the use of
surveys/forms to be filled in by the domain expert
which usually includes the selection of keywords
relating to the individual’s areas of expertise. The
problem is then reduced to matching the searcher’s
query terms with the expert’s keywords. This technique
is often referred to as a yellow-pages approach to
finding an expert as that is the way people usually find
a plumber, lawyer or doctor. It is a simple and yet
effective method for finding people who have certain
skills. It works on the expectation that, for instance,
only someone with legal training and qualifications will
list themselves as a solicitor and that since they listed
themselves, they are probably interested in receiving
your call. Such assumptions are not always valid for
recommender systems. The problems associated with
the self-reporting approach include: experts failing to
find the time to enter their data in the first place; data
entered initially in a burst of enthusiasm by the
individual or organization becoming obsolete or out-of-
date; inaccurate and/or unvalidated self-reporting of
expertise; and the levels of experience and degrees of
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Figure. 2: Evaluation of Experts [4]

currency are typically not being captured or
maintained.

The approach we offer includes a combination of
both techniques, together with a number of verification
and validation techniques to improve the consistency,
completeness and reliability of the knowledge, with the
caveat that we cannot ensure consistency and
completeness.

In the following section we consider related work on
recommender systems. In section 3 we present two case
studies conducted to elicit what is needed in an
expertise recommender system. Section 4 presents the
approach including results from a usability study
performed to evaluate the prototype developed.
Conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Related work

Recommender systems share much in common with
search engines which allow a user to enter keywords on
a topic they are interested in and produce a list of links
to resources based on those keywords and often also on
the profile of the user. One of the most well known
recommender systems is Amazon.com
(http://www.amazon.com/) which allows the user to
enter keywords and will search for books and other
products based on those keywords. If the user does
select one of the recommended products, the system
will then suggest other products that it thinks the user
might like based on the choices of other users who also
selected the same product. That is, the system reasons
that if a particular user likes the same product as 20
other users, they may also like some of the other
products that those 20 users liked; this is known as
collaborative filtering and is a common technique in
modern recommender systems (e.g. [4]).

Recommender systems for experts work in much the
same way in that they take a user’s search query and try
to find someone who has the expertise to answer that
query. The user will then be given the expert’s contact
details. These systems are mainly used internally within
organizations. Validation that the information provided
was wanted and useful is missing in many systems.
Amazon attempts to obtain feedback using the message
box shown in Figure 1.

Figure.1. Search feedback from Amazon.com

Aïmeur et. al. [4] further explored the concept of
validation of automatic identification of experts. They

describe a recommender system called HELP which
attempted to locate expertise and experts within an
organization. The system included a database of
questions asked previously by users and their
respective answers. When a user searched for a
solution to a particular problem, the question/answer
database was first searched to see if their problem or a
similar one had already been dealt with. If it had, the
user was then presented with the solution, which they
could choose to either accept or reject. If they rejected
the solution, or if one wasn’t found, the system would
then search its user database for someone with the
potential expertise to solve the problem. Users were
thus required to register their own areas of expertise
with the system. The rating system shown in Figure 2
served to somewhat validate the recommendation the
user was given by storing the responses in the profile of
the expert. If someone claimed to be an expert on a
certain topic but consistently received low ratings, then
they would not be recommended by the system if it was
possible to recommend someone with a higher rating.

An alternative to self-reporting recommender
system, are fully automatic approaches to locate
experts such as Who Knows [5] and SAGE [6] using
inputs such email (e.g., Agent Amplified
Communications [7]), bulletin boards (e.g. Contact
Finder [8]), Web pages (e.g. YENTA [9] and
MEMOIR [10]), program code (e.g. Expertise
Recommender [11] and Expert Finder [12]), and
technical reports (e.g. KCSR Expert Finder [13]).
These techniques could be applied to the artifacts of
social software systems (i.e. email, WebLogs and
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Wikis) to provide automatic expert location. However,
a review of these systems [3] found problems related to
heterogeneous information sources, expertise analysis
support, reusability and interoperability.

Quickstep, described in [14], is a recommender
system for online papers. It uses unobtrusive
monitoring of searchers’ browsing behaviour to find
what kind of papers a searcher is interested in and
create an interest profile for each searcher. When a
searcher searches for papers, only those papers that
have not already been browsed by the searcher and
have a topic of interest to the searcher are returned.

Feedback forms may be provided for a searcher to
provide negative or positive comments on the
recommendations after the item has been received by
the searcher. One major problem with relying on the
searchers to actively provide feedback as in [4] is that
there is never a certainty that they will do so. Aïmeur et
al. [4] reported that most people would provide
positive ratings if any at all. On the other side, if a
searcher had an extremely negative experience they
may provide a rating, but otherwise may not bother.
Even if the system sends regular emails to the searchers
to remind them to provide feedback on a
recommendation they were given, it is still not
guaranteed that the searcher will do so. In fact, the
searcher may regard the reminder emails as an
annoyance and ignore them altogether.

Any recommender system that recommends items
for purchase (such as Amazon.com, for example) can,
to some extent, measure how valid and useful a
recommendation was by recording if the searcher
decided to buy the item that was recommended.
However in most of the expert recommender systems
encountered in the literature, there is no way of
knowing whether a recommendation of an expert
caused a searcher to contact the expert. These systems
provide the names and contact details of recommended
experts, but then leave it to the searcher to contact the
experts at their discretion; thus they not only have no
idea if a contacted expert was able to help the searcher,
but also have no idea if a searcher even tried to contact
the expert in the first place.

The lack of feedback problem is addressed in [4] by
ensuring that all searcher and expert interaction is
controlled by the system and by having profiles for
both searchers and experts. However, their approach is
geared towards providing quick solutions to problems
rather than putting people in contact with one another.
Thus it seems unrealistic to insist that all contact
between a searcher and an expert be through the
system, but it does make sense that searchers be
allowed to make initial contact with experts via the

system, and experts be allowed to send the initial
response through the system so the system can gather
data on an expert’s availability and response time.

3. Exploratory case studies

As our goal is to create a recommender system that
has the confidence and support of its intended users
and goes beyond the yellow-pages model, it was
essential that we not just review the literature but also
analyse the experiences of practitioners frequently
concerned with the task of locating experts and
expertise. Thus we conducted two case studies.

3.1 Case study 1

Firstly we conducted interviews with seventeen
personnel during the months of September and
November 2006 within a Defence R & D organization
which is expertise intensive. A series of questions was
presented to our interviewees in an attempt to get them
to present their experiences on accessing expertise in
each of their fields (e.g. “What features or criteria do
you use to determine if someone is an expert?”, “How
do you find what projects/problems people are working
on?”). The questions were also designed to elicit
barriers they faced to gaining expertise/finding an
expert as well as assessing the quality of the expertise
they were provided with. It is this last parameter
(quality) that is the most difficult to assess.

The following five main questions were asked
(with subquestions associated with each to further
prompt answers):
1. How do you go about finding an expert?
Please give one or two actual examples of how you
have done this in the past.
• Have you used any tools or software support?
• What sources of information do you look at?

(documents, email, websites, databases, personal
reference)

• What role has the web played in finding
information about expertise inside and external to
your organisation?

• What mechanisms does the organization have to
identify experts?

• What features or criteria do you use to determine if
someone is an expert?

• Do you consider personal characteristics? If so,
how would you work these out?

• What ranking/order would you give to the criteria
that you use to identify/find a person?

• Does the importance of a criteria vary for different
situations? If so, can you give examples from your
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experience of when certain criteria were important
and which were less important or unimportant in a
different situation?

• How do you determine the person’s level of
expertise and the currency of that expertise?

• How do you find what projects/problems people are
working on?

• Is it more useful to know what problem someone
has been working on or the application/domain they
worked within?

• How long do you usually have to find an expert?
Do you need to find an answer to a problem as
quick as possible, or is it in the project planning
phase when you are looking for team
members/mentors/advisors?

2. Do you use a different process depending on the
location of the person, their status, the department
they are in, or other factor? Please give one or more
examples.
• Has your strategy changed over time?
• Does this process differ for people outside of your

organisation?
• Who decides who is in a team? How do they

decide? Please give an example of how a recent
team you were involved with was put together.

3. What are the impediments or barriers to
identifying an expert?
• What are the impediments or barriers to accessing

an expert?
• What are the impediments or barriers to validating

an expert?
4. Is there information you are interested in gaining
access to but currently you are unaware of where
you could find it or whether what exists is accessible
or reliable?
• Do people advertise their skills? Should they

advertise? What about bidding for projects?
• What role does budget, timeframe, resources play in

finding an expert and then getting access to them?
5. How is trust developed regarding expertise in
your organisation?
• How do you validate that someone is an expert and

is that information passed on in some way to others
in the organization?

• What mechanisms does the organization have to
reward experts? Is there any incentive to be
recognised as an expert or does this lead to more
work or less time for your own work?

It was clear from our initial investigations in 2006,
that a fully automated approach which advises who to
contact, or a semi-automated approach using
techniques such as SNA to answer “who knows who”
would not deliver an optimal or widely accepted

solution. There were basically two ways of accessing
‘know-how’ within the organization: 1) drawing upon
one’s social networks (a people-centric approach); 2)
reading publications/project descriptions to determine
who has the relevant expertise (a more
algorithmic/automated type of approach). Issues that
arose in accessing expert/ise included:

 Establishing trust and quantifying levels of trust.
Interviewees using social networks to locate
expertise mentioned the importance of trust
between the members of the social network. Also
mentioned was the difficulty in determining the
level of truthfulness in journal and conference
papers and how much trust should be placed in the
reported results.

 The organisation experiences a high turnover of
experts and thus a loss of expertise.

 Access to experts across organizational boundaries.

 Currency of expertise and the impact of currency on
relevancy of expertise. Although the organisation
attempted to maintain the currency of the expertise
held by their experts by up-dating their knowledge
and ensuring that the relevant training was
administered, it was mentioned that knowing
something is better than knowing nothing, even if
the knowledge is not current.

 Short timeframes (hours/days) for decision making
related to forming a new team and project.

 Information is typically classified and only
available on a need to know basis.

In this organization the key concern was “how do
you find someone to work on a particular project?”
Using our interview transcripts we conducted content
analysis as we had done with the literature. This
revealed that people and projects, and to a lesser
extent, tools and groups, play central roles in
identifying who is an expert. The structure of the
organization also played a major role in being able to
find and access an expert.

The majority of the Defense R&D personnel
possessed PhDs and had a high level of technical
knowledge. We found that the senior personnel tended
to place more importance on the quality of a potential
expert’s publications than less senior staff. All
personnel interviewed mentioned the importance of
social networking and maintaining contact with others
in their field. Senior staff tended to have more
international contacts as well as larger social networks
within their organization. The most junior staff member
we interviewed was the least concerned with finding
experts and had the least number of contacts in other
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departments of the organization.
Three of the personnel interviewed were liaison

librarians who were often required to do literature
searches for staff members. They mentioned that staff
members were starting to do their own web-based
subject searches rather than asking the librarians for
help. The librarians personally visited a number of staff
members to keep them up to date with what is
happening in the organization. They also told us that
many staff members were socially isolated.

At the time of the interviews, the organization had
no established or frequently updated expert
recommender system. We were told that there had been
attempts to create an expertise database, but it was
difficult to keep up to date and was not current at the
time of the interviews.

3.2 Case study 2

The second case study we conducted was within our
own university, another expertise intensive
organization. There are four key areas within the
university concerned with locating and contacting
experts. These are:

 the Research Office (RO) – concerned with finding
experts for research projects;

 Development and External Relations Division
(DERD) (now better known as Community
Engagement) – concerned with finding experts for
awards and for connecting Macquarie staff with
industry and the community;

 Marketing and Public Relations (MPR) – concerned
with finding experts for media interviews on behalf
of journalists; and

 Teaching and Learning (TL) – concerned with
finding experts for guest lectures and expertise
related to teaching and learning such as skills and
experience with working with groups or teams,
giving iLectures, handling large classes, providing
feedback, etc.

We interviewed representatives (the senior executive of
the RO, director and two others in DERD, two senior
people in MPR and the Chair of the University
Learning and Teaching Committee for TL) from these
four areas, asking them the same questions as in the
first case study (removing questions that were specific
to the first organization) as well as asking them their
general requirements for an expert recommender
system. Based on the findings from the literature and
our own experiences, we were particularly interested in
the answer to the following questions:

1. If there was a system that recommends experts,
would you be willing to spend a small amount of
time providing feedback to the system to indicate
whether a recommendation given to you was
useful?

2. What sort of searcher feedback would be useful to
you?

A few of the representatives had reservations about
the feedback form (Fig 2.) presented to them as an
example of what feedback might look like. TL
mentioned that any negative feedback on a person’s
teaching style would be taken very personally and is
akin to criticising the person themselves, as teaching
skills are not something that can be taught easily or
learned right away. While it may be useful to indicate
which experts have good and bad teaching skills, it may
cause people to be more reluctant to use the system or
volunteer to give guest lectures. MPR mentioned that
journalists would be unlikely to fill out the feedback
form unless they had a negative experience and it was
immediately available.

The methods university representatives preferred
with respect to finding experts were quite similar to
those used by staff at the Defence R&D organisation.
The RO searched through publication titles in the
Integrated Research Information System (IRIS) to find
an expert. MPR said that they frequently used Xpertnet,
Macquarie University’s expert recommender system
for journalists, to locate experts.

The requirements listed by the representatives
included:
• Searching by age (suggested by DERD for offering

age-specific awards).
• Searching for expertise in general as well as

expertise in a particular field (suggested by DERD
for offering non-domain-specific awards).

• Details of well-established and/or recognised
experts, such as professors, and lesser established,
(e.g. Masters and PhD students) experts were
needed, as well as non-academics performing
relevant research. (This was suggested by DERD as
they have found that people studying towards a
higher degree were more likely to be interested in
applying for an award).

• Details about an expert’s teaching awards,
publications, and grants, as well as information about
the type of teaching skills they possess (e.g. if they
have experience in student centered learning, or team
teaching). (Suggested by TL as a method of judging
the quality of the expert’s teaching skills and finding
out, for instance, if they would be suitable to give
guest lectures or mentor new staff members).
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• A model illustrating the relationships between
experts (Suggested by RO to show joint grants and
papers).

• Certain flags to restrict searches on grant
applications that are confidential (suggested by RO).

• Experts who are registered in the system should be
allowed to nominate availability (suggested by MPR
as the response time of an expert was an issue).

4. Approach
The case studies
revealed that a
combined automated
and human-in-the-
loop approach was
necessary. As dep-
icted in Figure 3, the
proposed approach
uses automated
searching as a
foundation from
which the initial

data is captured and against which the data is regularly
cross checked. The key inputs to data mining include
individual web pages, project/grant repositories,
citation indexes (e.g. CiteSeer
(http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/) and publications databases.
Within our university we will use the Integrated
Research Information System (IRIS) as one of our data
sources. IRIS consists of a collection of all publications
and impact factors of individuals within the university.
The latter is currently our most useful resource as it is
the most structured.

In the information extraction technique we trialed
[15], results were sent to each of the 20 identified
experts in the Computing Department in an email
giving them an opportunity to review and validate the
areas of expertise found by the system. The result
provided to each expert was a set of RFCD (Research
Fields, Courses and Disciplines) codes as defined by
the Australian Research Council (ARC). These codes
were based on the expert’s publications in IRIS and
were used as an externally validated and publically
recognized indicator of their research areas. In addition
to validation of the outputs of datamining concerning
their areas of expertise, we also propose that the expert
would be able to provide additional information
regarding their preferences as shown in Figure 4.

Using automated searching we can attach dates
related to the expertise found to assist with currency.
We can also keep statistics on the level of expertise
using simple measures such as the number of
publications in that area and Term Frequency Inverse

Document Frequency (TFIDF).
This confirmation and correction by the expert of

the results of automated searching provides a second
dimension: Self reporting and referral by others which
is based upon the first dimension: Automated
Searching. By allowing experts to edit the automated
results we are allowing them to self-report their areas
of expertise, deleting or adding new areas as they see
fit. The system would also allow for others, such as a
PhD supervisor, to nominate or refer another person,
such as their student.

Figure 4. A simplified validation screen
sent to the expert as a result of data mining
from webpages, publication/citation
databases, etc.

With many systems that rely entirely on self-
reporting, some people will choose to simply not to
have a profile rather than going to all the trouble of
registering themselves and maintaining their profile. In
large organizations it is also possible that some people
may not even know about the system, especially if it is
fairly new. To populate such a system it is most likely
that some experts would need to be contacted either

Figure.3. Our Triangulated
approach
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personally or via mass email and the rate at which
experts are added to the system would be directly

related to the rate at which experts (most of
whom would be very busy) are able or willing
to register themselves.

Rather than asking potential experts to “opt
in”, by using automated methods as the
foundational first step in information
acquisition, this system would instead ask them
to “opt out” if they do not wish to be registered
with the system. It would also be much easier
for an expert to review a portfolio which has
been automatically generated for them rather
than have to format one for themselves. In
addition to sharing the data validation and
maintenance with the searcher, the system
provides a standard way of describing its
experts, which will simplify the searching
process.

To address the issues of external validation,
expertise currency and motivation to enter and
maintain the data, individuals are sent the
output from data mining at regular intervals,
say twice yearly. Given the importance of
reputation and track record in the university
system we believe academics would be
motivated to check what the system, as it
reflects the data in the world about them, says
and to correct any errors or omissions.

From discussions, interviews and personal
experience the key question to be asked of the
advice of any recommendation system is “was it
useful?” As shown in Figure 3, the third
support to our approach is a feedback
mechanism that will allow the searchers of the
system to validate the recommendations
themselves.

Feedback will be gathered from both the
searcher and the expert. As illustrated in the activity
diagram in Figure 5, once an expert is recommended by
the system the searcher can choose to contact the
expert via a contact form provided by the system. The
system would then email this message to the expert
along with a link to a form where they can send their
initial reply. In this way the expert can provide
information about their availability and expertise as
well as writing a personalized message to the searcher
(Figure 6).

If the searcher wishes to contact the expert via
another route, such as a phone call, the system would
allow them to indicate this by clicking a link or button.
If the searcher chooses this option, a message will be
sent to the expert informing them that they may be

contacted regarding the search terms entered by the
searcher. The expert will be directed to a form where

they can indicate if they are available and possess the
expertise to address the query. This form would be
similar to that in Fig 6 without the searcher’s message
at the top and the space to write a personalized
message. The system will then be able to update the
expert’s statistics in the system and inform the searcher
of the expert’s status if the system has both searcher
and expert profiles or if the searcher provides the
system with their email address.

Thus the system is able to keep track of what
recommendations yield success (that is, which
recommendations result in an expert being contacted).
If the searcher does not indicate in any way that they
wish to contact the expert, the system will store the
search terms used for a brief period of time and

Figure 5. Activity diagram depicting search flow between Searcher,
Expert and System
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observe if similar search terms also yield unsuccessful
results. If so, the system will reevaluate the profiles that
are recommended for those search terms.

After interacting with a recommended expert, a
searcher may provide feedback on the expert whenever
they wish. Otherwise a follow-up technique such as
sending an email to the searcher a couple of weeks
after the searcher makes contact with an expert could
be used, reminding them to provide feedback.

Figure 6. Example of an expert response form with searcher’s
message at the top.

The screens which make up the user interface play
a critical part of the approach by allowing the
development of two profiles, or user models, of the
expert as well as the service requester. The two user
models will provide knowledge to the system that will
be used as a filter for searching and matching. The
need for customizing both sides became apparent from
interviews revealing that the (type of) person being
sought varied for different departments. Thus it is
necessary to capture the needs and preferences of the
person looking for someone (e.g., they are a news

journalist and need someone to provide an expert
opinion for television in layman’s terms in the next
hour) and also the preferences, communication skills
and availability of the expert (e.g. they have given
radio interviews in the past but are away for two
weeks). The user models can potentially be populated
from data found in other places, such as from webpages
maintained by the individual or corporate pages, but
realize that the feasibility of this depends on the level
of webpage standardization across the organization and
the degree to which content management is enforced.
Thus in our solution we leave this as potential future
work. Statistics relating to the responses from experts
regarding their expertise and availability and the
requesters satisfaction with the service provided are
part of the user model. The service provided has many
aspects to it, some of which, such as ability to
communicate and availability, can be used to rate the
expert and order future results to searches.
Recommended experts who frequently receive negative
feedback (or poor ratings if a rating system similar to
that used by [4] is used) will be recommended less (or
perhaps ranked lower in the final output) by the system,
than experts who have consistently received positive
feedback, for example. This feedback mechanism will
act as a referral system, suggested by some of the
people we spoke with as the type of system they would
be interested in, rather than a yellow-pages model.
They didn’t want contact details of anyone professing
to know a particular domain, they wanted to find
someone based on the experience of someone else, who
they preferably knew and trusted.

While the system will use the statistics for
generating and ordering recommendations in response
to a query, for privacy and ethical reasons, only the
expert will be able to see his/her own statistics
regarding their overall usefulness and availability as
perceived by the service requesters. We see this
personal feedback as potentially useful for professional
development and self evaluation, similar to the way in
which data from student evaluations of a teacher may
be used for professional development and disclosed at
the experts discretion for promotion or other reasons.
As represented, this additional feed-back/validation
pillar provides a triangulated approach bringing
together automated machine-based knowledge
discovery and manual validation.
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4.1 Usability study

After the requirements for the proposed system were
decided upon, it was important to test that the features
of the system were actually what people wanted. All
too often it is the case that a system with too many
features will not be easy or enjoyable to use. Features
such as an in-system contact form may be viewed as an
annoyance rather than a benefit. For this reason we
devised a usability test on a semi-functional version of
the system.

We made a prototype expert recommender system,
WHOKNOWS? that we populated with a small amount
of test data. Ten mock expert profiles were put into the
system as well as several screens to help searchers find
and contact experts. The screens consisted of an initial
search screen (Figure 7), a screen to show the results of
a search, a screen for the searcher to contact the
recommended experts, and a screen for the searcher to
provide feedback on an expert. Screens showing the
profiles of the experts were also included as well as a
screen for the expert to respond to a searcher’s request
(Figure 6), although this screen was not included in the
test.

Figure 7. Initial search screen in test system

WHOKNOWS? did not allow for any searcher
profiles. Instead the initial search screen (Figure 7)
allowed users to specify what time frame they had to
contact the expert in and whether they required an

expert for a radio, television, or newspaper interview,
or a guest lecture.

As the system did not contain any real expert
profiles, no automated searching was done by the
system, rather we assumed that this stage had already
been completed, and the resulting expert profiles had
been stored in the system. An evaluation of automated
searching and expert validation was performed on
members of the Computing department at Macquarie
University using publication data found in IRIS and is
described in [15].

Figure 8. First scenario in usability test

The algorithm for ranking the recommended experts
returned by a search was also implemented so it could
be assessed by the participants. The algorithm
contained the following steps:

1. all experts to whom the criteria entered by the
searcher was not applicable were removed.

2. if the searcher entered expertise keywords, the
remaining experts were ranked on how many
keywords were found in their listed areas of
expertise. The experts for whom no keywords
were found were removed.

Scenario 1 Part 1.

You are a Journalist working for the Daily Star
Newspaper. You are researching a story about a
polar bear attacking some school children outside
an Alaskan high school. You wish to find an expert
on polar bears to interview for your article. You
need to have the article ready in two days. Use the
system to find and contact the expert.

Scenario 1 Part 2.

After contacting the expert, you receive the
following reply:

Hi,
I am too busy to give any interviews at the
moment. However, you may try James Paterson
(james@email.com) as he will be only too happy
to grant you an interview.

You contact James and he responds immediately.
You are able to get an interview with him that day.

Use the system to provide feedback for the expert
you initially contacted.
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The remaining experts were ranked on their combined
availability and searcher feedback scores.

WHOKNOWS? and the usability test were both
made available online. Two scenarios were given to the
participants (who responded to an emailed
advertisement). Each scenario gave the participant a
job occupation and a task that involved using the
system to search for an expert (Figure 8). After each
scenario had been completed, the participants were
asked to fill in a questionnaire. The questionnaire asked
the participants to rate how easy or difficult it was to
complete the task, and whether the layout of the system
helped or hindered them. The participants were asked
to evaluate the algorithm the system uses to rank the
experts, as well as their opinion on certain components
of the system (such as the contact and feedback pages).

4.1.1 Participants
Thirty-eight participants responded to the emailed

advertisement. However, as the usability test was
online, it was not possible to make sure that the
participants completed the whole test. As a result only
28 participants completed all steps which were part of
the first scenario and filled out the survey, and 22 of
those went on to complete the second scenario and fill
out the associated survey.

Gender

Age Range Female Male

15-19 1

20-24 2 1

25-29 2 7

30-34 3

35-39 2 2

40-44 1 1

45-49 3

50-54

55-59

60-64 1

65-69 1 1

Total 11 17
Table 1. Number of participants in each age range by gender

A summary of the biographical details of the 28
participants can be found in Tables 1 and 2.
Participants were both male and female and a range of
ages. About half the male participants and a third of the
female participants were employed in a job where they
needed to find experts. These included members of the

Research Office and Media and Public Relations Office
at Macquarie University who had participated in our
interviews in section 3.2.

Involved in finding experts

Gender No Yes Total

Female 7 4 11

Male 8 9 17

Total 15 13 28
Table 2. Number of participants who are and are not
involved in finding experts for their profession by gender

4.1.2 Results and Discussion

Results were gathered for each part of the test
system: the search page, results page, expert profile
page, contact page and feedback page. Each of these is
outlined in the subsections below. The system’s
ranking algorithm was also evaluated by participants,
although the results are not discussed here and will be
presented in a future publication.

The questionnaire given to each participant after
they completed the tasks in each scenario contained
statements about each screen in the system. The
participants indicated their level of agreement with
each of the statements on a 5-value Likert scale. The
statements for each page were the following:
Search Page
S1. I found it easy to understand how to search for the

expert on the search page
S2. The search options on the search page were

specific enough for me to search for the expert I
needed

Results Page
S1. The experts’ details on the results page were

sufficient for me to tell if I needed to contact them.
S2. It was clear to me how I could use the system to

contact the experts on this page
S3. After reading this page I understood how to

provide feedback on an expert.
Expert Profile Page
S1. The details of the expert listed on this page were

sufficient for me to tell if I needed to contact them.
S2. I found the categories on this page easy to

understand.
S3. It was clear to me how I could use the system to

contact the expert on this page.
Contact Page
S1. It was clear to whom the email was being sent.
S2. I found it easy to understand how the text boxes

should be filled in.
S3. I would use this feature in the future if available.
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Feedback Page
S1. I was able to adequately express my feelings about

the expert on this page.
Table 3 shows the percentage of participants that either
agreed or strongly agreed with each statement for each
scenario.

Search Page Scen1 Scen2

S1 71.43% 95.45%

S2 78.57% 90.91%

Results Page

S1 89.29% 95.45%

S2 85.71% 95.45%

S3 60.71% 86.36%

Expert Profile
page

S1 92.86% 95.45%

S2 71.43% 90.91%

S3 89.29% 95.45%

Contact page

S1 85.71% 95.45%

S2 85.71% 90.91%

S3 89.29% 90.91%

Feedback page

S1 60.71% 63.64%
Table 3. Percentage of participants who agreed or strongly
agreed with statements about each screen in the system after
completing tasks in the first and second scenarios

From Table 3 we can see that the percentage of
people who agreed or strongly agreed with the
statements after completing the task in scenario 2, is
higher in every case than the percentage who agreed or
strongly agreed after completing the task in scenario 1.

The percentage increase can be explained partly by
the fact that the participants would have a better grasp
of how the system works after completing the first
scenario and starting the second; and partly by the fact
that six of the participants who completed the first
scenario did not complete the second. Table 4 shows
the percentage of the 22 participants who completed
both scenarios who either agreed or strongly agreed
with each statement for each scenario

After removing the 6 participants who didn’t
continue to the second scenario, we can see in Table 4
that the percentage differences are smaller in general
than in Table 3. Percentage increases are recorded for
both statements about the Search page; statement 3

about the Results page; and statement 2 about the
Expert Profile page. This increase can most likely be
attributed to the participants gaining experience in
using the system after they completed the second
scenario

Search Page Scen1 Scen2

S1 81.82% 95.45%

S2 86.36% 90.91%

Results Page

S1 95.45% 95.45%

S2 95.45% 95.45%

S3 68.18% 86.36%

Expert Profile
Page

S1 100.00% 95.45%

S2 81.82% 90.91%

S3 100.00% 95.45%

Contact Page

S1 95.45% 95.45%

S2 90.91% 90.91%

S3 90.91% 90.91%

Feedback Page

S1 68.18% 63.64%
Table 4. Percentage of participants who agreed or strongly
agreed with statements about each screen in the system after
completing tasks in the first and second scenarios with
participants who did not complete both tasks removed.

A few participants found the layout of the search
page confusing initially, and some said that they would
have preferred fewer options and an “advanced search”
option instead.

A relatively low percentage of people (68.18%)
agreed or strongly agreed with the third statement
about the Results Page (after reading this page I
understood how to provide feedback on an expert)
after completing the first task. Many participants
thought the instructions on how to submit feedback
were not very clear initially. To rectify this, there
should be a separate button for each expert that, when
clicked, would take the searcher immediately to the
feedback page for that expert. In reality, however, a
searcher is probably not likely to provide feedback on
an expert immediately, but rather after some time has
elapsed and they have been sent a reminder email by
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the system that includes a link to the feedback page for
the expert they contacted.

One participant commented that they were not able
to discern how helpful an expert was going to be by
viewing their profile. This is a difficult problem to fix,
as the feedback information the system uses to rank an
expert is not displayed for ethical and practical reasons.
Many experts would not be happy with their details in a
system that displays to the public what other people
think of them. If an expert saw that they had an average
feedback score of 20%, for instance, they may become
upset and ask for their profile to be removed from the
system. While an expert should be allowed to know
what their feedback score is, showing this information
to all users of the system would not be appropriate.
Showing an expert’s availability information to the
public, however, may be acceptable, as this is not based
on people’s opinions, but on facts.

It would be beneficial to both the searcher and the
expert to have the expert’s availability information
displayed, as the searcher will know that they might not
have much luck if they try to contact the expert, and the
expert will not have to be constantly rejecting requests
for help from searchers.

The percentage of people who agreed or strongly
agreed with the statements about the Contact page
remained the same for both tasks. The most promising
result was the high percentage of participants who
indicated for both scenarios that they would use the
feature in the future if available (statement 3). None of
the participants disagreed with this statement, although
one participant commented that they could imagine
copying the email address and sending their own email
to the expert.

Figure 9. Feedback form

The statements about the feedback page generated
the lowest percentage of agreement (68.18% after the
first task and 63.64% after the second task). Some
participants thought the feedback options available on
this page (Figure 9) were too rigid, especially for
scenario 1, when the recommended expert actually
recommended another expert, but wasn’t of any help
otherwise. The section of the feedback form that
requires a Yes/No answer (I would recommend this
expert to someone with the same query) would be
especially hard to fill out in a situation such as this.
Another participant commented that the additional
comments section was the only place where an expert’s
performance could be evaluated (with the other
sections evaluating the expert’s immediate response
and availability). The feedback page was structured in
this way to avoid making people fill out too many
sections, as they would be unlikely to provide feedback
regularly if this was the case.

Adding another section to indicate how satisfactory
an expert’s performance was could be a step towards
solving this problem. It could allow the user to give a
Yes/No response to the statement “I was satisfied with
the expert’s performance” or have them rate their
satisfaction with the expert’s performance on a scale of
1-5 with 5 being very satisfied and 1 being very
dissatisfied. There are some issues with this method,
however. A person’s satisfaction with another person’s
performance can be very subjective. One person may
think an expert performed excellently, while another
may think they performed poorly, even if they gave the
same performance in both cases. If free text was used
to evaluate an expert’s performance, the searcher could
choose the comments to be sent to the expert so they
can see exactly what the searcher was dissatisfied with.
A Yes/No response, or a rating out of 5 would not give
the expert a good idea of exactly what the searcher
thought, and would therefore not be able to improve.

A second option would be to show each expert their
feedback scores and comments on a private part of
their profile. This may encourage them to improve their
performance if the searcher was not satisfied. This
would require comments to be heavily moderated,
however, to ensure that searchers are not allowed to
submit abusive feedback.

5. Conclusion

Rating systems, such as we propose and that used by
[4], raise several ethical issues. For instance many
people may object to the concept of rating another
person and may refuse to participate. On the other end
of the scale, some users may give recommended
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experts an unnecessarily bad rating simply because
they don't like them on a personal level. In addition, the
possibility that a person's personal or teaching skills
could be criticized would be a sensitive issue for many
and may result in a large number of experts refusing to
be registered in the system. In our approach we aim to
try different methods of user feedback as well as
limiting the visibility of an expert's feedback results
and preserving the anonymity of the users who provide
the feedback in an attempt to avoid the ethical issues.
In addition, we will also consider the use of more
personalised feedback (e.g. a reporter wishing to
interview an expert will be rating them on different
criteria than someone wishing to work with the expert
on a project).

As a key part of our approach is the combination of
self-reporting/referral and automated searching through
available data. Some data can only be obtained via self-
reporting (e.g. indicating if you are available to do
media interviews or guest lectures). However,
information about which units one teaches, expertise
areas, grants, etc. can be gained from personal websites
and internal databases. An outstanding issue would be
how to reconcile differences between these sources and
between the outputs of automated searching and self-
reporting.

A usability study was performed on the test expert
recommender system we developed – WHOKNOWS?
The participants included both males and females
across a range of ages, a number of whom are
concerned with finding experts in their professions.
The participants completed two tasks using the test
system and filled in questionnaires about the system’s
various features. A large majority of the participants
responded favourably to the system and provided
valuable feedback that resulted in a re-
evaluation/design of the system’s ranking algorithm,
search options and feedback form.

Recommender systems greatly speed up and simplify
the searching process, whether the item being searched
for is a book, film, or another person. This project is
interested in a recommender system which maintains
user profiles to match experts with service requesters.
Validation of the user profiles and the system
recommendations using a combination of automated
and human-based techniques seeks to combine and
reinforce these two main approaches which
individually have numerous weaknesses. Closing the
loop between the seeker and the sought is aimed at
providing both parties with confidence and motivation
to use the system. We anticipate that our findings will

be of use to other recommender systems and search
engines, such as Google, in general. Finally, to provide
a generalized framework for expertise location, we will
consider what modifications are necessary to allow
other knowledge-intensive organizations to use the
framework and toolkit.
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Abstract

The design of assurance cases is hampered by the posit-
and-prove approach to software and systems engineering; it
has been observed that, traditionally, a product is produced
and then evidence from the development is looked for to
build an assurance case. Although post-hoc assured devel-
opment is possible, it often results in errors being uncovered
late—leading to costly redevelopment—or to systems being
over-engineered—which also escalates cost. As a conse-
quence, there has been a recent move towards the proactive
design of the assurance case. Assurance-driven design sees
assurance as a driving force in design. Assurance-driven
design is suggestive of how the design process should be
shaped for assurance. It is not, however, a prescriptive
method; rather it allows an organisation to assess their as-
surance needs according to their developmental needs, in-
cluding their attitude to risk, and to adapt their processes
accordingly.

We have situated the work within Problem Oriented En-
gineering, a design framework inspired by Gentzen-style
systems, with its root in requirement and software engineer-
ing. In the paper we present the main elements of the ap-
proach and report on its application in real-world projects.

Keywords: Dependability, Software Engineering, As-
surance Case, Problem Oriented Engineering, Engi-
neering Design

1 Introduction

By engineering design (shortly, design), we refer to the
creative, iterative and often open-ended endevour of con-
ceiving and developing products, systems and processes
(adapted from [2]).

Engineering design by necessity includes the identifi-
cation and clarification of requirements, the understanding

∗An expanded version of [1]

and structuring of the context into which the engineered sys-
tem will be deployed, the detailing of a design for a solution
that can ensure satisfaction of the requirements in context,
and the construction of arguments to assure the validating
stake-holders that the solution will provide the functional-
ity and qualities that are needed. The last of these is the
concern of this paper.

Typically, for software at least, even though evidence is
gathered during development the collation, documentation
and quality injection of the assurance argument follows con-
struction; perhaps this is because software development is
currently sufficiently difficult without having to serve the
needs of two masters: code and assurance. If software and
assurance argument could be developed together, then de-
velopmental risk could be managed better–development er-
rors that weaken an assurance argument could be found ear-
lier in the process—as could developmental cost—by re-
moving the compensating tendency to over-engineer.

Assurance-driven design (ADD), introduced in [1], does
not make development any simpler; rather, it makes the
building of an assurance argument a driver for development.
Accepting this, however, ADD can guide the developer: by
providing a more specific focus on those parts of a system
that require assurance; by providing early feedback on de-
sign decisions; by capturing coverage of the design space;
and, last but not least, by delivering an assurance argument
alongside the product.

Our work on assurance-driven design is situated within
Problem Oriented Engineering (POE), our framework for
engineering design (instantiated for software in [3, 4]). The
techniques we propose have no particular dependence on a
software development context; indeed, our main example
combines software and educational materials design and it
is the assurance of their combined qualities that will drive
our development.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides
the briefest introduction to POE. In Section 3 we develop
assurance-driven design, and in Section 4 illustrate its use
through its application to a real-world problem. Section 5
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relates our work to that of others, and Section 6 reflects on
what has been achieved and concludes the paper.

2 Problem Oriented Engineering

Problem Oriented Engineering is a framework for engi-
neering design, similar in intent to Gentzen’s Natural De-
duction [5], presented as a sequent calculus. As such, POE
supports rather than guides its user as to the particular se-
quence of design steps that will be used; the user choosing
the sequence of steps that they deem most appropriate to the
context of application. The basis of POE is the problem for
representing design problems requiring designed solutions.
Problem transformations transform problems into others in
ways that preserve solutions (in a sense that will become
clear). When we have managed to transform a problem to
axioms1 we have solved the problem, and we will have a
designed solution for our efforts. A comprehensive presen-
tation of POE is beyond he scope of this paper and can be
found in [3, 4].

2.1 Problem

A problem has three descriptive elements: that of an ex-
isting real-world problem context, W; that of a requirement,
R; and that of a solution, S. We write the problem with ele-
ments W, S and R as W, S ` R. What is known of a problem
element is captured in its description; descriptions can be
written in any appropriate language: examples include nat-
ural language, Alloy ([6]), and machine language. Solving
a problem is finding S that satisfies R in the context of W.

Figure 1 gives an example of engineering design prob-
lem (shortly problem), described in a Problem-Frame-like
notation ([7]). The problem (from a real world case study
[8, 9]) is that of defining a controller to release decoy flare
from a military aircraft: essentially decoy flares provide de-
fence against incoming missile attack. The context includes
a Pilot, a Defence system and some other existing hardware,
represented in the figure as named undecorated rectangles.
The solution to be designed is Decoy Controller, represented
as a named decorated rectangle. The arc annotations are
shared phenomena: for instance, the Pilot can send an ok
command to the Decoy Controller. The solution needs to
satisfy the Safe decoy control requirement, represented as a
named dotted ellipse, for the safe release of decoys. For-
mally, in POE, this problem is represented as:

Defence Systemcon, Dispenser Unitout
fire,sel,

Aircraft Status Systemair,
Pilotok, Decoy Controllerfire,sel

con,out,air,ok ` SDCfire,sel
con,out,air,ok

but we use both notations interchangeably.
1An axiomatic problem is a problem whose adequate, i.e., fit-for-

purpose, solution is already known.

DS! con

Pilot

Defence 
System

Dispenser 
Unit

Aircraft 
Status

Decoy 
Controller

Safe decoy
control

DC! fire, sel

P! ok

AS! air

DU! out

Figure 1. The Decoy Controller Problem

2.2 Problem transformations and justification
obligations

Problem transformations capture discrete steps in the
problem solving process. Many classes of transformation
are recognised in POE, reflecting a variety of engineering
practices reported in the literature or observed elsewhere.
Problem transformations relate a problem and a justifica-
tion to (a set of) problems. Problem transformations con-
form to the following general pattern (whose notation is
based on that of [5]). Suppose we have conclusion problem
P : W, S ` R, premise problems Pi : Wi, Si ` Ri, i = 1, ..., n,
(n ≥ 0) and justification J, then we will write:

P1 : W1, S1 ` R1 ... Pn : Wn, Sn ` Rn [NAME]
〈〈J〉〉P : W, S ` R

to mean that, derived from an application of the NAME
problem transformation schema (discussed below):

S is a solution of W, S ` R with adequacy argu-
ment (AA1 ∧ ... ∧ AAn) ∧ J whenever S1, ..., Sn are
solutions of W1, S1 ` R1, ..., Wn, Sn ` Rn, with
adequacy arguments AA1, ..., AAn, respectively.

Engineering design under POE proceeds in a step-wise
manner with the application of problem transformation
schemata, examples of which appear below: the initial
problem forms the root of a development tree with trans-
formations applied to extend the tree upwards towards its
leaves. A problem is solved for a stake-holder S if the
development tree is complete, and the adequacy argument
constructed for that tree convinces S that the solution is ad-
equate. For technical reasons2, we write

P

to indicate that problem P = W, S ` R is solved. As P will
be fully detailed in determining the solution — to the satis-
faction of stake-holders — the indication that P is solved is
without justification. For the technical details, see [4].

A partial development tree is shown in Figure 2.
2Simply, that we may indicate an axiom in a Gentzen system thus.
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P3 : W3, S3 ` R3 P4 : W4, S4 ` R4 [N2]
〈〈J2〉〉P2 : W2, S2 ` R2 [N1]

〈〈J1〉〉P1 : W1, S2 ` R1

Figure 2. A POE partial development tree

The figure contains four nodes, one for each of the prob-
lems P1, P2, P3 and P4. The problem transformation that
gave the problem solver P1 is justified by J1, whereas the
branching to problems P2 and P3 is justified by J2. From
the tree, we see that P3 is solved. P4 remains unsolved, so
that the adequacy argument for the tree is incomplete; from
the definition above, the incomplete adequacy argument is:

J2 ∧ J1

2.2.1 “Have we done enough?”

At any point in a development we can ask if we have
done enough, i.e., if we were to declare our development
complete would we be able to satisfy the validating stake-
holders? This question is most obviously asked of the com-
plete development, in which case an affirmative answer con-
vinces all stake-holders that we have an adequate solution
to the whole problem.

As previously mentioned, a completed development in
POE is represented as a complete development tree, i.e., a
tree in which no problems exist to be solved. The develop-
ment is successful if the adequacy argument, AA, satisfies
the stake-holders of the adequacy of the solution. For any
stake-holder S, then, we have done enough if

AA convinces S.

Consider again the form of the adequacy argument given
a partial tree, such as that in Figure 2. Suppose that S is
a stake-holder for problem P1. Should P1 be solvable, we
would wish to find justification J3 and solved problem P5,
say, such that

J3 ∧ J2 ∧ J1 convinces S and P5 [N3]
〈〈J3〉〉P4

If we were free to choose P5 without any reference to the
requirements of the argument that establishes it as fit-for-
purpose (that formed when J3 is added to the adequacy ar-
gument) it would be unlikely to result in something that
could be justified. Of the techniques mentioned in the intro-
duction to this paper, the ‘posit’ of ‘posit and prove’ is mov-
ing towards this ‘free’ choice; moreover, over-engineering
a solution simply allows the engineer a freer choice.

As we begin to balance the choice of P5 and J3, we move
towards the position of assurance-driven design, in which
the requirements for justification motivate the design. The
techniques we introduce in this paper allow us to structure
the development so that this balance can occur. Primary
amongst them is the construction of projections from the
overall development tree into, what might be called, ‘stake-
holder spaces’ in which validation takes place.

2.2.2 A formal backwater: the weakest pre-
justification

Although it is — currently — only of theoretical interest,
by inspection, there is a best such justification that, given
an incomplete development tree, completes the adequacy
argument so as to just satisfy the stake-holder, S. By anal-
ogy to other formal systems, we term this the weakest pre-
justification, Jwpj, such that, if IAA is the current (incom-
plete) adequacy argument for that tree, then for any K

(K ∧ IAA convinces S)⇒ (K⇒ Jwpj)

3 Assurance-driven design

A metaphor for engineering design under POE is that one
grows a forest of trees. Each tree in the forest grows from
a root problem through problem transformations that gener-
ate problems like branches; with happy resonance, the tree’s
stake-holders guide the growth of the tree. Some trees,
those that have root problems that are validatably solvable
for its stake-holders will grow until they end with solved
problem leaves.

There are many reasons why the forest has many trees:
described elsewhere [10], but only of note in this paper, is
the preservation of a record of unsuccessful design steps,
i.e., design steps that are not validatable for the current
stake-holders, which cause a development to backtrack to
a point where a different approach can be taken. The back-
tracked sub-trees are kept as record of unsuccessful devel-
opment strategies3.

For this paper, we note simply that development trees
grow through the developer’s careful choice of effective de-
sign steps. To produce an effective design step, the devel-
oper must consider both the problem(s) that the step will
produce towards solution and what is the justification obli-
gation that will satisfy the validating stake-holders. With
the discharged justification obligations forming the basis of
the adequacy argument, the result of a sequence of effec-
tive design steps is a solution together with its assurance

3Backtracked trees are not ‘deadwood’; rather they stand as proof of
design space exploration, with their structure being reusable for, for in-
stance, other stake-holders’ problems. Unsolved problems that remain in
backtracked trees do not affect the completed status of a development.
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argument4. We have observed the interplay of design steps
and their justification under POE (for instance, [11]), and
have developed a simple, composable process pattern—the
POE Process Pattern—that guides their effective interleav-
ing. The structuring of the problem solving activity through
the POE process pattern is the basis of assurance-driven de-
sign.

We note that a problem transformation schema is applied
to a conclusion problem, and that the development tree is
extended up by the application. There is no necessity for
any premise problem to be determined before the justifica-
tion is added. Indeed, one could see the problem solver say-
ing “It is fashionable to have a fan oven in stainless steel”,
and then searching for an oven that fits the bill5.

It is determining the needs for the justification, rather
than for the premise problem(s), that motivates us to in-
troduce assurance-driven design: assurance-driven design
determines the justification first, and then looks for the cor-
responding premise problem.

3.1 The POE process pattern

Problem Finder

Solution Finder

Problem Validator

Solution Validator
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Figure 3. The POE Process Pattern for assurance-driven de-
sign

The POE process pattern shown in Figure 3 is described
in a variant of the UML activity diagram notation [12]: rect-
angles are resource consuming activities; diamonds indicate

4If there are no validating stake-holders for a development, the justifi-
cation obligations can be ignored.

5Of course, we could have written such a statement as part of the re-
quirement, but that would have been the stake-holder’s statement, not the
problem solver’s.

choice points; the flow of information is indicated by ar-
rows; the scope of the various roles is indicated by shading,
overlapping shading indicating potential need for communi-
cation between roles. Referring to the numbers in the figure:
first explore the problem better to understand it (1), check-
ing that understanding through problem validation (2), it-
erating problem exploration as necessary; then explore the
solution better to understand its design (3), checking that
understanding through solution validation (4), iterating so-
lution exploration as necessary.

The role of a problem finder during problem exploration
is to explore their understanding of the problem (or part
thereof), perhaps with the help of others. The goal of prob-
lem exploration is to produce descriptions of the problem
that will satisfy the problem-validators(s) at problem vali-
dation. Similarly, the role of solution finder during solution
exploration is to explore their understanding the solution (or
part thereof) to the problem, again perhaps with the help of
others. The goal of solution exploration is to produce de-
scriptions of the solution that will satisfy the solution val-
idator(s) at solution validation.

The role of a problem validator is to validate a candidate
problem description. There are many familiar examples of
problem validator. These include, but are not limited to:

• the customer or client — those that pay for a product
or service;

• the regulator — those whose remit is the certification
of safety of a safety of a safety-critical product, for
instance;

• the business analyst — whose role is to determine
whether the problem lies within the development or-
ganisation’s business expertise envelope;

• the end-user — those who will use the product or ser-
vice when commissioned.

It is a problem validator’s role to answer the question “Is
this (partial) problem description valid?” Depending on a
problem validator’s answer, the Problem Finder will need
to re-explore the problem (when the answer is ”No!”), or
task the Solution Finder to find a (partial) solution (when
the answer is “Yes!”).

The role of the solution validator(s) is to validate a (can-
didate or partial) solution description, such as a candidate
architecture (a partial solution) or choice of component
(something of complete functionality). Although present
in every commercial development, the roles of solution val-
idator may be less familiar to the reader. They include, but
are not limited to:

• a technical analyst — whose role is to determine
whether a proffered solution is within the development
organisation’s technology expertise envelope;
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• an oracle — who determines, for instance, which of
a number of features should be included in the next
release;

• a unit, module, or system tester; a project manager—
who needs to timebox particular activities.

It is the solution validator’s role to answer the question “Is
this (candidate or partial) solution description valid?” De-
pending on their response, the problem solver may need to
re-explore the solution (when the answer is “No!”), move
back to exploring this or a previous problem (when the an-
swer is “No, but it throws new light on the problem!”), or
moving on to the next problem stage (when the answer is
“Yes!”).

The potential for looping in the POE process pattern con-
cerns unsuccessful attempts to validate, and is indicated by
arrows labelled invalid in the figure. Those leading back to
exploration activities, of which there are two, continue their
respective exploration activities in the obvious way. The
other two invalid arrows lead from a failed solution valida-
tion to restart a problem exploration when the indication is
that it was wrong. Examples of this latter form of failure are
well known in the literature. For instance, Don Firesmith, in
an upcoming book [13], talks about the need for architecture
re-engineering in the light of inadequately specified quality
requirements [part of an earlier problem exploration]:

[...] it is often not until late in the project that the
stakeholders recognize that the achieved levels of
quality are inadequate. By then [...] the architec-
ture has been essentially completed [solution ex-
ploration], and the system design and implemen-
tation has been based on the inadequate architec-
ture.

In this way, recognising late that inadequately specified
quality requirements (as discovered through problem explo-
ration and validated at problem validation) have not been
met can be very difficult and expensive to fix; leading to
revisiting a long past problem, that of re-establishing the
architecturally significant quality requirements6.

Although we do not consider developmental risk explic-
itly in this paper, we note that feedback within the pro-
cess has an impact on resources: an unsuccessful validation
indicates that some previous exploration was invalid, to a
greater or lesser extent. Moreover, some proportion of the
development resource that will have expended during and
subsequent to that exploration — the impact of the failed
validation — will have been lost7.

6Firesmith cites Boeing’s selection of the Pratt and Whitneys PW2037
Engine for the Boeing 757 [14] as an instance of this problem.

7Work on risk management in POE is in preparation at the time of writ-
ing.

After successful problem validation, handover between
the problem and solution finders occurs. In problem and
solution finder are the same person, this raises no issues.
Otherwise, it is possible to consider the solution finder as
a problem validator, so that they receive a description of
the problem that they have validated as the basis of their
solution exploration. Symmetry dictates that the problem
finder should have a role in solution finding too.

3.1.1 Building potent design processes

Although the POE process pattern provides a structure for
problem solving, in its raw form, a problem will only be
solved (i.e., the end state in Figure 3 is reached) when, after
iteration, a validated problem is provided with a validated
solution. This ‘bang-bang’ approach is suitable for simple
problems, but is unlikely to form the basis of any realisti-
cally complex problem encountered in software engineer-
ing.

To add the necessary complexity, the POE process pat-
tern combines with itself in three basic ways; in combina-
tion, it is again a process that can be combined. The three
ways it can be combined are in sequence, in parallel and
in a fractal-like manner, as suggested in Figure 4, and as
described in the sequel.

Figure 4. (a) Sequential, (b) Parallel and (c) Fractal-like
combination

Sequential Design By identifying the end of one com-
plete problem solving cycle with the start of another (see
Figure 4(a)), we move a partially solved problem to the next
phase: using the validated solution to explore the problem
further. In [4], we show how a partial solution in the form
of an architecture can lead to more detailed problem ex-
ploration: in that paper, we use the Model-View-Controller
architecture to structure the solution of a problem, simplify-
ing the problem to one of defining first the Model, then the
View and finally the Controller.

In sequence, the POE process pattern models (more or
less traditional) design processes in which architectures are
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used as structure in the solution space according to architec-
turally significant requirement and qualities, and according
to developmental requirements.

Parallel Design By identifying many instances of the
POE process pattern through the start state, many problem
solvers can solve problems in parallel. Architectures that
admit such concurrent problem solving, and that might be
discovered in a sequential prelude to such a process, are
evident in many areas. One of timely relevance, given their
current popularity, is open source projects, such as the GNU
Classpath project whose goal is to provide

‘a 100% free, clean room implementation of the
standard class libraries for compilers and run-
time environments for the java programming lan-
guage.’

Concurrent development may place demands on the re-
sources shared throughout the concurrent design. For in-
stance, during problem and solution validation should ac-
cess to the various stake-holders be co-ordinated, or should
individual problem and solution finders be allowed access
to them as and when necessary?

Communications between those involved in parallel de-
velopment is an issue on the GNU Classpath project, and
it is not surprising that explicit guidance exists to i) par-
tition work through a task list and a mailing list, ii) con-
tact the central maintainer of the project when the devel-
oper wishes to make certain non-trivial additions to the
project, iii) global announcements whenever important bugs
are fixed or when ‘nice new functionality’ is introduced.

Fractal-like Design Fractal structures are self-similar in
the sense that the whole structure resembles the parts it is
made of [15]. Another way to look at it is that the whole
is generated from simple building blocks, with complexity
emerging through recursion of the simple generators. By
analogy, problem solving under the POE process pattern is
structurally simple and admits recursive application in that
problem solving activity can occur in the Problem Explo-
ration and Solution Exploration parts of the POE process
pattern. In the next section, we show how this leads to our
notion of assurance-driven design.

3.1.2 The ‘fractal’ nature of validation

Given that problem and solution exploration can both be
instances of the POE process pattern, let us consider the
problems and solutions they work with.

As Problem Exploration leads to Problem Validation,
it is ‘complete’ when we have delivered a problem de-
scription that satisfies the problem validator. That is,
Problem Exploration is complete when we have found a

Problem 
Description

Problem 
Validator

Problem 
Validation 
Criteria

Problem 
Validation 
Context

Solution 
Description

Solution
Validator

Solution 
Validation 
Criteria

Solution 
Validation 
Context

Figure 5. (a) Problem exploration as a problem validation
problem, and (b) Solution exploration as a solution valida-
tion problem.

Problem Description that solves the following problem vali-
dation problem, illustrated in Figure 5(a):

Problem Validation Context, Problem Validator,
Problem Description ` Problem Validation Requirements

The Problem Validation Context (PVC) is a description of
the context in which the validation of the problem will be
undertaken, and will need to be found as part of the fractal
problem exploration phase of the outer problem exploration,
as will the Problem Validation Requirements (PVR), i.e., the
requirements that will need to be met for the problem to be
validated. Note that the Problem Validator (PV) is an explicit
domain in the context.

Symmetrically, solution exploration can be seen as com-
plete when we have found a Solution Description that, when
considered in the Solution Validation Context (SVC), sat-
isfies the Solution Validation Requirements (SVR) of the
Solution Validator (SV). As a POE problem, this is the solu-
tion validation problem, illustrated in Figure 5(b):

Solution Validation Context, Solution Validator,
Solution Description ` Solution Validation Requirements

Although the fractal-like nature makes an easy clarity
somewhat difficult, the view we have just presented fits well
with practice. Indeed, discussions that lead to an agreed
(i.e., validated) collection of use-cases [16] can be seen as a
technique for producing a problem description that satisfies
the problem validation problem. Moreover, discussions that
lead to an agreed collection of acceptance tests can be seen
as a solution description that satisfies the solution validation
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problem. Requirements engineering, consisting of elicita-
tion, analysis, specification can be seen as a technique for
partial problem exploration; pattern oriented analysis and
design is a technique for partial solution exploration.

In terms of Section 2.2, each validation is a projection
of a whole development tree’s adequacy argument into the
stake-holder space determined by the validation context and
validation requirements and, for a properly engineered so-
lution, considering each of the adequacy problems is impor-
tant.

4 Assurance-driven design in practice

The companion paper, [1], presented the assurance-driven
design of a safety-critical subsystem of an aircraft. In this
paper, we present a very different problem, that of the
assurance-driven design of a research programme for The
Open University. Whereas the aircraft example involved
just a single stake-holder — the regulator for the system
— this paper’s example involved over 50 stake-holders as
problem and solution validators. The project manager for
the programme is the second author. For more informa-
tion about that project, and a discussion of how POE was
adopted in practice, please refer to [17, 18].

4.1 Notation

Because of the needs of the problem, we have augmented
the traditional Gentzen-style notation to support better the
separation of the problem and solution explorations, and to
link validation problems to the justification of which they
form a part. Figure 6 illustrates the differences. In the
figure, we see the traditional transformations involving the
problems labelled ‘design problem’ that will be familiar
from Section 2.2. The triangular structures that extend the
horizontal bar indicates the collection of validation prob-
lems associated with the step: by convention, when written
on the right they are problem validation problem, when on
the left they are solution validation problem8.

4.2 Example

The Computing Department at The Open University is
in the process of developing a new part-time MPhil pro-
gramme to be delivered at a distance, supported by a blend
of synchronous and asynchronous internet and web tech-
nologies — the eMPhil. The eMPhil is innovative in many
ways in its adoption and use of emergent technology, like
Second Life and Moodle, to support the core processes of
the programme (the interested reader is directed to [19] for
details).

8Because of the separation of problem and solution validations, never
will problem and solution validations need to appear in the same step.

The eMPhil project team was faced with a complex
socio-technical problem, that of the adoption and develop-
ment of appropriate software systems and the definition of
new processes and practices, of the design and delivery of
induction and training activities for staff and students, and
the institution of a framework for quality assurance, mon-
itoring and continuous process improvement. The project
also found itself with many stake-holder groups, those who
would play problem validators, such as the Head of the
Department of Computing, and solution validators, includ-
ing Head of the Research Degrees Committee and Pro-Vice
Chancellor for Research and Enterprise. The difficulties of
managing the design and validation of the programme par-
tially motivated the development of and application of the
techniques described in this paper.

4.2.1 The problem

The eMPhil was required to meet a number of objectives:

• for the Head of the Department of Computing: to en-
hance and develop the department’s provision to its
graduate community; to increase the overall amount
of research supervision that takes place within the de-
partment;

• for at-a-distance students: to make available technol-
ogy for their support; to provide as a forum for that
student community; to allow those unable to commit
time for a PhD a research degree to study for;

• for academics wishing to promote research in their
area: to create cohorts of research students on specific
research themes and projects;

• for the Head of the Research Degrees Committee and
Pro-Vice Chancellor Research and Enterprise: to sup-
port the development of research skills; to comply with
university policy on research student induction and
training; to comply with national standards [20].

The eMPhil core project team — the problem and solu-
tion finders — was composed of four academics, with the
second author as project leader. The POE process pattern
was used as described below to shape the project, with the
techniques described earlier in the paper used to drive and
manage its development and risks, as well as to identify the
eMPhil project’s needs for resource and communication.

4.2.2 The process

Figure 6 illustrates the early design steps taken by the de-
velopment team towards a solution to the problem. The first
transformation (bottom of the figure) achieves a first char-
acterization of the problem context and requirement (from
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an empty conclusion problem—the start of all POE De-
sign explorations), with a problem validator identified as the
Head of the Computing Department (HoD). The HoD set the
strategic goals which constituted the initial requirement de-
scription, and led to the inclusion of Computing academic
staff and research students as a first approximation for the
problem context. This initial problem exploration was cou-
pled with the solution of the associated validation problem,
consisting in making sure that the HoD’s strategic intent was
understood correctly by the problem solver.

The next transformation (top of Figure 6) captures an
early solution exploration activity, in which a candidate so-
lution architecture is starting to emerge, that of a new re-
search degree, an MPhil, to be delivered in part-time mode
at a distance. Note the validation problems to the left. The
initial buy-in for the new degree was sought from the HoD,
as the person in charge of releasing resources for the project,
and with whom the rationale for the proposed solution was
discussed. Approval from the HoD then triggered a compre-
hensive approval process throughout the organisation, re-
flecting its power structure (each validation problem con-
cerns stake-holders at different management levels). Down-
side risks at these point were very high, with assurance tak-
ing precedence and greatly influencing the design.

Subsequent design alternated between further problem
and solution explorations, and related validation, as illus-
trated in Figure 8, which provides a snapshot of the design
tree after the first 10 months’ development from the devel-
oper team perspective, assuming both problem and solution
finder roles. Transformations labelled A and B at the bottom
of the figure correspond to the early steps we have just de-

scribed. From the initial solution architecture, a number of
sub-problems were then identified (transformation C) each
addressing complementary aspects of the solution, such as
the design of its technological infrastructure, a related cost
model, a programme of user induction and training, a sys-
tem of monitoring and evaluation, etc. Each sub-problem
was then taken forward through further transformations and
related stake-holder validation, with the design problems
at the top representing either solved sub-problems or open
problems in the process of being addressed.

Note that some of the steps introduce sub-problems,
which lead to branches in the design tree. This happens
when a number of solution components have been identi-
fied, each to be designed, together with their architectural
relations and mutual constraints. The POE transformation
which generates them, called solution expansion, generates
appropriate sub-problems for each to-be-designed compo-
nent, based on such architectural knowledge. Each sub-
problem then becomes the root of a (sub-) design tree.

4.2.3 Fractal Problem Validation

As introduced in Section 3, validation problems are prob-
lems too, and so their solution can be arrived at through a
problem solving process, and hence (should they have so-
lution) solvable in our POE framework, i.e., they should be
treated as any other problem, with problem finder explor-
ing the problem, obtaining problem validation, and so on.
In the augmented notation, the obvious place for the vali-
dation problem development is in the extension to the hor-
izontal bar; see Figure 7. However, such diagrams quickly
become unwieldy, and a more pragmatic approach was nec-
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essary in which the validation problem development was
placed in a separate file, with indicators (again, Figure 7,
on the left) for the state of each validation problem and hy-
perlinks used for easy access to the embedded validation
problem development. It became apparent that the indica-
tors formed a useful proxy for developmental risk associ-
ated with an unsolved validation problem, that risk being as-
sociated with the progress made in the solution of the main
problem as opposed to the validation problem. We used a
simple semaphore system for the risk indicators. Given the
lack of tool support, this was deemed a simple, but useful
tool from a project management perspective; of course, a
more accurate estimation of risk would have required more
sophisticated tools. Figure 7 gives an intuition of the mean-
ing of the risk indicator: to the right is the equivalent fully
expanded validation problem.

4.3 Early evaluation

The experience on the project so far has been very en-
couraging, and has clearly indicated that the conceptual
tools offered by POE, including assurance-driven design
were able to cater for all relevant aspects of the project.
Design forests provide a powerful summary of the devel-
opment, with all critical decision points clearly exposed,
and all sub-problems (solved and unresolved) and their re-
lation clearly identified. The risk indicators, despite their
lack of sophistication, were considered very useful in sign-
posting critical parts of the development. The notation was
also considered an effective communication tool: its rel-
ative simplicity and abstraction allowed even non techni-
cal stake-holders, like senior managers in academic and
academic-related units, to grasp the essence of the project
with very little explanation required. The inclusion of val-
idation problems within the development tree, with the ex-
plicit acknowledgement of all relevant stake-holders, was
also considered a valuable tool to gauge the criticality of
each design step, as well as to focus attention on the aspects
of the problem of significance to each stake-holder. For in-
stance, the high criticality of initial approval process is ev-
idenced by the large set of validation problems in the early
stages of development, in which the validation effort largely
outweighed the effort to produce an initial outline for the so-
lution, but greatly reduced the risk of the programme not to
be deemed viable by management later on.

5 Related Work

Work on assurance cases is found in the area of de-
pendability, from which two main structured notations for
expressing safety cases have emerged. One is the goal-
structuring notation (GSN) [21], a graphical argumentation

notation which allows the representation of individual ele-
ments of a safety argument and their relations. Elements
include: goals (used to represent requirements and claims
about the system), context (used to represent the rationale
for the approach and the context in which goals are stated),
solutions (used to give evidence of goal satisfaction) and
strategies (the approach used to identify sub-goals). The
other, is Adelard’s Claim-Argument-Evidence (ASCAD)
approach [22], which is based on Toulmins work on argu-
mentation and includes: claims (same as Toulmin’s claims),
evidence (same as Toulmin’s grounds) and argument (com-
bination of Toulmin’s warrant and backing). More recently,
Habli and Kelly [23] have also suggested ways in which
product and process evidence could be combined in GSN
assurance cases. One of the difficulties of these approaches
is that they were not conceived to provide an integrated ap-
proach to safety development and, by and large, use arti-
facts and processes which may parallel but not integrate
with software development. Instead, a main aim of our
work is to allow for the efficient co-design of both software
and assurance case based on artefacts and processes which
are common to both. Some very recent work by Strunk
and Knight [24] proposes Assurance Based Development
(ABD) in which a safety-critical system and its assurance
case are developed in parallel through the combined used of
Problem Frames [7] and GSN. Although this work shares
some of our goals, it is still rather preliminary for a mean-
ingful comparison with POE.

A more mature process model, which shares something
with POE, is the CHOAS model and lifecycle of Raccoon
[25]. In this model fractal invocations of problem solving
processes are combined to provide a rich model of software
development, which is then used as the basis for a critical
review of software engineering, of its processes and its prac-
tices. Raccoon’s review leads to the conclusion that neither
separately nor together do top-down or bottom-up develop-
ments tell the whole story; hence, a ‘middle out theory’ is
proposed, based on the work that developers do to link high
level project issues to, essentially, code structures. It is an
attractive theory, and we wish to explore the ways in which
fractal invocation in POE and assurance-driven design sat-
isfy the criteria laid down for it.

6 Discussion and conclusion

The POE notion of problem suggests a separation of con-
text, requirement and solution, with explicit descriptions of
what is given, what is required and what is designed. This
improves the traceability of artefacts and their relation, as
well as exposing the assumptions upon which they are based
to scrutiny and validation. That all descriptions are gener-
ated through problem transformation forces the inclusion of
an explicit justification that such assumptions are realistic
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Figure 7. Risk indicator and its ’fractal’ validation problem

and reasonable. In particular, requirements are justified as
valid, are fully traceable with respect to the designed sys-
tem (and vice versa), and evidence of their satisfaction is
provided by the adequacy argument of a completed POE
development tree.

We have shown (a) how (partial) problem and solution
validation can be used to manage developmental risk and (b)
how an assurance arguments can be constructed alongside
the development of a product. Developmental risks arise
from tentative transformation which are not completely jus-
tified: in such cases concerns can be stated as suspended
justification obligations to be discharged later on in the pro-
cess. This adds the flexibility of trying out solutions, while
still retaining the rigour of development and clearly identi-
fying points where backtracking may occur.

Although other approaches provide a focus on an assur-
ance argument, the possibility of having the assurance argu-
ment drive development is an option that appears unique to
ADD and POE.

Finally, POE defines a clear formal structure in which
the various elements of evidence fit, that is whether they
are associated with the distinguished parts of a development
problem or the justifications of the transformation applied
to solve it. This provides a fundamental clarification of the
type of evidence provided and reasoning applied. Moreover,

that the form of justification is not prescribed under POE
signifies that all required forms of reasoning can be accom-
modated, from deductive to judgemental, within a single
development.
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Abstract

Almost a decade has passed since the objectives and
benefits of autonomic computing were stated, yet even the
latest system designs and deployments exhibit only lim-
ited and isolated elements of autonomic functionality. In
previous work, we identified several of the key challenges
behind this delay in the adoption of autonomic solutions,
and proposed a generic framework for the development of
autonomic computing systems that overcomes these chal-
lenges. In this article, we describe how existing tech-
nologies and standards can be used to realise our auto-
nomic computing framework, and present its implementa-
tion as a service-oriented architecture. We show how this
implementation employs a combination of automated code
generation, model-based and object-oriented development
techniques to ensure that the framework can be used to
add autonomic capabilities to systems whose characteris-
tics are unknown until runtime. We then use our frame-
work to develop two autonomic solutions for the allocation
of server capacity to services of different priorities and vari-
able workloads, thus illustrating its application in the con-
text of a typical data-centre resource management problem.

Keywords: autonomic computing, self-* system, service-
oriented architecture, model-driven development, reconfig-
urable system

1. Introduction

The onset of a digital economy led to revolutionary trans-
formations to the way in which Information and Communi-
cation Technologies (ICT) are used to conduct business and
research and to provide services in all sectors of the soci-
ety [2, 3]. The ability to accomplish more, faster and on
a broader scale through expert use of ICT is at the core
of today’s scientific discoveries, newly emerged services
and everyday life. Due to unprecedented advances in ICT,
business needs are attended to by ever more complex and

feature-rich systems and systems of systems [4].
Autonomic computing represents a powerful approach to

managing the spiralling ICT complexity brought by these
developments, by reducing the level of expertise required
from the end users of ICT systems, and leveraging the
rich capabilities of complex ICT components. Formally
launched less than a decade ago [5], autonomic comput-
ing proposes that the demanding tasks of configuring, op-
timising, repairing and protecting complex ICT systems are
delegated to the systems themselves [6]. Based on a set of
high-level objectives (or policies), autonomic systems are
intended to “manage themselves according to an adminis-
trator’s goals” [7].

Following several years of intense research, we now have
a good understanding of what autonomic systems should
look like [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] and what best practices to follow in
building them [11, 12, 13, 14]. This significant progress is
to a great extent a by-product of the effort that went into the
development of successful autonomic solutions addressing
specific management tasks in real-world applications [15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20].

While these developments demonstrate the feasibility
and advantages of the autonomic computing approach to
complexity management, autonomic functionality is far
from ubiquitous in today’s ICT systems. In previous work,
we used insights from the development of a commercial
autonomic system for the management of data-centre re-
sources [15] to identify key challenges in the development
of autonomic systems [11], including:

• The lack of standardisation in ICT resource interfaces.
Despite an increasing trend to add management inter-
faces to new ICT components and devices, and to make
existing interfaces public, autonomic system develop-
ment is hindered by the broad diversity of architectures
and technologies these interfaces are based upon.

• The tendency to hardcode ICT resource metadata
within the control component of the autonomic sys-
tem. Management frameworks are often intended for
handling particular types of resources, and the param-
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eters of these resource types are hardcoded in the con-
trol element of the system. With careful design, com-
plex systems consisting of supported resources can be
successfully managed; however, adding in support for
additional types of resources cannot be achieved in a
cost-effective way.

• The high scalability expectations. As simple, small
ICT systems are easy to manage by low-skilled human
operators, autonomic solutions are required in areas
where the systems to manage are complex and com-
prise large numbers of resources.

Based on best practices devised while investigating these
challenges [11], we then proposed a generic autonomic
framework for the effective development of autonomic so-
lutions in [21, 22] and briefly described its implementation
as a service-oriented architecture (SOA) in [1]. This ar-
ticle represents an extended version of [1]. As such, the
article provides additional information about our generic
autonomic framework and the way in which it addresses
the challenges mentioned above. Also, the article provides
a significantly enhanced description of the framework im-
plementation and of the combination of automated code
generation, model-based and object-oriented development
techniques employed by this implementation. Finally, we
present a new autonomic solution for the typical server ca-
pacity allocation problem from [1], thus additionally illus-
trating how the framework can be used to support utility-
function autonomic computing policies (i.e., policies that
require adjusting the configurable parameters of a system
so as to maximise the value of a user-specified utility func-
tion [23]).

The remainder of the article is organised as follows. Sec-
tion 2 provides an overview of the generic autonomic com-
puting framework, and examines how existing standards,
technologies and tools can be used for its practical reali-
sation. Section 3 presents the implementation of the auto-
nomic architecture proposed by our framework as a service-
oriented architecture, a solution chosen in order to take ad-
vantage of web service technology benefits such as platform
independence, loose coupling and security support [24]. In
Section 4, a case study involving the allocation of server ca-
pacity to services of different priorities and variable work-
loads is used to illustrate the application of the framework.
Section 5 reviews related work in the areas of autonomic
systems development out of legacy resources, model-driven
development of autonomic systems and autonomic comput-
ing expression languages. Finally, Section 6 summarises
our results and discusses a number of further work direc-
tions.

Figure 1. UML component diagram of the
general-purpose autonomic architecture

2. Overview of the generic autonomic
framework

Figure 1 depicts the general-purpose autonomic architec-
ture used by our framework. Originally introduced in [21]
and further developed in [22], this architecture builds on the
recent developments mentioned in the introductory section,
and extends the author’s previous work on the policy-based
management of data-centre resources [15].

The core component of the architecture is a reconfig-
urable policy engine that organises a heterogeneous collec-
tion of legacy ICT resources (i.e., resources not designed to
support management by the policy engine) and autonomic-
enabled resources into a self-managing system. In order
to make autonomic solution development cost-effective, the
policy engine can be configured to handle resources whose
types are unknown during its implementation and deploy-
ment.

The rest of this section describes the components of the
architecture and how they enable the runtime reconfigura-
tion of the policy engine. Existing standards, technologies
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and tools are suggested that can be employed to realise in-
stances of these components.

2.1. Managed resources

The legacy ICT resources whose complexity can be man-
aged through their integration into instances of the architec-
ture include:

• physical and application servers, software applica-
tions;

• virtualisation environments and virtual machines;

• ICT devices such as switches and load balancers;

• factory automation equipment and robotic systems;

• household devices such as home safety and security
devices.

The autonomic-enabled resources in the self-managing sys-
tem are either typical ICT resources that were specifically
designed to expose sensors and effectors interfaces allowing
their direct inter-operation with the policy engine, or other
instances of the architecture. As illustrated in Figure 1, the
latter option is possible because the policy engine is expos-
ing the entire system as an atomic ICT resource through
high-level sensors and high-level effectors.

The high-level sensors expose to the outside world:

• The state of the policy engine itself, namely the cur-
rent values of the engine parameters; for our imple-
mentation of the policy engine, these parameters are
presented in Section 3.2.

• An overall view of the system state. Note that because
the purpose of the high-level sensors is to facilitate the
integration of the autonomic system as a component
into a larger system, this view will typically—but not
necessarily —represent a summary of the system state.
Possible examples of such a summary include the av-
erage load of the servers within the system, the mean
response time for a set of web applications or the fail-
ure rate of the system components. The precise nature
of the system view presented by the high-level sensors
is defined by special policies supplied to the policy en-
gine, as described later in this section.

Likewise, the high-level effectors expose the configu-
ration parameters of the engine (these parameters are de-
scribed in Section 3.2), and any system-wide configuration
parameters specified by the user-provided policy set.

2.2. Manageability adaptors

As recommended by IBM’s architectural blueprint for
autonomic computing [13], standardised adaptors are used
to expose the manageability of all types of legacy ICT re-
sources in a uniform way, through sensor and effector inter-
faces. These two types of interfaces enable the policy en-
gine to access the state of the legacy resources and to config-
ure their parameters, respectively—all without any modifi-
cation to the managed resources. For efficiency reasons, the
sensors should support both explicit reading of specific state
information and, whenever possible, a state-change notifi-
cation mechanism that the policy engine can subscribe to.

Note that the manageability adaptor interfaces for any
instance of our architecture are fully defined by the system
model used to configure the policy engine. This makes pos-
sible the use of model-based development techniques and
tools for the semi-automatic generation of the manageabil-
ity adaptors. By carefully selecting the technology used
to “encode” the system model, off-the-shelf tools can be
employed for this purpose—this is illustrated in Section 3,
where XML system models are used for the configuration
of the policy engine.

Another good approach to implementing the manage-
ability adaptors is based on the OASIS Web Services Dis-
tributed Management (WSDM) standard. The Management
Using Web Services (MUWS) component of WSDM [25]
defines a web service architecture enabling the management
of generic distributed resources. The MUWS specification
describes a standard way in which manageable resources
can expose their capabilities, and defines a number of built-
in capabilities that resources should provide (e.g., Resour-
ceId, Description and Version). Resource-specific capabili-
ties can be provided and listed as elements of the Manage-
abilityCharacteristics built-in capability. The MUWS stan-
dard specifies ways for accessing resource capabilities by
means of web services, and requires that a “resource prop-
erties document” XML schema is provided as a basic model
of the managed resources. An integrated development en-
vironment for the implementation of WSDM-compliant in-
terfaces is currently available from IBM [26].

2.3. System model

Information about the system under the control of the
policy engine—including details about its parameters—is
provided by a system model that is supplied to the engine
at run time. This model represents a specification of all
resources to be managed and of their relevant properties.
Note that the parameters of a system resource (e.g., the CPU
capacity of a server, or the name of a process running on
this server) are termed “properties” throughout most of the
article in order to match the terminology proposed by the
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WSDM standard [25].
As the engine can always be reconfigured using new ver-

sions of the model, resources and resource properties not
referred to in the policies need not be specified. To allow
the use of appropriate operators in autonomic computing
policies and to reduce the amount of work by the policy en-
gine, the model should provide details about each resource
property it defines, including:

• the data type of the property;

• whether the property is read-only or can be modified
by the policy engine;

• if the property has a constant value or it changes over
time;

• if the policy engine can request to be notified about
changes in the property value.

Because the policy engine needs to handle new system
models at runtime, two further requirements must be satis-
fied by these models. The first requirement is that all system
models are instances of the same meta-model, and the sec-
ond that they are expressed in a format that the engine can
use to generate automatically any components it needs to
inter-operate with the manageability adaptors (e.g., classes
for new resource types or manageability adaptor proxies).

Several standards and technologies are good candidates
for the representation of the system model:

• Microsoft’s System Definition Model (SDM) is a
meta-model used to create models of distributed sys-
tems [27] with a high degree of detail. The ongoing
Dynamic Systems Initiative programme [28] intends to
use these complex models as enabling elements in the
development of manageable systems that exhibit ele-
ments of autonomic behaviour. Given its complexity,
the SDM meta-model is less suited for use in conjunc-
tion with the reconfigurable policy engine employed
by our autonomic architecture.

• The WSDM/MUWS standard [25] uses the WS-
Resource Metadata Descriptor framework to describe
the metadata for a resource manageability endpoint.
This allows the specification of the properties of re-
source state variables and parameters, as well as the
definition of resource relationships and operable col-
lections (i.e., set of resources with aggregated state and
operations).

• The Service Modeling Language (SML) specification
put together by a consortium of leading ICT compa-
nies [29] can be used to model complex ICT resources
based on a philosophy similar to that underlying the
design of our autonomic architecture. When SML is

adopted as a W3C standard and an SML development
toolset becomes available, the use of SML models for
the configuration of the policy engine will become a
compelling option.

• The Managed Resource Document (MRD) used by
version 1.1 of IBM’s Policy Management for Auto-
nomic Computing (PMAC) framework, and the com-
bination of web services and autonomic computing
standard specifications that version 1.2 of PMAC uses
are further examples of managed system models [30].

Finally, in order to make the development of these system
models and of the autonomic solutions they underpin cost-
effective, their elements need to be drawn from resource
definition repositories built around domain-specific ICT on-
tologies [11]. This enables the reuse and sharing of man-
ageability adaptors and policies across autonomic solutions
from the same application domain, therefore leveraging the
advantages of ontology-based modelling in the realm of
autonomic computing, as emphasised in [31] and demon-
strated successfully by [32].

2.4. Autonomic computing policies

Our policy model (Figure 2) extends the policy paradigm
in [15, 30, 33, 34] based on best practices proposed in [11].
The abstract Policy type at the root of the policy class hi-
erarchy comprises three elements that are common to all
policy types:

• The policy scope specifies the resources to which
the policy applies, and takes the form of a set of
“resource group” expressions. Each such expres-
sion is specified as a filter applied to a resource
type supported by the policy engine. For example,
given a cluster of servers, resource group expressions
can be used to select all processes running on these
servers and whose name matches a regular expres-
sion regex (i.e., process.name =∼ regex) and/or
all servers whose CPU utilisation exceeds 75% (i.e.,
server.cpuUtilisation > 75%).

• A policy value specified as an arithmetic expression
is associated with each policy, and in the presence of
conflicting/competing policies, higher-priority policies
are realised at the expense of lower priority ones. In its
simplest form, a policy value is an integer number.

• The policy condition is a Boolean expression used
to specify the circumstances in which the policy en-
gine is required to perform an action. This ex-
pression can use as parameters properties of the
system resources in the policy scope, or built-
in system variables such as time. For ex-
ample, the policy condition ’time.hour>=9 &
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+ action: SystemUtilityExpr

ActionPolicy GoalPolicy UtilityFunctionPolicy ResourceDefinitionPolicy

+ action: ResourceDefExpr[1..*]+ action: SetPropertyExpr[1..*] + action: SystemGoalExpr

Policy

+ scope: ResourceGroupExpr[1..*]

+ value: ArithmeticExpr

+ condition: BooleanExpr

Figure 2. Policy model

time.hour<=17’ specifies that the associated pol-
icy action should be performed between 9am and 5pm.

As illustrated in Figure 2, the abstract Policy class is spe-
cialised by four concrete classes of policies. These pol-
icy classes are associated with the action, goal and utility
function policy types defined in [23, 35, 36], and with a
resource-definition policy type that specifies how the pol-
icy engine should expose the managed resources through
its high-level sensor and effector interfaces. The difference
among these policy types is in the way in which they spec-
ify the fourth element of an autonomic computing policy,
namely its action:

• The action element of an action policy1 specifies new
values for one or several properties of the resources
within the scope of the policy. For this reason,
such actions are encoded as sequences of assignment
expressions of the form resource property =
expression.

• The action element of a goal policy is a Boolean
expression that depends on the properties of the re-
sources in the policy scope. Given a goal policy,
the policy engine should adjust the modifiable prop-
erties of the resources in the policy scope in or-
der to ensure that this Boolean expression evaluates
to true at all times. For example, a goal pol-
icy may be specified that requests the policy en-
gine to maintain the response time of all services in
the policy scope below 1500ms—‘MAX(service,

1For historical reasons (in the early days of autonomic computing, ac-
tion policies were the only type of autonomic computing policies), the term
action is used to denote a component of autonomic computing policies, as
well as a type of such policy. The meaning should be obvious from the
context.

service.responseTime)<1500’.2

• The action element of a utility-function policy specifies
a “utility function” that associates a numerical value
with each state of the resources in the policy scope
(i.e., with the values of their properties). The policy
engine is required to adjust the modifiable properties
of these resources in order to bring them into a state
that corresponds to the maximimum value of the util-
ity function that is attainable. Utility-function policies
are described in more detail in the context of the case
study in Section 4.2.

• The action element of a resource-definition policy de-
fines new types of resources that the policy engine is
required to synthesise. The names and properties of
these new resource types are fully specified by the ac-
tion element of the resource-definition policy, and the
policy engine is required to synthesise the software
components for these resources dynamically. Present-
ing the semantics and implementation of resource-
definition policies, and their role in the development
of autonomic systems of systems is beyond the scope
of this article—this information is available instead in
a related publication by the author [58].

As described so far in this section, the four elements of
a policy are specified in terms of expressions of appropri-
ate type, and the ability to apply a rich set of operators and
functions to the resource properties used in these expres-
sions is key to supporting the types of policies in Figure 2.
Accordingly, the policy language should include:

• an extensive set of operators for the manipulation of
primitive types like the one provided by IBM’s Auto-
nomic Computing Expression Language [33];

2Some of the techniques that the policy engine can employ to imple-
ment goal and utility policies are described in Section 4.2.
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• regular expression and time operators similar to those
implemented by Microsoft’s Windows System Re-
source Manager [37];

• functions calculating average/minimum/maximum re-
source property values over a time interval and/or
across a resource set like the built-in operators of the
commercial policy engine in [15].

Additionally, a number of operators from areas such as for-
mal specification [38] and formal quantitative analysis [39]
are required to support or simplify the encoding of the four
policy elements. These include set comprehension and tran-
sitive closure [38], for specifying the “resource group” ex-
pressions in the scope of policies; existential and univer-
sal quantification operators, to support the specification of
policy conditions; and operators varying from ordinary as-
signments to choice, scheduling, linear programming and
other optimisation operators for defining the actions of goal,
utility-function and resource-definition policies.

2.5. Reconfigurable policy engine

The internal architecture of the reconfigurable policy en-
gine (Figure 3) is dictated by the types of policies it im-
plements and by its ability to handle ICT resources whose
characteristics are supplied to the engine at runtime. A “co-
ordinator” module is employing the components described
below to implement the closed control loop of an autonomic
system.

Runtime code generator This component generates the
necessary interfaces when the policy engine is configured
to manage new types of resources or supplied with new “re-
source definition” policies. When a new system model is
used to reconfigure the policy engine, manageability adap-
tor proxies are generated that allow the engine to interoper-
ate with the manageability adaptors for the resource types
specified in the system model. Likewise, when “resource
definition” policies are set up that specify new ways in
which the policy engine should expose the ICT resources
it manages, high-level manageability adaptors need to be
generated.

Manageability adaptor proxies These modules are thin
interfaces allowing the policy engine to communicate with
the autonomic-enabled resources and the manageability
adaptors for the legacy resources in the system.

High-level manageability adaptors These elements are
used to expose the system state and configuration in a for-
mat that allows its integration within another instance of the
general-purpose autonomic architecture. The exposed sys-
tem characteristics include the state and configuration of the

Figure 3. Architecture of the policy engine.
The shaded components are implemented by
the prototype described in Section 3.

policy engine itself (e.g., system model, policy set and mon-
itoring period), as well as any characteristics of the man-
aged resources that are specified by ‘resource definition”
policies implemented by the engine.

Scheduler This module is used to support the various op-
erators appearing in policy actions for the goal and “utility
function” policies handled by the policy engine, examples
of which are provided in Section 4.

Resource discovery This component is used to locate the
resources to be managed by the policy engine. The use of a
technique such as the adaptive resource discovery described
in [40] is recommended, although simpler approaches may
be suitable for some use cases.

Database driver This module is used to maintain policy
engine data such as historical resource property values in an
external persistent storage.

Machine learning modules The ability to implement
goal and “utility function” policies is key to the effective
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management of complexity within an autonomic system.
However, this requires the policy engine to possess in-depth
knowledge about the behavioural characteristics of the man-
aged system that should not (and often cannot) come from
the system administrator. We are proposing that machine
learning techniques [41] are employed by a set of policy
engine modules to generate a behavioural (or operational
[35]) model of the managed ICT resources based on sensor
data and inside policy engine information. The usefulness
of a Modeler component in autonomic systems that support
utility functions is mentioned in [23], although the authors
are not specific about the learning algorithms that such a
component might use.

Quantitative analysis module This component enables
the policy engine to take full advantage of a quantitative
behavioural model that may be provided as part of the sys-
tem model in Figure 1 or, in the future, built by its machine
learning modules. The use of this module to support the im-
plementation of a powerful class of utility-function policies
represents the subject of a forthcoming paper [42].

3. Implementation

Two major choices influence the way in which an in-
stance of the architecture in Figure 1 is realised: the technol-
ogy used to represent the system model; and the technology
chosen for the implementation of the policy engine com-
ponents. This section describes how we made these choices
for a prototype implementation of the architecture and gives
prototype implementation details.

3.1. System model

For our prototype implementation, we chose to repre-
sent system models as plain XML documents that are in-
stances of a pre-defined meta-model encoded as an XML
schema. This choice that disregards some of the bet-
ter suited modelling technologies discussed in Section 2.3
(e.g., [25, 27, 29]) was motivated by the availability of nu-
merous “off-the-shelf” tools for the manipulation of XML
documents and XML schemas that are largely lacking for
the other technologies. In particular, by using existing
XSLT engines and XML-based code generators we short-
ened the prototype development time and avoided the need
to implement bespoke components for this functionality.

As illustrated by the UML class diagram in Figure 4,
our meta-model specifies a managed system as a named set
of resource definitions. Each resource definition (i.e., re-
sourceDefinition in the UML diagram) comprises a unique
identifier ID, a description and a set of resource properties
with their characteristics. A resource property has a data
type (i.e., propertyDataType), and is associated a unique

Figure 4. Meta-model of a managed system

ID and the metadata repository URL where its definition is
available. Several other property characteristics are defined
in the meta-model:

• modifiability—taken from the WS-ResourceMetadata-
Descriptor (WS-RMD) 1.0 specification [43], specifies
if the property is “read-only” or “read-write”;

• mutability—the WS-RMD MutabilityType [43] spec-
ifies if the property is “constant”, “mutable” or “ap-
pendable”;

• primaryKey—indicates whether the property is part of
the property set used to identify a resource instance
among all resource instances of the same type.

• subscribeability—specifies whether a client such as
the policy engine can subscribe to receive notifications
when the value of this property changes;
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3.2. Policy engine

The generality of the autonomic architecture described in
Section 2 allows the implementation of the reconfigurable
policy engine using different technologies, e.g., as a soft-
ware agent running on a data-centre server or a physical
device incorporated into an industrial robotic system.

Our prototype policy engine and the manageability adap-
tors enabling its interoperation with legacy resources were
implemented as web services in order to leverage the plat-
form independence, loose coupling and security features of
this technology. The runtime reconfiguration of the policy
engine necessitated the extensive use of techniques avail-
able only in an object-oriented (OO) environment:

• Dynamic generation of data types (i.e., classes) was re-
quired to support new types of resources when the pol-
icy engine was reconfigured by means of a new system
model.

• Runtime generation of web service proxies was re-
quired to enable the policy engine to interoperate with
new, resource-specific manageability adaptors.

• Reflection (i.e., an object-oriented programming tech-
nique that allows the runtime discovery and creation of
objects based on their metadata [44]) was heavily used
to access the values of the resource properties, both to
read their values once the policy engine obtained them
from the manageability adaptors and to set new values
for the modifiable properties.

• Generic programming (i.e., an OO programming tech-
nique enabling code to be written in terms of data types
unknown until runtime [45]) was used to encode most
of the functionality of manageability adaptors in a base
abstract class, and to obtain resource-specific manage-
ability adaptors by parameterising this abstract class
with the dynamically generated resource data types.

Based on these requirements, J2EE and .NET were selected
as candidate development environments for the prototype
engine, with .NET being eventually preferred due to its
better handling of dynamic proxy generation and slightly
easier-to-use implementation of reflection.

In order to ensure that one instance of the policy engine
can be configured to manage other policy engine instances
as required by our framework, we started by modelling the
policy engine as an instance of the system meta-model in
Figure 4. The resulting model (depicted in Figure 5) de-
fines the properties (i.e., the parameters) of the policy en-
gine, namely:

1. The policy evaluation period, in seconds (i.e., ’pe-
riod’).

Figure 5. Policy engine model
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Figure 6. XML schema for a policy engine “re-
source”

2. The model of the managed system (’system’). Note
that the ’propertyDataType’ of this policy engine prop-
erty (not shown in Figure 5 for the sake of conciseness)
is the system meta-model from Figure 4, in its XML
schema representation.

3. The set of policies to implement (’policySet’). Each
such policy is an instance of a complex data type
whose elements are described later in this section.

4. The locations of the resources to be managed (’re-
sourceUrls’), which for the current version of the pro-
totype are set explicitly (the use of a discovery tech-
nique [40] is intended for future versions).

A simple XSLT [46] (model) transformation that we im-
plemented was used to generate the “policy engine” XML

Figure 7. Policy engine resource (i.e., poli-
cyEngine) and manageability adaptor (i.e., Pol-
icyEngine)—class diagram

schema in Figure 6 from the policy engine model, then a
policyEngine C# class was generated automatically from
this schema using the off-the-shelf XML Schema Definition
(XSD) tool [47] (Figure 7).

Like for any other resource in our autonomic archi-
tecture from Figure 1, the parameters of the policy en-
gine are accessed through a manageability adaptor. As
shown in Figure 7, this adaptor (i.e., PolicyEngine) is a
subclass of ManagedResource< T >, the base class for
all our manageability adaptors. The generic abstract class
ManagedResource< T > comprises three web methods:

• SupportedResource returns the ID of the supported re-
source type.

• GetResources returns the list of all available resource
instances. The method takes as argument a list of re-
source property IDs, and only the values of these prop-
erties are assessed and returned to the caller, thus pre-
venting unnecessary resource property evaluation.

• SetResources takes as argument a list of resources of
the supported type, and assigns any new values spec-
ified by the caller for the resource properties declared
modifiable in the system model. The resources whose
properties need to be modified are uniquely identified
by the value of the resource properties marked as “pri-
mary key” components in the system model.
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These web methods rely on resource-specific methods de-
clared abstract in ManagedResource< T >, and which any
of its subclasses (including PolicyEngine) implements:

• GetRawResources builds a list of all available resource
instances. The values of the resource properties need
not be provided by this method.

• GetResourceProperty takes as arguments a resource
instance and the ID of a resource property, and ensures
that the property value is set in the resource object. The
method is used by GetResources to fill in the required
property values after obtaining a “raw” resource list
from GetRawResources.

• SetResourceProperties takes a resource object and en-
sures that the modifiable properties of the correspond-
ing real-world resource are assigned any new values
specified in the resource object.

The web methods of our prototype, web service imple-
mentation of the policy engine correspond to the high-level
sensors and effectors from the policy engine architecture in
Figure 3. These methods can be used to read as well as to
modify the engine parameters, ensuring that the parameters
of the engine can be set by any type of software component
that can be interfaced with a web service. For our case stud-
ies, we chose to implement a web-based administration tool
that allows the remote configuration of the policy engine
using a web browser (Figure 8), but this is by no means the
only option available.

The four policy engine parameters that our administra-
tion tool reads and modifies using the web methods pro-
vided by the PolicyEngine manageability adaptor are de-
scribed below. Note that these parameters are read by the
tool whenever its front-end web page (shown in Figure 8) is
loaded into a web browser, and modified when the adminis-
trator of the autonomic system uses the controls on this web
page to explicitly operate a change in the engine parameters.

System model This parameter is an instance the XML
system model described in Section 3.1. Changes to the ’sys-
tem’ property of the policy engine represent reconfigura-
tions of the engine for the management of new types of ICT
resources. This ability to specify the types of resources to
be managed by the policy engine at runtime (and to change
this specification as and when needed) represents a key fea-
ture of our autonomic computing architecture, and the rea-
son why we term the policy engine a reconfigurable policy
engine.3

3Clearly, other elements of an autonomic system implemented us-
ing our framework will undergo (re)configuration too, e.g., as a result
of implementing the policies supplied to the policy engine. Such self-
configurations are a defining characteristic of autonomic systems, and are
discussed in detail elsewhere [5, 6, 7, 10, 12].

Internally, this operation involves:

• The automated generation of data types (i.e., C#
classes) for the new types of ICT resources. The steps
involved in the generation of these classes are those
described above for the policy engine itself: first, the
XSLT (model) transformation mentioned earlier in this
section is applied to the newly supplied system model
and an XML schema for the new resource types is ob-
tained; then, the XSD tool [47] is employed to generate
the necessary classes.

• The automated generation of proxies for the manage-
ability adaptor web services associated with the new
resource types. In the .NET framework, this amounts
to generating a Web Service Description Language
(WSDL) file and two “discovery” files for each type of
manageability adaptor, and deploying these files into
a subdirectory of the policy engine. Templates for
each of these files are kept within the policy engine.
This enables the engine to generate the manageability
adaptor WSDL file for a new resource type by sim-
ply replacing a couple of placeholders in its template
WSDL file with the identifier and the XML-encoded
type for the new resource, respectively—both fields
being available from the system model. As concerns
the two “discovery” files, these are identical copies of
the templates maintained within the policy engine.

Resource URLs This parameter is a space-separated list
of URLs, each of which represents the address of a manage-
ability adaptor for a set of resources to be managed by the
policy engine. Changes to the resource URLs trigger the en-
gine to contact the manageability adaptors at the specified
addresses in order to establish the type of resources they ex-
pose. If these manageability adaptors exist and they support
an ICT resource type defined in the system model used to
configure the policy engine, then the policy engine will take
into account all resources exposed through these manage-
ability adaptors when implementing the user-supplied poli-
cies. Manageability adaptors associated with resource types
unknown to the engine are ignored until such time as a sys-
tem model defining these resource types has been provided
to the policy engine.

Policy set This parameter is a space-separated list of poli-
cies that the system administrator can type directly into
the web-based administration tool in Figure 8. Each of
these policies consists of three of the policy components de-
scribed in Section 2.4, i.e., scope, condition and action. The
fourth policy component (i.e., policy value) is not supported
by the current version of the policy engine.

Policy changes lead to a re-analysis of the policy set and
to its parsing into an internal format that makes the period-
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Figure 8. Snapshot of the web client used to configure the policy engine

ical evaluation of policies computationally efficient. Only
policies referring to known types of resources and manip-
ulating their properties in valid ways (e.g., a policy must
not attempt to modify a “read-only” resource property) are
accepted.

Period This parameter is an integer numerical value that
represents the policy evaluation period, expressed in sec-
onds.

The operators that the current version of the policy en-
gine supports within the policy scope, value, condition and
action expressions (cf. Figure 2) are the operators for the
manipulation of primitive data types and only a few of the
more sophisticated operators recommended in Section 2.4
(e.g., set comprehension and scheduling). Support for ad-
ditional operators is added on a regular basis as new case
studies are being explored.

Also, the current version of the policy engine comprises
only a subset of the policy engine components presented in
Section 2.5, namely the components that are shaded in Fig-
ure 3. These components were selected so as to speed up
the completion of a prototype that could be used to assess
the effectiveness of the framework, and to explore the fea-

sibility of our approach in an area in which no research has
been conducted so far, namely the runtime, model-based re-
configuration of autonomic computing policy engines.

4. Case study

This section presents two autonomic solutions for the al-
location of server capacity to a set of services, one employ-
ing action policies and taken from [1] and the other one us-
ing utility-function policies. This choice of a case study was
motivated by the importance that this real-world application
has had since the release of server-level capacity control
APIs such as [37, 48]. Additionally, our prior experience
with data-centre resource management [15] helped signifi-
cantly during the implementation of the two solutions, and
in the interpretation of the case study results.

Note that effective autonomic solutions for case studies
from other application domains were also developed using
our generic autonomic framework and its SOA implemen-
tation presented in this article, including dynamic power
management, adaptive control of cluster availability within
data-centres, and dynamic generation of web content. All
of these case studies are described in detail in [49].
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<system>
<name>server</name>
<resource>

<ID>service</ID>
<property>
<ID>name</ID>
<propertyDataType>

<xs:simpleType name="serviceName">
<xs:restriction base="xs:string"/>

</xs:simpleType>
</propertyDataType>
<mutability>constant</mutability>
<modifiability>read-only</modifiability>
<subscribeability>false</subscribeability>
<primaryKey>true</primaryKey>

</property>
<property>
<ID>priority</ID>
...

</property>
<property>
<ID>cpuAllocation</ID>
<propertyDataType>

<xs:simpleType name="serviceCpuAllocation">
<xs:restriction base="xs:int">
<xs:minExclusive value="0"/>
<xs:maxInclusive value="100"/>

</xs:restriction>
</xs:simpleType>

</propertyDataType>
<mutability>mutable</mutability>
<modifiability>read-write</modifiability>
<subscribeability>false</subscribeability>
<primaryKey>false</primaryKey>

</property>
<property>
<ID>cpuUtilisation</ID>
...

</property>
</resource>

</system>

Figure 9. XML model of the managed system

4.1. Server capacity allocation using action
policies

In order to test the SOA implementation of our au-
tonomic computing framework, we configured a running
instance of the policy engine from Section 3 to allocate
the CPU capacity of a server to a set of services of dif-
ferent priority, and subjected to variable workloads. The
only resource defined in the server model (Figure 9) was
service with four properties: a unique name, an inte-
ger priority, the percentage of the server CPU allocated
to the service (cpuAllocation) and the amount of CPU
utilised by the service, expressed as a percentage of its CPU
allocation (cpuUtilisation).

The policy depicted in Figure 8 allocates a percentage of
the CPU capacity of the server to each ’service’ resource, as
selected by the policy scope. The ’TRUE’ policy condition
requires that the policy action is applied at all times (i.e., in
line with the policy evaluation period of the engine). The
policy action is specified by means of an expression that
uses the SCHEDULE(R, ordering, property, capacity,
min, max, optimal) operator that

Figure 10. The server manageability adaptor

• sorts the resources in R in non-increasing order of the
comparable expressions in ordering;

• in the sorted order, sets the specified resource
property to a value never smaller than min or larger
than max, and as close to optimal as possible;

• ensures that the overall sum of all property values
does not exceed the available capacity.

Accordingly, the policy action

SCHEDULE(service, 〈service.priority〉,
service.cpuAllocation, 100, 15, 100, service.cpuAllocation+

5 ∗ HYSTERESIS(service.cpuUtilisation, 55, 80))

in Figure 8 will set the cpuAllocation property of all ser-
vices to a value between 15% and 100%, subject to the
overall CPU allocation staying within the 100% available
capacity. Optimally, cpuAllocation should be left un-
changed if 55 ≤ cpuUtilisation ≤ 85;4 decreased by
5(%) if cpuUtilisation < 55;5 and increased by 5(%) if
cpuUtilisation > 85.6 Note that this adjustment is per-
formed repetitively, with a period given by the policy eval-
uation period parameter of the policy engine.

Like the policy engine itself, the manageability adap-
tor used to interface the engine with the server was im-
plemented as a sub-class of ManagedResource< T >—
Figure 10.

The policy engine was then configured to manage re-
motely a server simulator running a high-priority ’premier’
service and a lower-priority ’standard’ service. The two ser-
vices handled simulated user requests with exponentially-
distributed inter-arrival time and normally-distributed pro-
cessing time. Figure 11 shows the change in the system

4The HYSTERESIS(val, lower, upper) operator used to achieve this
behaviour returns -1, 0 or 1 if val < lower, lower ≤ val ≤ upper or
upper < val, respectively.

5The current CPU allocation is underutilised in this case, so it is de-
creased to avoid waste of CPU capacity.

6In this case, the service is utilising almost all CPU allocated to it,
running the risk of becoming under-provisioned.
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parameters when the request inter-arrival time of the two
services was varied to simulate different workloads, and the
policy engine was configured to implement the policy de-
scribed earlier in this section; the system behaviour over the
time intervals a to h is described below:

a. Both services are lightly loaded (5000µs request inter-
arrival time) and have the minimum amount of CPU
allocated (i.e., 15% each).

b. The load increases for the standard service, and its al-
located CPU is increased by the policy engine accord-
ingly.

c. For a brief period of time, the standard service uses its
allocated CPU completely; no requests timeout though
as its CPU allocation is increased swiftly.

d. The premium service workload starts to increase, and
the policy engine increases its CPU allocation. Ac-
cordingly, the standard service starts to get less CPU.

e. As the workload for the premium service peaks and
the policy engine schedules additional CPU capacity
for this service, the standard service is allocated insuf-
ficient CPU and some of its client requests time out.7

f. The inter-arrival time for the premium service in-
creases, and some of the CPU capacity allocated to
it during the previous time interval is re-deployed by
the policy engine to the standard service. No more re-
quests time out.

g. Under constant workload, the CPU allocation is mostly
stable.

h. To explore the role of the hysteresis, we re-
placed the hysteresis term in the policy action with
HYSTERESIS(service.cpuUtilisation, 80, 80), thus
eliminating the hysteresis. This led to significant oscil-
lations in the CPU capacity allocated to the services.
The reinstatement of the original policy after this time
interval brings the system back into a stable state.

The policy evaluation period was set to 3 seconds for this
experiment, so that the system could self-adapt to the rapid
variation in the workload of the two services. This allowed
us to measure the CPU overhead of the policy engine, which
was under 1% with the engine service running on a 1.8 GHz
Windows XP machine. In a real scenario, such variations
in the request inter-arrival time are likely to happen over
longer intervals of time, and the system would successfully
self-configure with far less frequent policy evaluations.

Note also that since the policy engine service is imple-
mented as a managed resource, its policy evaluation period

7Requests time out after spending T=5s in a service request queue.

can be adjusted by another policy engine instance, so that
it stays in step with the rate of change in the request inter-
arrival time—a scenario that we are in the process of exper-
imenting with.

4.2. Server capacity allocation using utility-
function policies

We showed in the previous section that our framework
can be used successfully to develop a realistic autonomic
solution. However, the cost-effectiveness of this solution is
limited by its usage of action policies designed by a system
administrator with in-depth knowledge about the system re-
sources. In this section, we describe how the same self-
management capability can be realised by means of utility-
function policies that can be designed by someone aware
of the high-level business goals of the system but who has
limited knowledge about its internal operation.

To implement utility-function policies, the policy engine
needs an understanding of the behaviour of the system and
its resources. Given a resource, we define its state s as the
vector whose elements are the read-only properties of the
resource, and its configuration c as the vector comprising its
modifiable (i.e., read-write and write-only) properties. Let
S and C be the value domains for s and c, respectively.8 A
behavioural model of the resource is a function

behaviouralModel : S × C → S, (1)

such that for any current resource state s ∈ S and for any re-
source configuration c ∈ C, behaviouralModel(s, c) rep-
resents the future state of the resource if its configuration is
set to c.

In practice, the policy engine works with an approxima-
tion of the behavioural model that consists of a set of dis-
crete values of the behaviouralModel in (1)—an approach
that works well with the continuous behavioural models
that are typical to most real-world systems. As a further
simplification, any state and configuration components that
play no role in the resource behaviour (e.g., the name and
priority properties of the service resource in our sys-
tem) are disregarded in the behavioural model approxima-
tion that the policy engine operates with.

There are multiple ways in which the policy engine can
acquire the behavioural model required to support utility-
function policies. The two extreme ones are to have this
model supplied by the resource itself and to have the model
generated automatically by the machine learning modules
within the policy engine (see Figure 3). An intermediate
option is to have an initial behavioural model supplied to
the policy engine, and further refined by its machine learn-
ing modules. Our prototype policy engine does not in-
clude the machine learning modules, hence the required

8Note that S and C are fully specified in the system model.
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Figure 11. Snapshot of a typical server simulation experiment

behavioural model is provided by the manageability adap-
tor for the service resource. This behavioural model
(Figure 12) describes how the response time of a service
varies with the request inter-arrival time and the percentage
of server CPU allocated to the service, and was obtained
from multiple runs of the server simulator in which the av-
erage service response time was recorded for 920 equidis-
tant points covering the entire (interArrivalTime,
cpuAllocation) value domain.

To use utility-function policies in our autonomic solu-
tion, we added several new service properties to the sys-
tem model devised in the previous section (Figure 13):

• responseTime, the service response time, mea-
sured in milliseconds and averaged over the past one-
second time interval;

• interArrivalTime, the mean request inter-arrival
time;

• behaviouralModel, an approximation of the ser-
vice behavioural model.

We then defined a utility function that models the business
gain associated with running n > 0 services with different
levels of service:

utility(R) =
∑
r∈R

r.priority ∗min(1000,

max(0, 2000− r.responseT ime)), (2)

where R is the set of service resources. Figure 14 depicts
the utility function for a server running a “premium” service
with priority 100 and a “standard” service with priority 10.

The policy implemented by the autonomic system was
defined by means of the MAXIMIZE(R, utility, property,
capacity, min, max, model) operator that uses the infor-
mation about the system behaviour encoded in model to
set the value of the specified resource property for all re-
sources in R such as to:
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Figure 12. Service behavioural model

Figure 13. Service model for Section 4.2

• maximize the value of the utility function;

• ensure that the value of property stays between min
and max, and that the sum of the property values
across all resources in R does not exceed the available
capacity.

The arguments of MAXIMIZE were specified as
shown in Table 1, in order to supply the policy en-
gine with the definition of the utility function, and to
link the responseTime, interArrivalTime and
cpuAllocation properties of a service resource to
the components of its behaviouralModel property.
Each time it evaluates the utility-function policy, the pol-
icy engine uses this information to select the elements from
the behavioural model that are in the proximity of the cur-
rent state of the system; the Euclidean metric is used for
this calculation. The new configuration for the system is
then chosen as the one associated with the selected element
that maximizes the value of the utility function.

Figure 14. Utility function

Note that the policy engine could be required to
synthesise the behavioural model itself by spec-
ifying the model argument of MAXIMIZE as
“service.responseT ime(service.interArrivalT ime,
service.cpuAllocation)”, so as to indicate only that the
service response time depends on the request inter-arrival
time and the CPU allocation for the service. This syntax
will be used when machine learning support is added to the
policy engine prototype.

Figure 15 illustrates a typical experiment in which the
utility-function policy described in this section was used to
manage the allocation of CPU to the same two services as
in Section 4.1. The experimental results resemble those ob-
tained when an action policy was used (Figure 11), there-
fore confirming the effectiveness of our approach to devel-
oping autonomic solutions that use utility-function policies
in conjunction with a behavioural model of the managed
resources. The few differences between the two sets of ex-
perimental results indicate that the autonomic solution that
uses utility-function policies is actually superior to the solu-
tion based on action policies, as shown by these differences
across the time intervals a to e in Figure 15:

a. Shortly after the utility-function policy is supplied to
the policy engine, the CPU allocation is decreased to
the minimum level that can ensure the optimal level of
service. When the action policy was used, CPU varia-
tions of such magnitude required multiple policy eval-
uations.

b. The CPU allocated to the standard service increases in
line with its workload.

c. The CPU allocation for the premium service also in-
creases, but the response time of both services can still
be maintained at values that maximize the utility func-
tion.
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Table 1. Arguments of the MAXIMIZE operator for Section 4.2.

argument value
R service
utility SUM(service.priority ∗MIN(1000, MAX(0, 2000− service.responseT ime)))
property service.cpuAllocation
capacity 100
min 15
max 100
model service.responseT ime(service.interArrivalT ime, service.cpuAllocation) =

service.behaviouralModel.responseT ime(
service.behaviouralModel.interArrivalT ime, service.behaviouralModel.cpuAllocation)

d. The amount of CPU required to satisfy the increased
demand for the premium service leaves insufficient
CPU capacity for the standard service to make any
contribution to the utility function, hence it is allocated
the minimum amount of CPU (15%). When the ac-
tion policy was used, all CPU capacity not given to
the premium service was allocated to the standard ser-
vice even if the standard service was of no use to the
business. In contrast, the utility-function policy allo-
cates additional CPU to the standard service only when
enough capacity is available to bring this service into
a region of operation in which it can contribute to the
utility function.

e. The response time for the standard service is recover-
ing slowly, as it takes time to drain the request queue
built during the previous time interval. The use of an
enhanced behavioural model that takes into account
the length of the service request queue should speed
up this recovery.

f. The CPU allocations for the two services are constant
over long periods of time. With action policies, this
could be achieved only by explicitly including a hys-
teresis construct in the policy specification.

Note that in order to outperform solutions based on ac-
tion policies (as demonstrated by our case study), utility-
function policies need to employ “adequately specified”
utility functions. From our experience with develop-
ing policy-based autonomic solutions for data-centre re-
source management, devising effective utility functions for
medium-sized applications requires in-depth knowledge of
the application domain and careful validation before de-
ployment within a production system, but is a task that can
be completed successfully by an experienced system admin-
istrator. When optimal utility functions are sought, multiple
(and possibly conflicting) system objectives need to be cap-
tured by these functions and/or large-scale, complex sys-
tems are involved in the intended autonomic applications,

devising the utility functions is much more difficult. The
development of techniques for the construction of such util-
ity functions represents an active research area in autonomic
computing.

5. Related work

The autonomic infrastructure proposed in [50] is
retrofitting autonomic functionality onto legacy systems by
using sensors to collect resource data, gauges to interpret
these data and controllers to decide the “adaptations” to be
enforced on the managed systems through effectors. This
infrastructure was successfully used to monitor, analyse and
control legacy systems in applications such as spam detec-
tion, instant messaging quality-of-service management and
load balancing for geographical information systems [51].
Our generic autonomic framework addresses several key ar-
eas that are not supported by the approach in [50, 51]. By
using a system model for the configuration of its policy en-
gine, our architecture can be used for the autonomic man-
agement of heterogeneous types of resources. Moreover,
our managed system can include resources beyond the soft-
ware components handled by the infrastructure in [50].

In [52], the authors define an autonomic architec-
ture meta-model that extends IBM’s autonomic computing
blueprint [13], and use a model-driven process to partly au-
tomate the generation of instances of this meta-model. Each
instance is a special-purpose organic computing system that
can handle the use cases defined by the model used for
its generation. Our general-purpose autonomic architecture
eliminates the need for the 19-step generation process de-
scribed in [52] by using a policy engine that can be dynam-
ically reconfigured to handle any use cases encoded within
its system model and policy set.

A number of other projects have investigated isolated as-
pects related to the development of autonomic systems out
of non-autonomic components. Some of these projects ad-
dressed the standardisation of the policy information model,
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Figure 15. Utility-function results

with the Policy Core Information Model [34] represent-
ing the most prominent outcome of this work. Recent ef-
forts such as Oasis’ Web Services Distributed Management
(WSDM) project were directed at the standardisation of the
interfaces through which the manageability of a resource is
made available to other applications [25]. An integrated de-
velopment environment for the implementation of WSDM-
compliant interfaces is currently available from IBM [26].

In a different area, expression languages were proposed
for the specification of policy conditions and actions, and
used to implement a range of policies [30, 33, 53, 54]. In
addition to the development of standards and technologies,
complete autonomic computing solutions have been pro-
duced recently [15, 37, 48], typically for the management
of specific systems, and with limited ability to function in
different scenarios from those they were originally intended
for.

6. Conclusion

We described the SOA-based implementation of a
generic framework intended to simplify significantly the de-
velopment of autonomic systems, and thus to establish au-
tonomic computing as a cost-effective approach to handling
the spiralling complexity of today’s computer systems. The
ability to dynamically reconfigure the policy engine em-
ployed by the framework ensures that it can be used to
build self-managing systems out of legacy and autonomic-
enabled ICT resources whose characteristics are unknown
until runtime, all without any modification to these re-
sources or the policy engine.

Experimental work was carried out to validate the ef-
fectiveness of the SOA implementation of our autonomic
computing framework. In this article, we presented a case
study involving the development of two autonomic solu-
tions for the allocation of server capacity to services of dif-
ferent priorities and varying workloads. The experimental
results showed that our general-purpose framework could
perform the planned management task successfully, and
similarly to a dedicated commercial system for data-centre
resource management [15, 55]. However, unlike the com-
mercial resource-management system, our novel approach
has the unique ability to handle resources whose types are
unknown at implementation and deployment time, there-
fore enabling the cost-effective development of autonomic
solutions across a broad variety of application domains—
additional case studies from other application domains are
described in [49].

The experimental results from the case studies presented
in this article and in [49] suggest that the overheads asso-
ciated with the evaluation of autonomic computing policies
for realistic applications involving small ICT systems are
acceptable. Thus, the realisation of relatively sophisticated
utility-function policies far outweighs the observed utilisa-
tion of 1-2% of the CPU capacity and of a negligible amount
of the memory of a low-end server. Furthermore, notice
that this server need not be part of the managed system if
self-management capabilites are added to a production ICT
system that might be sensitive to such overheads: given its
implementation as a web service, the policy engine can be
deployed on a dedicated server. The only components to be
deployed on the production system when this approach is
used are the low-footprint manageability adaptors.

Clearly, the overhead levels mentioned above are char-
acteristic of applications involving small to medium-sized
ICT systems similar to those considered in our cases stud-
ies. Further work is planned to assess the scalability of the
framework to large and very large ICT systems like those
encountered in today’s data centres.

Ongoing work is also dedicated to augmenting the SOA
implementation by adding the policy engine components
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and functionality specified by our framework but which are
not supported by its current version (cf. Figure 3). In partic-
ular, we are looking at ways to integrate machine learning
[41] into the prototype, along the lines of the work described
in [56, 57]. Another research topic requiring investigation
is the automated synthesis of effective autonomic comput-
ing policies, for instance for the scenario in which one in-
stance of the policy engine is tasked with managing another
instance of the same architecture, as described in the article.

Finally, devising “good” utility-function policies for
complex ICT systems and avoiding conflicts within sets of
such policies represent open research questions for the au-
tonomic computing community. It is hoped that the avail-
ability of generic development frameworks such as the one
described in this article will help address these questions
by re-directing much of the effort involved in developing
an autonomic system away from the implementation of its
components and towards the design and analysis of its au-
tonomic computing policies.
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Abstract 

 
Current standardization efforts aim towards a 

unifying platform for fixed and mobile 
telecommunication services. The IP multimedia 
subsystem is advocated as the candidate for building 
Next Generation Networks (NGNs). However, the 
direction taken in standardization is towards a rather 
static architecture with centralized features. The 
downside is an expected increase in service 
management complexity and the need for highly 
specialized infrastructures. This paper presents an 
approach for improving service quality, scalability and 
reliability while facilitating service management 
towards self-managing Next Generation Networks. To 
approach this we utilize and combine functionality 
available in the network using a Peer-to-Peer based 
service composition mechanism. The construction of 
composed services is based on a service chain 
principle and incorporates information about 
available services, Quality of Service (QoS) and 
applicable Servie Level Agreements (SLAs). 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Fixed mobile convergence is a hot topic in 
telecommunications industry. An important building 
block for next generation converged networks is the IP 
Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) defined by 3GPP1 and 
                                                           

1 3GPP: Third Generation Partnership Project 

taken into account by TISPAN2. The IMS allows for 
different types of access technologies while allowing 
mobile usage as well as an easy service integration. 
The main approach in IMS standardization is to define 
functional components and interfaces. The technical 
realization of this architectural model is inherently 
centralized and usually demands for a careful 
administration and deployment. Even in the case that 
IMS components are very reliable, the failure of an 
IMS component can lead to service interruption. This 
fact combined with the increasing complexity of 
service provisioning can result in a high management 
and configuration overhead for future IMS based 
services and thus high costs. In addition it can be 
expected that the resources of IMS components have to 
be allocated for peak usage, and will most of the time 
be underutilized. Thus CAPEX and OPEX for new 
services can be high and as a consequence the IMS 
architecture may be in fact not as flexible as expected.   

In contrast, the prospects of autonomic networking 
research are to allow the network to take care of itself 
and to resolve problems automatically. In fact, the 
success of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technology for Voice-
over-IP (e.g. Skype) has already proven the value of 
distributed self-organizing architectures for telephony. 
Thus the question arises: If and how P2P and overlay 

                                                           
2 TISPAN: Telecoms & Internet converged Services & Protocols 

for Advanced Networks 
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technology can be adopted for service platforms in 
NGNs?  

In this paper we describe the approach followed by the 
research project Situated Autonomous Service Control 
(SASCO) to explore and develop a secure, overlay 
based platform for an autonomous service provisioning 
in NGNs. To address the above-named question we 
start with the premises from the viewpoint of a 
multimedia service provider.  The core requirements of 
a solution covering multimedia processing as well as 
QoS aware transport and routing are low costs, low 
management and configuration complexity as well as 
scalability. Based on these requirements the core 
research challenge is the exploration of a self-* 
[10][12] system for service provisioning in future 
networks. In this paper self-* denotes self-configuring, 
self-organizing, self-managing and self-repairing. 
Extending the results published in [1] we concentrate 
on an overall picture containing the required core 
concepts. For a detailed discussion of technical aspects 
we refer to [13][14]. As one result, the aspired 
approach would change the way how subscriber, 
network operator and service provider interact in a 
beneficial way for all parties. In the past, two 
traditional business relationships with regard to service 
provisioning dominated:  

1. A direct business relation between clients and 
service providers in networks based on the end-2-
end principle [11] as e.g. the Internet. The network 
provider is offering essentially the same interface 
to the transport service to client and service 
provider.  

 
2. A business relation between the client and an 

operator or the network provider as in networks 
based on the intelligent network principle. In such 
networks, new services have to be introduced 
either by the network provider itself or by a third 
party provider using a special interface (e.g. 
Parlay X defined by ETSI) offered by the network 
provider for this purpose. 

 

We propose to combine the strengths of both 
principles with the aim of defining an architecture that 
can be the basis for future and autonomic networks. 
The resulting entity model is depicted in Figure 1. As a 
consequence the approach will allow:  

• The service provider to concentrate on 
service/content provisioning and to abstract from 
transport or end user terminal related issues.   

• The network provider to offer value added 
transport services as: media adaptation to client 
terminals and access technology, 
broadcast/multicast services, caching, as well as 
seamless services and connectivity for clients.  

 

 
Figure 1 Entity Model 

 

One of the main anticipated research challenges to 
realize this vision in the area of service composition is 
to resolve concrete service chains with a scalable 
distributed algorithm and to obey quality of service 
constraints imposed by the corresponding data 
transport and the services itself. In addition there is a 
need for explicit knowledge about the service chain to 
help the signalling between the partaking processing 
nodes and access control functions.  

The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we 
present related work on autonomic overlay technology. 
Section 3 motivates the idea of autonomic service 
control. The following sections describe the 
decomposition and creation of service chains (Section 
4), the DHT based control (Section 5), cooperative 
service provisioning (Section 6) and the integration of 
access control functionality (Section 7). We show how 
our work integrates withy existing IMS components in 
Section 8. We conclude in Section 9. 

 
2. Related Work 
 

In recent years one can observe a rising interest in 
overlay-related research. Since 2000, many classical 
network problems like QoS [24], Resilience [25], 
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Multicast [26] or Security [23] have been addressed 
using the overlay approach. In addition, one branch of 
overlay-related research started to study the possibility 
of using an overlay concept for the flexible, on-
demand composition of services.  

One of the first projects in this direction was the 
Ninja Project [27]. The architecture developed by the 
project includes the notion of (logical and physical) 
service paths which have counterparts in many of the 
following proposals towards a overlay-based Service 
Composition as e.g. [28][29][30][31]. Further projects 
addressing service composition include SAHARA 
[34], SWORD [35] and the Ambient Networking 
Project [36]. The SAHARA project addressed trust and 
performance related aspects of service composition in 
case the component services are hosted by different 
providers. SWORD focused on the generation of 
service composition plans based on the requirements 
of the composed service with a strong focus on web 
service composition, while in Ambient Networks 
service composition was used for an on-demand 
processing and routing of media flows. Inside the 
overlay community the MONET group of Klara 
Nahrstedt at the University of Illinois Urbana-
Campaign had a strong focus on network and QoS 
related questions [29][37][38][33][39][28][30][31]. 
Further contributions to this field can be found in 
[40][41] and [13]. In addition, from the perspective of 
active or programmable networks, routing problems 
closely related to the ones in overlay-based Service 
Composition have been addressed for example in [42] 
or [32]. Load balancing and stability issues for Service 
Composition have been discussed e.g. in [43]. 

In general, the overlay centric work towards a 
network and QoS aware composition of services can 
be classified into two main categories:  1. Centralized 
systems or systems which require global knowledge    
2. Decentralized systems 

Examples falling into the first category are 
[29][44][38][30][31][42][32]. As part of this category 
we consider approaches relying on a central point 
where service and QoS-related data is aggregated or 
schemes applying link state routing to address the 
Service Composition problem. In general, all schemes 
in this category require or assume permanent QoS 
measurements between all potential overlay nodes 
which results in a measurement overhead of O(n2) for 
n nodes. In addition it is necessary to either broadcast 
the measurement results and a description of offered 
services to the whole group, or to deliver them 
periodically to a central entity responsible for overlay 

setup.  
This extensive measurement and dissemination 

overhead is required since in an overlay context the 
situation is different to the case of network layer link 
state protocols as e.g. OSPF. The reason for this is the 
fact that the nodes involved in overlays are usually end 
systems. For a given end system every other end 
system in the network is a potential overlay neighbor. 
Thus there is no notion of quasi-static network 
topology as in the case of layer three networking. 
Instead a Service Overlay topology is built up on 
demand and a link in the overlay in general 
corresponds to a path in the underlying network. As a 
consequence schemes in this category usually come 
with a large measurement overhead. In addition, a 
service composition problem involving multiple QoS 
metrics (as e.g. one additive and one concave metric) 
can already be considered as NP-Complete [45]. 
Therefore most schemes consider only one network-
specific metric, or in case of two metrics use heuristics 
to reduce the complexity of the routing problems.  

To summarize, the main drawback of this kind of 
schemes is the overhead introduced by the required 
periodic updates of QoS and service related 
information. As a consequence the size of addressable 
scenarios is limited with regard to number of nodes. 
On the other hand, since all required QoS information 
is collected proactively, the resulting service path 
calculation can be addressed directly after a request. 
Thus the schemes in this category in general have a 
short request response time.  

Decentralized approaches as [40][33][39][44] and 
[13] address the service composition problem in a 
more reactive manner. As a consequence is it possible 
to address also large scale scenarios, since no central 
entity having global knowledge during the task of 
service overlay setup or for the discovery of valid 
processing chains is required. The approach proposed 
in this paper can be classified as decentralized. In fact 
we combine a DHT-based search for service 
components with on-demand QoS measurements. The 
actual measurements are used to verify that the QoS 
constraints of the requested composed service are not 
violated. 

.  
3. Service Overlays an Enabler for 
Autonomic Service Control 

 
To establish overlay creation, maintenance and 

routing we start at the question: “How can the network 
provider take an active role in the provisioning of 
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services in future network environments?” In fact by 
integrating the Network Provider into the process of 
service provisioning, QoS related problems can be 
addressed cooperatively by interaction between the 
Service Provider, the Network Provider and the Client. 
The reason for this is the fact that in such a case all 
entities involved in transport of data related to a 
service are also aware of the service itself. As a side 
effect, a Network Provider can be part of the service 
value chain e.g. providing value added transport to 
third party service providers as well as its clients. As 
an expected positive impact such an approach will 
allow 

1. The Service Provider to concentrate on 
Service/Content and to abstract from transport or 
end user terminal related issues. 

2. The Network Provider to offer value added 
transport services as: Media Adaptation to client 
terminal as well as access technology, 
Broad/Multicast services, Caching. 

3. The Client to access services that are optimised for 
his/her end user terminal as well as access network 
technology. 

 

In the paper we will have a strong focus on Service 
Overlays for Media/data transport and adaptation 
services. The main reason for this is the fact that Media 
Services have stringent QoS requirements i.e. demand 
QoS aware transport and processing.  
 
 
4.  Service Overlay Creation 
 

In the remainder of this paper we assume that a 
Service Overlay consists out of an ordered sequence of 
processing modules interconnecting a service source 
and sink. The main focus will be on how principles 
from the area of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks can be 
used to realize an autonomous overlay creation by 
using service specific self-configuration of a 
distributed system of processing modules, clients and 
servers.  Before we describe the proposed strategy, 
Figure 2 show the two main steps required for the 
creation of Service Overlays in such a scenario.  
Given a service description the first requirement is a 
methodology to decompose a given service request 
into a set of distributable sub services. In general there 
are two main ways to address this: 
 

Figure 2 Main Steps for Service Overlay Creation 
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• Online decomposition: i.e. decomposition of 
service at time of request 

•  
• Offline decomposition: i.e. decomposition 

during registration of a new service (i.e. in 
advance of the first request).   

 
In this paper we propose to focus on offline service 
decomposition using a Service Level Agreement 
(SLA) principle. The SLA has to be established 
between a service provider and a third party provider 
(e.g. Network Provider) in advance of the first service 
request. The main reason for the SLA based approach 
is low complexity compared to the requirement of 
using service description languages to formulate 
respectively parse service request. A second advantage 
of the SLA approach is the fact that both parties can 
proactively optimize their server or network 
infrastructure in advance of the first service request 
based on the expected amount of service users.  
After receiving a request for a decomposed service it is 
required to locate nodes possibly distributed inside 
and/or at the edge of the network hosting processing 
modules required for the instantiation of the requested 
service. To accomplish this Service Discovery task we 
maintain the information about available processing 
modules inside or at the edge of the network, using a 

Distributed Hash Table (DHT) (e.g. [17][18]19]). 
Based on the result of this service location step it is 
now required to interconnect the service source and 
sink through a sequence of processing modules (PM) 
using an Overlay Network principle in a way that the 
QoS constraints of the service are not violated and the 
costs of service provisioning are minimized. In the 
remainder of the paper a PM is formalized as a triple of 
the Form (I, P, O) where:  
 
- “I” refers to the possible input formats the PM can 

read (i.e. Layer II/III/IV specific) 
- “P” refers to the processing function provided by 

the PM 
- “O” refers to the output format the PM produces 

(i.e. Layer II/III/IV specific) 
Since it is assumed that neither the sink (e.g. Media 
Clients (MCs)) nor the source of the dataflow (e.g. 
Media Servers (MSs)) do any processing they are 
formalized using just an (I,O) notation. The MC, 
requesting content from a MS, can be served directly if 
and only if the input “I” of the client is compatible to 
the output “O” of the Server. In the case of non-
compatibility, a PM has to be inserted between the MS 
and the MC to realize the data delivery using a 
pipelining principle. To denote compatibility the 
symbol “~” is used. 

Figure 3 Different System Levels 
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4. A DHT based control plane for Service 

Overlay Creation  
 

In Figure 3 we show the different system levels 
involved in the proposed service overlay creation 
process. Starting from the top, the set of all possible 
services to be realized can be modeled in a graph 
structure called service graph.  

 
Definition (Service Graph): Let  

V = {PM1, PM2, ... , PMn} 
be a set of n processing modules. The Service Graph 
associated to V is defined as the graph SG(V, E) with  

e = (PMi, PMj) ∈ E:™ PMi < PMj. 
 
The property of a systems service graph we need in 
this paper is the fact that:  Every composed service that 
can be realized by a system corresponds to a path in 
its service graph.  
Using a problem specific indexing mechanism, the 

service graph structure is mapped into an address space 
of a Content Addressable Network (CAN) DHT [19].  
This DHT will be extended towards a distributed 
control plane for the setup of service overlays.  
The underlying idea of our approach is that in case 
every node that hosts processing functionality is also 
actively integrated into the search process, it is 
possible to build up the service overlay level while 
performing the search for its required processing 
functions. More concrete we are addressing Service 
Overlays creation based on a distributed CAN search 
principle combined with a hop-by-hop QoS constraint 
verification and propagation technique instead of 
extending classical routing algorithms as Dijkstra or 
Bellman-Ford (c.f. [20][21]). Using a DHT as the 
distributed control plane for a search & verify based 
approach has the following promising properties:  

 
• The resulting system can be realized in a fully 

distributed fashion and inherits the self-∗ 
properties of DHTs. Further it can be realized 
with comparable low management state per 

Figure 4 Search Graph 
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node e.g. O(log N), where N is the number of 
DHT nodes.  

 
• DHTs represent a well studied, resilient and 

fully decentralized domain for search based 
problems.  

 
 
5.1. Service Graph Embedding 
 
As a prerequisite of the envisioned DHT based 
approach, it is required to specify how to embed a 
Service Graph structure into the corresponding DHT 
address space using a problem specific indexing 
scheme.  
 

 
Figure 5 Indexing 

 
To embed such a graph into a DHT address space we 
propose to focus on indexing functions that have the 
property that the above mentioned “~” relation is 
invariant with regards to the indexing process. We will 
illustrate this now by using a CAN DHT with address 
space 0,t[ ]× 0,t[ ]× 0,t[ ]⊂R3, for t ∈R, t>0. After 
a new node n has joined successfully the CAN, the 
address where to store a pointer to the transport 
address where to find PM1 = (I1 , P1 , O1) hosted by n, 
can be calculated as the coordinate  
 

HASHCAN(I1,P1,O1) := (H(I1), H(P1), H(O1)) 
 

for a hash function H having its values in [0,t] (c.f. 
Figure ). The relation <  is invariant with regard to 
HASHCAN since: 
 

PMi < PMj ™ HASHCAN(PMi) < HASHCAN(PMj) 
In case each new PM made available to the system is 

registering itself at a CAN using the described 
HASHCAN function, we can find a PM2 offering the 
processing function P2 while being compatible to PM1 
by forwarded the search to all nodes in the CAN 
address sub space (H(O1),H(P2), ∗) where “*” denotes 
any possible value.  
 
 
5.2. Search & Verify  
 
As stated before, every service that can be realized by 
a provider is corresponding to a path in its service 
graph. In case we want to realize a requested service it 
is required to find a corresponding path while taking 
the situation in the network into account. This task can 
be interpreted as a generalized Constraint Based 
Routing Problem (CBRP) including: 

• a vector of QoS constraints related to the 
service 

• a vector of constraints per Processing Step (e.g. 
delay introduced, costs etc.) 

• a compatibility requirement between all the 
entities involved in service provisioning.  

 
In its most general form such a CBRP can be 
formulated as:  
 
 
Problem P1:  Find an instance of the chain 
  

(IMS,OMS) ~ (I,P1,*) ~ P2 ~ ...  ~ Pi-1 ~ (*,Pi,O) ~ ( IMC,OMC) 
 
while the constraints CSID = (C1,...,Cn) are fulfilled. 
 
 
We will approach P1 using a Search & Verify 
principle to distribute and parallelize the search for a 
solution of P1 between the nodes forming the CAN 
DHT layer.  The basic principle of the proposed Search 
& Verify approach is shown using a simplified 
example with only one PM one additive metric as 
delay and one concave QoS metric as bottleneck 
bandwidth in   Figure 6. 
 
After the media source received the request for the 
service with PCSID=(P1) it initiates a search for a 
processing module able to accomplish P1. For each 
match a verify procedure is started measuring the 
values H1=(h1

1,h1
2) between the source and the PM, to 

verify the QoS parameters associated with the service, 
which have been specified via CSID.  
If h1

1 <= C1 and h1
2 <= C2, the corresponding PM is 

starting a new measurement task between itself and the 
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destination with result h2
1, h2

2. In case h1
1+h2

1 <= C1 
and min(h1

2,h2
2) <= C2 the destination is contacted and 

informed about the possible service chain found.  In 
case not, all resources bound by the process are freed. 
In the simplified example, the client now reports all the 
possible service chains back to the source which 
selects the most adequate one based on QoS and cost 
values and initiates the data transfer.   
In case of more complex services, the set of all 
possible processing chain candidates is in general 
defining a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) connecting 
the source and destination. We will call this DAG also 
the search graph associated with a service.  
Figure 4 is showing an example search graph 
associated with the service PSID=(1,2,3,4). For a more 
detailed study of the structure of search graphs and 
their relation to the complexity of the search and verify 
approach we refer to [13].  
 
 
6. A Cooperative Service Provisioning 
Principle based on Service Overlays 
 

The required interaction between Service Provider, 
Network Provider and Client for service provisioning 

based on the proposed system is divided into three 
phases, which are:  
 

1. Service Registration  
2. Service Request Processing  
3. Service Delivery  

 
In the following we will describe each phase in more 
detail.  
 
 
6.1. Service Registration  
 
During registration of a Service we establish a Service 
Level Agreement (SLA) regulating the QoS aware 
transport and processing requirements for a concrete 
service the Service Provider want to offer to a given 
Network Provider’s customers. Since we focus on 
multimedia services we call this SLA from now on 
Multimedia Transport Service Agreement (MTSA). As 
stated before a Service Registration approach allows 
an offline decomposition of a service in advance of the 
first request. 
The main steps to be performed during MTSA creation 
are based on our entity model and are illustrated in 
Figure 7 The minimum required set of information 

Figure 6 Search and Verify Approach 
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with regard to a new service to be negotiated during an 
MTSA agreement are:  
 

• A unique Service ID (SID)  
 

• A set of Service Sources (SSID). E.g. a list of 
names or transport addresses of media servers 
hosting a special content   

 
• A set of Service Bootstrap Nodes (SBNs) to 

initiate the Search & Verify process at the 
Network Provider.   

 
• A set of required media/data processing steps 

(PSID) to be performed by the Network Provider  
 
• A set of constraints associated with the service 

(CSID) as e.g. max. acceptable cost, max. 
acceptable loss or delay, bandwidth 
requirements etc.  

 
We will use the term Processing Chain Template TSID 
to denote the set of all information related to a service 
with id SID.  
 
During a successful MTSA negotiation initiated by the 
Service Provider, the Network Provider is generating a 
SID and selects a set of Service Bootstrap Nodes 
(SBNs) to be used as entry points for accessing the 
new service. All this information is encapsulated into a 

TSID which is stored at the responsible SBNs. After this 
step, the SID and the transport addresses of the 
responsible SBNs are sent to the Service Provider who 
can update e.g. a portal with information. From this 
point in time it is possible to access the service by 
connecting to a SBN responsible for the SID. 
The decomposition of a service is done implicitly 
during the MTSA Negotiation process. To see this, we 
illustrate in Figure  the main steps of an MTSA 
Negotiation. Essentially in Step 2 shown in the figure, 
the Network Provider is offering a set of service 
building blocks from witch the Service Provider is 
selecting a relevant subset at Step 3. After the selection 
the result is send to the Network Provider (Step 4). 
Therefore it is always guaranteed that the Network 
Provider can assign the list of processing steps PSID to 
any negotiated Service SID. 
 
6.2. Service Request Processing  
  
Figure 9 shows the essential steps of a service request. 
From the portal of the Service Provider the client 
receives the required information to access a requested 
service i.e. the SID and the transport address of at least 
one SBN responsible for SID. With this information, 
the client can now send a service request to the SBN. 
As soon as the SBN has received the request, it 
performs a lookup operation for the corresponding TSID 
extracting all information required to instantiate the 
service. 

Figure 7 MTSA establishment 
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Figure 8 MTSA Negotiation 

 
6.3. Service Bootstrap  
At the point in time the Service Bootstrap is about to 
start the SBN has information about:  
 

• Service Specific: Processing Chain 
PSID=(P1,...,Pi), Constraints CSID=(C1,...,Cn) 

• Client Specific: An acceptable input format IMC 
• Server Specific: At least one source with OMS 
• Ingress PM Specific: Required I and P1 
• Egress PM Specific: Required O and Pi    

 

Based on this Information, the SBN can 
now initiate the creation of a Service 
Overlay network for SID. The SO will 
interconnect the Service Source, all 
required processing modules and the 
Client. 
  
While all the former steps are in general 
based on the specification of an 
information model for service and network 
related data as well as the selection or 
design of suitable signaling protocols, this 
step is considered as the core problem to be 
addressed and was defined as P1. 
 
 
7. Access Control in the Service 
Chain 

 
One critical issue for a provider with 

regards to P2P based overlay technology is 
the fact that security and access control is 
often not an integral part of overlay 
networks [4]. A service platform without 
access control is incomplete. P2P research 
primarily perceived firewalls as an obstacle 
for the mutual connections between the 
participating overlay hosts [2][3] some 
overlays even disguise their traffic and 
tunnel through firewalls [16]. However, 
firewalls are successful security 
components that effectively guard services 
in the protected domain from unauthorized 
access. Packet filter firewalls are the 
predominant firewall architecture today. 
They base their decision on information 

from the headers of data packets, mainly at the 
network layer and the transport layer, but do not work 
well for hop by hop service chains. Traditional 
firewalls can only identify packets within the service 
chain that originate from the prior hop and are destined 
at the successor hop. They can neither identify the 
service source (the first service in the service chain) 
nor the service sink. 

Firewalls loose their protective features if they cannot 
distinguish between legitimate and unauthorized 
overlay traffic. They will end up with a decision to 
either allow or to block all inbound overlay traffic.   
 
The solution is to enhance firewalls for overlay 
networks to make them aware of service requestor, the 
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processing modules and the destination of a service 
request. This new component must also be session 
aware to enforce fine grained access control decisions, 
for instance, a rule that a user is allowed to access a 
service only one time.  
 
7.1 Overlay aware Access Control 
Our approach is to extend the situated overlay by 
service chain aware access control functionality. There 
are two issues that require the integration with the 
overlay signalling.  

1.) The authentication and authorization usually 
involves the cooperation with the service 
requester. Any service in a service chain might 
require authorization. 

2.) Any access control function within the service 
chain must be aware of successor and predecessor 
and should also be able to distinguish and control 
traffic on a per session basis. 

 
The integration of the overlay access control with the 
service chain instantiation solves these problems. The 
Situated Overlay discovers during the creation of a 
Service Overlay network for SID, that authorization is 
required at a number of services in the service chain. 
The Overlay supplies the access control functions with 
the next-hop and prior-hop address and describes the 
user session. Each MS, PM, and MC can either 
implement its own authorization policies, or rely on an 
authorization decision by another party (e.g. the 

network provider). Authentication deserves special 
attention in an overlay: Authentication is needed to 
verify subscriber identity.  
 
7.2 Authentication 
 
Authentication is responsible for asserting that the 
identity of the requester, as stated in the request, is 
correct. We give a brief overview how an overlay 
solution could integrate different NGN identity 
solutions for user authentication. NGN networks 
already have a sophisticated infrastructure for 
authentication in place (e.g. the Generic Authentication 
Architecture). The 3GPP defined with the TR 33.980 a 
coupling of the IMS with the Liberty Alliance - 
Federated Identity Management Framework.  The 
coupling is done with the help of the Web Services 
Framework (ID-WSF) and the Federation Framework 
(ID-FF) for authentication. The 3GPP describes two 
options. The Network Application Function (NAF) is 
part of the IMS and can act as an Identity Provider 
(IdP) at the same time.  The second option is to 
combine the NAF with the Authentication Service 
(AS) of the Web Services Framework.  An overlay 
network can integrate these identity systems to obtain 
verified user identities. 
 
8. P2P Principles for an Autonomic Service 
Control in the IMS 
 

To be able to use P2P principles in the IMS context 
it is first required to address the question:  What are 

Figure 9 Service Request 
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IMS functions that can be realised using P2P 
principles? As one candidate we identified the Media 
Resource Function (MRF) which is responsible for 
resource consuming tasks e.g. playing, transcoding and 
mixing of media streams. As an example from 
TISPAN, the Resource and Admission Control 
Subsystem (RCAS) realizes access and would profit 
from the proposed Situated Overlay approach by a 
better insight into service relationships for 
authorization decisions (refer to Section 7).  

Another important issue is: What entities should run 
the corresponding P2P software? To address this, we 
categorise potential candidates into three main 
categories:  

1. Dedicated infrastructure nodes are part of 
the network infrastructure and are particularly 
trustworthy and reliable.  

2. Home gateways and set top boxes are fixed 
clients under partial control of the network 
provider that are already deployed in the order 
of several million devices in Europe.  

3. Mobile clients have unsteady availability and 
would typically appear as service-originator 
or consumer in the situated overlay. 

The IMS can be considered as a SIP based signaling 
overlay including AAA functions and support for 
multimedia calls and services.  To enable the flexible 
introduction of new IMS based services a SIP  
Application server is included. To interface with an 
existing IMS it we propose the realization of an IMS 
Media Resource Function based on the described 
approach.  
 
8.1. Realization of a distributed IMS Media 
Resource Function  
 
The MRF represents the media related core of the IMS. 
It is composed out of the Media Resource Function 
Controller (MRFC) and the Media Resource Function 
Processor (MRFP). Since MRFC and MRFP are 
centralized entities, the same scalability and reliability 
problems as in case of a classical client/server 
approach for media delivery can be anticipated.   
 
In this context the described approach can be used to 
realize a distributed MRF utilizing P2P principles. In 
addition it is possible to extend standard MRF 
functionalities as conferencing (mixing), recording and 
playback of static content (e.g. announcements) with 
additional services as 

Figure 10   3GPP MRF 
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• Transcoding and/or downscaling of 

audio/video data,  
• Traffic shaping to avoid congestion, 
• Network based error correction techniques 

 
by registering the corresponding processing 
functionality in form of PMs.  
 
In Figure 10 we mapped the relevant control as well as 
network/transport related functionalities to a 3GPP 
MRF.  
 
As illustrated in the Figure 10 the Mr interface can act 
as the interface between an IMS and the SBN 
component. As a prerequisite for this it is required that 
an instance of the Mr interface is integrated into SBN 
nodes. In the reminder of the section, we use a SIP 
based approach for MRF control described in [22] to 
provide an example how such an Mr interface can look 
like.  
 
The MRF control protocol described in [22] utilizes 
SIP INVITE or SIP INFO messages as carrier for 
service request from a SIP Application Server (SIP 
AS) or the S-CSCF to the MRF. The actual service 
request and the required parameters are encoded into 
the SIP URI [22] contains specifications how to 

control announcements, interactive voice response 
(Prompt and Collect) and conferences.  
 
After receiving and processing a service request, the 
MRF is sending back a return code to signal successful 
completion or failure of the service request. To 
illustrate this approach Figure 12 shows two possible 
SIP request URIs for an announcement.  

 

 

Figure 12  RFC 4240 Service indicator for 
Announcements 

 
Announcements are media files played to a user. 
Following the description in the RFC “Announcements 
can be static media files, media files generated in real-
time, media streams generated in real-time, multimedia 
objects, or combinations of the above.” In addition the 

Figure 11 Media Resource Function in the IMS 
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authors state that “the mechanism described in this 
document has absolutely no impact to SIP devices 
other than media servers”.   
To adopt the announce command to start and stop 
Topic O services we need to transport: 
 

• The ID of the Service requested (SID) 
• Client IP and Port  
• The Capabilities of the requesting Client 

(MCI)   
 
As a consequence a start message send from SIP-AS or 
S-CSCF can be of the form: 
 

  
 
The corresponding stop message can be defined as: 

 
Based on this categorisation we propose to use a 
hybrid P2P IMS approach using a combination of 
infrastructure nodes and fixed clients for a P2P based 
IMS since these nodes can be assumed to have the 
necessary stability and connectivity to be integrated 
into a service provisioning process.  

To illustrate this Figure 11 shows how a distributed 
IMS MRF can be realised using the situated overlay 
and the IMS Mr interface to link the situated overlay to 
the rest of the IMS.  

 
9. Conclusion 
 

We are at the brink of the realization of Next 
Generation Networks with IMS at the core. To be able 
to manage the expected increasing configuration 
complexity caused by the plethora of future services 
we are convinced that self-management capabilities are 
crucial for the success of IMS/TISPAN based 
technology. To reach this we propose to exploit the 
autonomic functionalities of peer-to-peer based 
overlay technology to form an Autonomic Service 
Control for Next Generation Networks. We identified 
suitable entities that could form the P2P overlay 
network and IMS functions that benefit from a 
realization as overlay service. We introduced a 
decentralized service composition mechanism that 
obeys quality of service parameters. We argued with 
an access control scenario how service chain 
knowledge facilitates the required signaling for 

authorization of service usage. Future work is to 
realize the Autonomic Service Control and evaluate its 
role for IMS/TISPAN architectures.  
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Abstract—For making software systems autonomic, it is im-
portant to understand and model software-management tasks.
Each such task contains typically many interactions between the
administrator and the managed software system.

We propose to model software-management interactions and
tasks in the form of discourses between the administrator and
the software system. Such discourse models are based on insights
from theories of human communication. This should make them
“natural” for humans to define and understand. While it may be
obvious that such discourse models cover software-management
interactions, we found that they may also represent major parts
of the related tasks. So, these well-defined models of interactions
and tasks as well as their operationalization allow their execution
and automation. Based on this modeling approach, we propose
a specific architecture for autonomic systems. This architecture
facilitates gradual transition from human-managed towards au-
tonomic systems.

Index Terms—Self-managing systems; autonomic computing;
interaction modeling

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s software systems are usually distributed and very
complex. They have a large amount of parameters and pos-
sible configurations and it is crucial to satisfy their quality
requirements such as performance, availability and security.
Management of these systems includes tasks required to con-
trol, measure, optimize, troubleshoot and configure software
in a computing system.

In order to automate software systems’ management tasks,
it is important to understand and represent them in some
more or less formal way. Any such task contains typically
many interactions between the administrator and the managed
software system. We found that modeling these interactions
facilitates understanding and specifying tasks as well. In order
to make interactions easy to understand and to specify by
humans, their specification should be on a high level.

Thus, we propose to model the software systems’ manage-
ment tasks in the form of discourses between the administrator
and the system. Such discourse models are based on insights
from human communication theories and provide specifica-
tions for tasks and their interactions; for the basic approach
see [1]. We elaborate on it here and extend significantly
both our task and interaction specifications (task and discourse
metamodel) as well as our approach to communication content
representation (management domain content metamodel).

Although autonomic computing is a challenging vision,
truly self-managed systems are hard to achieve and not (yet) in
wide-spread use. The processes and means for the transition
towards this vision are still not sufficiently investigated. In
order to address these issues, this paper presents an approach
to gradual transition towards autonomic systems (an earlier
sketch of this proposal can be found in [2]).

The core idea of our approach is that the same interac-
tion specification is used both for management by human
administrators as well as for autonomic management. More
precisely, the same discourse model is used for the automated
generation of user interfaces for human management as well as
for the specification of the interactions between the autonomic
manager and the managed system in the case of autonomic
management. Whenever a management task is sufficiently
understood and a related implementation available in the
autonomic manager, managing this task can be handed over
to the autonomic manager without changing its interaction
specification in the discourse model. As a consequence, a
smooth and gradual transition towards self-managed software
systems will be facilitated, where the portion managed by
human administrators becomes smaller and smaller.

In contrast to the major body of research on autonomic
systems, this approach does not focus on designing and
developing autonomic managers per se. However, the tran-
sition towards autonomic systems and supporting means seem
to be equally important for their acceptance. Our approach
contributes to the latter and is, therefore, complementary to
work on improving autonomic managers.

The remainder of this paper is organized in the following
manner. First, we provide some background on the human
communication theories that we build upon. Then we present
our running example, that we use to explain our approach
to representing interactions and tasks in the form of discourse
models. As an important part for the operationalization of such
discourse models, we define their procedural semantics. Then
we specify both our high-level autonomic architecture and our
transition process from human-managed towards autonomic
systems. Two case studies indicate the feasibility of our
approach. Finally, we discuss related work.
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Fig. 1. Part of communicative acts hierarchy.

II. HUMAN COMMUNICATION THEORIES

Both tasks and their interactions can be specified in many
ways. We strive for a uniform high-level approach to task
and interaction representation based on the following human
communication theories.

Communicative acts are derived from speech acts [3] and
represent basic units of language communication. Thus, any
communication can be seen as enacting of communicative
acts, acts such as making statements, giving commands, asking
questions and so on. Communicative Acts carry the intention
of the interaction (e.g., asking a Question) and can be further
classified into Assertions, Directives and Commissives. Asser-
tions convey information without requiring receivers to act
beside changing their beliefs (e.g., Informing and Answer).
Directives (e.g., Question, Request, Accept) and Commissives
(e.g., Offer) require an action by the receiver or sender for
the advancement of the dialogue by further communicative
acts. This classification is shown in Figure 1. The figure
shows only a small selection from many communicative acts.
Communicative acts have been successfully used in several
applications: inter-agent communication in FIPA Agent Com-
munication Language1 (ACL), information systems [4] and
high-level specifications of user interfaces [5].

Conversation Analysis. While communicative acts are use-
ful concepts to account for intention in an isolated utterance,
representing the relationship between utterances needs further
theoretical devices. We have found inspiration in Conversation
Analysis [6] for this purpose. Conversation analysis focuses

1Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents, Communicative Act Library
Specification, www.fipa.org

on sequences of naturally-occurring talk “turns” to detect
patterns that are specific to human oral communication, and
such patterns can be regarded as familiar to the user. In our
work we make use of patterns such as “adjacency pair” and
“inserted sequence”.

Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [7] is a linguistic
theory focusing on the function of text, widely applied to the
automated generation of natural language. It describes internal
relationships among text portions and associated constraints
and effects. The relationships in a text are organized in a tree
structure, where the rhetorical relations are associated with
non-leaf nodes, and text portions with leaf nodes. In our work
we make use of RST for linking communicative acts and fur-
ther structures made up of RST relations. Thus, they represent
the structure of possible interactions between an administrator
and the software system. We use two types of RST relations:
symmetric, multi-nuclear (e.g., Joint, Otherwise) and asym-
metric, nucleus-satellite (e.g., Result, Condition, Elaboration).

III. RUNNING EXAMPLE

We use a simplified online store as our running example.
The online store application enables the customer to look at
and browse through different catalogues and products, to create
user profiles, create and manage lists of preferred and desired
products. It also allows ordering, shipping management and
credit card processing. For the design of this application it is
very important to separate data storage and management from
data processing and presentation.

Such an application is usually implemented using a multi-
tier architecture, with three as a typical number of tiers:
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...
Fig. 2. Online store system architecture.

• presentation tier (e.g., implementing a Web interface),
• application logic tier (e.g., using Enterprise Java Beans),

and
• data tier (e.g., using a relational database).

Yet, for our running example we integrate the presentational
and logical functionality into one processing tier, and thus
end up with a two-tier architecture for reasons of simplicity.
The resulting online store architecture is shown in Figure 2.
The data tier contains one database server. The processing
tier contains a cluster with several processing servers, which
are controlled by a Processing Controller server. A processing
controller performs, for example, load balancing. The online
store application is deployed in a hosting environment where
each of the servers gets some amount of processing power
assigned (e.g., using some virtualization technology). It is
also possible to dynamically add additional servers and to
integrate them into the processing tier. For each server in the
architecture, the online shop owner has to pay a certain amount
of money. The amount depends directly on the assigned
processing power, which can be changed during runtime.

A major goal of the online shop owner is to achieve the
best possible customer satisfaction and shopping experience.
On the other hand, the owner wants to keep the operation
costs as low as possible. One of the most important criteria
for customer satisfaction in Web applications is the elapsed
time from the page request until the requested page is fully
displayed on the screen. This parameter is known as response
time. Other parameters which influence user experience such
as graphical design are not considered in our example. It is
evident that the deployment architecture and the characteristics
of the included components within this architecture directly
influence the system response time. The manager of the shop
application has the following possibilities to influence the
runtime architecture and characteristics of the online shop:

• Increase or decrease assigned processing power of the
database server.

• Increase or decrease assigned processing power of each
of the processing servers in the processing tier.

• Add or remove a processing server in the processing tier.
The manager of the shop application can get the following

information about the online store’s state:
• average response time
• assigned processing power of the database server and of

each processing server in the processing tier
• current utilization of the processing power of the database

server and of each processing server in the processing tier
• average processing power utilization of the processing tier
The task of optimizing allocation of servers and their

respective power to tiers in order to satisfy customers, and
thus provide a high quality of service under peek loads and
to keep the running costs low at the same time, is known
under provisioning. Provisioning problems can be dealt with
using complex mathematical models and architectures (e.g.,
according to [8]). Also some other information beyond the
system itself can be required (e.g., current expense of the
processing power per given unit). However, we do not go
into more detail about such algorithms, since we are more
interested in the communication which occurs within such
management tasks.

In our running example, the manager of the shop application
monitors the application’s response time. If it happens to rise
above a given limit, the manager tries to figure out more
details about the cause, by acquiring information about the
current runtime architecture, its structure and the properties
of the system as a whole and its components. This includes,
e.g., average processing power utilization in the processing
tier, number of servers in this tier, assigned processing power
and processing power utilization of each processing server
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as well as assigned processing power and processing power
utilization of the database server. After having collected all
this information, the manager decides to take some action:
either to increase the assigned processing power of one of
the servers or to add additional servers to the processing tier.
When the manager realizes that the response time falls below
a given threshold value, he can remove one of the servers from
the processing tier to save operating cost.

For our approach it is important that the control and
monitoring features listed above represent the content of the
communication between the manager of the online shop sys-
tem and the system itself. These features serve as the subject-
matter that the manager and system are “talking about”.

IV. HIGH-LEVEL INTERACTION AND TASK SPECIFICATION

We have developed a metamodel based on human commu-
nication theories which defines what the structure of the inter-
action and task models should look like in our approach. We
explain it using an interaction specification for a management
task based on the running example.

We model the communication between a managed software
system and its (human or autonomic) manager in the form of
discourses and relate them to the corresponding management
tasks. Our conceptual metamodel is shown in Figure 3, spec-
ified as a UML class diagram.2 While related concepts have
been used for the modeling of human-computer interaction
(e.g., in [9]), we use discourse models additionally for com-
munication within software systems, more precisely between
a managed software system and its autonomic manager. In
addition to the communication specification, it is necessary to
represent the communication content.

The metamodel illustrated in Figure 3 consists of two main
parts. The upper rounded box represents discourses and man-
agement tasks. A management task represents a typical task
of software system management such as system optimization,
recovering from errors, etc. Figure 3 shows that a management
task is specified by a discourse. A discourse consists of
communicative acts, adjacency pairs, discourse relations, and
their hierarchical structure and represents the modeling of
interactions. This part is also used for general human-machine
communication modeling [9][10][11].

The lower part of Figure 3 consists of classes involved in the
description of the content to communicate for the purpose of
the system’s management and, therefore, represents elements
of the management domain. There are two different kinds of
information to be exchanged between a software system and
its manager. These are the current state of the system captured
by properties and management actions to be executed by the
system.

A. Task and Discourse Metamodel

Our approach to task and communication models in the form
of discourses can be sketched as follows. In essence, it has
communicative acts as its “atoms”, from which “molecular”

2At the time of this writing, the specification of UML is available at http:
//www.omg.org.

structures can be composed in two dimensions. First, adja-
cency pairs model typical sequences of communicative acts
within a dialogue that include turn-taking like for question
– answer or request – accept. Second, Discourse Relations
relate Nodes which can be adjacency pairs or other discourse
relations, thus building up the hierarchical structure of the
discourse. Discourse relations are further specialized into RST
Relations (from Rhetorical Structure Theory) and Procedural
Constructs.

The Communicative Act class represents a single interaction
and carries the intention of the communication, e.g., asking
a Question about the response time. Communicative acts
can have many different types according to their communi-
cation intention as shown in Figure 1. The importance of
explicitly specifying the intention is twofold. Raising the
level of abstraction in general contributes to more “natural”
specification and thus more efficient design. In our case, we
raise the level of abstraction from simple messages (as e.g., in
UML sequence diagrams) to communicative acts: questions,
requests, offers, etc. In addition, we use the intention encoded
in the type of the communicative act for automatic user
interface generation [12]. For example, the intention of a
Question communicative act is information gathering. Thus,
input widgets like text areas or input boxes which allow the
user to provide information are generated. The intention of the
Informing communicative act is to provide new unknown facts
to the receiver of the communicative act, where the receiver
does not need to act upon receiving the communicative act.
This can result in text or an image. Automatic generation of
user interfaces would be much more difficult with interaction
specifications on a lower level of abstraction (e.g., UML
sequence diagrams).

Figure 4 shows an example discourse for optimizing the
response time of the online store. The interactions depicted in
the rounded boxes at the bottom of Figure 4 are cast in terms
of communicative acts, e.g., the left-most Question for the
system response time. The communicative acts in Figure 4
can be viewed as a usage scenario for optimization which
advances from left to right. Since there are many sequences
of interactions possible, we could think of this example more
generally as a use case. While use cases carry additional
information to sequences of actions, they barely represent
more complicated structures.

More importantly, neither scenarios nor use cases represent
something like intentions of the various interactions. Since
our discourse models are built on communicative acts, they
specify the type of communicative act for each interaction.
E.g., Figure 4 shows Questions and their Responses, as well as
Requests with Accepts. This extra piece of information carries
the intent of such an interaction.

In addition, according to Conversation Analysis there are
frequently occurring pairs of communicative acts — adjacency
pairs. E.g., a Question must have a related Response, and a Re-
quest must have a related Accept or a Reject. Adjacency pairs
can contain embedded dialogues like clarification dialogues
which may become necessary before a communication party
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Fig. 3. Task and discourse metamodel connected with management domain content metamodel.
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Fig. 4. Discourse for optimizing the response time.
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is able to answer a question, for example. Thus, adjacency
pairs are modeled in our metamodel as association classes. In
our example, adjacency pairs are graphically represented by
diamonds. They connect the Opening communicative act with
the Closing one.

As stated above, Discourse Relations relate adjacency pairs
and further structures made up of Discourse Relations. They
are specialized into RST Relations and Procedural Constructs.

All RST relations used in our approach describe a subject-
matter relationship between the branches they relate. They
usually do not determine any particular execution order but
eventually may suggest one. We use two types of RST
relations: symmetric (multi-nuclear) and asymmetric (nucleus-
satellite) relations. Multi-nuclear relations like Joint link equal
discourse trees. In our example, the Joint relation links the
Elaboration with questions about the utilization in the process-
ing tier and a question about the utilization in the database.
Note that the order of these actions is not specified by the Joint
relation; that is why in this particular example also another
scenario would fit in, where, e.g., first the database and then
the processing tier is asked for its utilization. If it is possible,
these questions could be asked even concurrently.

Nucleus-satellite relations link a discourse tree that repre-
sents the main intention and a discourse tree that supports the
nucleus. For example, the Elaboration states that the satellite
branch elaborates the dialogue executed in the nucleus branch.
In Figure 4, asking the questions about the utilization of each
server within the processing tier is the elaboration of the
question about the average utilization in the processing tier
(controller).

In addition to RST Relations, it turned out to be useful
to be able to prescribe particular sequences and repetitions
eventually based on the evaluation of some conditions. RST
relations are not sufficient for this purpose and, therefore, we
have introduced Procedural Constructs into our tree structure.

Procedural Constructs provide means to express a particular
order between branches of the discourse tree, to specify
repetition of a branch and to specify conditional execution
of different branches. Thus, our procedural constructs add
control structures to our discourse trees that are more complex
than usual if-then-else or repeat-until constructs in typical
procedural programming languages. When operationalizing
the discourse tree, these procedural constructs also determine
which information cannot be presented together on one screen
of a graphical user interface. One such construct is IfUntil.
E.g., in our example the IfUntil relation requires information
about the server response time, and the execution continues
only if the server response time exceeds some defined thresh-
old.

Figure 4 represents a discourse for optimizing the response
time for our running example and depicts such a tree structure
of the discourse. It illustrates how all interactions within
the discourse conceptually belong together as a whole. This
structure is composed from Discourse Relations where RST
relations are shown in boxes and the IfUntil procedural con-
struct in a hexagon.

In our example, there is the relation called Result at the top.
It represents that the actions requesting the increase of the pro-
cessing power of a server or adding a new server to the system,
are a consequence of the situation resulting from the preceding
interactions. These preceding interactions are subordinated to
the IfUntil procedural construct. After the Question about the
system response time has been asked, the manager decides if
the Tree branch has to be repeated, or either the Then or the
Else branch will be executed. As stated above, a Joint relation
(here within the Then branch) does not prescribe the order of
execution and allows concurrency. The Elaboration relation
relates the communication about the general properties and
their details. A more formal specification of the relations is
given below in Section V.

Such a tree of Discourse Relations could be viewed as the
design rationale of the interactions. Alternatively, it can be
viewed as a “plan” structure of the discourse for arriving at
some goal. In this view, it is actually a non-linear plan (see
the Joint relation in this example), while the usage scenarios
are related linear plans. It is important to note that, where the
discourse model represents a generic set of possible discourses,
the concrete discourse flow will be controlled by the (human
or autonomic) manager.

B. Management Domain Content Metamodel

Besides representing the communication flow explained
above, a complete communication representation includes the
representation of the communication content as well. The
lower part of Figure 3 shows the part of the conceptual meta-
model which describes the discourse content for managing
software systems.

There are two different kinds of information to be ex-
changed between a software system and its (autonomic or
human) manager:

• the information about current system properties and
• the actions to be executed by the system as requested by

the manager.
Each communicative act is associated with its content:

system properties and actions. Properties and Actions are
generalized into the Management Feature concept in our
metamodel. We distinguish between two types of properties:
StateInformation and StructuralInformation. StateInformation
represents the managed resource as seen from outside by
its parameters (black box). StructuralInformation carries the
information about the runtime architecture and structure of
the system. Analogously, two types of Actions exist: Struc-
turalModification and ValueModification for modifying the
runtime architecture of the system or some of its properties.

Properties and Actions make up the Sensor and Effector
interfaces, respectively, and are generalized into the Manage-
mentInterface concept. Each of the Managed Resources is
related to such management interfaces. Usually, a managed re-
source will contain one Effector and one Sensor interface, each
containing several system actions and properties. However, a
managed resource could have several of them, if interfaces
group properties and actions according to some criteria (e.g.,
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«ManagedSystem»
OnlineStoreSystem

«ManagedSystem»
ProcessingTier

«ManagedSystem»
DataTier

«ManagedElement»
ProcessingServer

«ManagedElement»
DataBaseServer

«Effector»
DBEffector

«ValueModification»
+ decProcPower(int) : void
+ incProcPower(int) : void

«Effector»
ProcServerEffector

«ValueModification»
+ decProcPower(int) : void
+ incProcPower(int) : void

«Effector»
ProcTierController

«StateInformation»
- averageProcessUtil:  int

«StructuralModification»
+ addProcServer(int) : void
+ removeProcServer() : void
«ValueModification»
+ decProcessPower(int, int) : void
+ incProcessPower(int, int) : void

«Sensor»
SystemSensor

«StateInformation»
+ SystemResponseTime:  int

«Sensor»
DBSensor

«StateInformation»
+ assignedProcessingPower:  int
+ processUtil:  int

«Sensor»
ProcServerSensor

«StateInformation»
+ assignedProcessingPower:  int
+ processUtil:  int

1

1 11

1

1

11.. *

1

Fig. 5. Content representation for our running example.

one sensor containing only performance and another only
security properties).

These management interfaces are provided by the Managed
Resource, which is specialized into Managed Element and
Managed System. Managed systems can basically contain
other managed resources, thus allowing one to build a hier-
archical structure of a managed system. These three concepts
(dark gray classes in the metamodel in Figure 3) enable the
modeling of the system structure, so that the manager and
the managed system can communicate about it. The runtime
instantiation of this model can be also used by the autonomic
manager for reasoning. Structural properties and actions for
changing the system structure are only possible for managed
systems and not for managed elements.

Figure 5 shows an instantiation of this part of the meta-
model for our running example and represents the model of
the system architecture. The figure shows the model as a
UML class diagram, where classes, methods and attributes
are assigned with stereotypes corresponding to the metamodel.
The gray classes represent the system structure of the On-
lineStoreSystem, including two tiers and servers within these
tiers. The pink classes represent the management interfaces.
For example, SystemSensor is a management interface for
getting the server response time and DBEffector for increasing
and decreasing the processing power of the database server.
Runtime architecture would be an instantiation of this model,
where we would, for example, have several instances of the
processing server.

V. PROCEDURAL SEMANTICS

An important issue is to operationalize our communication
and discourse specifications and to make them executable
within our architecture. In order to achieve this operational-
ization, we transform the communication specifications in the
form of discourses into state machines. In this sense, the
transformation to state machines defines procedural semantics
of our discourse models. For this transformation, the intentions
of the communicative acts are not used, but they are not lost,
since they are used for other purposes.

In many real-world applications, predetermined discourses
are well suited for communication between human and com-
puter, since the user can anticipate the behavior of the system
and can expect the same user interface whenever starting
the discourse with the system again. This behavior can be
achieved by using state machines for the discourse manage-
ment. Many approaches directly utilize some kind of state
machine to model communication. These include both human-
machine communication and user interfaces required for it
(e.g., in [12][13]), as well as machine-machine communication
(e.g., in [14]). Contrary to these approaches, we do not
use state machines for explicit communication modeling, but
solely for the specification of their procedural semantics and
for their execution. Importantly, we do not let the user model
them.

Since, especially in user interfaces, the possible interac-
tions are manifold, a flat state machine can become quite
complicated. A solution for reducing the complexity of state
machines are statecharts, which introduce hierarchies into state
machines. Since our discourse models are hierarchical as well,
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Condition

Tree

Else

Then

RepeatCondition

[false]

[true]

[false]

[true]

Fig. 6. Mapping of the IfUntil procedural construct.

we use statecharts to specify the procedural semantics of the
discourse relations and thus the dynamics of the complete
discourse.

Such statecharts have the following basic structure:

• Each state transition corresponds to exactly one commu-
nicative act and thus represents the advancement in the
dialogue.

• State transitions are triggered by sending a communica-
tive act by either the manager or by the managed system.

• Each state entry gets processed, resulting in system
effects and in possible triggering of a new communicative
act.

• Adjacency pairs are reflected in the statechart by a
sequence of transitions. Thus, they constrain the set of
potential communicative acts of outgoing transitions of
the current and adjacent states.

• Discourse relations are mapped to state machine patterns
forming a submachine state that can be included in
higher-level discourse relation mappings.

In the following, we specify the procedural semantics of the
discourse relations used in our running example.

The statechart of our IfUntil [11] relation is shown in Figure
6. IfUntil is a procedural construct that we found useful for
defining a certain control structure in our task and discourse
models. It is more complex than the usual procedural statement
in a typical procedural programming language. In fact, it
may be considered a combination of an if-statement and a
conditional loop. If Condition is fulfilled in the statechart, the
discourse continues in the Then branch.

Otherwise, there are two possibilities:

1) the Tree branch is performed if the Condition is not
fulfilled. It can be performed again and again until
Condition becomes fulfilled, or

2) the discourse can continue in the Else branch, if Repeat-
Condition is also not fulfilled.

This branching of the flow is modeled by the UML “choice”
construct — graphically represented by a diamond. Checking,

 Elaboration

Nucleus

Satellite

Fig. 7. Mapping of the Elaboration RST Relation.  Nucleus 1

Nucleus 2

Fig. 8. Mapping of the Otherwise RST Relation.

whether Condition and RepeatCondition are fulfilled is per-
formed by the (autonomic or human) manager.

The Elaboration RST relation states that the satellite branch
elaborates on the communication executed in the nucleus
branch. The procedural semantics are defined in the statechart
shown in Figure 7. Communication in the satellite branch is
optional — the communication in the nucleus branch does
not have to be elaborated. However, if the communication
in the nucleus branch gets elaborated, it can even occur in
parallel. This is decided usually by the manager for requesting
additional information about some parameter. To complete the
execution of the relation, both, nucleus and satellite have to
be completed.

If the communication flow requires that in one particular
moment either the one or the other branch of the discourse has
to be performed, we use the Otherwise RST relation. Usually
the manager decides which one of the nuclei (even choosing
out of several ones) has to be performed. After one branch is
started, it also has to be completed in order to complete the
relation as a whole. The procedural semantics is shown in the
statechart in Figure 8.

The Result RST relation represents that the communication
in the nuclei is a consequence of the situation resulting from
the communication taken place in the satellite. Its simple
statechart is shown in Figure 9. It can be used for improving
the rendering of the management user interface.3

The Joint RST relation is a multi-nuclei relation, which
doesn’t prescribe any order of the execution of the communi-
cation in its nuclei. The communication within nuclei can even
be performed concurrently, and the relation is completed after
all nuclei are completed. This possible concurrency is shown
in its statechart in Figure 10 by two compartments separated
by a dashed line.

3We have slightly changed its semantics with respect to [1].
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 Nucleus Satellite

Fig. 9. Mapping of the Result RST Relation.

For operationalizing the complete discourse model, the
statecharts of each relation have to be combined into one
hierarchical statechart according to the discourse relation hi-
erarchy in the discourse model. This is done by traversing the
tree structure recursively and applying statechart mappings of
the corresponding discourse relations. Typically, the statechart
of one discourse relation is included as a submachine state
in the statechart of the higher-level statechart. Therefore, the
hierarchy of the overall statechart corresponds to the hierarchy
of the discourse tree. The result of this traversing for our
running example is presented in Figure 11. It completely
defines the set of possible discourse flows.

Starting at the top of our example discourse in Figure 4,
we have the Result RST relation. It basically defines two
subsequent statecharts of the relations IfUntil and Otherwise.
The IfUntil relation contains three branches: Tree, Then and
Else. The Tree and Else branches don’t contain any further
discourse relations. Both of them contain one adjacency pair
each, which are also mapped to the (simple) statecharts. The
Tree branch contains the adjacency pair for acquiring system
response time. The adjacency pair is mapped to the statechart
containing two states: S1 and S2. The transitions within
this statechart are induced by the communicative acts: “M:
Question (System Response Time)” uttered by the Manager
(M:) and “S: Answer” uttered by the System (S:). The Then
branch contains the Joint relation, which again contains an
Elaboration relation in one of its nuclei. The Otherwise rela-
tion doesn’t contain any further discourse relations in its nuclei
and the mapping defined above is applied, where each nucleus
contains one adjacency pair. Prior to each state transition,
either the manager or the managed system is supposed to
fill in the content of the communicative act. For the decision
points (e.g., in IfUntil or Otherwise relations) the manager
is involved and it controls the further discourse flow. Such
a complete discourse statechart is interpreted by the Task
Execution Engine of our architecture.

VI. AUTONOMIC ARCHITECTURE AND TRANSITION
PROCESS

Figure 12 illustrates our proposed autonomic architecture
designed to execute and automate modeled tasks as presented
above. It is based on the generic autonomic architecture [15],
separating the autonomic manager from the managed system.

The Task Execution Engine interprets the task and its
associated discourse according to the procedural semantics of
the discourse relations presented above and manages the flow
of the communication. It utilizes also the intention encoded
in the type of the communicative acts. For example, for a
Question it would invoke some information gathering facility
of the underlying managed system and for a Request it would

 Joint

Nucleus 1

Nucleus 2

Fig. 10. Mapping of the Joint RST Relation.

call corresponding action. The Human Administrator or the
Autonomic Manager controls the autonomic administration
process by deciding which set of actions (set of communicative
acts) has to be performed next.

The UI Generator generates and controls the user interface
for the case of human management. It utilizes the procedural
semantics of the subject-matter relationships of the RST Rela-
tions (e.g., Elaboration, Otherwise, etc.) as presented above. In
addition, it takes into account the intentions of the communica-
tive acts as mentioned in Section IV-A. The Communication
Adapter encapsulates low-level interaction interfaces of the
managed system.

This architecture enables the whole spectrum of man-
agement possibilities. Without an Autonomic Manager first,
it provides for high-level communication with the human
administrator only, through a generated user interface. In
Figure 12(a), the human administrator is responsible for the
management Tasks I and II. For example, management Task
I could be the performance optimization as in the running
example, and Task II could be a (self-)healing task.

After performing the management by humans for some time
according to the defined discourse, it is expected that some
insights into system behavior will have been gained. With
these insights, the Autonomic Manager has to be designed
and implemented. Since the discourse constrains possible
interactions, this is easier to do than implementing the au-
tonomic manager from scratch. Some of the relations include
conditions for their execution as defined above, which have to
be evaluated by the Autonomic Manager. It “decides” how the
discourse proceeds by initiating the sending of corresponding
communicative acts. Depending on the discourse complexity
as well as the number and variety of relevant parameters and
possible actions, the manager would be more or less complex.
However, the design and deployment of autonomic managers
is out of the scope of this paper.

VII. CASE STUDY: SYSTEM SIMULATION WITH SIMSYS

In the first cases study, we simulated an IT system with
a tool and modeled one typical management task for it.
We concentrated on human management using graphical user
interfaces. The used tool has been developed in the course of
a research project at IBM [16] and was kindly provided to us
for our research. It has been used at IBM for the evaluation
of policy-based software system management. This tool can
simulate IT systems with different configurations containing
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Fig. 11. Complete Discourse Statechart.
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Fig. 12. Autonomic Architecture and Transition Process.

different kinds of servers. It also simulates the workload on
such systems. It defines a system as a set of processes in which
each process has a set of defined properties and operations.
For example, one HTTP server would be represented by one
running process. This process would have properties such
as CPU power or disk space and would provide operations
to change these properties. These processes can also have
(incoming or outgoing) connections to others processes. A
process can execute the operations on connected processes
over these connections. A typical example is the sendRequest
operation between two servers (processes), which forwards a
user request to connected servers.

The simulated system in our case study represents a typical
Web store. The simulation tool offers a graphical represen-
tation of the simulated system architecture as illustrated in
Figure 13. The Web store contains the IT-Infrastructure, which
calculated parameters, e.g., response times, dropped requests,
etc. Within the IT-Infrastructure, there are three server clusters
in charge for distributing HTTP requests, application server
requests, and database requests, as common in three-tier ar-
chitectures. Within each server cluster, servers are responsible
for request processing and, if needed, their forwarding. The
Shopper process created a sample workload on the system
generating shopper objects, where each shopper created se-
ries of requests to the system. When a request entered the
site, the SimSys simulation system time-stamped it for the
response time recording and sent it to the HTTP cluster, which
forwarded the request to the first ready HTTP server and
further via the application cluster to the database. We attached
our communication platform to the simulated system via Java
method calls.

Let us explain the management discourse shown in Fig-
ure 14. Much as in our previous examples, the most significant
parameter is the response time (in the SimSys system identified
as latency). So, the manager can ask a question about the
system latency. If the manager considers the latency too large,
the manager can ask for the current user activity. As a result,
the power of the servers can be increased (e.g., if only the
system latency has risen) or additional servers can be added
(e.g., if both the system latency and the user activity have
risen).

In this example, we show a case where a human manager is
responsible for the management and communicates with the
system using the generated user interface. Figure 15 shows
screenshots of this simple management user interface. First,
the manager has the possibility to ask a question about the
system latency using a button from Screen 1. This represents
the Tree branch of the IfUntil relation. The answer to this
question is presented in Screen 2. In addition, it is possible to
ask about the user activity (by selecting the button on the right
in Screen 2). In this case, the human manager “evaluates‘” the
condition of the IfUntil relation. If the manager decides that
the latency is too high (in our case 6 seconds), the condition
in the IfUntil relation is fulfilled and the manager should be
able to continue with the communication (asking the second
question by pressing the getActivity button). Screen 3 shows
the answer to this question and two buttons, addProcessing-
Power and addServer representing the possibilities to issue
corresponding requests.

This example shows a simple management scenario for the
human management case. It demonstrates the feasibility of
our approach to handle the required communication (model
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 Fig. 13. Simulated System.
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Fig. 15. Screenshots of the Management User Interface.

and execution) between the system to be managed (in this
case a simulated three-tier business application) and the human
manager.

VIII. CASE STUDY: APPLICATION SERVER JBOSS

This case study demonstrates our approach on the manage-
ment of a Java application server. In this second case study,
we utilized the Java application server JBoss and implemented
two management tasks in an autonomic manner.

An application server is a software system which usually
takes the role of the “business logic” in the multi-tier archi-
tecture. Its main purpose is to encapsulate the access to the
data in the database and to simplify data manipulation along
the lines of the business process. Usually, an application server
utilizes some component model and enables the development
of component-based applications. It acts also as a container
for these components. An application server offers different
features to simplify application development. These include a
programming model as a set of APIs, resource handling and
pooling, support for distributed computing, authentication and
authorization, messaging, transactions, monitoring and control,
etc.

In our case study we use the JBoss server, which implements
the J2EE industry standard4 and enables the development
of Java components — Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs). For
extending JBoss, new components (services) were developed
according to the Managed Beans (MBeans) service specifica-
tion. To be able to perform the case study, especially to be
able to monitor required parameters, these were the following
extensions:

• a CPU and Memory Monitor, which collects data from
the underlying Java Virtual Machine (JVM), and

• a Response Time Recorder. This extension is concerned
with gathering information about the response times for
client requests.

4http://java.sun.com/j2ee/docs.html

 
Fig. 16. Case Study Setup.

A. Case Study Setup

The system setup for the case study is shown in Figure 16.
It is a distributed setup, with the JBoss application server,
the autonomic manager and the load generators installed on
different machines. For achieving a more realistic load for
the application server, we have used the benchmark tool
ECperf [17]. It is designed to measure performance and scala-
bility of J2EE application servers and provides a typical J2EE
business application as well as load generators to simulate the
workload for such an application.

Since JBoss is a complex software system, which has many
parameters that have to be configured, and since the configura-
tion is tedious and error-prone, a self-configuration capability
would seem desirable. Therefore, we use the configuration
scenario as one example for our case study.

Our second example is about optimization. The optimizing
capability is also of interest for a system like JBoss. An
optimization in this case would imply the reduction of the
response times of client requests sent to the application server.
This requires the response times to be measurable and system
parameters to be accessible and changeable.

B. Communication Content Model

Prior to creating the management discourses we have to
figure out, which parameters are of interest for the monitoring
of the JBoss status, as well as to define possible corrective
actions which have impact on the behavior of the JBoss server.
In essence, we have to define what the manager and the
managed server (JBoss) will communicate about.

The most significant JBoss properties for this case study are
the following:

• available memory,
• the size of the database connection pool,
• the thread pool size for the EJB invocation processing

threads, and
• the server’s response time.
The most relevant actions are:
• setting the thread pool size, and
• clearing the EJB cache
Restrictions to the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) heap mem-

ory size would also have a deteriorating impact on system
performance. Unfortunately, the maximum heap size cannot be
changed during runtime, and minimum and maximum values
are specified as startup parameters. A modification of these
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Fig. 17. JBoss Server model for the domain of discourse.

values would thus require a restart of the JVM and the system
would be completely out of service for some time, including
all applications running within that JVM instance. Therefore,
this parameter has not been used in our case study. Also some
other parameters have not been included in the case study
(SQL statement cache, EJB cache maximum size, etc.).

To use JBoss parameters for the content of communicative
acts, we have modeled them as shown in Figure 17. Since
we do not model the internal structure of JBoss and are more
interested in illustrating our approach to communication, the
model is rather simple and contains only one class representing
the JBoss server and associated Sensor and Effector interfaces.

C. Configuration Task of the JBoss Server

This example shows the configuration task for the JBoss
application server. For a better understanding of this example,
let us briefly explain the thread pooling in the JBoss server.

Figure 18 shows the interworking of thread pools. Every
request that arrives at JBoss via the Tomcat5 — embedded
server for servlets — has to wait for a thread from the HTTP
thread pool to be available in order to be processed. If the
client request involves calls to an EJB on the server, the request
also has to acquire a thread from the EJB thread pool. And if
the EJB call during its execution needs to make a request to
the database, a connection from the database connection pool
has to be retrieved. The amount of threads and connections
in the different pools limits the number of client requests that
can be processed concurrently. Having more connections in
the database connection pool than threads in the EJB pool is
a configuration that is not useful and unnecessarily increases
resource usage, because the number of database connections
that can be used at the same time is limited by the number
of threads in the EJB pool. Thus, it is not desirable to have
more connections in the DB connection pool than threads in
the EJB thread pool. If the ratio of EJB threads to database
connections becomes too small, many client requests will not
get a database connection within the configured timeout. For

5tomcat.apache.org

 
database 

web-client 

EJB-client 

HTTP thread 
pool 

database 
connection 

pool EJB thread 
pool 

JBoss 

Fig. 18. JBoss threads pooling.

our scenario, we keep the number of database connections
constant. The goal is to maintain the number of pooled EJB
threads above the number of available database connections.
Another goal of this scenario is to prevent an extensive use
of memory. The amount of available memory is monitored
and when that amount drops below the configured minimum
threshold, the memory is freed by:

• ordering JBoss to clear up all EJB caches, and by
• reducing the amount of concurrency in request processing

by reducing the number of EJB worker threads.
The discourse for this configuration task is shown in Fig-

ure 19. Starting from the top of the diagram, the communica-
tion for the configuration of the thread pool sizes and the com-
munication for the memory usage managing can be performed
in parallel — jointly — as defined by the RST Relation Joint.
For the configuration of the thread pool sizes the Manager
issues Questions about the databaseConnectionPoolSize and
EJBThreadPoolSize. If the ratio is not below a given threshold,
the manager requests the action for setting up the appropriate
threadPoolSize. For managing of memory usage, the manager
issues the Question about the availableMemory, and when it
drops below some threshold it tries to free it by issuing the
Requests to clearCache and to reduceThreadPoolSize of the
worker threads.

For the evaluation of the transition towards autonomic
systems, an Autonomic Manager has been implemented. It
periodically executes the task and discourse in order to per-
form management functionality. Regarding the thread pooling,
it corrects the parameters using the procedure described above.
For the memory usage management, we had to limit the maxi-
mum amount of memory used by the Java Virtual Machine to
100MB for getting observable effects. As stated previously,
the ECperf benchmarking tool was used for load creation.
The Autonomic Manager checks the memory status according
to the discourse and executes corrective actions whenever
needed. Under the same load conditions, JBoss crashed due
to OutOfMemory exception when the Autonomic Manager has
been put out of function.

D. Optimization Task of the JBoss Server

Our second example is the response time optimization
task. The most significant parameter having an effect on the
response time is EJB thread pool size [18]. The manager asks
the Question about the current response time and Requests the
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action for changing the thread pool size, when the response
time is below a given limit. Figure 20 shows the corresponding
discourse. The communication in this discourse is simple and
so are the resulting user interfaces. However, for showing the
transition towards autonomic systems, an Autonomic Manager
has been implemented as well.

The Autonomic Manager monitors the response time and
makes small changes to the thread pool size according to
the discourse. Once the response time has improved, it takes
the new values of both the thread pool size and response

time as a condition for the next execution of the optimization
discourse. If and when the modifications have increased the
response time, the autonomic manager tries to adjust the
parameter in the opposite direction for the next execution of
the optimization discourse. We have clearly seen effects of
increasing the thread pool size for reducing the response times.
However, since more threads use also more memory, this value
cannot be increased indefinitely. In our case it settled around
80. We also observed that clearing the EJB caches temporarily
increased the CPU load and thus the response times.

IX. RELATED WORK

Our work relates both to the field of interaction modeling
(between humans and computers as well as between comput-
ers) and to the field of autonomic and self-managed software
systems.

Modeling interaction design is mostly done through tech-
niques from task analysis and cognitive science. Techniques
based on Hierarchical Task Analysis [19] or GOMS [20]
model activities on various levels of detail in a hierarchical
way to achieve a particular goal, and (e.g., temporal) relation-
ships between tasks on the same level. On the more detailed
levels, task models specify only the type of tasks (e.g., user,
system or interaction task) or operators (click, select . . . ), but
not their intention in the sense of asking, requesting, etc.

Formal interaction modeling is important for interactions
between agents. Most approaches for modeling inter-agent
communication utilize some form of finite-state machinery.
E.g., Labrou and Finin [21] deal with interactions between
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agents based on KQML, where conversation policies are
proposed for the description of conversations between agents.
Conversation policies represent simple conversations between
agents in terms of possible sequences of KQML messages. Our
discourse models can represent more complex interactions and
should be easier to design by humans.

Management tasks are nowadays performed by well-trained
professionals which are responsible for configuring the system
so that the users can get their jobs done and for maintaining the
system against both internal failures and internal or external
attacks [22]. They interact with the system using command-
line interfaces, graphical interfaces or Web-based management
tools [23].

Modeling and specifying management tasks and user inter-
faces for performing those tasks has been neglected in general
[24]. However, operators and administrators of software sys-
tems are constantly trying to automate administrative tasks and
to reduce unnecessary interactions with the system. They use
their own executable scripts to automate monitoring of system
health, to perform operations on a large number of systems,
and to try to eliminate errors on common tasks that take many
steps [25]. Our approach also strives for the automation of
administrative tasks but concentrates on interactions within
such tasks and provides a well-defined way for their modeling.

A typical approach to define automation of software man-
agement tasks for autonomic computing is in terms of poli-
cies. Policies represent instructions to determine the most
appropriate activity in a given situation. One way to specify
policies has been defined in [26]. They represent policies in the
form “IF condition THEN action” where condition
contains a particular state of the system and the action repre-
sents the actions to be performed if such a state occurs. They
also define how to manage and execute such policies. Kephart
and Walsh [27] define three types of policies: Action, Goal
and Utility Function policies. Action policies are on the lowest
level and take also the if-then form. Goal policies specify
a single desired state and the system should generate behavior
itself from the policy. Utility Function policies generalize Goal
policies where a desired state is computed by selecting from
the present collection of feasible states the one that has the
highest utility. The Accord framework [28] defines so-called
operational interfaces. This offers the possibility to formulate,
inject, and manage rules that are used to manage the runtime
behaviors of the autonomic system. Rules incorporate also
typical if–then expressions, i.e., “IF condition THEN actions”.
Similarly to our approach, Cheng et al [29] consider that
“the capturing and representation of human expertise in a
form executable by a computer” is crucial for the automation
of management tasks. They have developed a new language
for adaptation where the concepts used in the language are
derived from system administration tasks. The basic concept
in the language is a tactic, which embodies a small sequence
of actions to fix a specific problem in a localized part of
the system. A tactic contains the conditions of applicability,
a sequence of actions, and a set of intended effects after
execution.

Contrary to this work on policies, our approach focuses on
and formalizes interactions between an administrator and a
software system. We believe that the interactions are important
both for the task execution and for understanding the task. It
seems also non-trivial to reduce sometimes complex manage-
ment tasks to single policies. We believe that our task models
should be easier to create by humans since they are based on
human communication theories.

X. DISCUSSION

In order to utilize our approach, the system designers and
developers would first have to attach our communication plat-
form to the system — to integrate it into the managed system.
If the system is designed from scratch, special interfaces would
have to be developed. If it is a legacy system, the designers
would have to understand and expose the interfaces. This
is usually not trivial for such systems. In any case, some
additional effort would have to be provided. This may seem
to not pay off, especially if the transition towards autonomic
operation is far away. However, we believe that our approach
can bring some advantages even in the case of (only) human
management. By performing task and discourse modeling,
the designers become familiar with the system’s behavior.
Very often, the automation of management tasks is becoming
possible only through such an improved understanding.

Our approach adds also some additional overhead to the
communication through the need to convert the low-level
communication messages into communicative acts. This is
more significant for the autonomic management case, where
the autonomic manager reacts on the system’s events and
enacts the corrective actions (possibly after some additional
communication with the managed system for problem inves-
tigation). Our approach is more directed towards business
applications and information systems, where usually the “best-
effort” for correcting the problem is sufficient. Anyhow, even
this would be much faster than the human reaction. However,
due to this overhead, our approach is not well investigated to
be used for real-time or embedded systems.

The IT industry has neglected tools and systems used by
operators for configuration, monitoring, diagnosis, and repair,
and the need for improved user interfaces for operators is
large [30]. We believe that the discourse-based communication
modeling of administrative (management) tasks, as well as
systems modeling for the communication content can con-
tribute to a better understanding of management procedures
in general.

XI. CONCLUSION

In essence, we propose to model software-management
interactions and tasks in the form of discourses between the
administrator and the software system. In addition to the inter-
action and task models, we have developed a metamodel for
the modeling of the management domain for such tasks. For
the execution of these tasks we have defined their procedural
semantics, and from these models, we are able to generate
user interfaces.
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Case studies showed that our approach can be used both
in the case of human management as well as in the case
of autonomic management. However, since two case studies
involved two different managed systems (simulation and real
system), management discourses were slightly different. For
one managed system and one particular management task,
we would have the same discourse and therefore the same
communication specification both for human and autonomic
management. This utilizes to the gradual transition towards
autonomic systems.
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Abstract

The transmission of voice-over-Internet protocol
(VoIP) network traffic is used in an increasing
variety of applications and settings. Many of these
applications involve communications where VoIP
systems are deployed under unpredictable conditions
with poor network support. These conditions make
it difficult for users to configure and optimize VoIP
systems and this creates a need for self configuring
and self optimizing systems. To build an autonomic
system for VoIP communications, it is valuable to be
able to measure the user perceived utility of a system.
In this paper we identify factors important to the
estimation of user perceived utility in task dependent
VoIP communications.

Keywords-autonomic; VoIP; utility function;

1. Introduction

As the transmission of voice-over-Internet protocol
(VoIP) network traffic becomes commonplace, VoIP
is used in an increasing variety of applications and
settings. Many current applications are outside the con-
text of simple social conversation across dependable
networks. Field applications, such as military opera-
tions, employ VoIP for task-specific communications
and require VoIP to operate under poor network con-
ditions. Emergency-response personnel may use VoIP
communications to complete tasks in disaster areas
where extreme weather or other adverse conditions
interfere with network performance. Operations may
be carried out in locations where there is little or no
communications infrastructure or where the communi-
cations infrastructure has been damaged. Under these
field conditions VoIP needs to be served by small,
mobile, ad-hoc networks with limited resources.

VoIP systems for field communications need to be
deployed quickly to minimize response time. In order
to deliver the best possible support to field operations,
VoIP systems must be optimized to the field conditions.
This creates a difficult problem for the users of field
VoIP systems. How do you quickly find an optimal
configuration for a VoIP network under adverse con-
ditions when little is known about these conditions
before the system arrives in the field? How do you
optimally manage a VoIP network under changing field
conditions? This is an ideal application for autonomic
systems. If we can produce a context aware VoIP
system that can self configure when deployed and self
optimize as field conditions change, we can reduce
deployment time and improve overall performance in
unknown and unpredictable settings.

In order to build an autonomic system for field
VoIP communications, we must have a way to measure
the performance of the system. Such an autonomic
system must be aware of user perceived utility of
the VoIP application. One approach when including
“black-box” applications in an autonomic system, is to
develop models for application utility estimation [2].
Autonomic systems using utility function policies [3],
[4] require an estimate of an application’s performance.
Previous work in the area of monitoring the health
of autonomic systems involved the use of a pulse to
estimate the health of specific autonomic elements [5],
[6], [7].

In this paper we look at methods to map network
conditions to user-perceived utility as a utility function.
We will review the findings of our earlier work [1].
We identify factors that need to be considered when
mapping network conditions to user perceived utility.
Specifically, we determine if the mapping from net-
work conditions to perceived utility is task dependent.
We also determine if the mappings for users perform-
ing different roles within the same task are affected
by their roles. We will compare the results of our
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previous experiments [1] with the E-Model. Finally,
we wish to determine if perceived utility changes with
the continued repetition of a task.

This paper is structured as follows. First we present
previous work in calculating the user perceived utility
of VoIP applications (Section 2). Then we will present
the set up of our human subject experiments to ex-
plicitly determine user perceived utility of VoIP appli-
cations (Section 3). We will conclude by presenting
our results (Section 4), concluding remarks (Section
5), and an appendix of collected data (Section 6).

2. Previous Work

Existing approaches for predicting user perception
of utility in VoIP systems fall into two main categories.
Some approaches base predictions on the degrada-
tion of a reference signal and other approaches map
network conditions to perception of utility based on
subjective data gathered in human-subjects testing.

2.1. Reference Signal Approach

Objective systems such as the Perceptual Speech
Quality Measure (PSQM) [14] and the Perceptual
Assessment of Speech Quality (PESQ) [13] require a
speech sample to be sent across a VoIP network. The
original sample is then compared to the sample that
is received on the other end of the VoIP system. A
prediction of user utility is made based on the degree
to which the signal has degraded.

The main criticism of the existing objective ap-
proaches is that they only consider signal distortion
in one direction. They do not consider network im-
pairments such as delay and echo [12].

2.2. Subjective Testing based Approach (E-
Model)

The most common model for mapping network con-
ditions to user-perceived utility for voice applications
is the E-model [10]. During the mid-nineteen nineties
the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) de-
signed the E-Model to measure objectively the quality
of a public-switched telephony network (PSTN). The
E-Model was originally intended to be used by network
planners to predict the quality of PSTNs without the
need for expensive and time-consuming testing of
human subjects. It has since been adapted to cellular
communications and IP telephony [11], [9], [8].

The E-Model uses a transmission rating factor as a
measure of the predicted network quality. The trans-
mission rating factor R is the linear sum of various

Impairment factors and an expectation compensation
factor. This linear sum is described in Equation 1.

R = Ro− Is− Id− Ie + A (1)

The first variable Ro is the baseline of the model
for the given network. This is the E-Model value of
the unimpaired network. The most commonly used
baseline value for an ideal unimpaired network is one
hundred. If the network does not perform ideally in
the absence of impairment factors it may be given
a lower baseline value. The Is impairment factor is
defined as simultaneous impairment, which is the sum
of impairments occurring simultaneous to voice. This
includes impairments such as inappropriate volume
and sidetone, which cannot be separated from voice.
Sidetone is any sound from the earpiece of a phone
that is picked up by the mouthpiece of the phone.
The primary effect of sidetone is echo. Most studies
that use the E-Model for evaluating VoIP calls do
not include simultaneous impairments since they are
”intrinsic to the voice signal itself and do not depend
on the transmission over the network” [8]. The Id
impairment factor is the impairment caused by the
round trip delay of the voice signal. Any Impairment
caused by the use of specific equipment is included
in the Ie factor. This factor includes distortion of the
original signal due to the codec, the packet loss in the
network and the packet loss in the playback buffer. The
final factor A serves as a method to compensate for the
expectation or other advantages derived from using IP
telephony. For instance, most people expect that over
traditional telephone wire the call would be very good
but are a little more forgiving when speaking over a
mobile phone.

The E-Model has become a commonly used metric
to predict the quality of VoIP applications for several
reasons. Most models for objective quality measure-
ment require that the received signal be compared
to the sent signal. The E-Model is the only widely
recognized metric that does not require a reference
signal, making it computationally feasible for real
time applications. In addition, the E-Model correlates
well with subjective quality in situations where IP
telephony functions in the same fashion as PSTN;
for example in local VoIP networks where anomalous
traffic conditions are minimized.

The E-Model transmission rating factor R can be
mapped to a Mean Opinion Score (MOS) by the use
of a function described by Cole and Rosenbluth [11].
MOS is a scoring system commonly used in tests
involving human subjects. Subjects using MOS rate
the quality of a VoIP system with a score from one to
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five where one is the worst quality and five is the best.
The function for converting R is illustrated in Equation
2, Table 1 and Figure 1.

f(r) =


1 r≤0

1− 7
103 r + 7

6250r2 + 7
106 r3

0<r<100

4.5 r≥100

(2)

Table 1. Mapping of Transmission Rating Factor
to the Mean Opinion Scale

Transmission Rating User Satisfaction Mean Opinion
Factor Score

Scale of 0-100 Scale of 1-5
90-100 Best 4.34-4.5
80-90 High 4.03-4.34
70-80 Medium 3.60-4.03
60-70 Low 3.14-3.60
50-60 Poor 2.58-3.1
0-50 Worst 4.34-4.5

Figure 1. Mapping of Transmission Rating Factor
to the Mean Opinion Scale

There are however problems with using the E-Model
to predict user satisfaction with VoIP. Although the
E-Model correlates well with subjective quality in
situations where IP telephony functions in the same
fashion as PSTN, using the E-Model in the context

of the Internet greatly decreases such correlation. The
E-Model was not derived for this explicit purpose.
In fact the E-Model was not intended as a quality
assessment tool, but rather tool for planning circuit
switched networks. The E-Model was not meant to
be applied to IP networks. The impairment factors
that comprise it deal more with signal processing than
with IP networks. The E-Model does not consider the
differing expectations users may have toward delay
when using VoIP over the Internet. Delay in IP net-
works is greater than delay in PSTNs. When using
a large congested and unpredictable IP network such
as the Internet the delay can be much greater than in
PSTNs. Users who are used to dealing with delays
when using Internet applications may be more tolerant
of delay when using VoIP over the Internet. Although
the E-Model includes a variable to compensate for
user expectations it is independent of the impairment
factors. Internet VoIP users may be more tolerant of
delay, but not more tolerant of loss. This cannot be
captured by the expectation compensation factor A
in E-Model. The compensation factor adds a constant
independent of the impairment factors.

2.3. Problems with current approaches

Neither reference-signal based approaches nor sub-
jective test approaches consider the impact of task on
a perceived utility. Current models assume that, given
network conditions, users will always perceive utility
in the same manner regardless of what task they are
using VoIP to perform. In tests using circuit-switched
networks Kitawaki and Itoh concluded that speech
quality due to propagation delay greatly depends on
the kind of task [12]. Their tests showed that delay
has a greater effect on tasks that are more interactive.

3. Our Tests

In our tests, subjects rate the quality of VoIP under
varying network conditions. Each test involves one pair
of human test subjects. The subjects carry out a series
of similar tasks that require communication using a
VoIP application. For all of our testing we used Gnome
Meeting as the VoIP application and G.711 for our
audio codec. We vary the network conditions using a
FreeBSD application named Dummynet, which allows
us to set the bandwidth, latency and loss of the link
used by our test subjects. A single test point in our
experiment is a 3-tuple (bandwidth, latency, loss). Each
of these parameters can have one of five values. We
test across all combinations of these values, giving
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Table 2. 3-tuple Parameters
Parameter Values
Bandwidth 25, 40, 50, 65, 80 (kbps)

Latency 0,1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 (ms)
Loss 0, 12.5, 25, 50, 60 (percent)

us 125 points per subject. The possible values of the
parameters are listed in Table 2.

We have been performing three different types of
human subject tests, each with a different task. We be-
lieve that the relationship between network conditions
and user satisfaction is task dependent and that using
more than one test with different tasks will provide
data to support this belief. All of the tests have the
same basic structure. There are two roles that the sub-
jects play during a test. One subject is a questioner
and one subject is a responder. The actual duties of
the questioner and the responder vary between
the types of test. The subjects perform one task at
each of the 125 test points. After a task is completed
each subject votes on the quality of the communication.
Then the network conditions are changed to the next
point and the next task begins. The subjects rate the
quality on a scale of one to five where one is bad,
five is good, and three is okay. The subjects alternate
between the roles of questioner and responder after
each task. Each test collects 250 data points and takes
between 60 and 90 minutes to complete.

3.1. Simple Information Exchange Test

The first VoIP test is designed to measure per-
ceived utility during tasks involving a simple exchange
of information. The tasks in this test involve the
the questioner asking a trivia question and the
responder answering it. Completion of this task in-
volves minimum back-and-forth conversation between
the subjects and does not have any time constraint. We
believe that this test is useful for modeling VoIP com-
munications where the users are simply exchanging
facts or instructions. For example, if VoIP is being used
to convey a military target’s position and instructions
for engaging the target, we expect the conversation to
be limited to conveying position, conveying instruc-
tions, and a confirmation that the message has been
received.

In this test the questioner is given a trivia
question and the answer to the trivia question. A
screenshot of our testing application with a sample
question can be seen in Figure 2. The responder
is given a list of possible answers, one of which is
correct. A screenshot of the responders answers can be

seen in Figure 3. The questioner reads the question
to the responder. The responder picks an answer
from the list and reads it to the questioner. Then
the questioner records whether the question was
answered correctly. This requires both subjects to
receive a piece of information from the other and then
respond to that information.

We have conducted the simple information test with
thirty human subjects and collected 3750 data points.

Figure 2. Simple Information Exchange Test
Questioner Screen

Figure 3. Simple Information Exchange Test Re-
sponder Screen

3.2. Time-Sensitive Collaboration Test

The second test is designed to measure perceived
utility during time-sensitive tasks that involve some
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collaboration between subjects. The tasks in this test
involve a considerable amount of back-and-forth con-
versation between the two subjects in order complete
a time-constrained task. This test is intended to model
situations where users are not trying simply to convey
information but to perform some collaborative task. For
example, if two military commanders need to collabo-
rate on a plan for a time-critical task, we would expect
a considerable amount of back-and-forth conversation
and pressure to complete the plan quickly.

Figure 4. Time-Sensitive Collaboration Test Re-
sponder Screen

In this test the questioner is given a word
that the responder must correctly guess, but the
questioner may not explicitly state the word.
Screenshots of the Time-Sensitive Collaboration Test
can be seen in Figures 4 and 5. The questioner can
only describe the word and answer the questions of the
responder. The responder can guess the word or
ask the questioner for specific information about
the word. Each task has a time limit of thirty seconds.
The task ends when the responder correctly guesses
the word or the time runs out.

We have conducted the time-sensitive collaboration
test with 30 human subjects and collected 3750 data
points.

3.3. Time-Sensitive Information Exchange

The third VoIP test is designed to measure perceived
utility during time constrained tasks involving the ex-
change of multiple pieces of information. The tasks in

Figure 5. Time-Sensitive Collaboration Test Re-
sponder Screen Time Expired

this test involve the collaborative summing of a series
of small integers within a limited period of time. This
test is intended to model situations where users need to
collaborate and the collaboration is limited to a series
of simple exchanges of information. For example, in
order to coordinate the response of emergency workers
in separate locations of a disaster area these workers
may need to combine collected data such as the number
of disaster victims.

In this test the questioner and responder are
each given a list of integers. The questioner is
given a “starting number”, an “ending number” and
two “adding numbers”. The responder is given
three “adding numbers”. The starting number is an
integer from zero to ten, the adding numbers are
integers from zero to five, and the ending number is the
sum of the starting number and the adding numbers.
The questioner initiates the task by reading the
starting number to the responder. The responder
adds his first adding number to the starting number
and reads the sum to the questioner. The exchange
continues with each subject adding one adding number
to the sum until all of the adding numbers have been
summed with the starting number. Once all of the
adding numbers have been summed with the starting
number the questioner checks the total against the
ending number and informs the responder that the
numbers have been summed correctly or incorrectly.
Each task has a time limit of thirty seconds.

We have conducted the time sensitive collaboration
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test with 30 human subjects and collected 3750 data
points.

3.4. User-Adjustment Tests

User-adjustment tests were designed to measure
changes in perceived utility as a task is repeated. The
tasks in these tests are performed over a set of network
conditions, and then repeated over the same set of
network conditions. The results from the first time
through the set of network conditions can then be
compared to the results from the second time through
the same set of network conditions. These tests are
designed to model situations where a user learns and
adjusts to tasks.

User adjustment tests were performed using the
three previously described tasks. These include the
tasks described in Section 3.1 (Simple Information
Exchange Test), Section 3.2 (Time Sensitive Collab-
oration Test), and Section 3.3 (Time Sensitive Infor-
mation Exchange). In their original form, each of the
previously described tests was performed over 125
network condition points. Repeating all points in a test
would yield a test with 250 data points that would
take two to three hours to complete. A test of this
length would tire the test subject. This would corrupt
the test results and create unnecessary stress for the
test subjects. In order to reduce the time required to
complete test trials the size of the set of network
settings was reduced. The possible values of network
condition parameters described in Table 3 were altered
so that only the highest bandwidth value was used.
A single test point in our user adjustment tests is a
2-tuple (latency, loss). Each of these parameters can
have one of 5 values, giving us 25 points. These points
are randomly ordered, and then repeated in the same
random order, giving us 50 points per subject. The set
of possible parameters for the user adjustment tests is
listed in Table 3.

Table 3. 2-tuple Parameters
Parameter Values

Latency 0,1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 (ms)
Loss 0, 12.5, 25, 50, 60 (percent)

3.5. Our Test Bed

In order to carry out these tests we created a test bed
that allows two subjects to converse using VoIP while
we control the properties of the channel over which
VoIP is running.

Our test bed consists of one “subject computer” for
each of our two subjects, a switch partitioned into
two subnets, and one “bridge computer” that is used
to set the bandwidth, latency and loss of the channel
over which the two subject computers communicate.
Figure 6 illustrates the manner in which the test bed is
connected. Each of the subject computers is connected
to a different subnet and the bridge computer is
connected to both of the subnets. Communications
between the two subject computers are routed through
the bridge computer. The bridge computer employs
Dummynet to enforce the bandwidth, latency and loss
on the channel connecting the two subject computers.
The subject computers and the bridge computer are
also connected through a back channel, which is not
effected by Dummynet. This back channel is used to
send messages to the bridge computer instructing it to
change the Dummynet settings.

Figure 6. Architecture of the Test Bed

4. Results

The results of our experiments can be seen in Fig-
ures 7-12 found in the Appendix (Section 6). There are
two types of figures: tests in which the test points are
3-tuples (bandwidth, latency, loss) that are represented
by three-dimensional plots and tests in which the test
points are 2-tuples (latency, loss) that are represented
by two-dimensional plots.

The three-dimensional plots show the space defined
by bandwidth, loss and latency measurements. Within
this space color is used to represent a user-satisfaction
rating. The darkest red represents the areas that were
rated best, and the darkest blue represents the areas
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that were rated worst. In each of these figures our test
space is represented by three plots, each sliced along a
different axis. One is cut along bandwidth, one along
latency, and one along loss.

The two-dimensional plots show the space defined
by our loss and latency measurements. The same color
convention is used to represent user satisfaction rating.

4.1. Different Tasks

In this section we present the results of our Simple
Information Exchange Test, Time-Sensitive Informa-
tion Exchange and Time-Sensitive Collaboration Test.
Descriptions of each of these tests can be found in
Section 3 and the results can be seen in Figures 7, 8 and
9. The average variance, minimum variance, maximum
variance and the variance of the variance for all test
points is shown in tables 4 through 6.

As expected, the results vary somewhat for different
tasks. One obvious difference between the results for
different tasks is the effect of latency on utility. In
the time-sensitive collaboration test and in the time-
sensitive information exchange test, latency had a
greater effect on perceived utility than in the simple
information-exchange test. These results make intuitive
sense. Tests in which the tasks are subject to time
constraints show a greater user reaction to latency. We
believe that this is caused not only by the addition
of the time constraints, but also by the collaborative
nature of the communication. During this type of
collaboration, subjects spend more time speaking back-
and-forth than they do during the simple information
exchange test. Greater latency can cause this back-
and-forth communication to fall out of sync, creating
additional difficulties in communication.

Another obvious difference is the effect of band-
width and loss. Bandwidth has the greatest effect on
the simple information-exchange test. We believe that
the collaborative nature of the time-sensitive tests helps
users adjust to poor voice quality. Because these tests
involve more back-and-forth communication, the users
have more opportunity to recognize poor quality. Once
poor voice quality is recognized, users may begin to
employ strategies such as repeating messages without
being asked. The back-and-forth communication also
gives users more opportunity to recognize conversa-
tional context. Recognizing conversational context can
be helpful for filling in portions of messages which
cannot be understood.

4.2. Different Roles in a Task

Within each of the tasks described in Section 3 one
test subject act as a questioner and one test subject acts

Table 4. Variance of User Perceived Utility for
Simple Information Exchange

Average Variance 0.732
Maximum Variance 2.193
Minimum Variance 0.216

Variance of Variance 0.080

Table 5. Variance of User Perceived Utility for
Time Sensitive Collaboration

Average Variance 0.610
Maximum Variance 1.140
Minimum Variance 0.127

Variance of Variance 0.040

Table 6. Variance of User Perceived Utility for
Time Sensitive Information Exchange

Average Variance 0.740
Maximum Variance 2.187
Minimum Variance 0.187

Variance of Variance 0.101

as a responder. Figure 10 shows the results of the Time
Sensitive Information Exchange test for both responder
and questioner, responder only, and questioner only.

When the results of our test are split into questioner-
only and responder-only plots it is clear that the role
played within a task has an effect on perceived utility.
Again, this is an expected result. Different roles within
a single test can be thought of as different sub-tasks,
and we have already illustrated that perceived utility is
task dependent.

4.3. User Adjustment

In the User Adjustment tests described in Section
3.4, we have subjects carry out tasks over the same
test points two times in a row. The purpose of tests if
to determine if the test subjects adjust to adverse net-
work conditions while performing tasks. The results of
subjects performing the Simple Information Exchange
test over the same set of 25 points two times in a row
can be found in Figure 11.

The results of our user adjustment tests show per-
ceived utility changes as users repeat a task. In each of
the tests the variance of the perceived utility decreased
during the second time through the test points. At
the same time the average perceived utility stayed
approximately the same. It appears that as users repeat
a task over different network conditions they “get used
to it”. They perceive fewer extremes in utility and tend
to perceive a larger portion of the test space as “okay”.
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4.4. Comparison to E-model

The E-model equation for predicting user perception
of utility is described in Section 2.2. It is the most
commonly used tool for prediction of user utility in
VoIP systems. Figure 12 shows a comparison of the
E-model to our test results for the Simple Information
Exchange test.

Our results differ greatly from the predictions of he
E-model. We believe that this difference is due to task
oriented nature of our tests. The E-model was created
to predict user perceived utility in circuit switched
phone systems. These phone systems are designed to
handle not only task oriented communications, but also
social conversations. We believe a user given a task
to complete is less likely to dismiss a communication
session due to impaired quality than a user having a
social conversation. The user attempting to complete
a task is more likely to fine utility in an impaired
connection that allows them to complete their task.

5. Summary and Conclusion

Knowledge of network conditions, such as band-
width, latency and loss, is not sufficient to predict
the performance of a VoIP system adequately. The
predictor must also have knowledge of the task being
performed over the VoIP system. Our tests show that
user perceived utility may be very different for users
performing different tasks even if network conditions
are the same.

Many tasks performed over VoIP systems involve
multiple users playing different roles within the tasks.
Our tests show that perceived utility may be very
different for users performing different roles within a
task. When determining what network resources are
required to complete a task, it may be necessary to
base predictions on the most constrained role within a
task.

While carrying out a task, a user may adjust to
a task and network condition combination. Our tests
show that user perception of utility changes as a user
repeats tasks over the same network conditions. Users
may benefit by starting to talk over a VoIP connection
before beginning a task. Users may also benefit by
training over simulated bad network conditions.
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6. Appendix

Figure 7. Simple Information Exchange
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Figure 8. Time Sensitive Collaboration
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Figure 9. Time Sensitive Information Exchange
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Figure 10. Time Sensitive Information Exchange Split by Questioner and Responder
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Figure 11. Simple Information Exchange User-Adjustment Tests
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Figure 12. E-Model vs Simple Information Exchange
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Abstract

Nowadays, the access selection methods are done based

on operator incentives using static and predefined rules.

But once the number of deployed access technologies and

mobile services is increasing, then today’s access selection

practices are not adequate anymore. We need to think about

end-user preferences in a decision making process. Two

new distributed decision making algorithms called the Net-

work Centric and the Terminal Centric algorithms exploit-

ing Ambient Networks mechanisms are presented. These

algorithms use a richer set of constrains and rules. In order

to evaluate these algorithms from an end-user perspective,

we introduce a new performance index called the User Sat-

isfaction Index. We present our simulation model, perfor-

mance results and analysis. The results indicate that the co-

operation between networks increases the network utiliza-

tion and service availability. The benefits from an end-user

perspective are expressed using the proposed User Satis-

faction Index. Finally, we discuss on further challenges of

a decision making for information centric networking.

KEYWORDS: Access selection algorithm, Network coop-

eration, User experience, User satisfaction index, Network

composition

1. Introduction

The recent achievement in technology domain and in

business concepts, have resulted large increase in the use

of wireless broadband that can be observe today. For in-

stance, deployment of High-SpeedDownlink Packet Access

(HSDPA) technology in the 3G networks has provided the

basic capacity for large scale usage of mobile broadband.

As an example from the prolongwemention,Wireless LAN

(WLAN) access at hotspots, which have been available for

many years at quite high cost, but nowadays they are offered

at very low cost, for “free” or included in some service bun-

dle. In general, the introduction of very attractive flat rate

pricing for the mobile broadband access is one of the key

reasons for the “mobile data explosion”.

However, this large increase in traffic will put very high

requirements on the availability of low cost high capacity

wireless networks implying that additional capacity and in-

vestments are needed. While new radio access technolo-

gies like Long-Term Evolution (LTE) will contribute sub-

stantially to the needed reduction of network costs, mobile

network operators will need to develop and consider new

deployment and cooperation concepts for network sharing,

roaming at a national and local level, reuse private networks

and off-loading of traffic to low cost networks. Especially

off-loading and exploitation of available accesses in a multi-

access environment requiremore sophisticated access selec-

tion means in order to hide the extra complexity introduced

by a diverse networking environment for the end-users.

In this paper we will discuss and analyze cooperation

between different types of radio access networks and ex-

tend the simulation results presented in The Third Interna-

tional Conference on Systems and Networks Communica-

tions (ICSNC 2008) [1]. The cooperation between opera-

tors both result in lower network costs as well as increased

network utilization and availability for the end-users when

enhanced decision making is used.

Someone may ask “what’s new here?”. Operator coop-
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eration and use of multi-radio access technology have ex-

isted for many years. Many operators already use network

sharing (e.g. based on [2]) and national roaming. Net-

works with different types of Radio Access Technologys

(RATs) have also existed for many years. The principles

of Multi-Radio Resource Management (MRRM) have been

researched, designed and tested for many years and the per-

formance gains are well known. Also interworking between

3G and WLAN systems [3] is standardized. So, it sounds

that good justification is needed to make this topic relevant

and “new”.

One part of the justification of extended network coop-

eration is related to service availability and coverage. Oper-

ators traditionally allow own customers to access their own

network only. In case when the own network does not have

coverage the own customer simply cannot connect to other

available networks on the coverage. For international roam-

ing the case is different, the user terminal switches to an-

other operator networks as soon as the coverage is reduced

for the current operator. In this sense visitors have better

service availability due to the international roaming agree-

ments. Hence, the type of cooperation we are proposing is

more or less national roaming applied at a local and regional

level [4] [5] [6]. In general the principle should be that ”any-

one” can connect to ”any” network [7] [8] [9]. However, in

this paper we assume that users have agreements (subscrip-

tions) with some kind of service provider [5]. Typically this

is a network operator but it could also be a virtual operator

(without own access network resources), a service provider

or a trusted third party, e.g. a credit card company.

Second part of the justification of increased cooperation

is related to traffic, revenues and network costs. During the

last two years there has been a very large increase of usage

of mobile data using wide area networks, up to 300-500% .

The data service problem for the operators is that although

the traffic increases substantially, in contrast to the voices

service (and charging per minute of use) where the revenues

and traffic increase coherently, increase in the revenues is

falling behind [10], due to dominating flat rate charging.

The revenue per MB of data is around 1 euro for voice and

0,01 euro for “data” and for some operators the mobile data

is 60-80% of the traffic but the corresponding revenues are

only 10%.

The operators are challenged by what we can call a “rev-

enue gap”. Hence, the operators must focus a lot on cost

control and deployment of “low cost” networks in order to

meet the increased demand of mobile data services. The

different types of cooperation mentioned above can all con-

tribute to this cost reduction although it will not “solve” the

whole problem. In addition to the possible cost savings a

number of other aspects need to be considered and analyzed

in order to both understand and exploit the possible benefits

of cooperation:

• the structure and organization of a market with a mul-
titude of network operators, service providers and dif-

ferent types of third parties and middlemen

• the impact on markets and competition due to the facts
that end-users more freely can choose between many

providers

• the types of business relations and agreements between
providers

• the algorithms used for selection of network and radio
access technology

• the potential improvements in network utilization and
service availability

• the user experience of the increased service availability

The three first aspects have been discussed and analyzed

in both public deliverables [4] [11] [12] of the EU project

Ambient Networks [13] as well as in papers presented at

international conferences [14] [15]. In this paper we will

focus on the three last aspects and we also further extend

the analysis and results presented in [1] [16] [17].

In this paper we introduce a distributed decision mak-

ing algorithm that both enables and exploit the cooperation,

i.e. the algorithms used for establishing the cooperation and

for performing the access selection and handover. We then

evaluate the impacts from both as network perspective, in

terms of network utilization and service availability, as well

from a user perspective. Hence, we can identify three re-

search questions related to:

• Selection of decision making parameters for access se-
lection

• What kind of technical benefits new decision making
algorithms potentially result

• How improved network performance and service avail-
ability translate into user satisfaction

For the user aspects of the network cooperation we want

to analyze the impact of different levels of service availabil-

ity on the user experience.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows; in Sec-

tion 2, we outline related work, introduce most relevant

Ambient Networks (AN) concepts for distributed decision

making and address what is missing. User experience and

the User Satisfaction Index (USI) model are explained in

Section 3. The decision making algorithm and the used han-

dover model are illustrated in Section 4 and an example of

evaluating the discovered radio accesses is given. The sim-

ulation model and settings used in our performance evalua-

tion tests are described in Section 5. Section 6 presents the

technical simulation experiment results and analyse them

from network and operator viewpoint. Section 7 presents

the user satisfaction analysis based on the presented techni-

cal results. In Section 8, we discuss on further challenges of
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a decision making in Future Internet like networking envi-

ronments. Finally, in Section 9, we present the conclusions

of our work.

2. Related work

2.1. Operator and network cooperation

The integrated European Union (EU) project AN pro-

poses a framework for dynamic cooperation between net-

works and business entities called Network Composi-

tion [4] [18] including both business and technical as-

pects [12]. Network sharing, international and national

roaming are all well known examples of a cooperation be-

tween operators. One of the innovations with the Ambient

Networks is that the cooperation between operators can be

established dynamically, e.g. roaming between different lo-

cal or national networks is possible without pre-negotiated

agreements.

The framework for Network Composition identifies dif-

ferent levels of cooperation between networks, spanning

from more looser/weaker cooperation on towards that two

composing networks even gets integrated into just one net-

work. This is to give support for the many various ways the

network owners would like to cooperate with each other,

and which would depend not only on the specific situation

but also for example what kind of networks that would be

composed, the legal and business status, etc.

The level of cooperation is modelled out from in what

way a certain network has the right to access and control a

certain Resource in a network. Before composition, a net-

work has generally full control over its own Resources. Af-

ter composition, the network might have rights to another

network to access and control a certain set of Resources out

of its own network, as well as has been given the right to ac-

cess and control Resources in the other network. If shared

control over a certain Resource is agreed, there is a need to

create a new virtual control plane in order to manage and

operate this shared control.

2.2. Multi-radio resource management and
access selection

The AN project also considers Multi-Radio Architecture

(MRA) where cooperation between different types of RATs

is considered [19]. One example is a design of strategies

and algorithms for Radio Resource Management (RRM)

for a joint control of heterogeneous radio access networks,

e.g. WLAN, Global System for Mobile communications

(GSM) and Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

(UMTS).

A number of projects have focused on network coop-

eration and resource control in heterogeneous networks

[20] [21] [22]. In the FP5 project Monasidre a service and

network resource management platform was developed fo-

cusing on radio access networks. The FP6 projects Everest

and Aroma have been focused on strategies for efficient ra-

dio resources management in heterogeneous networks for

support of end-to-end QoS. For both these project “Com-

mon RRM” has been a key feature for the management of

radio access technologies. The Aroma project also included

techno-economic evaluation of micro-cell and WLAN us-

age within 3G networks.

In the AN project not only multi-radio access is consid-

ered, but also multi-operator aspects which are one main

theme in this paper. The AN MRRM provided common

means to manage and control different radio access re-

sources over network boundaries when the network coop-

eration were supported [23]. In addition, this paper makes

use of the techno-economic modeling developed and used

in the AN project [12].

2.3. Analysis of user experience

The authors of this paper have proposed the use of a set

of performance metrics as a tool to measure user satisfac-

tion in network cooperation compared to single operator

networks. For this modeling and analysis of the user ex-

perience we have used the approach proposed by Pohjola

& Kilkki [24]. In their proposed methodology value cre-

ation of services is modeled together with how users behave

and put value on the experience. The assumptions on user

perception and rating of service quality are based on the

findings by Twersky & Kahneman [25]. They describe the

use of Expected Experience and Expected Value function

to represent user happiness. If the expected value increases

or decreases from the expected value in the user happiness

function an increment results in less additional “positive”

experience compared to a larger “negative” experience for

a corresponding decrement. This leads to different shape

of “utility curves”, i.e. how the utility for a user depends

on different parameters of a service. Examples of utility

functions as a function of bit rate are presented by Sachs et

al [26].

This kind of “behavioral economics” proposed by Twer-

sky & Kahneman has also been used by Mitomo et al [27]

for analysis of consumer preferences for flat rate. Lam-

brecht & Skiera [28] have investigated consumer behavior

related to flat rate charging schemes for Internet services.

Edell & Varayia [29] [30] present trial results on how

users value different qualities of service (rate) for fixed In-

ternet (broadband) access. Compared to the work by Edell

& Varayia we extend the analysis to present and future wire-

less broadband services

User satisfaction in terms of throughput for multimedia

traffic is analyzed in [31]. Badia et al [32] model the user
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Figure 1. Sensitivity and happiness.

satisfaction taking into account requestedQuality of Service

(QoS), data rate and also price. This model enables analysis

of impact of resource allocation on operator revenues.

Customer value related to value creation of services and

products is the staring point of the “Value model” proposed

by Lindstedt et al [33] [34]. The customer value is ex-

pressed as the ratio of satisfaction of needs and the use of

resources. The resources can be time, money, efforts, etc.

Noriaki Kano proposed a customer satisfaction

model (Kano Model) that challenged traditional ap-

proaches [35] [36]. Different service attributes are not seen

as equal by the customers, “some attributes produce higher

levels of satisfaction than others”. Different consumers will

value different attributes differently and hence different

consumer categories can be identified.

3. User experience

In this section we will describe our approach for model-

ing and evaluation of the user experience. The results are

based both on simulations, where we estimate the service

availability for different levels of cooperation between net-

works, and on a user survey with focus on the perceived

importance of different parameters.

First we will provide an overall description (an illustra-

tion) of our approach. Next, based on established modeling

andmethodology,we will discuss different ways to describe

and model the user experience of services and the related

customer satisfaction or dissatisfaction.

3.1. User perception and network coopera-
tion

Cooperation between wireless operators is usually seen

as means to reduce network costs. Network cooperation

may result in a wide spectrum of advantages for both the

users and the operators. Network sharing will result in

lower costs for the cooperating partners. Such lower costs

may or may not result in lower prices for the users. In this

paper our main interest is the potential to improve the ser-

vice coverage and quality.

For the users the cooperation between networks with dif-

ferent coverage will lead to an increased availability and

perceived service quality and hence more satisfied users.

This may lead to increased usage as well as willingness to

pay for the services and hence potentially more revenues.

More satisfied users will be more loyal to the operator and

hence cost related to churn may be reduced [37].

As an illustration we will assume that the “User happi-

ness” is related to two factors only; the price and the quality

of the connectivity service. We consider a set of users and

an analysis over a number of time units Tj . For each time

unit of duration Tj we consider the perceived service qual-

ity Qj and the price Pj . We assume that the users in every

time unit are able to select a new type of network (assum-

ing that the network cooperation allows that), each with its

own quality and price. Equation (1) shows how “User hap-

piness” is calculated for one user.

UserHappiness =
!

j

QjTj/Pj (1)

The “User happiness” increases with increasing service

availability and quality and with decreasing price. A simple

illustration on the use of this modeling approach is shown in

Figure 1. Moving users can be connected to networks with

different data rate and price characteristics. Wide cylinders

indicate networks with wide area coverage and the heights

indicate capacity (or average data rate). High data rate and

low price imply a high “User happiness”. Disconnection

results in a low or even a negative “User happiness”.

3.2. General aspects and modeling of user
perception

In Section 3.3 we will introduce a more general perfor-

mance metric called User Satisfaction Index. The USI takes

into account both the service quality, availability and the

price. In our simulation experiment, to be presented in Sec-

tion 7, the end-user perception of the service (USI) is calcu-

lated based on the technical parameters, e.g. the number of

connected mobile nodes.

One way to describe the user value or satisfaction is to

consider the total utility for the user, the “price” paid and

the corresponding production cost and profit for the service

provider. From the consumer perspective there is a “sur-

plus” if the perceived user utility exceeds the price. From

the provider perspective the offered price is the production
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cost plus some profit. The profit is kept secret to the con-

sumers and the consumers want to keep the consumer sur-

plus secret to the producers. If the producer finds out that

the consumer surplus is very high, then the price can be in-

creased without any major complaints and hence, the profit

is increased. In summary, the user (consumer) tries to max-

imize the consumer surplus and the producer tries to max-

imize the profit (i.e. price - cost). In addition, With the

utility model described above the consumer surplus can be

described as “added value” in different dimensions; e.g. ac-

cess to a service or product, time saving, ease of use, con-

venience, etc. However, the “price” in this utility model

usually is related to money only, but the “cost” for the con-

sumer could be extended to include other aspects where the

consumer need to “pay” in other ways, e.g. by allocating

time, to provide own work or different sorts of “inconve-

nience”.

This type of reasoning is one of the main characteristics

of the “Value model” proposed by Lindstedt et al [33]. The

Customer V alue is expressed as a ratio of “Satisfaction
of needs” (SN ) and the “Use of resources” (UR); Equa-
tion (2). The resources can be any combination or function

of time (t), money (m) or effort (e), i.e. f(t, m, e).

Customer V alue = SN/UR (2)

The function (f(t, m, e)) can most often not easily be
described in general terms. Assume for example that the

function is a product or a sum of the individual functions

f(t), f(m) and f(e). Assuming the product of separate
functions, then a very small (or zero) value, e.g. price =

0, would lead to a very large (or infinite) customer value.

Assuming a sum of individual functions combination would

requires some form of “weighting”, and this would probably

be very case dependent.

Noriaki Kano has developed an approach based on “At-

tractive Quality Creation” that usually is referred to as the

“Kano Model”. This model has been used for develop-

ment of new products and services and to determine market

strategies.

When this approach was presented Kano challenged the

traditional Customer Satisfaction Models based on an as-

sumption that “More is better”. This assumes that the bet-

ter the provider can perform on each service attribute the

more satisfied the customers will be. This would e.g. imply

a more or less linear relationship with different attributes,

e.g. if the bit rate of a communication service is increased

10 times then the satisfaction of the customer will increase

10 times.

In the proposed customer satisfaction model (Kano

Model) it is assumed that the performance on product

and service attributes is not equal in the eyes of the cus-

tomers. Performance on certain categories attributes pro-
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Figure 2. Kano Model.

duces higher levels of satisfaction than others. In addition,

different consumers can value different attributes differently

An illustration is shown in Figure 2 where three types of

different customer response to a service is shown [38]. The

traditional assumption on customer behavior, i.e. “more

is better” is denoted “Satisfier”. Another type called “De-

lighter” is a customer that appreciates more attributes (and

performance ). Finally, a customer that requires that the ser-

vice always includes all possible attributes and have the best

possible performance, i.e. there are a lot of “must bes” , is

called a “Dissatisfier”.

In the Ofcom studies of consumer experience and de-

cision making [39] [40] a number of factors was identi-

fied describing different aspects of user satisfaction. Some

factors are called “emotional”, e.g. the trustworthiness of

the brand and how highly other people rate the brand of

the operator. Most listed factors can be denoted “ratio-

nal/tangible” and can be grouped into different categories:

• Network related factors: reliability of coverage, ease
of use of network services, reliability and speed of the

connection.

• Factors related to the price and service offers: low cost,
amount of data that can downloaded, ability to get bun-

dled offers and “value for money”

• Factors related to customer care: technical support and
customer service

3.3. Our approach - USI model

In our modeling approach we have used two starting

points i) users have some level of expectation about the ser-

vice availability and quality and ii) the impact of “no ser-

vice”, i.e. disconnection needs to be taken into account. For

the aspect of “expected experience” we have used the Twer-

sky & Kahneman findings about changes in service levels.

If the quality is decreased by some amount this has a much

bigger negative impact than the corresponding positive im-
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Figure 3. User happiness function.

pact of an equally large positive change. When it comes to

disconnectionwemodel this with a negative value of the ex-

perience. A zero value for the user experience would imply

that the user “does not care”.

In our modeling we define a performance index called

User Satisfaction Index. The USI model is based on the

user happiness function of 4 levels. These levels represent

different perceived service qualities using different P val-

ues; P1, P2, P3 and P4, see Figure 3.
The valueP3 represents the user happiness when the ser-

vice parameter has the expected value. P2 andP4 represent
the user experience when the service parameter is lower or

higher than the expected value. P1 corresponds to the case
when there is no service, i.e. no connection. As Figure 3

illustrates, the better the expectations are satisfied, the hap-

pier the user will be.

Four levels were selected based on the assumption that a

user always has a certain expectation level based on which

the perceived service quality can be evaluated. This expec-

tation level can vary based on various things like a service

type, user’s earlier experiences and so on. This assump-

tion alone leads to 3 different levels and is sufficient as

such to model the quality sensitivity. However, in order to

model also the connectivity sensitivity, we need to differ-

entiate disconnections, when there is no perceived service,

from the situations where a user perceives the service qual-

ity that is worse than expected. So in order to model both

the connectivity and the quality sensitivity, 4 different lev-

els are required. The model could be extended by introduc-

ing more measurement points to model different perceived

service qualities, but for the sake of simplicity, we settled

down to 4 levels, which was a trade off between accuracy

and simplicity. It should be noted that some (non-elastic)

services might not tolerate large range of fluctuation in the

service quality level resulting in an unusable service if only

the perceived service quality corresponds P2.
Equation (3) presents the USI for user i, where K is a

Focus ! " # $
Connection -1 1 1 1

Connection/Quality -1 0.25 1 1.4

Table 1. P value weight sets.

number of services,X ,Y , Z andW are numbers ofP value

measurements. !, ", # and $ are P value weights andCost
is the end user price per data unit. Equation (4) is used to

calculate the overall USI of all users.

USIi =
K!

j=1

(!
X!

i=1

P1ij + "
Y!

i=1

P2ij/Costj

+#
Z!

i=1

P3ij/Costj + $
W!

i=1

P4ij/Costj) (3)

USIall =
L!

i=1

USIi (4)

In the USI analysis, two different P value weight sets as

represented in Table 1 are considered. The first set has its

focus on connectivity and it does not differentiate between

P2, P3 and P4 values and therefore the same weight value
is used for the corresponding weights ", # and $. The sec-
ond set extends the first one by differentiating the quality

levels and as a result of this, different weight values are as-

signed for P2, P3 and P4 values.
The first P value weight set corresponds the services tol-

erating quite well short temporal connection breaks like a

web surfing. Respectively, the second P value weight set is

typical for the real time services.

3.4. User survey for the USI - data collec-
tion

In order to verify the modeling assumptions used for the

estimation of the USI metric a user survey was conducted

on user perception of services. The survey included three

parts

• Part one consists of one open question “what are the
most important aspects for usage of wireless broad-

band and selection of service offers?”.

• The second part includes rating of different statements
on how the person would perceive different levels of

service quality, e.g. availability and delivered data

rates.

• In the third part the persons were asked to rate “the
attractiveness” of different service offers for wireless
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broadband access with different prices, data rates and

amounts of usage.

30 persons participated in this “small” survey. Two types

of users were included in the survey; telecom people (stu-

dents at technical university) and “ordinary users” (non-

engineers). The participants were asked about their expe-

rience of wireless broadband access and where the access

was used: at home, at the office/school or in public places.

Most participants used someWLAN and/or 3G wireless ac-

cess on a regular basis.

The objective of part one was to confirm that our “as-

sumed” parameters were the ones that were considered im-

portant when the service quality or service offers were eval-

uated. People were asked to list parameters that were con-

sidered important and to provide a motivation. We counted

how many persons did mention a specific aspect as having

a high degree of importance.

The objective of part two was to get an indication on

how people perceive service quality and how they “value”

different aspects. People were asked to rate (from -10 to

+10) how they did perceive service availability and the de-

livered data rate assuming a specific value of the expected

data rate.

The objective of part three was to get some insight about

reasoning when choosing between different offers, how

trade-offs are made and what parameters that were consid-

ered most important.

4. Algorithm and handover model

In this section, interdependencies between cooperation

and decision making are explained to elaborate the impor-

tance of network cooperation for a distributed decisionmak-

ing algorithm and to show how diverse environment the de-

cision making should cope with. The decision making al-

gorithm is described with a high level pseudo code and the

formula for calculating the cell rank values based on the dif-

ferent constraints is presented. The handover model used in

the simulations and its state machine is explained including

different kinds of delay contributing to the overall handover

execution time as perceived by an end-user.

4.1. Cooperation and decision making

Cooperation can be characterized with 2 different types

of agreements: Horizontal and vertical agreements. Hor-

izontal agreements represent a cooperation between net-

work providers. For example, when service continuity is

preferred for an existing connection, it requires a hori-

zontal agreement between old and new network providers.

Naturally, overlapping operator coverage areas provide a
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Figure 4. Control Sharing of the MRRM con-

trol functionalities.

good base for the cooperation between operators to sup-

port (seamless) inter-operator HandOvers (HOs) and load

balancing.

Vertical agreements are used between network and ser-

vice providers. This type of agreement represent a cooper-

ation based on which for instance information is collected

from a service provider to be taken into account in a dis-

tributed decision making process.

Let us consider an example of Network Composition

when being applied to MRRM, the trade-offs in regard of

the performance of access selection, and which should be

considered when composing two ANs.

In Figure 4 we let the two networksAN1 andAN2 com-
pose in order to share the control of their MRRMs, result-

ing in that a new virtual ACS12 is created with a virtu-
alized MRRM12 executing within this Ambient Control
Space (ACS). For its implementation, it is likely that each

of the two composing ANs will instantiate a virtualized

MRRM, which will communicate with each other to pro-

vide the shared control of the underlying MRRMs. Thus,

through MRRM12, the control of access selection is dis-
tributed and shared, with the capability to select any of the

available access networks (subject to their respective sta-

tus as described above). It should then be observed that

due to the distributed aspect of decision making, the time

of the control loop for access selection will be extended,

and will not be able to respond as quick as if control was

made locally (but then of course without the possibility to

roam seamlessly between the two ANs). The implementa-

tion of a distributed algorithm depends on the used com-

position type. For instance, in case of delegated MRRM

control, a decision making and access selection is more like

“centralized” solution where we should expect the time for

the control loop that should be close to the time for the local

control loops in the non-composed ANs.

A distributed decision making framework should be able

to operate on top of diverse business landscape where tech-

nical agreements between networks and players like Ser-
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Figure 5. MRRM access sets.

vice Level Agreements (SLAs) realize the business rela-

tionships. Algorithm distribution means that relevant infor-

mation is gathered and used according to existing horizon-

tal/vertical agreements in the decision making.

4.2. Decision making algorithm

Figure 5 shows the MRRM sets based on which the ac-

cess selection is done in the AN architecture. There are four

sets:

• Detected Set contains all detected access resources by

a terminal

• Validated Set contains all access resources from the

Detected Set that are validated by policy functions and

are usable

• Candidate Set contains all access resources from the

Validated Set satisfying the given requirements like the

resource requirements of a flow

• Active Set contains the selected access resources for a

flow

The algorithm is using these sets with a few exceptions.

First, we do not use Validated Set since our simulation

model does not include any special access policies. Sec-

ondly, our algorithm uses extended access sets, i.e., there

are two different Candidate Sets representing both terminal

and network preferences. The algorithm execution starts in

a terminal based on a trigger generated either in the terminal

or network. A terminal is naturally the only entity able to

detect what cells are in its coverage. After this, the detected

cells are communicated to the network side and where each

cell is ranked based on the network’s preferences. A termi-

nal does the same for each cell. Finally, both the terminal

and network cell ranks are considered together to decide

what cell is the best one.

Algorithm 1 shows a high level pseudo code of the ac-

cess evaluation and selection algorithm, which is executed

once in a time unit. The algorithm gets a set of mobile nodes

Strategy Name ! "
Terminal 3 1

Network 1 3

Legacy 1 1

Table 2. Algorithm weights.

as input parameter. After this, the order in which the mo-

bile nodes are processed is randomized. For each mobile

node, first the DetectedSet is constructed. This set con-
tains all radio cells a mobile node can detect and which have

enough available resources according to the mobile node’s

demands. Once the DetectedSet is done, then each cell in
it is evaluated according to Equation (5) and the resulting

cell rank value is added to the CellRanks vector. If the
cell with the highest rank is not the one, which the mobile

node is currently using, then a handover is performed and

the ActiveSet is updated with the new cell info.

Input: Set of mobile nodes

Output: Error status

randomize the order of mobile nodes;

foreachMobile node i do
Read current mobile node status;

Update mobile nodes location info;

ConstructDetectedSet;
foreach Cell j in the DetectedSet do

Calculate cell rank value;

Add the rank value to the CellRanks;
end

BestCell = CellWithMaxRank(CellRanks);
if CurrentCell != BestCell then

Perform handover;

Update the ActiveSet;
end

end

Algorithm 1: Update MN states.

In Equation (5), CRi is the cell rank value for cell i, !
is the Terminal Centric algorithm weight and respectively

" is the weight for the Network Centric algorithm. The

algorithm assumes that there is N numbers of constraints

for terminal (tc) andM numbers of constraints for network

(nc).

CRi = !
N!

j=1

%jtcj + "
M!

j=1

&jncj (5)

The algorithmweights ! and " are adjusted based on the
used algorithm strategy. For the Network Centric algorithm

! > " and correspondingly for the Terminal Centric one
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" > !. For the legacy, the same weight value was used for
both algorithm weights. Table 2 shows the used weights for

each strategy.

4.3. Constraints

In the simulation model, all constraints are classified ac-

cording to two distinct factors; i) based on the value type

of a constraint (binary constraint vs. non-binary constraint)

and ii) based on how constraint’s conditions should be sat-

isfied (hard constraint vs. soft constraint). Table 3 lists the

used constraints, their types based on this classification and

their constraint weights. Three first constraints are handled

in the terminal and the rest are handled in the network side.

As illustrated in Table 3, the constraint specific weights

are only defined for the soft constraints. The hard con-

straints that are used for qualifying evaluated cells accord-

ing to the constraint’s conditions, the weight value 1 is used

in the cell rank calculation. The sum of all terminal/network

soft constraints is equal to 1.

Signal strength constraint prefers a stronger radio signal.

This is perhaps one of the most significant constraints used

in legacy systems to perform access selection.

Selection of RAT constraint prefers the discovered cells

that are in the current RAT and it is used to minimize inter-

RAT HOs. Respectively Selection of operator constraint

prefers the discovered cells from the current operator.

Cell load levels and Service load levels constraints are

used for load balancing. The former is used to prioritize the

cells with lower load over the highly loaded ones assuming

that cells’ load levels exceed the load balancing threshold.

The latter does the same for service types.

Roaming agreement and Supported service type are both

binary hard constraints and they are used to disqualify the

cells that belongs to the operator either not having a valid

Roaming Agreement (RA) or not supporting the requested

service type.

4.4. Calculating cell ranks

Let’s consider a simple example without using the real

values to illustrates how the CellRank vectors are con-
structed and used. Let us assume that there are 2 cells (a, b)
in theDetectedSet and that there are 2 terminal constraints
(A, B) and network constraints (C, D). First, both terminal
(tcA = !tca,A, tcb,A", tcB = !tca,B, tcb,B") and network
(ncC = !nca,C , ncb,C", ncD = !nca,D, ncb,D") constraint
vectors are constructed. After this, the constraint vectors

are normalized, i.e. a vector element value is between 0

and 1, and multiplied by the constraint specific weights

and summed together resulting CandidateSets for termi-
nal (Equation (6)) and network (Equation (7)).

Constraint name Constraint type Weight

Signal strength non-binary/soft 0.6

Selection of RAT binary/soft 0.3

Selection of operator binary/soft 0.1

Cell load levels non-binary/soft 0.6

Roaming agreement binary/hard 1

Supported service type binary/hard 1

Service load levels non-binary/soft 0.4

Table 3. Constraint types.

T CS = [
2!

i=1

%itci,a,
2!

i=1

%itci,b] (6)

N CS = [
2!

i=1

&inci,a,
2!

i=1

&inci,b] (7)

Next, both CandidateSets are multiplied by the termi-
nal algorithm (!) and the network algorithm (") weights
and summed together resulting the CellRanks vector con-
sisting of two elements, one for cell a (Equation (8)) and
another one for cell b (Equation (9)).

CRa =
2!

j=1

!%jtcj,a +
2!

j=1

"&jncj,a (8)

CRb =
2!

j=1

!%jtcj,b +
2!

j=1

"&jncj,b (9)

The ActiveSet is then constructed based on these cell
rank values as illustrated in Equation (10), i.e., the cell with

a higher rank value is forming the ActiveSet.

AS = max(
!

j

CRj) = CRk, k # [a, b] (10)

4.5. Handover model

The HO model combines the radio and application con-

nectivity states. The model consists of five states; discon-

nected, connected, session association, radio bootstrapping

and handover execution. All applications are using the same

session association delay of one time unit. For UMTS,

it was assumed that this radio technology is attached all

the time due to its low power consumption compared to
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Transition Conditions

A Simulation start-up.

B Out of coverage.

No available access resources.

C New radio access discovered.

D New radio access ready.

E HO finished successfully and a session

needs to be (re)associated due to the HO

type or due to the application type change

during the HO.

F The discovered new radio bootstrapped

successfully.

G HO finished successfully and no need to

re-associate a session.

H Session (re)associated successfully.

I HO initiated with a radio bootstrapping.

J HO failed and the old cell not available.

Table 4. State transition conditions.

WLAN, which is kept de-attached, if not in use. The boot-

strapping time of WLAN was set to one time unit.

For HO execution delays, the UMTS andWLAN perfor-

mance results from [11] were used as base and a “basic”

HO type within a single RAT was chosen to last one time

unit. Other types (inter-RAT and inter-operator HO) were

chosen to last twice as long as the delay of intra-RAT HOs,

i.e. two time units.

In the beginning of a simulation, the bootstrapping de-

lays are not used, thus all Mobile Nodes (MNs) are able to

move directly into the connected state assuming that enough

radio access resources and the requested service type were

available. So from an end-user perspective, the overall ef-

fective HO execution time is the sum of a HO delay, a radio

bootstrapping time and a session association time. Table 4

explains under which conditions the state transitions occur

in the handover model represented in Figure 6.

Inter-RAT HOs are not supported by the legacy al-

gorithm, which is always forced to perform a radio re-

association when switching between RATs resulting a short

period of disconnection. The Network Centric and Terminal

Centric algorithms are supporting Inter-RAT HOs inside an

operator network and between operators’ networks with the

cooperation.

5. Simulation model

In the simulation setup, two operators and two service

providers were used. Both operators had a SLA with their

service provider and they provided the same RATs, one

access network with 45 WLAN cells and another with 2

UMTS cells. WLAN cells had the radius of 80m and UMTS
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Figure 6. State machine.
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Figure 7. Radio cell topolocy.

cells had the radius of 600m. The simulation area was one

square kilometer. Radio cell deployment in the simulation

area is presented in Figure 7 where one operator cells are

presented with grey dashed lines and another ones’ with

black solid lines. The number of mobile nodes for the scal-

ability tests varied between 100 and 800MNs, and for other

kinds of technical and the USI measurements 300 MNs

were used.

For the scalability and the USI tests, theNetwork Centric

and legacy algorithms were compared. The Terminal Cen-

tric algorithm was omitted from these tests, since as clearly

showed by other technical evaluations, it finished second

after the Network Centric algorithm.

The MNs did not follow any particular movement pat-

tern, thus they weremoving according to randommovement

model based on the following limitations;

• Starting locations are randomized based on the uni-
form distribution,

• The maximum speed of a MN is 10 m/s,
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Figure 8. Operator-1’s cell topology.

• There are no idle moments for any MN, and
• A random±90! movement direction change probabil-
ity is used.

The MNs had an application running all the time and

there were two supported service types. Each MN had an

application usage vector defining what application type is

used and when. These vectors were randomly generated

for each MN based on the uniform distribution. If a MN

requested the service type that was not available at theMN’s

current location, then the MN went to the disconnected
state and did not reserve any access resources.

Other working assumptions were as follows;

• Each MN supports WLAN and UMTS accesses,
• Each MN supports a HO between and within a RAT
and operator when the network side implements such

HO,

• Cell loads are measured in terms of an abstract mea-
sure for traffic load called traffic units,

• Each cell has circle shape coverage area and signal
strength S is defined as Equation (11), where d is the
distance between a MN and the cell origin andR is the

cell radius, and

• Cooperation between operators also includes RA.

S = max[0, 1 $ (d/R)] (11)

5.1. Competitive Multi-operator Simula-
tion

In parallel with the USI simulations, an additional set

of access selection algorithm simulations was run in the

! "!! #)!!!

!

"!!

#)!!!

$%&%'(

$
%
&%
'(

Figure 9. Operator-2’s cell topology.

business environment consisting two competing operators

having overlapping radio access network coverage. The

business environment consisted of the operator-1, who

was multi-access provider with full coverage of wide-area

UMTS over the simulation area and a few dense WLAN

hotspots (see Figure 8) and the operator-2, whowas a legacy

operator providing almost full coverage of short/mid range

radio coverage (see Figure 9). The operator-1 multi-access

network supported inter-RAT HOs according to the han-

dover model described in Section 4.5. Because of the com-

petition between the operators, in these simulations, HOs

between the operator networks weren’t possible. However,

both operators had roaming agreements to provide access

for any mobile node. In other words, all mobile nodes in

the simulation could be considered as roamers and mobile

nodes could change operator networks via bootstrap (which

is more costly than handover).

In the essence, the simulation setup for the competitive

multi-operator simulations was pretty much identical to the

one presented for the USI simulations in Section 5. How-

ever there were some obvious differences, such as the in

the business environment and in the radio coverage due to

different configuration.

6. Evaluation - network and operator aspects

In this section, we illustrate the technical simulation re-

sults in Section 6.1 to show how a distributed decision mak-

ing algorithm performs against the legacy algorithm and

what kind of technical benefits the network cooperation re-

sults in. Additional simulation results are presented in Sec-

tion 6.2 to show how the evaluated algorithms perform in a

different kind of networking environment.
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Figure 10. Disconnected MNs - No coopera-
tion.
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Figure 11. Disconnected MNs - Cooperation.

6.1. Network cooperation analysis

One of the main goals of these simulations is to study

what kind of (technical) benefits the new distributed access

selection algorithm defined in Section 4 could potentially

result with and without the network cooperation. Figure 10

illustrates the disconnectivity measurements for each eval-

uated algorithm without the cooperation. As can be clearly

seen, both the Network Centric and the Terminal Centric al-

gorithm perform better than the legacy one. An interesting

finding is how the Terminal Centric performs; in the begin-

ning it is close to the legacy but then it starts to gain gap to

the legacy and to approach the performance of the Network

Centric algorithm. A high number of disconnected MNs is

the result of two factors. Firstly, without the network coop-

eration, a MN is limited to the use of one operator, which

allows it to use only a single type of service. Secondly,

there occurs temporary congestion in the simulation area,

because the available network resources are not uniformly

distributed as explained in Section 5, i.e., WLAN hotspots

populate only approximately 38% of the simulation area.

The corresponding measurements with the cooperation

between operators are showed in Figure 11. All three algo-

rithms perform better than without the cooperation, which

was expected. The Network Centric and the Terminal Cen-
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Figure 12. Served MNs.

tric algorithms can better exploit the network cooperation

as showed in the figure. And this is the reason why for in-

stance a gap between the Network Centric and the legacy is

bigger than it was without the network cooperation.

The scalability measurements for the Network Centric

and the legacy algorithms are shown in Figure 12. For low

network load like with 100 MNs, it does not matter whether

the cooperation is used or not. When the network load is

increasing, the difference between the cases is becoming

clearer. It can be noted that the difference between algo-

rithms is bigger with cooperation than without it. The Net-

work Centric algorithm is able to better maintain its capa-

bility to serve users with a heavy network load.

After the network load increases over 300 MNs, the dif-

ferences between the cases with and without the coopera-

tion are getting smaller, but the Network Centric algorithm

still yields approximately 30% improvement in the network

utilization compared to the legacy. Network utilization in-

creases slightly less when the cooperation is not present due

to the lack of extended access coverage and supported ser-

vices. These results indicate that the cooperation results in

better effective network capacity andmore served users. For

an average user, the cooperation means more stable connec-

tion and less connection breaks because handovers are sup-

ported by the horizontal agreement (cooperation) between

the operators.

But all these technical benefits do not become without

a price; i.e., an increased number of HOs as shown in Ta-

ble 5. The Network Centric algorithm results in the high-

est number of any kinds of HOs, i.e. over two times more

intra-RAT HOs than the legacy case. In practise, this results

in more effective load balancing, which can be seen as in-

creased utilization of the available network resources. The

Terminal Centric algorithm is once again finishing second.
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Intra- Inter- Inter-

RAT RAT oper.

No Coop

Legacy 1.63 0 0

Terminal 2.77 0.29 0

Network 3.76 0.36 0

Coop

Legacy 4.45 0 0

Terminal 6.60 0.51 0.41

Network 9.90 0.56 0.77

Table 5. HO statistics (avg. HOs per MN).

6.2. Competitive multi-operator analysis

Main goal of the competitive multi-operator evaluation

was to study how the Network Centric and the Terminal

Centric access selection algorithms perform against the

legacy algorithm in the case of multi-access operator and

single-radio (legacy) operator.

Key interest and main evaluation metric was set to the

network resource utilization in the operator networks, when

the requested network load from the MNs was close to

and exceeding the combined operator network capacity. In

the simulation case, it was also assumed that the service

provider has unlimited resources, thus the access network

resources were the only limiting factor. Additional results

are available in [41] [42].

One additional goal and reason for these simulations was

to verify the earlier results [43] [44] that did indicate clear

performance gain for the the Network Centric and Terminal

Centric algorithms. While the differences between the al-

gorithms decreased from the earlier results, due to the more

detailed modelling of radio access handover and bootstrap-

ping, the trends remained the same.

Figure 13 shows the network resource utilization for the

measured three algorithms with 400 MNs and the requested

network load of 600 Traffic Units (TUs). The figure also in-

cludes fourth graph, which represents the theoretical max-

imum of the network resource utilization calculated by a

linear programming Linear Programming (LP) technique,

called Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) [45]. The MIP

finds one of the optimal solutions, if it exists, and reports

unfeasibility otherwise; therefore it is commonly used in

network planning to obtain (theoretical) upper bounds on

performance.

The graphs in Figure 13 illustrate the key finding of the

simulation results; In the multi-access network, theNetwork

Centric and Terminal Centric algorithm graphs are clearly

closer to the theoretical maximum graph than the graph of

legacy algorithm. This indicates that network resource uti-

lization is better for the new algorithms. In addition, the
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Figure 13. Operator-1’s network utilization.

simulation result confirmed expected trend for the single-

radio network; studied sophisticated access selection algo-

rithms cannot improve network resource utilization in such

environment.

Moreover, Figure 13 shows that in the multi-access net-

work the highest network utilization is gained, when the

Network Centric algorithm is used. The benefit is quite

steady through out the simulation period and can be as high

as 10% compared to the legacy algorithm. Further on, the

figure shows how the Terminal Centric algorithm graph be-

haves less steadily, but still outperforming the legacy algo-

rithm most of the time.

7. Evaluation - user and usage aspects

The evaluation of user experience is based on two main

types of results. First, the results from the user survey on

“important aspects” and on the impact of different param-

eters are presented. Next, the technical results on network

utilization and service availability presented in presented in

Section 6.1 are interpreted using the User Satisfaction Index

model introduced in Section 3.

7.1. Results of user survey

The objective of part one was to confirm that our “as-

sumed” parameters were the ones that were considered im-

portant when the service quality or service offers were eval-

uated. People were asked to list parameters that were con-

sidered important and to provide a motivation. We counted

how many persons did mention a specific aspect as having

a high degree of importance. The following aspects were

mentioned:

• Availability & coverage
• Data rate (speed) important
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Figure 14. User perception & delivered data.

• Data rate not so important if availability is OK
• Security and reliability
• Price level
• Type of subscription
• User terminal & interface
• Ease of use

The results to a large extent confirmed our own assump-

tions of selection of “most important” parameters. Parame-

ters considered to have “high importance” were “availabil-

ity & coverage” (mentioned by 85%) and “price” (men-

tioned by 80%). “Security & reliability”, “ease of use” and

“type of subscription”was mentioned by 50-60%of the par-

ticipants.

Half of the persons mentioned “data rate” as being im-

portant, but it is interesting to note that equally many an-

swered that data rate “is not so important” provided that the

service availability is satisfactory.

The results of the second part on perception of ser-

vice quality confirmed the findings by Twersky & Kahne-

man [25] when it comes to the user experience as being

related to an expected value and also the “shape” of the

“user happiness” function in Figure 3. Less than expected

data rate resulted in a quick drop of perceived experience

whereas an increase resulted in a much lower increase of

the perceived experience. This is illustrated in Figure 14.

As an example consider the case where a user has a Gen-

eral Packet Radio Service (GPRS)/3G/HSDPA card in the

laptop. If the user expects an ordinary UMTS connection

then a 200 kbps data rate may correspond to the expected

service. If HSDPA is available providing a 2 Mbps data rate

the user probably not will be 10 times happier, but still hap-

pier. If HSDPA is available but the delivered data rate is 200

kbps the user experience will be much lower, all depending

on the expectation of the user. In the same way if only a

GPRS connection is available with e.g. 20 kbps data rate

the user will get even more disappointed.

Also for the service availability the perceived experience

decreased quite rapidly with a lower availability, see Fig-

ure 15 for average values. It is interesting to note that for

individuals the transition from “good” to “very bad” was
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Figure 15. User perception & availability.

more rapid than indicated by the average values shown in

the figure. When the availability went under some (per-

sonal) threshold then the rating in most cases rapidly went

down to the lowest level (-10). This result is well in line

with the results in the Ofcom results discussed previously

indicating very high user value for coverage and availabil-

ity.

When it comes to the third part of the survey, to rate

“the attractiveness” of different service offers, no clear pat-

tern could be observed in decision making and the trade-off

analysis. It may be that the sample size was too small. It

turned out that the group “students” frequently usedWLAN

(for free) but not 3G (where payment was needed). Peo-

ple in the other group either had 3G subscriptions (often

through their employer) or did not use wireless broadband

at all. However, price seems to be the single most important

parameter. The offers with lowest price got ratings between

+5 and +10 and the offers with highest prices got ratings

between -10 and 0.

7.2. Estimation of User Satisfaction Index

The average per user USI measurements with 300 MNs

using the first P value weight set ([$1, 1, 1, 1]) are pre-
sented in Table 6 including the number of connected MNs

and the normalized and absolute USI values. The USI

value normalization is done so that the user without any

period of disconnection has the normalized USI value 100

corresponding the absolute USI value of 1200 (= 1200 %
P4 weight). In the same way, a user disconnected all the
time would have the value -100 corresponding the absolute

USI value of -1200 (= 1200 % P1 weight).
These measurements support the technical results

showed in Section 6. Less time being in disconnected mode

as showed in Figure 12 and increased service availability as

presented in Figure 11 naturally affect and increase the user

happiness as it can be seen from the USI values.

In practice, the first P value weight set [$1, 1, 1, 1] rep-
resents the user behavior where the user is always equally
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Connected USI Norm.

MNs USI

Legacy - No Coop 51% 21 2

Terminal - No Coop 57% 158 13

Network - No Coop 61% 255 22

Legacy - Coop 73% 569 47

Terminal - Coop 81% 733 61

Network - Coop 91% 988 82

Table 6. Connection and USI statistics with
the first weight set.

Connected USI Norm.

MNs USI

Legacy - No Coop 51% -126 -8

Terminal - No Coop 57% 37 2

Network - No Coop 61% 150 9

Legacy - Coop 73% 740 45

Terminal - Coop 81% 949 57

Network - Coop 91% 1227 74

Table 7. Connection and USI statistics with

the second weight set.

happy whenever connected, i.e., different quality levels are

not modeled. The negative value of P1 results in a high
impact of disconnection.

Table 7 shows the USI measurements for the second P
value weight set ([$1, 0.25, 1, 1.4]). The USI value normal-
ization is done in the same way as for the first weight set

with the exception that now the value range of the absolute

USI value is [-1200,1650]. The second P value weight set

results in different USI values since now different quality

levels are distinguished, i.e., it does matter “how a user is

connected”. The negative weight value of P1 (disconnec-
tion) and a relatively low P2 weight value result in a nega-
tive USI value for the legacy case when the cooperation is

not supported. When the cooperation is included, the situa-

tion gets better as indicated by a higher USI value; -126 vs.

740.

Both distributed algorithms perform better than the

legacy one, but their performance is also relatively poor

without the cooperation. This was expected, since without

the cooperation both the access and service resources are

limited. The Network Centric algorithm outperforms the

Terminal Centric one but the difference is smaller than in

the case of the first P value weight set, because in this case

the P value distribution does matter.
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Figure 16. Multi-operator network scenario.

8. Extensions

The Network Centric and Terminal Centric algorithms

were also considering end-users’ communication needs like

the requested service type, as the service availability were

possible to consider through configuration of policies and

profiles in the MRRMs, see Figure 4. This is especially

an important aspect when we cannot assume that all ser-

vices are equally reachable through all provided accesses.

In addition to this feature, we discuss in this section future

challenges of a decision making system while moving to-

wards an information centric networking. Thus the infor-

mation centric networking shifts the focus from looking at

network as connected host towards a network connecting

information producers with consumers. Related informa-

tion centric work is research by Van Jacobsen [46] and yet

another vision for a information centric networking is pro-

vided in [47].

One key feature is the introduction of caches in the net-

work, data can be also stored at network nodes not only

hosts. This leads to the situation where the same infor-

mation can be available at multiple locations. The deci-

sionmaking system should with the information centric net-

working extended the access and services focus to also in-

clude content and delivery aspects, see Figure 16. In prac-

tise, this could mean for instance that the availability and

location of temporary content storages (“caches”) are also

taken into account while evaluating and selecting available

accesses. It is evident that the overall decision making sys-

tem needs a common objective and the overall objective

in the information centric networking is the performance

of the application interaction Inter Process Communication

(IPC) between different devices. This objective can utilize

the set of different decision making subsystems (publisher,

path and attachment subsystems) and the overall decision
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algorithm can apply them in different procedural combina-

tions. How the actual algorithm and subsystems should be

combined is for further studies.

The selection of service and data source includes the ca-

pability to determinate where the suitable candidates reside,

i.e. the location of the service/data. The selection process

should in normal case only require a network resolution

function (source location selection). The resolution phase

is clearly challenging as the future network integrates mul-

tiple caches in the network and the location selection is be-

lieved to have many identical data and service located in

many places in the network. Here the ’closest’ location typ-

ically is the best selection, however the ’closest’ match can

be challenging to understand as user and provider objectives

and algorithm structure can vary.

It has to be clear that subsystem selection (subsystem

optimization) can be contradictory compared to the over-

all performance. However the general method used in the

described decision making is to include subsystem through

weights for parameters and subsystems as contention can

be addressed in a deterministic and fair way. On an algo-

rithm level is the subsystem design clearly easier said than

implemented, however the goal is to design a self-adaptable

decision making system, which could be implemented for

instance using both algorithm and constraint weights and

adjust those when needed in order to change the decision

making system’s emphasis.

SLAs used between operators and service providers rep-

resent a fairly static nature of the network configuration

whereas content caches are dynamic. This inherently im-

plies that the decision making system has different timing

phases and reaction times. The proper timing consideration

should be addressed in the overall decision making. The

timing properties can be handled such that faster decision

loops contain more static parameters, e.g. faster decision

loop includes more static selection criteria. The service and

data delivery is handled through the path subsystem, how-

ever the path characteristics can change during data and ser-

vice delivery. This is similar to the fast changing character-

istics of the attachment subsystem like when the physical

radio condition changes. The timing order of selection cri-

teria updates for the overall decision making system is:

• Attachment criteria (fastest updates)
• Path criteria (faster updates)
• Publish criteria (fast and slow updates)

The future work will focus on the subsystem design of the

optimal publisher and optimal path algorithms and how they

should be interacting with the access selection process de-

scribed in this paper. Some observations, the access selec-

tion is naturally limited to the geographical area of the user

and the somewhat limited number of accesses available. On

the other hand, the design of path and publisher criteria and

algorithms are not limited to a geographical area and to de-

sign a scalable solution can be hard to achieve. The deliv-

ery based on the path subsystem is well known for the po-

tentially NP complete problem alas it is impossible to find

an optimal solution. These challenges will be further ad-

dressed in the 4WARD project [48].

9. Conclusions

We have shown that network cooperation, e.g. based on

the Network Composition framework, has an essential role

when designing a distributed decision making algorithm.

Such algorithm is beneficial for the overall user experience

when users are able to roam between access networks be-

longing to different providers. The way two provider net-

works like to compose is indeed a matter of business re-

lations and trust between operators. Nevertheless the way

composition is being performed also has an impact on the

performance of the access selection. This should generally

be taken into account when determining the wanted user

experience. As the HO statistics presented in Section 6 in-

dicates, the performance of a distributed decision making

algorithm is also based on means to support HOs between

RATs and operators indicating the importance of having

powerful and flexible tools to support the network coopera-

tion.

The general indication is that the additional coverage and

supported services achieved through the network coopera-

tion will increase the amount of potential customers that can

be connected. Also, the attached customers would be more

satisfied when their connections are more stable. This is the

result of being able to freely select access network accord-

ing to a richer set of constraints including both end-user and

network preferences.

In general, the two new decision making algorithms

worked as expected and resulted in network performance

improvements. When the network traffic is close to or

exceeding the congestion border, the algorithms are able

to better exploit the available network resources than the

legacy algorithm. Two simulation experiments resulted in

different kinds of technical benefits due to their different

simulation settings. The results in network cooperation sim-

ulations (multi-access environment) showed that the Net-

work Centric and the Terminal Centric algorithms outper-

formed the legacy one in all measured technical metrics.

Because these new algorithms were better able to exploit

the network cooperation, the gap between them and the

legacy algorithmwas even bigger when the network cooper-

ation was present. The results in competitive multi-operator

simulations indicate that the power of the Network Centric

and the Terminal Centric is in their capability of balancing

the load between the available RATs in case of congestion,

whereas in a single-radio case such option is not possible. It
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is also noticeable how well these two new algorithms were

able to perform under a heavy network load compared to

the legacy algorithm. When the mobile nodes’ requested

network capacity was in the range of 65%-110% of the

maximum capacity, these new algorithm were still able to

maintain approximately 30% higher number of connected

users. This shows clearly how well these algorithms scale

compared to the legacy one.

We have proposed and illustrated the use of a methodol-

ogy to model and analyze the user experience of connectiv-

ity services. A main part in the analysis is the proposed per-

formancemetric called User Satisfaction Index (USI) which

provides a mapping of the value of service parameters (e.g.

data rate, availability) onto user experience. With different

types of weights used in the mapping different types of ser-

vices and different types of user perception can be modeled.

We have conducted a user survey on connectivity service

parameters and user perception of services. The results sup-

port our choice of decision making parameters and are also

in line with the parameter selection in Ofcom analysis on

customer experience. The survey also provides useful input

for selecting what kind of weight sets are used in the USI

model and measurements.

The service availability and quality is related to the

“short-term” (e.g. for each application session) user expe-

rience. Customer support and pricing have an impact on

the long customer satisfaction. The former factor is not in-

cluded in our study, but the latter is and the USI model cov-

ers it on a short-term basis. The current development with

monthly flat rate subscriptions implies that the USI model-

ing and analysis will be of interest mainly for user experi-

ence of service availability, reliability and quality.

The technical simulation and USI results support each

other. In a multi-access environment, the network coopera-

tion results in gains for all evaluated algorithms indicating

also better scalability. Clear benefits can be identified both

for providers and for users, the overall traffic increases and

the number of disconnected users decreases. As the USI

results in Section 7 shows the type of application and the

used algorithm affect on how the gained technical benefits

translates into additional user satisfaction. When the used

application is not quality sensitive, higher normalized USI

values were achieved.

During recent years, the payments from international

roaming have been one of the best source of profit for the

mobile operators. However the situation is changing, when

“wild west” style roaming pricing is no longer unheeded by

the European Commission and upper bound for the roam-

ing payments have been set in Europe. This decision will

cut roaming profit considerably and is likely to drive oper-

ator towards new business cases and models. The problem

in the essence in the new situation is how to cut operational

costs from the operator-to-operator traffic. One solution has

been growing in size, expand the coverage geographically

and that way avoid the situation in general. But growing in

size has its limits.

Alternatively, network and service operators in Internet

have been fighting similar problems already years, while

trying to minimize their transit costs. Internet’s way of solv-

ing the issue has been establishing direct peering and sib-

ling links between operator networks where applicable and

where both sides of the agreement have seen the benefit.

One of the most successful “peerer” worldwide is Google,

who has enabled very vast low transit cost network through

peering agreements with non-Tier-1 operators. In the mid-

dle of Fixed Mobile Convergence, maybe this suggests that

national and local roaming (e.g. peering between operators)

is something to be taken under serious consideration also in

the mobile networking world and the concepts represented

in this article are supporting this business evolution option.

10. EU disclaimer

This paper describes work undertaken in the Ambient

Networks project, which was part of the EU’s Information

Society Technologies (IST) programme. In total, 41 orga-

nizations from Europe, Canada, Australia and Japan were

involved in this project. The views and conclusions con-

tained herein are those of the authors and should not be in-

terpreted as necessarily representing the Ambient Networks

project. All information in this document is provided “as is”

and no guarantee or warranty is given that the information

is fit for any particular purpose. The user thereof uses the

information at its sole risk and liability. For the avoidance

of all doubts, the European Commission has no liability in

respect of this document, which is merely representing the

authors view.

Some future extension work has been carried out in the

framework of the IST 7th Framework Programme Inte-

grated Project 4WARD, which is partially funded by the

Commission of the European Union. The views expressed

in this paper are solely those of the authors and do not nec-

essarily represent the views of their employers, the 4WARD

project, or the Commission of the European Union.
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Abstract—Wiki-technology is one of the new Internet
collaborative service platforms that allows, among other
things, building innovation networks for industries and
research groups. To make these wiki tools really effective it is
essential to understand human interaction problems within
information and communication technology (ICT) based on
scientific psychological grounds, rather than resorting to folk
psychological intuitions.

The problem with wikis is that their inbuilt interaction
problems may substantially interfere with the development of
open innovation communities. This is why it is essential to
investigate psychological factors evident in the interactions
within open innovation systems. This study, realized with a
wiki-based portal, aimed to help build innovation systems
within a particular industrial area. Our results identified
several problems and point to a variety of user psychology
reasons behind these problems. These reasons were organized
into a classification system of problems experienced by users in
task execution.

Keywords—Innovation, networked co-creation, wiki, psychology,
usability

I. INTRODUCTION

User psychology refers to the psychological analysis of
users in interaction situations [27], [29], [30], [35].
Psychological concepts, methods, and theories can thus be
used to analyze human–technology interaction. This type of
approach is required to find scientifically grounded solutions
to interaction and design challenges. Thus, psychological
knowledge is more useful than folk psychology intuition.

The importance of psychological knowledge has been
known for decades, and it has been applied in various forms
to human–technology interaction. Human factors, cognitive
ergonomics, and psychological usability research are
examples of good approaches in which psychological
knowledge has played an important role [34]. User
psychology collects these scientific themes under a single
approach. It is characterized by the pursuit of psychological

explanations to various interaction phenomena, and, in the
long run, a desire to replace folk psychological practices in
interaction design [3], [32], [36]. User psychology originates,
to a great extent, from cognitive modeling, which also has
the goal of applying psychological theories for analyzing
interaction problems [1], [3]. However, user psychology is
not restricted to cognitive psychology only.

One reason for the pursuit to build on scientific
psychology is the constant developments in technology,
which makes some interaction problems increasingly
complex. Ubiquitous, pervasive, and embedded computing,
as well as novelties such as WEB 2.0 or agent technologies,
are providing a more challenging field for designing
interaction processes than did the traditional keyboard and
screen interaction types [34]. The crucial difference is that,
instead of immediate usability properties, today’s designers
must pay attention to more holistic interaction processes.
One must be able to thoroughly grasp what people want to
do, why they want to do that, can they do what they like, and
how they feel about doing what they want to do. And,
because these are psychological questions, it is important to
investigate, in different types of environments, what kinds of
psychological categories are important in explaining
interaction problems. As a result, it is possible over time to
implement psychological knowledge in design processes.

The European Union (EU) has launched a number of
European Technology Platforms for interconnecting
industrial and research communities. This kind of
knowledge-oriented policy (KOP) underpins the construction
of a cognitive web that allows various communities to
communicate successfully among themselves and thus
acquire and assimilate essential knowledge [9]. It also
promotes “hybrid forums” [7] that bring together, in an
innovative way, the insights emanating from markets,
companies, and research communities. A network of agents
interacting in a specific economic industrial area and
working within a particular institutional research
infrastructure [7] provides a rich web of channels, with the
advantage of high source credibility. Experiences and ideas
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can arise within the network [5]. An innovation system can
be used to correlate and communicate knowledge [23] and to
coordinate access to complementary knowledge. The Finish
Fores Cluster Research portal, introduced at the Third
International Conference on Internet and Web Applications
and Services [41], is in focus of this study. Built on
Mediawiki, the portal is a good platform for networked
communication, co-creation, and global innovation. The
development of WEB 2.0 opens up new possibilities for
improved innovation management.

Wikis are groupware tools with collaborative capabilities.
They work well in areas in which knowledge may be
changing dynamically or where viewpoints differ about that
knowledge and how to capture the informal knowledge that
draws on the contributions [31] of a larger society for a
specific domain. In organizations, the target area of wikis
mainly consists of ad hoc problems in a distributed
knowledge environment [44], [18]. Wikis can be used as a
tool for continuous learning within and between
organizations [18]. These tools can be private or public. The
rapid growth of wikis, thanks mainly to voluntary
contributors, shows that this environment as a service tool on
the Internet merits serious attention [46], [47].

Wikis allow collaborative authoring in the context of a
hypertext document set [33]. The main “wikinomics”
principles are openness, peer-to-peer collaboration, sharing,
and interacting globally [42]. This facilitates a real
possibility for users to broaden their knowledge about a
domain by openly sharing their own expertise and absorbing
information from the large, global knowledge pools
constructed via these wikis. Because the participants can
possess totally different backgrounds regarding their
educations and professional careers, this platform for
combining of a variety of knowledge from several areas
provides new opportunities for radical innovations to
emerge.

Our article is presented as follows. In Section II, we
describe our experiment: the materials, participants,
procedure, and design. Section III contains the results of the
research, with three qualitative examples of subjects
executing the tasks, the number of errors the test subjects
encountered, as well as the qualitative analysis of the errors
the test subjects committed. The Discussion section
delineates the user psychological problems behind these
errors, the technical classification of the problems, and
suggestions for developers. Finally, Section IV, Conclusions
and Further Work, presents our proposals for remediation
concerning the innovative Mediawiki-type knowledge-
sharing portals. We end that section with our objectives for
further work. Acknowledgments conclude the paper.

II. EXPERIMENT

We focused on Mediawiki as a portal developed for
building innovation systems, particularly in industrial areas.
There are several reasons why we chose this Mediawiki-
based portal for our research. First, it has been the official
tool since early 2008 for the Finnish Forest Cluster [11],
which was established in September 2007 in line with the
EU’s European Technology Platforms [10], designed to

encourage collaboration among industrial domains and
public and non-public research communities toward joint
innovation. This particular portal was developed according to
the Strategic Research Agenda of the European Forest Sector
within the European Technology Platform [39]. It became
obvious that efficient tools such as portals are needed to
enable researchers from traditional and emerging areas to
contribute to national and Europe-wide research agendas.

By use of the portal, research groups can demonstrate
their competencies, post research ideas, and plan projects. If
needed, they can get help from portal facilitators familiar
with the domain who champion research needs derived from
the research agenda and the program related to it. These
kinds of programs have been launched by Finland’s Strategic
Centre for Science, Technology and Innovation (TEKES).
First of these programs, the Finish Forest Cluster (now,
Forestcluster Oy), was established 2007 and our studies
focused on its research portal.

The study dealt with the usability of a Mediawiki-based
portal, with the aim to increase awareness about the technical
usability of this kind of application [41].

A. Materials

The target in this study was a Mediawiki-based platform
[49] written with the PHP scripting language for a Linux
operating system. Mediawiki uses an Apache web server and
a MySQL database. The idea behind this application was to
gather the knowledge of various researchers and their teams,
as well as other actors in this forest domain, into a single
virtual location, allowing all participants to build up their
knowledge, to share it with others, and employ it. The
application was built for collaborative communication, co-
creation, and open innovation in a networked environment.

The tests were recorded by way of an Easy Screen
Recorder, which documents user behavior on the platform
and the mouse clicks on the screen, as well as the speech of
the test subject.

B. Participants

The experiment involved 14 researchers as test subjects.
The test subjects comprised 7 women and 7 men, aged 18-48
years. All were very experienced computer users and
information seekers: two of them had between 5 and 10
years of computer experience and the other 12 had used
computers in their work for more than 10 years. Of this test
group, 12 searched for work-related information daily, and
the others a few times a week during work hours; all of them
searched to some extent in their spare time. All of them also
had used Wikipedia in the past, 13 of them when searching
for information. One had built his own wikis and inserted
information into them. Thus, the subjects demonstrated a
deep understanding of the use of computers and Websites,
mostly for work but also for personal interests. In addition,
the subjects were motivated information seekers via the Web
since they were postgraduates of various information science
disciplines. These statistics are described in Table 1.
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TABLE I. THE BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON EXPERIMENTAL

SUBJECTS

N = 14 Experience/years Sum

Use of computers
5-10 years 2

>10 years 12

Use of WWW sites
6-7 days/wk 11

3-5 days/wk 3

Information searching
at job

Daily 12

Few times/wk 2

Information searching
on free time

Daily 5

Few times/wk 8

Few times/month 1

Use of Wikipedia 14

Use of Wikipedia for
Searching info 13

Adding info 1

The test subjects were asked for their principal reasons
for using Web sites. The foremost reason was for work-
related information, followed by studying, and then for
commercial use. Hobbies and entertainment were equal
reasons. The least important reason for the subjects was use
of public services.

C. Procedure and design

The research data were gathered in experiments where
one test subject at a time navigated through the portal while
thinking aloud about solving four different tasks. The
navigation from an entry page to the target page could be
executed via different routes but the most efficient way was
known as the optimal path [12], [2]. This shortest path
consisted of the Web pages the user had to visit, and there
can be “several optimal paths for one information search
[21].” The tasks studied and their optimal paths are presented
here.

1) Find the main idea behind this Mediawiki-based
portal.

Optimal path: Read from the Main Page.
2) Find the available research groups.
Optimal path: Main Page Click one of the eight

Research Communities names Click some Research
Group name Read the name of some researcher.

3) Find how to add wiki-type information into this
Mediawiki-based portal.

Optimal path (When no information on that topic is
available yet): Type some word in the Search box Press
the GO button Click the Create This Page link Add
information.

Optimal path (When information on that topic is already
available): Type a word in the Search box Press the GO
button Click Edit Add information.

4) Find how to format and organize wiki-type
information in this Mediawiki-based portal.

Optimal path: Main Page Click the Quick Guide in the
left bar Scroll to the end of the page and read the
instructions and understand content.

The experiment was conducted in December 2006 at the
University of Jyväskylä’s User Psychology Laboratory.
During the recording researchers observed the situation and
the behavior of the test subjects. Following the tests, the data
were analyzed and organized to investigate the usability of
the Mediawiki-based interface and offer suggestions to its
developers.

III. RESULTS

In this study the results were analyzed first on the basis
of success (the number of subjects able to succeed executing
the task) and then on the basis of using the optimal path (the
number of subjects able to execute the tasks on the basis of
the optimal path). The final analysis was based on the kinds
of difficulties/problems the test subjects had during tasks
executions.

A. Three qualitative examples

While it is not possible to present all our analyses in
detail, for want of space, the examples below will give the
reader a concrete view to the navigation processes and to the
subsequent analyses. Our examples involve three subjects:
one each performing Task 3 (inserting information to the
portal) or Task 4 (editing text in the portal), and the final
subject performing all four tasks. These examples are
described here step by step in a text form and illustrated in
figures as well. The Easy Screen Recorder captured the
subject’s navigation decisions in addressing the stated task.
Their verbatim comments are stated in italic in quotation
marks, and paraphrased comments are present in
parentheses. Although they were asked to think aloud, there
are silent phases in their task executions and this is
represented with a dash (—) in verbatim quotes. Editorial
comments are in brackets. The portal text at the time of the
study was only English and thus subjects were Finnish non-
native speakers of English; the direct quotes are translations
by the researcher.

The first one shows how troublesome wikis can be for
new users, regardless of whether they are experienced
computer users or information seekers on the Web. In the
second example, the test subject comes through easily,
giving then her own contribution to the developers of this
particular portal. In the last example the user is not familiar
with wikis and, being an excellent computer user, performs
quite well with this particular portal under study.

1) Subject 1, Task 3: Find how to add wiki-type
information in this Mediawiki based portal.

Main page clicked the Smart Products link scrolled
down clicked the Research Group link clicked the Back
button clicked the Upload File button clicked the
Browse button (wondered where the information would be
saved) clicked the Cancel button scrolled down
clicked the Community link clicked the first article under
the letter C clicked the Back button clicked the first
article under letter N clicked the Ideas for Future Research
Projects link clicked the Ideas link (wondered whether it
would be possible to edit here) clicked the Edit link at the
top of the page clicked the Back button clicked the
History button clicked the Back button clicked the
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Move button at the top of the page clicked the Back
button clicked the Unwatch tab clicked the Discussion
button clicked the Back button clicked the Back
button clicked the Upload file link clicked the Back
button clicked the Back button clicked the Main Page
link clicked the Back button clicked the Community
Portal link scrolled down the Community Portal page
clicked on the Selected Research Communities link
scrolled the page clicked the Help link in the left bar
clicked the Wikipedia Edit Page link [test subject got to the
Wikipedia page and did not even notice that she had left the
portal under study] clicked the Back button clicked the
Back button clicked the Recent changes link on the left
bar clicked the Community Portal link on the left bar
scrolled down (admitted not knowing how to add
information for this site) clicked the Special Pages link
[while the researcher were advising her to use the Help page]
 clicked the Back button [researcher advised her to select a
word for the search box] typed usability clicked the Go
button [was advised to move to the Create a page link on
the opened page] (understood the procedure).

In Figure 1 the Optimal Path in Task 3 is illustrated in
white circles. The large number of steps the Subject 1 took
while trying to insert information to the Mediawiki–based
portal are in black ovals.

Figure 1. The results of the Subject 1executing Task 3.

This example was about inserting information. Only four
test subjects were able to execute this task independently and
none of them did so by following the optimal path. One
subject vocalized her ideas regarding the application and
about possible remediation of problems while she was
searching for guidance in the portal in order to edit
information. She managed to perform the task, using 4
minutes for five steps, but not along the optimal path.

2)Subject 5, Task 4: Find how to format and organize
wiki-type information in this Mediawiki based portal.

“Here is the HTML editor,” clicked Help scrolled
down the page [when reached the right place] “I assume that
Wikipedia does the overall formatting, but I guess that is in
the User’s Guide.” scrolled to the actual text about content

formatting at the bottom of the Help page [thought she was
in the User’s Guide] clicked the Back button [in the
interface and got back to the right Editing “Digimedia”
page] filled in information on the page started
formatting with the buttons at the top of the page, “This has
its own, special syntax for the formatting that differs in a
very interesting way from everything else I am used to.”
clicked the Forward button in the interface, “This is not
HTML coding. This is some kind of totally individual
marking language and text formatting. Obviously this is
specified in the instructions, this syntax, which does not
make it easier to insert content. So one would have to study a
new content formatting language—. Add an asterisk. The
more asterisks, the deeper the level—. In Word, the
formatting is hidden from the writer. There is WYSIWYG—.
In this we go back to the 1980s, when the formatting was
done by coding separately with different symbols—with
some code language. And this code is, for me, totally new. I
have never seen anything like this—. This might come from
some formatting language that I don’t know—. One way to
improve this would be to make it consistent with HTML
code—so those who know HTML formatting, they would not
have to learn a new code—. Does this come from the
platform [Mediawiki]? —There is always the threshold of
learning new [tool]—. All wikis should be the same—. These
transitional periods for these kinds of new systems and
environments are always cumbersome to the users and
frustrating. They think that it is needless to learn a new
coding language again—.” [Task completed.]

In Figure 2, the Optimal Path in Task 4 is illustrated in
white circles. Subject 5 took only three extra steps, pictured
in black ovals, to find out how to format the added
information.

Figure 2. The results of the Subject 5 in executing Task 4.

Altogether 10 subjects managed to edit the information
and three were able to do it following the optimal path. Only
four subjects managed both the inserting and editing
information to the portal and editing it (Tasks 3 and 4), but
none executed these two most important tasks using the
optimal paths.
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3) Subject 13, Tasks 1- 4: Task 1, Find the main idea
behind this Mediawiki-based portal.

Main Page clicked the Behind This link clicked the
Main Page found the header What is New in Forest
Cluster Portal [read] “OK. It is on this page.”

In Figure 3, the Optimal Path in Task 1 is in white
circles. It did not need any steps, just understanding that the
information was on the Main Page. Still Subject 13 needed
two additional steps (black ovals) for understanding this
main idea.

Figure 3. The results of the Subject 13 executing Task 1.

Task 2: Find the available research groups.
Main Page clicked the Community Portal link

clicked the All Research Groups link clicked Template
Research Groups clicked the Back button clicked the
Groups: Scoma link “OK. It is here.”

In Figure 4, the Optimal Path in Task 2 is illustrated in
white circles. Subject 13 needed four additional steps (black
ovals) to be able to read a researcher’s name in one of the
available research groups.

Figure 4. The results of the Subject 13 executing Task 2.

Task 3: Find how to add wiki-type information in this
Mediawiki-based portal.

Main Page clicked the Others link clicked the Back
to Main Page link clicked the Intelligent Resource link
clicked the Main Page link clicked the Others link, “I
assume that my information would go to the Proposals or
Ideas partition. No this does not so—.” clicked the
Community Portal link clicked the Smart Fibre and
Resources link clicked All Articles clicked the
Proposals link clicked the Community Portal link
clicked the All Categories link, “It’s a little bit confusing,
flicking through these categories.— There are only 42—it’s
working quite badly…—. It is not sensible to show hundreds
of available categories [when only 42 results were
available].” Clicked Main Page, “I can create new
categories, but how am I going to link them to other pages?”
[Researcher asks if the subject commonly uses the Help
option.] “I didn’t expect that wikis would need help—; I
thought it is easy to insert information in wikis!” clicked
Help clicked New Page Creating clicked Main Page
typed data mining in the Search box pressed the Return
key arrived at the Search Results page “I found it—. It’s
same problem with the navigation as before. This shows
there are up to 500 pages to see but there exists only five
pages. This is confusing—. It is even possible to choose
previous pages. It’s a bad problem!” opened a new
working window typed “text mining” pressed the
Return key opened the link to the Create This Page: Text
Mining started editing the blank page Text Mining 
“OK. This is it.”

In Figure 5, the Optimal Path in Task 3 is in white
circles. The additional steps the Subject 13 took while trying
to insert information to the Mediawiki-based portal are
shown in black ovals.

Figure 5. The results of the Subject 13 executing Task 3.
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Task 4: Find how to format and organize wiki-type
information in this Mediawiki-based portal.

“I suppose there are instructions for formatting in
Help. pressed the Quick Guide link, “Yes.”  scrolled to
the end of the page “OK,” and wrote some sentences onto
the Text Mining page. “How do these icons work? — First
we choose the text— ok— not all symbols are familiar to
me—. Luckily, there are tool tips — makes it much
clearer—. It would take some time to learn all these
notations.” [The researcher asks if the subject thinks it is a
good tool for formatting.] “Enough for me—. Some would
like to have WYSIWYG.” [Researcher asks if it would be
easy to implement the WYSIWYG for this application.]
“Tools exist that generate HTML code—. Yes certainly—my
opinion is that this wiki-formatting is generated so that you
don’t have to write HTML—. Yes this is a quite interesting
way of formatting.”

Figure 6 shows only the optimal Path, which Subject 13
was able to follow correctly. He wrote some information on
the page and formatted it instantly.

Figure 6. The results of the Subject 13 executing Task 4.

This particular test subject performed well with three
tasks, even though he used the optimal path only in the
fourth task. Only Task 3, adding information, was quite
confusing for him. Even though the use of the wiki platform
was quite transparent to him, he had to click around the
portal while performing these four tasks, and once the
researcher prompted him to use the Help. During the last
task, while he was formatting the information he had typed
in the portal, he gave some useful observations and ideas on
how to evolve this kind of tool.

“Basically—clear layout— if someone has used
Wikipedia before— maybe, if you should insert new
information here—. Not very many would use Help—. There
should be ‘Welcome to insert information’—. Usually I can
keep trying for a long time—.I don’t give up easily—. Maybe
it is more like— yes— in one way or another I insert
something—. Maybe there does not exist a technology

threshold—. You can always put in plain text— without any
bolds or other formatting.”

When they were inserting information, the users were
confused between concepts such as article, page, and file, on
the one hand, and wiki-type information, on the other. These
differences are not obvious for new users to wikis. Younger
people are quite likely to adapt into these working
environments, judging by their habits of discussing and
sharing their knowledge in the networked world, even in
their spare time. This willingness to discuss and share
knowledge is most likely going to change the way that work
is conducted in organizations. Regarding older experts,
capturing their vast knowledge in particular domains is not
so simple. Equivocal concepts involved make their use of
these cooperation tools more difficult for them.

B. Number of errors

The main quantitative results are presented in Figure 7.
Columns 1-4 depict the tasks that the subjects were asked to
do. All 14 of the subjects solved the first two tasks, 4 were
able to add information (Task 3), and 10 were able to format
that information (Task 4). The fifth column shows that only
4 subjects were able both to insert and to format information
in the portal. Searching, inserting, and editing are critical
functions with these knowledge tools. Properly designed,
these functions prepare the way for collaboration, co-creation
and innovating in networked societies.
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Figure 7. The results of the four tasks in the experiment with the
Mediawiki based portal. Column 5 contains summary information showing

the number of those who managed to do both tasks 3 and 4.

The optimal paths seemed more troublesome for the
users. Six subjects managed this aspect in the first task, 4 in
the second task, and 3 in the fourth task. In the third task,
where the subjects were asked to insert information to the
portal, no one followed the optimal path. These results are
shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. The results on how the subjects were able to perform the four
tasks by way of the optimal paths.

The reasons for the problems that the users came across
are explained in Subsection C. The number of users (NOC)
who came across each problem is given and there is one
example of each problem. The difficulties have been divided
into several different categories.

C. Qualitative analysis of the errors committed by the test
subjects

Quantitative distribution does not tell us much about the
type of difficulties people had with this wiki. They merely
show that certain types of task were difficult. It would be
very important to also consider the quality of errors and their
psychological interpretations. The latter indicates the kinds
of psychological factors that can explain what is happening.

In order to get a better idea about the errors and be able
to examine their psychological backgrounds it is essential
first to discover the errors and then to find a scientific basis
for understanding why these error generating points are
difficult for people. This is why we present the qualitative
analyses of all data classified into psychologically
meaningful categories.

This type of categorization is a normal procedure in
qualitative analyses [8]. However, using psychological
categories presupposes interpretation of the observations in
psychological terms. From a psychological point of view this
process is in many respects methodologically close to
clinical processes. In personality assessment, for example,
psychologists categorize the symptoms and patients to
connect the observed cases with psychological knowledge.

This is a rather detailed list but we think that it may be
better from a developer’s point of view than mere examples
or numeric information would be. Nearly all errors we found
in this study derived from the Mediawiki platform, but these
same problems can be found in other ICT services too. Note
that unlike earlier, verbatim texts are not italicized.

1) Difficulties in perceiving
We classify any failure as perceptually originated when

the problems in navigating can be explained on the basis of
some perceptual phenomenon that can be elaborated in
perceptual terms.

Color of links: Subject 7 in Task 3 stated, “Is here some
link? … It cannot even be seen that there is a link here. It is
nearly of the same color [as the other text].” NOC 5.

Disconnecting the page by a picture: Subject 9 in Task 3
noted, “This picture disconnects the page [in the User’s
Guide]”. NOC = 1.

Page resembling code: Subject 7 in Task 2 regarding the
Recent Changes page, “Not a user friendly page. …Looks
just like some code.” NOC = 1.

Confusing namespaces area: Subject 2 in Task 3 noted,
“Search in namespaces at the bottom deals with an area that
is too wide.” NOC = 2.

User’s glance not directed to the right place: Subject 12
in Task 3 said, “This directs my glance to the middle of the
page because there is the ‘Munch’ [the word she searched],
not towards the top of it as it should. …I thought I should
find it here nearby [word ‘Munch’] and not on the top.”
NOC = 1.

Too much text: Subject 8 in Task 4 said, “Too much text
to read.… Probably I would ask for advice from someone.”
NOC = 4.

No WYSIWYG: Subject 13 in Task 4 said, “For my needs,
these editing icons are enough, but someone else might like
to have WYSIWYG.” NOC = 1.

2) Difficulties in understanding
Page layout leads to wrong navigation: Subject 3 in Task

2 saw that “Links to Wikipedia Help on top of the Help page
guided users to Wikipedia.” NOC = 1.

Hierarchy of the concepts not evident for users: Subject 5
in Task 2 had problems with the hierarchy of concepts. NOC
= 1.

Confusing concepts: Subject 5 in Task 3 found, “The
relation between Page, Article, Research Project, and
Research Group is not obvious for the user.” NOC = 15.

Confusing instructions: Subject 11 in Task 3 noted, “The
Help is a little bit hard to understand because after
[instructions of] creating a page, there is an instruction:
‘However, this way isn’t recommended.’” NOC = 1.

Confusing information on the page: Subject 9 in Task 3
went to the Recent Changes page and said, “No one is going
to understand this page.” NOC = 2.

Confusing messages, such as “There is no page titled [or
article title and page text] matches”: Subject 11 in Task 3
said, “The ‘Usability’ page already exists here.… This is
confusing.” The Search Results Page gave different matches
for the page that the user was searching for, for the Page title,
and for the content of the pages. NOC = 2.

Confusing content: Subject 1 in Task 2 said that the page
content did not seem self-evident for her. NOC = 1.

The logic is not clear: For Subject 5 in Task 2, the logic
of the portal was not that clear. NOC = 1.

Editing wrong page: Subject 3 in Task 4 edited the Help
page. NOC = 7.

Hierarchy not evident for the user: Subject 9 in Task 4
noted, “It is easy to get lost in this interface.” NOC = 5.

Information storing hierarchy not evident: Subject 7 in
Task 3, queried, “How do I know, if I insert some
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information here, whether it goes to Wikipedia or to this
portal?” NOC = 2.

3) Transfer and memory
Difference between menus on the top and side: Subject

12 in Task 4 noted, “With these top and side menus, it is
somehow difficult to see where to start.” NOC = 1.

Difference between a portal and wiki: Subject 7 in Task
3 said, “I don’t understand what the difference is.— Why is
the wiki here?” NOC = 1.

Difference between Help, User’s Guide, and Quick
Guide: Subject 5 in Task 2 noted, “The difference between
User’s Guide, Help, and Quick Help is not evident for the
users.” NOC = 5.

Difference between Go, Search, and Return: Subject 3 in
Task 3 stated the difference between the Go/Search buttons
and the Return key was not very clear to him. NOC = 3.

Confusing information architecture: Subject 5 in Task 2
said, “The way the information architecture is constructed in
wiki type portals is new and not yet well known.” NOC = 2.

Confusing namespace listing: Subject 11 in Task 3
wondered, “Search in namespaces—. I could select— but
what is the idea in this—. Default is Main—. This is a little
confusing.” NOC = 6

New formatting: Subject 5 in Task 4 found it difficult
because “I would have to learn a new formatting style—. Not
even HTML code.” NOC = 1.

No breadcrumb trail: Subject 3 in Task 4 said, “There
should be a breadcrumb trail so that the user would know
where he located.” NOC = 2

No site map: Subject 10 in Task 3 commented, “I didn’t
find the Main Page of the dictionary.” NOC = 2.
Confusion about location. Out of the portal and in
Wikipedia: Subject 7 in Task 4 stated, “I don’t even know
whether I am in this portal or in Wikipedia.” NOC = 5.

4) Motivation
Motivational reasons: Subject 4 in Task 4 saw that the

usage motivation is dependent on the necessity to use the
portal. One might use it only if it was necessary for work, but
it was too complicated to use with hobbies. NOC = 4.

Users do not use Help: Subject 9 in Task 3
acknowledged about the Help page, “No one reads this kind
of information.” NOC = 5.

5) Other functions
No inspection for formatting: Subject 9 in Task 4

wondered why “this does not inspect the formatting after one
has inserted information.” NOC = 3.

Linking stored information between pages: Subject 13 in
Task 3 asked, “If I insert something, how do I link it to other
pages?” NOC = 1.

IV. DISCUSSION

The experiment illustrates the substantial difficulties that
the subjects can have with the two essential tasks in using
these types of portal: inserting and formatting the
information. These problems can be traced to the inherent
problems in the Wiki platform. Qualitative investigation of
stumbling blocks makes it clear that human psychological

functioning is not sufficiently understood in the construction
of wikis.

The data were gathered through the so-called thinking
aloud method. When a test subject is quiet while working,
the researcher is unsure whether the subject is reading the
content or uncertain or confused about how to continue with
the task. While observing the situation, the researcher is
unable to perceive if there is a problem, any of the situations
where he/she might be encountering a problem, or any of the
reasons for the test subject’s problems. When the subject
thinks aloud, he/she provides the researcher a level of insight
into what the subject is perceiving and reasons why he/she is
completing the task in a particular way.

A. User psychological reasons behind the problems

Our aim is to categorize the usability problems raised by
the subjects in psychological terms. This allows a direct
connection between the problem points and the currently
available psychological knowledge. Further, we can
elaborate our conception of the human mind in interaction.
One of our main goals is to develop psychologically
grounded design principles. However, while modern
engineering design is generally based on scientific
knowledge, interaction design is mostly intuitive and based
on folk psychology [36].

Some of the interaction problems were caused by
perceptual difficulties. We found 15 such cases. One
problem was caused by colors that were too similar and
people could not easily discriminate between them. Properly
used, color is a very good directive search cue, but if colors
are too similar, the benefit is eliminated [43]. Situations
comparable to this would be text too closely resembling code
or simply too much text on a page. In both cases,
discrimination of the target becomes problematic because the
target and the background information confuse the user
during a search [25], [40].

Another important problem is information invisibility, in
which all the information necessary for controlling ongoing
actions cannot be visually provided to the users. Essential
information may be placed outside the screen. This of course
can also be regarded as a memory problem, but because its
correction is based on making missing information visible,
we have classified it as a perceptual difficulty. We found
three cases like this. Another demonstrative case of this
effect is when important information is allocated outside the
focus of the gaze. These problems often are due to overlong
texts and incorrect page sizes. It may also be that
WYSIWYG did not work adequately.

A third general concern about user psychological
problems in wikis has to do with understanding.
Understanding involves a human’s ability to encode
information into one’s own mental representations. This
means comprehending the meaning of information that is a
word, a sentence, or an event.

In this experiment, subjects confronted many types of
problems in understanding the interfaces. Some of the
commands used in the portal were quite ambiguous and
partly incomprehensible. Terms were not explained.
Feedback was inadequate and thus prevented the subjects
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from understanding the operational logic of the system.
Navigation tools were inadequate or absent. The system did
not indicate where the user was at any given time. The
purposes of actions on some pages were not explicated or
intuitive. Thus, expectations were difficult to comprehend.

Understanding is a complex process. One has to be able
to take in and comprehend meaningful details and determine
the right way of doing things. It is essential to be able to
follow simultaneously many different types of information
flows [24], [37]. In this study, the user had to be able to
control at the same time navigations and program control
flow while not forgetting the actual innovation text as well.
Failure in processing any single component of this process
may cause the entire process to fail.

Fourth, some of the problems were related to transfer, in
which earlier learning negatively or positively affects
learning new information [14]. For example, link colors were
non-standard or inconsistent, causing problems for subjects
who were used to different color codes. The same was true
with the wiki’s original features.

Two major types of situations can affect transfer. First,
external user culture may influence the usability of a new
system. People have usability habits and practices. If a new
system or program differs fundamentally from the previous
versions or familiar application, it will cause problems of
negative transfer. Second, the system itself may be
inconsistent and thus cause incorrect expectations in users.

One important rule has been found in research into
transfer: The more overlapping the features of two interfaces,
the greater the positive transfer between them [38]. Transfer
is thus a very important phenomenon to consider when
addressing user–technology interaction problems.

Fifth, we found concerns related to motivation. In
human–device interaction, success is one of the main
motivation factors for users. In e-learning, for example,
people who are able to solve interaction problems often seem
to become proud and self-confident, while people who fail
might lose their motivation and often demonstrate a negative
attitude towards e-learning [16], [17].

The final major set of problem we found were clearly
technical bugs that hindered usability. These will be
addressed separately because their resolution cannot be
based on psychological information.

We focused on psychological analyses of the difficulties
people face when interacting with technologies because such
analyses can indicate to advanced interaction specialists how
problems could be solved. We can speak of explanatory
frameworks, among them cognitive, emotional, and socio-
cultural, when we refer to the theory languages we can use in
solving an interaction problem. We simply have to find the
right explanatory framework in each case to be able to
explain the problem. This means the right psychological
basis for explaining why the interaction does not work
optimally.

B. Technical classification of usability problems and
suggestions to developers

While we need look the problems from a psychological
point of view, it is important to pay attention to the technical

side of interaction as well in order to get a clear idea of the
types of corrections needed. We have listed the technical
problems in a table in Appendix 1.

The area of concept clarification contained two kinds of
problems in this portal. There were concepts that were not
self-evident, so users either did not understand their
meaning, or misinformed. A Tooltip help, which explains the
word in a wiki page and does not merely replicate it, would
make it easier to understand the concepts.

In the area of content facilitation, a distinction should be
made between content, its generation, and its use. Titles
should be clear and short and be made up of highly
informative words. The first two paragraphs of a Web page
must state the most important information.

There are several possibilities for function facilitation in
wiki sites that can be employed well. First, there should be a
page map with the location of the user visible, as well as a
complete path from the home page down through all the
levels of the information architecture. Second, the difference
between the links on the left and at the top of a page (in this
particular Mediawiki-based portal), as well as at the top of an
article, should be made more clear to the users. In addition,
the difference between the Go and Search buttons should
also be made clearer, as well as how the Return key works in
this portal. Finally, the use of namespaces at the bottom of
the search results page should, likewise, be explained better.

Regarding page elucidation, we had several
recommendations. First, pages with multiple content areas
(header, its design element, and content) were confusing. To
eliminate confusion, the line below the header that was used
as a design element should be above the header and content
area, rather than between the header and content. Moreover,
pages such as this that were in the portal (groups of headers,
content and edit functions) was not self-explanatory. In
addition, users do not like scrolling very much, and for this
reason, too much information on the Help pages induces
errors when users search the rules in order to add
information. Finally, employing effective visualization
would make it easier to understand the functions available in
this particular portal.

Well-executed function automation can prevent many
errors. An Add button, which opens a template for writing
new information, would facilitate the process. In addition,
function automation should attend to the details of
processing the added information. There should be access to
help online, with an option to jump to the specific answer on
the Help page. Hovering the cursor over a link should give a
Tooltip text with more information about the link.

The study site contained so much text that only highly
motivated users would read it all. Providing in the portal a
demo on how to use the port would make it easier to get a
mental picture of the site. It is obvious that training and
motivating users are big challenges for the designers of this
portal. Therefore, the working cultures of open societies that
are adapting wikis for particular industrial and research
domains should be built or adapted through carefully
planned user training. This would facilitate the emergence of
truly open societies creating new knowledge and innovating
together on a particular domain.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Because the trend in emerging innovations is about firms
operating in a coordinated manner in networks [22], the
nature and necessity of collaboration within networked
environments must be understood. In this context, large-scale
collaborative development of tools, like wikis “and use of
open source software merits a great deal of further attention
and analysis” [48].

The role of human capital in innovation is important as
well, both at the firm and the aggregate levels [28]. Wikis are
tools that enable organizations to gather some of this capital
for collective use, while the “open innovation paradigm
assumes that there is bountiful supply of potential useful
ideas outside the firm” [6]. This means “valuable ideas can
come from inside or outside the company and can go to
market from inside or outside the company as well” [6].
“Innovation co-operation requires active co-operation with
other firms or public research institutions on innovation
activities (and may include purchases of knowledge and
technology)” [28].

Wikis can be bridges to sources of information,
knowledge, technologies, practices, and human and financial
resources. They can be used a link that “connects the
innovating firm to other actors in the innovation system:
government laboratories, universities, policy departments,
regulators, competitors, suppliers and customers” [28].
Moreover, “the supply of knowledgeable minds to which
innovating firms have access is perhaps the most crucial
aspect of the innovation systems approach and of innovation
policy for it is individuals within organizations who are the
elemental components of innovation systems” [23].

Even with these kinds of knowledge-oriented policies,
innovation systems, and global cooperation, our results
illustrate that interaction through open innovation platforms
is neither easy nor straightforward. Though the literature on
psychological problems that users may encounter is solid, the
principles are not easy to apply [3], [4], [13]. Consequently,
people encountering problems may give up the idea of
sharing their respective knowledge on a particular innovation
domain and in interacting via continuous feedback to
improve the creative principles [26].

To avoid this potentiality, some proposals for
remediation are offered. First, it must be determined how
new users can obtain the correct mental representation of a
wiki: its structure, functions, and the activities the user can
perform. These can be represented through demos, and with
various training procedures, such as sandbox and illustrative
sitemaps. Second, the content of a wiki must be clearly
distinguished from its functions. Third, because contributing
to a wiki is an entirely new working culture, employees need
a kind of usability that is different from the usability of a
common interface. The platform should evoke understanding
of the very idea of knowledge sharing, co-creating, and
contributing within an open society. To succeed at all of
these challenges, the developers should have a deep
understanding of human psychology.

These kinds of portals, and especially the possibilities
they can offer for global networked co-creation and

innovation, demand the ease of usability. For the portal in
this study, the remediation we suggested is already in
process. In the wider perspective, work and other activities in
networked environments and open innovation with peer
experts or other users already are creating a global working
model that is growing fast. The users should be able to use
these portals easily, without wasting time learning another
new tool, new application, codes, or action model. They
should be able to simply concentrate on the sharing their
expertise of the subject as it evolves, thereby partaking in
and adding to the knowledge of the societies involved.

Designers should rethink how user-created content [48],
especially in open innovation [6] context, can best be used
by people with low levels of computer knowledge. The
current usability problems with wikis, as illustrated here,
may compromise the very idea of open innovation. In this
experiment, the subjects were postgraduate students of
information systems and computer science, and thus may be
looked upon as experienced users. Nevertheless, they still
experienced problems with relatively elementary tasks on
this platform. This shows that poor understanding of human
psychological requirements can lead even quite sophisticated
users into problems. This runs counter to the very philosophy
of open innovation. All people should be able to participate
in open societies and knowledge production. Therefore, it is
essential to eliminate as many of these user psychological
problems as possible.

With the rapid expansion of wiki use in organizations and
between them, users are faced with problems in finding the
core knowledge they seek. One of the most fascinating
approaches in addressing this difficulty is the Semantic Web
[45], which includes ontologies and reasoning on domains,
as seen on the Gene Functions Wiki [15], Semantic
MediaWiki, IkeWiki [19], and EKOSS [19]. As stated in
[33], “We believe that by combining rich XML (DITA)
structure, collaborative DocumentSpaces and wikis, we can
help organizations break down the barriers that prevent them
from achieving cross-departmental collaboration.” This
perspective can be expanded from the organizational context
to the cooperation and co-work between organizations and to
their whole supply chain [28], which is one of the sources of
innovations made via cooperation.

Our continuing work involves an inquiry into the barriers
of using these kinds of innovation portals the users encounter
in their work. It is necessary to understand the various
psychological hindrances people meet at the individual,
group, organizational, and corporate levels in participating in
decentralized innovation societies. In the future, such
societies will be the most prominent sources of new,
breakthrough innovations and the starting points for new
economic growth in the global economy.
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APPENDIX 1

Classification of the usability problems and proposals for solving them [41]

Concepts 1. Group facilitator and Support facilitator are not obvious concepts for the user.
2. While making groups, the concept KR1 is not obvious for the user.
3. There is no easy way of adding new information in correct form: The Help-section is needed to understand

the task. There is confusion about the concepts of article, page, file and Wiki-type information. Only 4 of 14
subjects were able to contribute without the help of the researcher.

Content
clarification

4. On the Search results page, the color of links and the color and size of fonts for the text are confusing. The
primary heading must be clearer so users do not cast down their gaze.

5. The main page of dictionary is necessary.
6. The Category: Research group page is, at the moment, confusing. G, G Cont and T are not obvious for users.
7. The purpose of the Special Pages page is not comprehensible to users.
8. Technical pages or content generation and using of them are confusing.
9. It is not obvious where the information is stored and how it is connected and linked.

Function
clarification

10. The differences between the links on the left, at the top of the article, and at the top of the page are not
obvious to users.

11. There is no page map. The user should know his/her navigation point all the time.
12. The difference between the function of the Go button and the Search button is not obvious to users.

Experienced users use the Return key without thinking, thus it functions as the Go button.
13. Scanning the Search Results page is confusing when there are not many pages. The results page should

include information regarding the number of pages returned.

14. The use of the namespaces at the bottom of the page is not comprehensible to users.

15. The difference between Quick Guide and the Help page is not comprehensible to users
16. On the Help page, the Creating New page steps 1, 2 and 3 are explained well, but are confusing, because the

last step includes the text “This way isn’t recommended.”
17. The picture on the User’s Guide page is illustrative, but it divides the page. The instructions mislead users to

start adding groups and ideas, when they should add information.
18. There should be clear hierarchies and routes to execute functions.

Page
elucidation

19. The grouping of the information on the pages of the various communities is confusing. The information in
the areas between lines should belong together.

20. The headings on the Community Portal page are not clear: First a black heading, then the same in green.
21. In the Help page before the Creating New page is the Editing Images & Files –section. Users do not

scroll/read long texts.
22. The site has too much text, and too little visualization that would make it easier to understand the functions

available in this portal.
23. The Welcome texts are not needed.

Function
automation

24. The Research Group list should be updated automatically when new research groups are created.
25. There should be an Add button for inserting new information that should link directly with a template where

the users could write the content, and it should function in the WYSIWYG-mode. The application should at
least ask about the text formatting before saving.

26. There should be an online Help site with the option to jump directly to the sought place in the Help page.
27. The cursor hovering on a link should give a Popup text with more information about the link.
28. New links should be provided in blue and visited links in red, in line with the standard in Web interfaces.

Training 29. Many of the subjects would have stopped inserting information and tried to get help from someone else.
There should be one trained expert for this application in every research unit.

30. There is no working culture of this kind of wiki societies, so it should be created by training.
31. The site contained so much text that only highly interested users would use it. A clear demo can make it

easier to get a mental picture of it. There are several domains that can induce problems: Using Wiki, the
FFCRP interface, and the domain of the forest sector. There is no active working culture yet for this kind of
application. [However, this culture has evolved quickly since our experiment.)
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Abstract— To support schools in teaching computer 

science, we have started the Informatik@School project. 

In this project, which is meanwhile funded by 

"Oberfrankenstiftung", we communicate computer 

science content to beginners and matured students. As the 

number of participating students is very large in 

comparison to the number of advisors and big distances 

have to be bridged, we separated students into two 

groups. Students from schools located not far from our 

university are taught in common face-to-face lessons, 

while far-off students get taught the same content in 

online lessons. 

In this paper we present the project, its preconditions and 

the didactical and content based concepts. We will 

introduce a web based technical environment which 

fulfills these issues and facilitates realization of afore 

mentioned online courses. Finally, we present lessons 

learned from this project and draw conclusions especially 

concerning the technical platform which consists of 

hardware and software used. 

Keywords: e-learning; online teaching; online 

education environment 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the German curriculum at secondary schools 
was reformed, computer science is an independent 
subject. Teachers skilled in this discipline are rare as 
education of computer science teachers has just begun. 
Furthermore, computer science is a broad area and 
schools are limited with respect to time they can spend 
on computer science education. Consequently many 
interesting fields of computer science cannot be 
addressed. 

Therefore a project named "Informatik@School" 
was set up (funded by "Oberfrankenstiftung") which 
supports schools in computer science education and 
should increase students' interest in computer sciences 
[1]. As this project is not limited by a curriculum, topics 
are freely selected; they should be of major interest for 
the students. Limitations of this project are the amount 
of time the advisors can spend and the distances 
between schools and the advisors. According to that 

some schools are taught remotely while others can be 
taught in common classes. In this paper we present our 
online teaching approach consisting of a technical and 
didactical part and compare success to traditional 
learning methods. 

The rest of the paper is structured as followed: In 
Section II we give an overview about the didactical 
teaching and learning concept used in our approach. 
Section III provides a collection of requirements and 
their technical implementation needed for realization of 
the didactical concept. In Section IV we describe an 
application of our didactical and technical concept in 
computer science teaching and learning. Finally, 
Section V summarizes our experiences and provides 
and outlook to future improvements and research. 

II. TEACHING AND LEARNING CONCEPT 

Our final goal is the development of an online 
environment for teaching and learning. To find an 
adequate solution it is necessary to analyze the situation 
of online teaching and learning and the development of 
a fundamental learning concept. After these steps are 
done, it will be possible to identify necessary parts of a 
software solution. 

A. Teaching and learning situation 

From the time of Johann Friedrich Herbart on, the 
didactic situation of teaching and learning can 
classically be described by the didactic triangle [23] 
(Figure 1).  

It covers the interdependencies between teacher, 
learner and content. This figure visualizes the 
dependencies of the main factors of teaching and 
learning. Analyzing the didactic triangle can lead to 
different didactical concepts.  

Brain research and psychology made large progress 
in understanding the human learning process and the 
underlying cerebral structures during the last century 
[30]. According to these results learning must be 
understood as an individual process. A learner builds 
his own cerebral web and embeds new knowledge into 
his web. The connections between “chunks” of 
knowledge are built during the learning process. The 
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stronger these usage dependent connections are the 
better the fetch of the chunks works. 

 

 

Figure 1.  Didactic triangle 

Taking all previous points into account we can 
conclude that learning is more successful if students 
play an active part in the learning process. The teacher 
is not the main person; he is in the role of an organizer 
of the learning environment. These results are similar to 
the constructivist learning theory. 

The student centering is the most important part of 
our didactic concept. 

B. Demands on the Future Generation 

In didactics, demands on the future generations are 
often used to classify the content of teaching and 
learning. But demands on the future generation also 
influence the way of teaching and learning – the 
methodology. 

Live long learning is one key word in our society. 
We must enable our students to learn self-dependently. 
They need didactical tools to make new fields of 
knowledge accessible to themselves. This is another 
motivation (see II.A) for a student centered learning 
concept. 

Another key word is key skills qualifications / soft 
skills [26]. Employers and educators criticize that 
graduates are not well equipped with basic general 
skills which are necessary for their future professional 
life and full participation in society. Standardized 
assessments like TIMSS [17] or PISA [20] are tools to 
get an objective result concerning knowledge and key 
skills qualifications of students. They partially confirm 
the criticism. 

The resulting demand on the future generation is the 
ability to solve problems. All other key skills 
qualifications are tesseras to succeed in problem 
solving. According to that we identify the main 
qualifications to develop a didactical model for 
sustainable learning and teaching: 

Communication. Communication is the fundament 
in our work-sharing society. Students need to practice 
communication with others. They also need method 

competence in selecting and using communication 
tools. 

Cooperating with others. Communication is just 
the key to cooperate with others. Students must learn 
concepts of cooperation like team play, constructive 
arguing and taking responsibility. They have to 
combine these skills with communication.  

The concept of pair programming, for instance, 
from the extreme programming approach contains good 
ideas of cooperation in computer science tasks [3]. 

Presenting. Presenting work results becomes more 
and more important in all areas of work life. Students 
must acquire presentation techniques and get used to 
giving presentations in front of an audience.  

Improving own learning and performance. As 
requirements will change much faster in future, we 
must equip our students with techniques of self 
dependent learning to give them the chance to adapt to 
any kind of changes. They must be able to identify 
targets and work towards them. 

 
Acquiring these previously listed skills works best 

in social situations. They are all requirements for 
problem solving. Problem solving is and was an 
important qualification for any generation. Today the 
world-wide-web supports finding solutions for many 
issues. It is the most comprehensive knowledge base in 
history of mankind. But problem solving is more than 
investigating the web. Students need to gain an insight 
in problem solving strategies. A possible process for 
solving problems can be adapted from computer 
science. It consists of 4 steps: modeling, processing, 
interpreting and validating [9] (Figure 2). 

 

 

Figure 2.  Problem solving 

Modeling is necessary to make a problem 
processible: 

 Analyzing the structure 

 Identifying main objects, their properties and 
relationships 

 Defining operations within a model 
 
A model is a miniworld view of a given problem. 

Students need mechanisms like analyzing, structuring 
and abstracting to succeed in modeling. 

Creating a model is just a first – but important – 
step. The model itself is not the solution of a problem – 

 

Learner Teacher 

Content 
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for example – just as little as an entity relationship 
model is the final implementation of an enterprise 
resource planning system. Creating and working with 
the model helps to structure a problem and find a 
solution. 

Processing the model leads to a first solution, 
which is produced based on the model created in the 
previous phase. In computer science, the processing 
phase can be an implementation in a programming 
language. 

Interpreting the solution is a kind of inverting the 
modeling. It re-translates the solution from the 
miniworld's “language” back to the “language” of the 
entire problem. Considering an implementation, we 
interpret the result delivered and draw conclusions. 

Validating the interpreted solution is the final step. 
It helps to identify errors in the whole process and is a 
kind of quality measurement. It is necessary to go 
through all steps to get a validated solution. 

 
This process of problem solving has a recursive 

structure and is valid for problems from many 
disciplines. It can be applied to widespread problems; 
included smaller problems can be identified and solved 
using the same strategy. 

Taking all results of our previous analysis into 
account, we have to implement a didactical concept for 
individual as well as cooperative problem-oriented 
teaching and learning in an electronic environment. 

C. Structuring the learning process 

We will introduce our teaching and learning concept 
by describing the structure of the learning process. 
Later on we will go into further details of important 
phases. 

1) Teaching usage of communication tools 
As education via online courses is uncommon to 

German students, first an introduction to the technical 
environment has to be given. Although some students 
were used to parts of our environment because of free 
time activities, no student was familiar with all tools of 
our online teaching environment (see III.D, III.F).   

Independently of the tools that should be 
introduced, we could observe a huge cooperativeness of 
students to help each other in this phase. 

2) Introduction to theoretical and practical 

concepts of teaching content 
Basic concepts of the application domain are 

introduced. In case of computer science and web 
technologies, important concepts are the OOP (Object-
Oriented Paradigm) [16] and especially the structuring 
and modularization of problems. Furthermore, an 
introduction to the applications that should be used for 
applying the learned theoretical concepts was given 
(Squeak [31] and Scratch [18] for beginners and Java 
with Eclipse WTP [7] or jMonkey Engine (JME, [25]) 
for advanced students). In this phase, consequent 
feedback from students is extremely important to 

achieve a good learning curve. Also direct and fast 
support is essential for motivating students. 

3) Applying concepts learned in simple exercises 
In order to train transfer and problem solving 

techniques, the introduced concepts are applied to 
simple problems. With supervised implementation of 
simple applications, students are forced to think about 
the concepts learned. 

Although this is an extra phase, it cannot be 
completely separated from the previous phase as there 
is an overlapping; distinction is done concept and 
content based and not because of the timeline of 
teaching. 

We found two factors which are especially 
important for success of this phase. Firstly, there is a 
need to avoid a higher degree of frustration at students. 
Therefore, consequent encouragement for asking 
questions concerning their (probably not working) 
solution has to be done. This has to be combined with 
fast and clear answers, when support is needed (see also 
[22]). Secondly, the possibility to "revisit" a lesson with 
watching a video-on-demand containing the lesson is 
used broadly. 

4) Solving a daily problem single-handed 
After applying the concepts learned on simple 

problems in a supervised environment, students work in 
teams to solve a daily and more complex problem. They 
should get a feeling for the complexity of common 
domain problems and a rough understanding for the 
different modules a structured solution is composed of. 
As a real problem of a domain can mostly not be solved 
from one lesson to another, about two months are given 
for finding a solution. Also the character of lessons 
changes. Advisors no longer have an active part, but 
answer questions on special problems. Furthermore, 
support should not be that detailed as in the previous 
phase, but only give a rough solution that then should 
be detailed by the students. This way a self dependent 
working style is trained. 

D. A basic concept for individual and cooperative 

problem-oriented teaching and learning 

Especially the realization of step 3 and 4 cannot be 
covered by traditional teaching. Here our approach for 
individual and cooperative problem-oriented teaching 
and learning is applied. A concept that fulfills the 
requirements is the “I-You-We” approach (Figure 3). It 
is a problem-oriented way of teaching and learning with 
three stages of individuality [33]. We adopted this 
concept to online learning and teaching (see IV.C, 
IV.D).  

In the “I phase” the students are confronted with a 
problem and have to explore the situation by 
themselves. They should try to find an individual 
solution. In contrast to common teacher centered 
education, the students take an active part in the 
learning process: They go their own ways and they 
make their own decisions and experiences. The 
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solutions may not be perfect, but also mistakes help 
them to improve understanding. For example, they are 
asked to create an object diagram to visualize the 
objects and relationships regarding the online chat. The 
advisor becomes some kind of coach or tutor.  

 

 

Figure 3.  I-YOU-WE Concept 

Cooperation characterizes the “You phase”. 
Together with a partner, students rethink their solutions. 
Discussing about the problem and explaining their ideas 
support this process. They put thoughts into words to 
communicate with the partner. This is another active 
learning process. Errors can be identified and different 
solutions can be combined. 

The collaboration with the partner is a kind of dress 
rehearsal for the presentation in the whole group and 
helps them to overcome their inhibitions. 

The two phases of individual exploration culminate 
in the common presentation of the students' work, the 
“We phase”. Some learners show their ideas to the 
whole group with reporting their results and difficulties. 
The listeners complete the remarks. As every student 
was engaged in the given problem in the two phases 
before, he should be familiar with it. The teacher is the 
moderator. He leads the discussion and he combines the 
gathered work with new content. Discussing and 
communicating about a situation deepens the 
understanding of the problem and opens each students 
mind for manifold approaches.  

In our concept there are two possibilities for the last 
phase. The presentations can take place in on site 
lessons in every school. Then the local teacher 
moderates the session. The online alternative uses web 
technologies. 

 
We apply this concept also to the on site lessons of 

the project. It can also be used in traditional teaching in 
different subjects as “islands” of self dependent and 
cooperative learning [6]. This can be the beginning of a 
new way of teaching and learning.  

The duration of units covering the concept reaches 
from parts of a single lesson up to projects lasting 
several weeks. 

III. TECHNICAL ENVIRONMENT 

After introducing the teaching and learning concept, 
our concrete realization is described in detail. 

A. Preconditions 

Goal of our project is to support schools in 
computer science education [10]. Participation of 
students is optional and they can leave the project every 
time. The curriculum should be interesting and directed 
to students' interests in order to increase their 
motivation to deal with and apply computer science 
techniques. This means we can communicate content 
concerning computer science in a form students 
appreciate. 

In this project more than 200 students per year from 
15 schools participate and are attended by only three 
advisors. Three of these schools with about 30 - 40 
students can be visited directly; students of the other 
schools need to be taught remotely because of the local 
distance which is up to 70 kilometers. For online 
teaching we use an internet based e-learning approach 
[4].  

In our online schools local mentoring is needed, 
especially for setting up and introducing students to the 
online environment. Therefore a teacher of every 
participating school is prepared for usage of technical 
environment and is taught basics of the lessons' content. 

B. Requirements to an online teaching environment 

There are manifold requirements for an online 
teaching environment (OTE). During the first two years 
of our project Informatik@School we gained much 
experience in the field of e-teaching and gathered 
information for a requirements review. We can 
categorize the demands in three scopes: functional 
requirements from students, functional requirements 
from advisors and technical requirements. The 
functional requirements take into account the demands 
of our learning concept (Section II). 

Functional requirements from students. From 
students’ point of view, an OTE has to be a tool easy to 
use. In our project students have the chance to 
participate in online lessons in all places. Consequently 
an OTE should be available at school and at home. It 
has to combine several single applications in just one 
user interface and should cover several use cases.  

We offer live online lessons. During these lessons 
students should see advisor’s desktop and hear his 
voice. Students should also have the possibility to ask 
questions during a lesson (see II.B). This requires 
unidirectional video and bidirectional audio 
transmission. To arrange an almost face-to-face 
learning situation for our students it would be nice to 
have a web cam transmission of the advisor.  

During online lessons, students work with their own 
project files. These files are normally stored on their 
local PC, but in our use case more flexibility is needed 
as students may start a project at school and finish it at 
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home. To enable seamless portability of files, an OTE 
should offer an online storage solution for students’ 
files called data pool. This data pool has to be 
accessible from anywhere and should be independent 
from the computer students currently use. The online 
storage solution is also important for collaboration of 
students (see II.B). We want to encourage our students 
to exchange their ideas and work together in groups 
(see II.B, II.D). So they need the possibility to provide 
access to their files for other students. An OTE should 
offer a simple right management solution for the data 
pool. 

The cooperation between students can be real or 
virtual. For virtual cooperation we need forums and 
online chat functionality. Some students do not have the 
chance to participate in the live online lessons; other 
students want to revisit a lesson. For these participants 
we should offer video streams of all online lessons. 

Functional requirements from advisors. The 
requirements of communication during and after online 
lessons are also valid from advisor's view. The live 
audio communication should be under advisor´s 
control. He manages the voice rights and grants voice 
privileges to students after a request. This is a way to 
offer the possibility of asking questions and giving a 
lesson in a controlled way. 

Many questions of students can be answered easily 
without watching what students have done at their PC. 
But especially in the phases in which student’s work on 
larger projects (see II.C.3, II.C.4), questions and 
problems become more and more complex. In these 
situations qualitatively good and fast support can only 
be given if the advisor can see and also access students’ 
desktop. The advisor also needs a storage solution for 
his files. He has to publish project files and scripts for 
all students. 

An OTE has to provide a tool where students’ 
exercise solutions can be collected. It should be a 
central repository where the advisor can access the files, 

correct them and provide some comments for the 
students. 

Technical requirements. Beside the functional 
requirements of the users we also have to keep the 
technical requirements in mind. Especially the available 
hard- and software equipment at schools can be a 
limiting factor.  

The client environment is very heterogeneous. 
Students use different PCs with different operating 
systems at school and at home. We can meet with this 
obstacle by using portable client software on students’ 
side.  

Also security restrictions at school have to be faced. 
The client software has to run with standard 
permissions. Network applications have to use standard 
ports. 

Taking all this into account, a web application is the 
best solution to fulfill the technical requirements.  

Furthermore the client application needs a user-
friendly installer to support PC administrators at 
schools in the best possible way and facilitate 
installation for students at their PCs at home. 

C. Technical Environment at schools 

Main limitation in designing the technical 
environment was a heterogeneous technical 
infrastructure at the participating schools. We had to 
consider very different hardware configurations ranging 
from up to date computers to PCs that are aged more 
than 10 years. The same applies to the used screens, i.e. 
we needed to be compatible to quite low resolutions on 
students' side. Additional to the hardware, already 
installed software on the computers had to be regarded. 
On the one hand, schools work with different operating 
systems (and some schools even use very special 
configurations of an operation system). On the other 
hand, compatibility of our software to installed security 
software needs to be provided. Especially schools have 
very hard restrictions concerning security which leads 
to school environments where students cannot save files 

Figure 4.  Overview of first topology 
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or just have very restricted access to the internet (which 
we need to use to provide communication). 
Consequently, we had to realize a platform spanning 
solution on client side. 

As we are in the second run of our 
Informatik@school project meanwhile, we have a first 
implementation of this software (Figure 4) which was 
used in the first term and an improved second version 
which we are using currently (Figure 5). Both versions 
will be presented in the following and the lessons 
learned during usage of our first version will be 
discussed as these lessons lead to the implementation of 
our second version. 

D. Online Teaching Environment Version 1.0 

To provide an audio communication channel during 
online sessions, we decided to install a VOIP (Voice 
Over IP) environment. After evaluating different 
systems, our decision fell to the free application (for 
non commercial entities) “Teamspeak” [32]. This 
solution is available on common operating systems like 
Microsoft Windows, Apple OS X and Linux. It 
provides a spanned solution for the most configurations 
on the client side. Due to the web based administration 
control panel and the highly scalable user permissions 
system, it is very flexible and comfortable to 
administrate the accounts in our server environment. 
During the online course all students hear the advisors 
voice and we can grant a student the right to talk if he is 
requesting voice for a question. All other participants in 
the online course can hear his question. 

Screen content of the advisor's computer is 
transmitted via a VNC-server [27] to the VNC-clients 
on the classroom side. Students can watch the 
transmission live on their own screens or on a video 
projection in the classroom. Accessing the transmission 
is possible via the VNC server's integrated web service. 
So a connection using a java-capable browser is 

possible, which avoids installing a VNC client on 
classroom computers.  

Online lessons are recorded containing advisor's and 
students' voice as well as screen content of the advisor. 
It is saved in the windows media format WMF [36] 
which are provided as on-demand video streams. Video 
streams are accessible on our website and students can 
use them for postprocessing the online lessons at home. 

Resources of the online lessons like PDF [1] files of 
presentations or programming libraries are 
downloadable through our website. So they are readable 
and presentable for any later references. 

As data exchange tool between students and the 
advisors at university, we use a WebDAV [35] system 
in this version. WebDAV is an extension of the 
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (http). It allows 
bidirectional file transfer. The WebDAV service is 
accessible with login and password through the Internet 
Explorer [13] by entering the URL [34] of our 
WebDAV server. WebDAV folders are mapped to the 
file explorer of windows automatically. So this 
procedure presents the folder structure in a well-known 
way. 

All necessary files of each lesson (WMF, PDF, 
project resources) are also stored on the WebDAV 
system; so the online lessons can be reused later for 
reference. Consequently the WebDAV system is a 
central storage unit for all course resources. 

Questions occurring after a lesson can be asked by 
email or phone. Especially questions addressing 
students' problems with their current implementation 
are mostly asked by email as students can send their 
current source code in the attachments or as a link to 
their WebDAV folder. 

E. Lessons learned 

Almost every school network has a high bandwidth 
asynchronous DSL [29] connection to the internet, 
which is mostly secured by a firewall [21]. Although 

Figure 5.  Overview of the eEE topology 
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there is no standardized bandwidth of schools' internet 
connection, the minimal configuration of approximately 
1 MBit/s downstream was sufficient to receive voice 
and screen content transmission during our online 
sessions without latencies.  

The upstream bandwidth of 128kBit/s with 
asynchronous DSL connections was adequate to receive 
students' questions during online lessons in good 
quality. Additionally, it is desirable to switch to the 
computer of a certain student in order to help him 
solving a problem with his development environment or 
source code during the online lesson. Our didactical 
concept could be realized better if this kind of feedback 
would be available, too. 

In the beginning of the project most common 
problems in initiating connections between schools and 
our server came up from different policy restrictions of 
the firewalls installed at schools. As long as there is a 
stateful firewall [21] it is not necessary to open any 
incoming ports. For more restrictive firewalls some 
configuration effort has to be done to enable a problem-
free transmission. 

Students had no basic problems concerning the 
usability of our environment. Switching between the 
windows of several stand alone applications (Web 
Browser Window for WebDAV, Web Browser 
Window for VNC video transmission, Teamspeak) was 
a bit unpleasant sometimes. 

Based on our experience during the first run of the 
project "Informatik@School", we designed and realized 
an all-embracing solution. This new environment helps 
to minimize client side software installation effort by 
using web services. Furthermore it offers a single user 
interface for all services to avoid switching between 
several applications. 

F. eEE – The next step in online teaching 

Finally, the developed system for online teaching 
called eEE (eEducation Environment) is presented and 
discussed. In comparison to the version presented in [1] 
and III.D, progress regarding of some important 
features could be done. Firstly the functionality offered 
to the user could be integrated into one single web 
application which facilitates and accelerates the access 
to the available functionalities and makes learning and 
teaching more comfortable. Furthermore we succeeded 
in implementing the access to student's desktop by the 
advisor, which improves the quality of teaching a lot. 

1) Conceptual layout of eEE 
We decided to deal with the requirements 

mentioned in Section III.B by creating a web 
application. This application is deployed on a dedicated 
server which is connected to the internet and provides 
the server components of a client-server architecture. 
Students and advisors log in to this environment by 
login name and password through a web browser. eEE 
can be accessed from all schools and from students’ 
homes. 

Figure 5 gives an overview of the technical aspect 
of the architecture of our eEE. Students' computers are 
placed in the top part of this diagram. Students can be 
connected to the internet directly or through a local area 
network using a router. When a connection to our 
server is established and users are identified, students 
can use all services provided by our server software like 
audio conference, desktop transmission or functions 
independent of online lessons like chat or forums. In 
comparison to the first version (see 3.5.) now all 
services are integrated in one single environment. 
Regarding the additional functionality the advisor 
needs, it is valid as well. He just needs to connect to the 
server to give a lesson or use other features the software 
is providing. 

eEE itself is now based on the tool Moodle [19]. 
Moodle is a learning management system focused on 
course management, but lacks most features needed for 
live online teaching. It provides a widespread plugin 
structure, i.e. some components can be added or 
exchanged easily without having any effect on the rest 
of the system. We developed a new plugin that supports 
online lessons to adapt Moodle to our needs. As we 
used this plugin structure we established a loose 
coupling. Updates or other extensions do not interfere 
with our plugin and vice versa, i.e. we are not restricted 
to one special version of Moodle.  

With Moodle and the additional plugin for the 
online lesson we have an integrated concept for online 
teaching and a direct and facilitated access to all the 
functionality is possible. 

2) eEE for students 
As already mentioned, in this version of our online 

teaching system the entire functionality is offered in 
one single system. Other systems are not necessary 
anymore. 

At first, students need to select a course to login. 
After authentication, students can select many different 
options and have access to all working materials like 
scripts etc.  

Now they can download these resources or open 
them in their browser. Additionally communication 
tools like a forum or a chat are available. This all time 
available communication platform raises collaboration 
between students and establishes a community in our 
project, although students may be separated by 
potentially big distances.  

Students often need to switch their PC and working 
place (they may work at home, at school or meeting at a 
team member). Having the right data at the right 
moment on the right place was not easy to organize and 
handicapped the work a lot. Thus in this version we also 
offer an online storage which is accessible with our 
application. Students can upload and download files in 
their personal folder. They can also share files with 
other students; this sharing is based on the accounts, i.e. 
for every file or folder that should be shared the 
privileges to access this file or folder can be given to 
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other students individually. That way teamwork in 
small groups is facilitated a lot.  

The features presented so far deal with the 
administrative part of our environment, i.e. with the 
distribution of data and students' communication 
between the lessons. Lessons are available in two 
modes: students can participate in currently given 
online lessons or they can watch videos of former 
lessons. All lessons are recorded with sound and 
desktop of the advisor. These videos are available as 
streams and can be watched directly in the students' 
browsers. In older browser versions additional plugins 
need to be installed to play these video streams. Current 
versions of Internet Explorer or Mozilla Firefox, for 
instance, can start the videos directly as necessary video 
plugins are already integrated. To support a broad 
variety of systems, also links are given to access each 
stream from any potential player. 

 

 
 

Figure 6.  Screen of students during online lessons 

 
While an online course is given by an advisor, 

students can participate without prerequisite software 

installations (see Figure 6). In order to minimize 

requirements and to guarantee portability between 

systems, all components needed for online lessons on 

client side are based on Java Applets [12]. First, 

students can watch the advisors desktop. This is done 

via VNC streaming [27] and a Java client on students’ 

side which is started automatically as an applet when 

students participate in an online lesson. Using the same 

approach, students can see the advisor as a webcam 

stream is delivered to the students. Lastly, students can 

listen to the advisor. This is managed using an online 

conference tool called Java Voice Bridge [14] which 

was developed by Sun. We integrated this tool and 

implemented a new user interface. Joining an online 

course, a student also joins the corresponding audio 

conference. This happens automatically so that 

students do not realize it. By default, students have no 

voice privileges, i.e. they can listen, but their voice is 

not transmitted to the other listeners. Therefore, 

students also have a button to ask for voice privileges. 

When this permission is granted by the advisor, 

students can ask questions; all other participants can 

listen to that question and the advisor's answer. 
As we teach computer science, software on students' 

side is needed (currently JDK [8], Eclipse [11] and 
Scratch [18]). To provide this software, we offer an 
installer created with InnoSetup [28]. This installer also 
contains a VNC server which is needed for the optional 
access of an advisor to a student's desktop. 

3) eEE for advisors 
After discussion of the students' options in our 

system, the features for the advisors are presented. As 
for the students, in this version all features can be 
offered on one single platform which makes teaching 
much more comfortable. Furthermore we succeeded in 
implementing the access to students' desktops for the 
advisor during an online lesson. This was one of the 
requirements regarded as very helpful.  

First, advisors can create courses. A course 
complies with a subject in school in our understanding. 
Courses may have one or more advisors who have the 
privileges to add scripts or new videos of lessons. 
Furthermore they can initiate online lessons.  

After an advisor started an online lesson, his 
desktop is transmitted to the students automatically. 
This happens with a VNC client that streams the 
desktop to all registered clients. If a student participates 
in an online lesson, this registration is done 
automatically. The advisor can observe which students 
are currently visiting the lesson (see Figure 7). 

 

 
 

Figure 7.  Screen of advisor during lesson 

 

Via the same interface, the advisor is informed 
when students ask for voice privileges. Then he is able 
to grant this privilege to one or more students. He can 
also revoke this privilege individually after answering 
the question.  

A feature that is extremely helpful, but technically 
hard to implement is the access to the students' desktop 
for the advisor during an online lesson. It is helpful as 
problems students currently have can be identified more 
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effective if the advisor can really have a look on 
students' manuals. Consequently frustration for students 
is diminished. Usually access to students' desktops is 
forbidden by security restrictions. Furthermore, most 
students' PCs are placed behind some firewalls and/or 
routers and they do not have an own public IP address 
that could be addressed. Therefore, there is only one 
solution to provide this feature: the connection has to be 
established from the student's side, but without any 
action that needs to be done by the student himself. The 
advisor is the initiator.  

If an advisor wants to access a student's desktop, a 
flag in a database is set. The database containing that 
flag is polled periodically from all participating clients. 
If this flag is set, then the student's browser starts a 
VNC streaming server and streams the students desktop 
to the advisor. As the connection is established from 
inside the student's network, there are no problems with 
firewalls. When the connection is not needed anymore, 
the flag is reset in the database and the connection is 
closed from the student's side. So there are no security 
gaps remaining. 

4) eEE User interface 
Finally we present the eEE user interface integrating 

the entire functionality. Layout for students, advisors 
and administrators is quite similar to facilitate usage 
with a clearly defined structure; the workplace is 
divided into three columns (see Figure 8): 

 

 
 

Figure 8.  Screen of the workplace 

 

 The left column offers a list of different 
activities and navigation possibilities. It is 
classified into "Course Menu", "Data 
Manager", "Participants" and "Administration". 
With the "Course Menu" the functions for the 
online-teaching are offered, as for example the 
courseware, the online session or the video 
recording. The "Data Manager" handles 
uploads and downloads of data files together 
with sharing of files between users. An 
overview about who is attending the course is 
given by the entry "Participants", whereas 
"Administration" offers general configuration 
possibilities. 

 The middle column displays the content of each 
navigation topic. This can be all currently 
available scripts or, during an online lesson, the 
advisor's desktop. 

 The right column contains additional 
information like news or next appointments. 
During an online lesson, the web cam shows 
the advisor. 

 
This layout structure is always the same, whereas 

the offered activities in the left column change due to 
the role a person is logged in with. For instance, an 
advisor has the possibility to start an online lesson 
whereas students have the possibility to participate in a 
running lesson. 

IV. REALIZING THE CONCEPT WITH COMPUTER 

SCIENCE CONTENT 

A. General organization of our project 

We offered two courses for students aged between 
14 and 19. While younger students participated in a 
Squeak eToys [31] or Scratch [18]  project, the older 
ones took part in a Java (e.g. [8]) project using the 
Eclipse developing framework [11]. In every group we 
had approximately 100 students at the beginning.  

Due to introduction of a new curriculum, students 
participating in the Squeak / Scratch group already had 
some basic knowledge concerning OOP (Object-
Oriented Paradigm) [16] and control flow modeling. 
The members of the Java group had no preliminary 
knowledge in computer science. In the face of the 
different precognition levels, the teaching concept 
described above was applied to both courses. 

We offered one session for every course in two 
weeks at local schools which could be supervised 
directly. For online schools, an hour every week with 
one repetition was offered, i.e. every second week was 
a repetition of the preceding week. As we had different 
time slots at repetitions, more online schools could 
participate. 

B. Preparation of teachers 

Although most courses are held online there is at 
least one teacher in every participating school for 
supporting the students on site. On the one hand this 
assistance is necessary because of the differences in 
software installations, network environments and rights 
management. On the other hand technical problems 
concerning the infrastructure in schools during an 
online lesson can be solved much easier on site which is 
an important factor for success of an online teaching 
project ([37]). In order to enable teachers to deal with 
these problems, they were prepared in a one day face-
to-face course at university.  

First the course concept and the technical 
preconditions were introduced to them.  In the second 
part teachers got to know the technical environment and 
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the installation of the necessary software products. The 
final and most extensive section of the in-service 
teacher training addressed the computer science content 
of the project. 

Brief presentations gave a first overview about the 
aims. The content of our lessons was introduced and 
teachers dealt with the exercises of the first third of the 
online courses. 

C. Courses with Squeak / Scratch 

The curriculum for our younger students 
emphasizes basic, long lasting computer science 
concepts. As these students already have basic 
knowledge in Object Oriented Modeling (OOM) we use 
this as a connection point. We want to improve their 
knowledge in OOM and introduce object oriented and 
general programming concepts. To keep motivation 
high we have to combine the concepts with an attractive 
topic. The last two years we have chosen the field of 
computer games. All students have experience with 
computer games and we offer the possibility to look 
behind the scenes. 

We used Squeak eToys during the first year and 
Scratch in the second year. Both development 
environments are based on Smalltalk [15] and offer an 
aged-based user interface for (object oriented) 
programming. 

We apply our concept presented in 2.3. and 2.4. to 
our courses. During the first lessons we introduce the 
technical environment to the students together with 
basic computer science content. This makes the 
introduction of the tools more target-oriented. For 
instance, students have to download a draft of an 
animation film project from the central file repository; 
they “program” their own animation film and upload it 
as an exercise. The advisor provides a comment in the 
eEE and students can retrieve this comment. During the 
online lessons students use audio communication and 
chat to interact with the advisor. We observed no 
problem of the students concerning usage of eEE. 

Also during introduction of new computer science 
concepts we try to make the online lessons student 
centered. They are always called upon to try out new 
concepts. They have time to work on their own and 
asked to give feedback. Always students have to 
present or describe their solutions. We also use 
exercises where students have to cooperate. For 
example, they have to model the concept of a car racing 
simulation and write a to-do list. 

We inure students to be in a more active role during 
lessons. So the step to the third stage of our concept 
(II.C.3, II.D) is not that big. In this phase tasks become 
more complex and students have to apply and acquire 
knowledge. One of the tasks is to develop their own 
version of the arcade game “Pong” [24]. We offer a 
version they can use for playing but they cannot look 
behind the scenes. Each student has to develop a model 
of the game (I phase). He discusses and improves the 

model together with a partner (You phase). The “pair” 
implements the model together. Some of this work is 
done during online lessons. Students can ask the advisor 
for help if they have problems. They continue at home 
and ask for feedback using eEE tools. Finally the 
groups present their results (We phase). The 
presentation can be offline in their class or online with 
all students. The problems students solve in this phase 
help them to acquire new computer science concepts 
related to their present knowledge, i.e. they discover 
different kinds of condition-controlled loops and learn 
to use them. The kind of working according to II.C.3, 
helps students to improve their key skills qualifications. 

 

 
 

Figure 9.  Student's solution – Video player 

 

In the fourth phase (II.C.4) students work in a 
project for about two months. One of the problems they 
have to solve is the development of a video player in 
Squeak (Figure 9). The task is constructed in a way that 
teamwork is necessary. Students organized themselves 
in teams with two or three members. They were 
responsible for the whole project management. Most of 
the work is done at home. We offer online lessons in 
this phase as well. Students have the chance to ask 
questions. The access to students’ PCs is very helpful 
for the advisor so he can identify problems much faster 
and provide more precise help. In the last runs of our 
project, students' solutions partially exceeded 
requirements. We recognized that students really 
cooperated and applied previous learned computer 
science skills as well as soft skills. 

D. Courses with Java 

For students in higher grades the Java course is 
offered. Goal of this course is to give an introduction 
into computer science contents through usage of 
professional tools and concepts.  

In the first phase (see II.C.1), students need to get to 
know the communication tools which in our case is eEE 
(III.F). There are 3 sections that are especially 
interesting for students at the beginning: 

 Resources that contain teaching material can be 
downloaded 
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 Online lessons can be participated through the 
system 

 Communication functionality to the advisors 
and other students is provided by chat, forum, 
private messages etc. 

 
Students get introduced to the environment by their 

teachers after they visited the preparation course. This 
introduction is mostly quite short in time as many 
students are used to work with some kind of electronic 
communication tools. Therefore, they succeed by 
mainly following their intuition. 

In the second phase, students are taught theoretical 
and practical concepts of the course content. In this 
course, they learn basic OOP concepts like information 
hiding, modularization or generalization / 
specialization. These theoretical concepts are directly 
used in the 3

rd
 generation programming language "Java" 

in order to visualize them and show the effects. Java 
code is created in the professional IDE Eclipse [11]. Of 
course, a basic introduction to such a powerful tool also 
must be given to the students. All this content is also 
taught remotely in the online courses, i.e. we are just 
using our environment eEE to communicate to the 
students as advisors. 

In the third phase, students practice concepts they 
have already learned during the second phase in order 
to raise the learning effect. Therefore, small examples 
are programmed which include a “HelloWorld” 
program or some kind of Banking Account example. In 
this example, for instance, students need to program an 
account at a bank as a class which fulfills several 
requirements. It needs to provide data fields for the 
account number or the account balance, which should 
be hidden in the implementation (information hiding). 
Furthermore, different kinds of sub-accounts should be 
implemented for families or companies (generalization / 
specialization). While implementing these small 
examples, students mainly reflect actively what they 
learned before and this deepens their understanding. 

In the last phase, students should use all the contents 
of the course so far to manage one big problem. 
Typically, they have 8 to 10 weeks to provide a 
solution; teamwork is favored a lot in this phase. As an 
example, we wanted the students to implement a multi-
user MP3 player which could be controlled through 
many workstations. Before, we taught them the usage 
of the web framework JSF [5] with the programming 
tool Eclipse WTP [7]. Figure 10 presents a screenshot 
of one of our students' solution. Different paths to the 
folders containing music can be configured. 
Furthermore, different strategies can be chosen to 
merge different playlists from different users. It is 
possible to merge them having equal rights or setting 
priorities as well as to configure the number of songs 
that needs to be waited until a song can be repeated. 

In the end, students had to present their solutions in 
order to get feedback from other students or (through 

watching other solutions) getting more insights what 
could have been solved more elegantly in their own 
solution. 

 

 
 

Figure 10.  Multi-user MP3 Player 

 
Altogether, we observed a very high level of the 

provided solutions. Furthermore, the students' ability to 
structure and solve problems was obviously very 
considerable and they only needed very little help to 
build up own solutions. 

V. EXPERIENCE OF REMOTE TEACHING 

A. Technical Environment 

Main goal of a technical environment used in a 
school project must be usability. We increased usability 
a lot by designing and developing eEE. Using this 
software, most obstacles for students from a technical 
point of view were eliminated. Additionally, it enables 
us to realize the didactical concept in a more 
appropriate way. 

B. Preparation and Organization of Online Teaching 

The in-service teacher training turned out to be an 
excellent preparation of the teachers who care for the 
students in the “online schools”. They are integrated in 
the project from the beginning. Most of them take part 
in the online lessons and some also offer additional 
mentoring for the students.  

Together with the teachers we organize information 
meetings in every school. During these meetings we 
introduce our courses to all interested students. This 
face-to-face event is very important for the students to 
meet their online advisors on site.  

The students enrolled for the courses using an 
online form on our website. We collected all 
registration data in a database; this data was used to 
create accounts automatically.  
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It is not possible to bring all online students together 
on one fixed day. We offer each online lesson twice on 
two different weekdays. The video streams of recorded 
lessons can be used by students who cannot take part in 
online sessions; these streams are also used frequently 
to revisit lessons. Additionally students can ask 
questions by email, phone, chat or forum. 

After the first third of the course we visit all online 
schools to intensify the personal contact with the 
students. This helps to hold up motivation and it is a 
useful feedback for us as online advisors. 

C. Assessment of Online Teaching 

As mentioned above up to three schools take part in 
the project in on site lessons. These groups play an 
important role in the online concept. Before an online 
lesson is held we use the corresponding on site lesson 
as a kind of dress rehearsal. The advisor receives direct 
response from the students and recognizes problems in 
the learning process. These are important experiences 
for the online lesson. 

To nearly all students our student centered approach 
described in the “I-You-We” was completely new. 
They mostly had no experience in solving more 
complex problems on their own or in cooperating with 
a partner during a lesson. But after some lessons we 
observed in the on site classes that students started 
working together. Although each student had his own 
computer they sat in front of one computer in groups of 
two or three students. They started to discuss about the 
exercises and began to cooperate. After planning a 
strategy for a solution all students of a group returned to 
their own computer and started their work on a sub-
problem.  

In online classes this process took much longer. In 
the beginning it was harder for them to cooperate in 
small groups during online lessons. But the less 
information they received from the online teacher the 
more self-dependent they became. In the end of the 
third step “Applying concepts learned in simple 
exercises”, described in II.C.3), there was nearly no 
difference between the two groups. Some online 
students described their way of cooperation during a 
meeting at their school. They explained that they also 
met in their spare time to solve the exercises in groups.  

The on site classes can also be compared with the 
online classes directly. At the moment this is more an 
informal comparison than a statistical assessment. The 
number of participants is too small to receive valid 
results. A statistical evaluation is already planned for 
the next year project.  

But also the subjective experiences show interesting 
details. 

The solutions of exercises show no significant 
differences in quality. Although we expected a 
discrepancy in speed of learning between the two 
groups we could not confirm that. The withdrawal rates 
for the volunteer courses do not differ. 

“Online students” had no problems using our 
learning environment. Some students seem to have 
stoppages asking questions during the lessons using the 
voice communication tool. They mostly use the chat 
function. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The technical concept of our e-learning environment 
follows the content and didactical concept (“I-You-
We”). Each component of our infrastructure plays a 
dedicated role in teaching and learning. We use server 
based web services to minimize client side problems. 
Based on our experiences, we integrated bidirectional 
real time audio, web cam and screen content 
transmission and file access in one web based e-
learning environment as a Moodle [19] extension. 

Our experience shows that student centered learning 
is successful in online teaching. To achieve this we had 
to lead the students from a more teacher centered to a 
self dependent way of working step by step. Our 
technical environment builds the base for 
communication and cooperation of students among 
each other and with the online advisor. 

Nevertheless, face-to-face contact between advisors 
and students should not be underestimated. It is 
necessary for students to hold up motivation and to get 
personal feedback. To lessen this disadvantage we 
implemented web cam transmission of the advisors 
themselves during online lessons to personalize the 
contact between students and advisors.  

Also an on site contact person is very helpful to 
solve problems concerning local conditions. These local 
teachers are involved in the whole project, accompany 
the students and give feedback to the online advisors. 

In future, we plan to adapt our teaching and learning 
concept in combination with our technical environment 
eEE to other domains; for instance, university language 
courses or further education at operational level in 
companies can be realized with our approach. 
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Abstract—In this paper we introduce a distributed emulator
for a pedestrian tracking system using active tags that is
currently being developed by the authors. The emulator works
on StarBED, which is a network testbed consisting of hundreds
of PCs connected to each other by Ethernet. The three major
components of the emulator (the processor emulator of the active
tag micro-controller, RUNE, and QOMET) are all implemented
on StarBED. We present the structure of the emulator, how it
functions, and the results from the emulation of the pedestrian
tracking system. The emulator accomplished quite accurate
emulation of ubiquitous network systems with the techniqueof
emulation. We found several issues originated from active tag’s
firmware or protocol by applying the emulator to the emulation
of the tracking system. We confirmed the results obtained by
running tests corresponding to a real-world experiment.

Keywords—ubiquitous networks; distributed testbed; support-
ing software

I. I NTRODUCTION

As Panasonic Corporation. (hereafter referred to as Pana-
sonic) is developing a pedestrian tracking system using active
tags, one requirement is to carry out a large number of
trials. Real-world experiments with wireless network systems,
and active tags in particular, are difficult to perform when
the number of nodes involved is larger than a few devices.
Problems such as battery life or undesired interferences often
influence experimental results. We are currently implementing
a solution by developing an emulation system for active tag
applications that runs the real active tag firmware within a vir-
tual, emulated environment. Through emulation, much of the
uncertainties and irregularities of large real-world experiments
are placed under control. In the same time, using the real active
tag firmware in experiments enables us to evaluate exactly
the same program that will be deployed on the real active
tags; this is a significant advantage compared to simulation.
For performing the practical experiments we use StarBED, a
network experiment testbed.

StarBED consists of 920 PCs connected by two separated
networks, the management network and the experiment net-
work, as shown in Figure 1. StarBED provides a simulation
supporting software, SpringOS, to implement an easy-to-
use simulation environment with which the users can write
experiment scenarios in a specific scripting language that can
later be executed automatically. In order to be able to use
this testbed for active tag emulation we developed several
additional subsystems, and integrated them with the existing
testbed infrastructure [1]. These subsystems were developed
on the basis of existing tools that are already used on StarBED,
namely the wireless network emulator QOMET [2], and the
experiment support software RUNE [3].
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 64

 32
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Group D
144

Group E
 64

Group F
168

Ethernet
Switch

Ethernet
Switch

Ethernet
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Server
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Group H
240

Fig. 1. Conceptual topology of StarBED.

Active tags were so far mainly studied through simulation,
such as the work presented in [4]. Public domain wire-
less communication emulation research is currently mainly
done in relation to Wireless LANs (WLANs). One can use
real equipment, and hence be subject to potential undesired
interferences. Two examples from this class that allow a
controlled movement of wireless nodes are the dense-grid
approach of ORBIT [5], or the more realistic robot-based
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Mobile Emulab [6]. An alternative which avoids undesired
interferences and side effects is to use computer models for
real-time experiments. TWINE [7] is an example from this
class. TWINE is a wireless emulator that combines wireless
network emulation and simulation in one setup, but only
supports 802.11b WLAN so far. Our development started from
an existing wireless emulator, QOMET, which uses similar
concepts.

There are already a number of implementations of ex-
periment tools for ubiquitous systems that could be used
in conjunction with active tag devices. Some of these tools
focus on the operating system level, such as TOSSIM [8],
which is a TinyOS simulator aiming to simulate TinyOS
applications accurately in a virtual environment. ATEMU [9]
is able to emulate TinyOS applications at processor level;
its flexible architecture has support for other platforms too.
ATEMU is thus closer to our purpose, since our low-cost
active tags do not use any operating system. We aimed to
run in emulation experiments the same firmware with the
one used by the real devices. The manufacturer of the active
tag processor , Microchip, only provides two alternatives for
system development: real-time emulation in hardware using
either the MPLAB REAL ICE In- Circuit Emulator, or the
PICMASTER Emulator, or processor simulation using the
MPLAB-SIM Simulator [10]. However none of these solutions
are appropriate for our purpose; thus we developed our own
real-time processor emulator running on PCs.

The pedestrian tracking system developed by Panasonic.
makes use of active tags so as to provide to a central pedestrian
localization engine the information needed to automatically
calculate the trajectory to date and the current position of
the active tag wearer. In the prototype system, three kinds
of tags are used as shown in Figure 2. Mobile tags held by
pedestrians transmit periodically ID packets which includes
time information and sender’s node ID. Fixed tags also
transmit ID packets at certain intervals. Gateway tags have,
in addition, a wired network connection to backend servers
in which the data uploaded from mobile tags are sent. The
trajectories of the pedestrians are calculated based on thedata
gathered by the gateway tags. Using the prototype of the
pedestrian localization system, real-world experiments were
carried out in March 2007. The experiment consisted in the
orchestrated movement of 16 pedestrians both in indoor and
outdoor environments. A system overview and experimental
conditions will be presented later in this paper.

One of the important conclusions of the experiment was
that it is very difficult to organize a real-world experiment
for such applications of active tags. The number of people
involved, and the accuracy of their movement following the
predefined scenario, are only a few of the issues encountered.
Nevertheless, the results of the above-mentioned experiment
are currently being used as a basis for improving the prototype
of the pedestrian localization system and extending it for use
with very large groups of people, of the order of one thousand.
The active tag emulation system that we designed and imple-
mented plays an essential role at this point, since it makes it

Fig. 2. Overview of the pedestrian tracking system.

possible to continue the experiments in the development phase
with ease and in a wide range of controllable conditions.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces our
general approach to active tag emulation. This is followed by
Sections III and IV, which describe the main components of
the active tag emulation system: the wireless communication
emulation, and the active tag processor emulation subsystems,
respectively. Section V presents the preliminary real-world
experiments carried out in order to validate the pedestrian
localization system prototype. Section VI is dedicated to
presenting experimental results obtained with the emulation
system in the attempt to reproduce and extend the preliminary
real-world experiments. The paper ends with sections on
conclusions and references.

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The technique of emulation implies creating a virtual en-
vironment in which the movement, the communication, and
the behavior of active tags are all reproduced. Emulation
has two main requirements in the case of our project: (i)
Emulate in real time the wireless communication of the active
tags; (ii) Emulate the active tag processor so that the same
firmware used by the real devices can be tested in emulation
experiments. The conclusions of the real-world experiment
using the pedestrian localization prototype system were used
as guidance during the design and implementation of the
emulation testbed. In addition, we used our previous experi-
ence with emulation systems, such as those presented in [11]
and [12], as we built the wireless communication emulation
implementation on QOMET, as discussed in Section III.

The experiment-support software RUNE (Real-time Ubiq-
uitous Network Emulation environment) is used to effectively
run and manage the experiment in real time, as it can be seen
in the overview given in Figure 3. RUNE Master and RUNE
Manager are modules used in all RUNE-based experiments for
controlling the experiment globally and locally, respectively.
The active tag module was specifically designed and imple-
mented for this application. This module includes: (i)Active
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Tag Communication and chanel spaces, used to calculate and
manage the communication conditions between active tags.
These functions will be discussed in Section III; (ii)Active Tag
Control space, which is powered by the active tag processor
(PIC) emulator, and runs the active tag firmware in real time
to reproduce the active tag behavior, as it will be discussedin
Section IV. The experiment itself is performed using standard
PCs (running the FreeBSD operating system) that are part of
the StarBED testbed. They are labeled as Execution Units in
Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Overview of the active tag emulation system.

The following RUNE configuration file is used for 16
pedestrian experiments:

#include "runebase.h"

BGNSPACELIST
SPACE(mtag0, xxx.yyy.zzz.2, mtag.so)
SPACE(mtag1, xxx.yyy.zzz.3, mtag.so)

...
SPACE(ftag0, xxx.yyy.zzz.18, ftag.so)
SPACE(ftag1, xxx.yyy.zzz.19, ftag.so)

...
SPACE(gtag0, xxx.yyy.zzz.22, gtag.so)
SPACE(gtag1, xxx.yyy.zzz.23, gtag.so)

...
SPACE(cspc0, xxx.yyy.zzz.2, cspc.so)
SPACE(cspc1, xxx.yyy.zzz.3, cspc.so)

...
ENDSPACELIST

BGNCONDUITLIST
/* mtag0 */
CONDUIT(mtag0, cspc0)
CONDUIT(cspc0, mtag1)
CONDUIT(cspc0, mtag2)

...
/* mtag1 */
CONDUIT(mtag1, cspc1)
CONDUIT(cspc1, mtag2)
CONDUIT(cspc1, mtag3)

...
ENDCONDUITLIST

III. QOMET

One of the most important elements when using emulation
for studying systems that use wireless communication is to
be able to recreate with sufficient realism the communication
between them. For the active tags used in our pedestrian track-
ing system this was accomplished by extending the WLAN
emulator QOMET to support the wireless transceiver used by
active tags.

QOMET uses a scenario-driven architecture that has two
stages. In the first stage, from a real-world scenario representa-
tion we create a network quality degradation (∆Q) description
which corresponds to the real-world events (see Figure 4).

Fig. 4. Active tag communication emulation.

The ∆Q description represents the varying effects of the
network on application traffic, and the wireless network emu-
lator’s function is to reproduce them.

The CHANel Emulation Library, chanel, is used to recreate
scenario-specific communication conditions based on the∆Q
description (FER probabilities) computed by QOMET. Given
that we emulate wireless networks, a second function of chanel
is to make sure the data is communicated to all the systems that
would receive it during the corresponding real-world scenario.

A. Active Tag Emulation

Our pedestrian tracking system uses the AYID32305 active
tags from Ymatic Corporation., also known under the name
S-NODE [13]. They were nicknamed communication tags or
c-tags in the framework of the current pedestrian localization
project. S-NODEs use as processing unit the PIC16LF627A
microcontroller. The wireless transceiver of the active tag op-
erates at 303.2MHz, and the data rate is 4800bps (Manchester
encoding), which results in an effective data rate of 2400bps.
The electric field emitted by active tags is 500µV/m; according
to the specification, this produces an error-free communication
range of 3-5m.

The active tag communication protocol was custom de-
signed as a simple protocol based on time-division multi-
plexing. Each tag will select at random one of the available
communication slots and advertise its identifier and the current
time. Currently the number of available communication slots
for advertisement messages is 9. There are additional commu-
nication slots that can be used on demand to transmit position
tracking records from mobile tags to gateways.

The active tag communication model we currently use estab-
lishes the relationship between the distance between two nodes
and the Frame Error Rate (FER, a data link layer parameter).
This conversion is done based on measurements we made in
an RF shielded room with the helicoidally shaped antenna,
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also used in the practical experiment, and 4-byte frames. By
fitting a second degree equation on the measurement results
we obtained the following equation:

FER4 (d) = 0.1096d2 − 0.1758d + 0.0371 , (1)

whereFER4 is the frame error rate (the index shows it is
based on 4-byte frame measurements) andd is the distance
between the receiver and transmitter active tags. The above
equation gives a goodness-of-fit coefficient,R2, equal to
0.9588.

In order to extend the communication range we introduced
the constantC, the scaling factor, in equation III-A. Note
that equation one needs some small modifications in order
to represent accurately active tag communication range. The
extended equation is:

FER′

4 (d) = 0.1096
( d

C

)2

− 0.1758
d

C
+ 0.0371

FER4 (d) =











0, if
d

C
< 0.5m

1, if FER′

4 (d) > 1 .
FER′

4 (d) , otherwise
(2)

Since the measurements were done using 4 byte data frames,
the result of equation (III-A) must be scaled accordingly for
other frame sizes, as given by:

FER (d) = 1 −
(

1 − FER4 (d)
)

H+x

H+4 , (3)

whereFER represents the frame error rate for a data frame
of x bytes, andH is the frame header size in bytes. In our
pedestrian tracking system,x and H are constant, 7 and 6
respectively.

Slot collisions arising during the time-multiplexed commu-
nication are an additional and independent source of errors.
However they are handled in real time during the live experi-
ment in the receiving procedure of the processor emulator.

The frame error rate induced by slot collision,FERs, is
expressed by the equation below:

FERs =

n
∑

m=1

Cm
n /Nslots

m+1 , (4)

whereCm
n is the notation for combinations of a set of n objects

takenm at a time,Nslots represents the number of slots used
for communication (currently 9), andn is the number of c-
tags transmitters that are located in the reception range ofthe
current tag. For a sufficiently large number of slots, equation
(4) can be simplified by ignoring the terms withm > 2,
which become very small. In this case we obtain the following
simplified relation:

FERs =
n

Nslots
2

. (5)

Considering thatFERx is equal to 1 for out of range
transmitters, the numbern can be computed at each moment
of time as the cardinal of the set of c-tags,E, for which the

frame error probability due to distance when received by the
current tag is inferior to 1:

n = |E| , E = {e|FERx < 1} . (6)

Finally, the overall frame error rate,FER, can be computed
by taking into account the fact that the two error causes
discussed above are independent, as follows:

FER = FERx + FERs − FERx · FERs . (7)

A more realistic approach is to take into account the slot
collision in real time during the live experiment in the receiv-
ing procedure of the PIC emulator. This approach required
more computational power, and was used only selectively. If
live slot collision emulation is enabled, than the model above
needs to considerFERs equal to 0.

B. Communication channel emulation for non-IP applications

Given that the active tags we emulate do not generate IP
traffic, we could not use a wired-network emulator such as
dummynet for introducing network layer effects to traffic, as
previously done when using QOMET. As a consequence we
decided to implement our own communication channel em-
ulation system, named CHANEL (communication CHANnel
Emulation Library). This module is inserted between the space
emulating the c-tag (Active Tag Control Space in Figure 3) and
its connection to the other spaces using conduits. The advan-
tage of this integration is that it becomes transparent fromthe
point of view of emulation whether RUNE spaces are executed
on the same PC or on different PCs, since communication itself
is handled transparently by RUNE conduits.

The main role of CHANEL is to recreate scenario-specific
communication conditions based on the∆Q description (FER
probabilities) computed by QOMET. This function is similar
to that of any wired-network emulator, such as dummynet.
Given that we emulate wireless networks, a second function
of CHANEL is to make sure the data is communicated to all
the systems that would receive it during the corresponding
real-world scenario. This is done by using the∆Q description
to decide the conditions for the communication between the
current active tag and the other active tags in its transmission
range. Since unicast-like traffic coming from an active tag
needs to be sent to multiple destinations, there are concerns
regarding the performance of CHANEL when the number
of destinations increases. Note however that give the small
transmission range of active tags (4-5m), the number of
receivers that can be in the transmission range at one moment
of time is relatively small. We estimate that in general the
number will be of a couple of active tags, and may reach
about 10 active tags when emulating crowded areas.

The communication channel emulation library was opti-
mized to increase performance. In addition we now started
using a binary file (the output of QOMET) inside CHANEL
instead of the text file used so far. A main advantage is
that the reduced size of the file allows for faster reading,
and therefore improves CHANEL performance. Most delays
that we measure reach occasionally values around 250ms.
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Although we do not know exactly the source of these errors,
we believe they are related to kernel scheduling parametersin
FreeBSD. Note however that since we run the experiment ten
times slower than real time, a time slot of 500ms has a length
of 5s, therefore a 250ms configuration error only representsa
5% error.

As we want to be able to run multiple instances of CHANEL
on the same computer, as well as provide a thread-safe
environment, several mutex structures were added, and now
concurrent access to CHANEL data structures became possible
in a safe manner.

IV. PROCESSOREMULATOR

One advantage of network emulation is that already-existing
network applications can be studied through this approach
to evaluate their performance characteristics. Although this
is relatively easy for typical network applications that run
on PCs, the task is complex when the network application
runs on a special processor. In order to execute the active
tag application unmodified on our system, we emulate the
active tag processor so that the active tag firmware can be
run in our emulated environment without any modification or
recompilation.

Processor emulation in our system had to take into account
the following aspects that we implemented:

(i) Instruction execution emulation; all 35 PIC instruc-
tions are supported by our processor emulator.

(ii) Data I/O emulation; the only I/O access method used
by the active tag application is USART (Universal
Synchronous Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter).
The application uses USART to interface with the
active tag transceiver, and also with the back-end
system in the case of gateway tags.

(iii) Interrupt emulation; all interrupts necessary for the
active tag application, i.e., timer0, timer1, and timer2
are supported.

We used a pseudo-DMA data transfer technique which is not
implemented by the real device instead of emulating the active
tag transceiver. It makes easier to integrate the active tag
application and the peripheral components of the experiment
such as the chanel space etc. We also used random number
generation functionality to compensate the original active tag
software’s weakness in random number generation.

When emulating active tag applications such as ours it is
important to introduce cycle-accurate processor emulation. In
our case active tags use the time information contained in mes-
sages to synchronize with each others autonomously. Incorrect
time information may lead to artificial desynchronization prob-
lems and potentially communication errors, therefore it must
be avoided.

One of the main concerns regarding a processor emulator
is how well the execution speed is reproduced, especially in
the case when running multiple instances of the emulator. In
Figure 5 we show how emulation accuracy changes depending
on the operating frequency and the number of instances of the
PIC emulator that are run in parallel. We remind that frequency

used in the active tag application is 4MHz. The figure shows
that, good accuracy is obtained for up to about 40 instances
running in parallel when the operating frequency is 4MHz.
We tried some scheduling algorithms such as Round Robin,
EDF (Earliest Deadline First) etc. in order to obtain better
performance. But no significant difference could not be seen
because the scheduling of the processor instances takes place
always in synchronous manner unlike the process scheduling
of operating system.
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Fig. 5. Number of instances executed simultaneously at different frequencies
on single PC

In our emulation, the PIC Emulator works as a part of Active
Tag Control space as mentioned in Section 2. First of all, a
PIC Emulator instance is allocated and initialized by invoking
pic16f648Alloc(). The function allocates the data block for
holding all processor internal states, registers, and memory and
also launches the main emulation thread, which executes the
fetch-decode-execute cycle repetitively. The main emulation
thread controls the timing of progress of the emulation by us-
ing the RDTSC instruction of IA-32 architecture, which reads
the Time Stamp Counter (TSC) register implemented in Intel
IA-32 architecture processors. The advantage of this approach
is: (i) The accuracy obtained in this way is theoretically the
highest in a normal PC system, unless it has an external device
which aids obtaining extremely accurate time such as GPS.
(ii) It takes less time to execute the RDTSC instruction than
typical C functions used to get system time, since the RDTSC
instruction can be executed without the transition between
kernel mode and user mode. There is also a thread created
in the initialization process of the Active Tag Control space
which takes care of the Pseudo-DMA data transfer. During
emulation, both threads work together to accomplish real-time
emulation of PIC processor.

V. PRELIMINARY TRIAL

The real-world experiment was carried out in March 2007
by Panasonic. Each experiment participant was equipped with
an active tag based pedestrian localization system prototype
(c-tag).
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A group of 16 participants were provided with instructions
regarding the path they should follow in the 100 x 300m
experiment area. An example of instructions, as received by
participant #1 is shown in Figure 6.

The real-world experiment also included a number of tags
with known position. These tags are divided into two classes:
fixed and gateway c-tags, denoted in Figure 6 by F0 to F3,
and GW0 to GW2, respectively. The role of fixed tags is to
provide specific information to the mobile ctags that come
in their vicinity to makes it possible to localize those tags.
Gateway c-tags, in addition to c-tag communication, also allow
information to be transferred between them and to the back end
system. The gateways are placed at 3 known outdoor locations
Gateways are also connected to the back-end servers; their data
is used by the localization engine to determine the trajectories
and positions of pedestrians.

Fig. 6. Pedestrian movement instructions as received by participant #1.

The real-world experiment was successful in the sense that
data collected from the active tags could be used to localize
the pedestrians in most cases with sufficient accuracy. The
active tag localization approach doesn’t use any GPS-like or
triangulation system. Instead the logs of each mobile tag,
as collected by gateways, are used. The c-tag logs contain
information regarding the time at which other mobile or
known-position c-tags were encountered, and their identifiers.
This information is used to predict the trajectory of c-tag
wearers and track their position. The basic equation used to
calculate the position Px of a pedestrian at moment of time tx
is:

Px = Pi + (Pj − Pi)
tx − ti
tj − ti

, (8)

wherePi andPj are the known positions of the pedestrian
(from ctag logs) at moments of timeti andtj , with ti ≤ tx ≤
tj . For more details about the experiment and the pedestrian
localization engine one may consult [14] (in Japanese).

VI. RESULTS

The emulation shown uses exactly the same conditions as
the real-world experiment described in Section V, and was
used to validate the emulation system. For simplicity each
active tag and the associated chanel component are run on one
PC. The emulational setup follows the overview presented in
Figure 3.

A. Emulation results (16 virtual pedestrians)

The initial position of the 16 virtual pedestrians, the loca-
tions of the 4 fixed c-tags and 3 gateway c-tags, the building
topology, and virtual pedestrian movement were all described
by converting the real-world experiment instructions to the
QOMET XML-based scenario description. Time granularity
used when computing communication conditions, as well as
during real-time execution was 0.5s. RUNE was used to
configure the host PCs according to the emulation description
and run the emulation.

We implemented a tool which converts the result of the
emulation into KML format [15]. Visualizing the result with
Google EarthTM [16] (Figure 7) 1 helps to figure out the
motion of the virtual pedestrians in time and to easily identify
localization problems.

In order to understand better the localization errors, it
is possible to draw for each virtual pedestrian its emulated
trajectory, and the trajectory localized by the system. By
comparing them, and seeing where differences occur, one can
determine where the algorithm needs to be improved.

Fig. 7. Visualization using Google EarthTM .

We have performed several series of emulations trying to
reproduce and extend the 16 virtual pedestrian experiment car-
ried out by Panasonic. The communication range of active tags
is one of the most important parameters, since it determines
the area in which communication is possible. Communication
range is given by transmitted power; therefore it is directly
related to power consumption. In a series of emulations,

1Google EarthTM mapping service is a trademark of Google Inc.
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we tried to see what is the performance of the localization
algorithm for several communication ranges, as follows: 3m,
6m, 9m, 12m, 15m (see Figures 8 and 9). By looking at
the mean localization error versus range in Figure 9, one can
conclude that the range of 9 m seems to provide optimum
performance in this case.

Fig. 8. Mean localization error per virtual pedestrian for several communi-
cation ranges (3 emulations per range).

Fig. 9. Mean localization error versus communication range.

Emulation can be used to investigate a wide range of
controllable conditions. We decided to use this approach to
determine how localization performance changes when the
number of slots allocated to communication between tags
varies. For this purpose we performed several emulations, both
with the tags configured for 3m range, and 9m range. In each
series of emulation we varied the number of slots as follows:
3, 6, 9. Note that 9 slots is the value used by the real prototype.
The results are shown in Figures 10 and 11. Analyzing the

mean localization error versus the number of slots in Figure11,
we conclude that for 9 m range using 6 slots is enough, but
the 3 m range does require the use of 9 slots to provide best
performance.

Fig. 10. Mean error per virtual pedestrian when varying the communication
range and the number of communication slots used by each tag.

Fig. 11. The mean localization error per emulation versus the number of
communication slots.

In Figures 12 and 13 we show the results for another
emulation in which we configured the range of the active tags
to 5m, 10m and 15m. The purpose was to demonstrate how
our system could be used to determine the optimum range for
the active tags.

Figure 13 indicates that for a range of 10m, the optimum
performance is achieved. For 5m range, the variation of the
error is quite high, since in some case the short communication
range leads to the event that two tags may miss the chance to
communicate, therefore their trajectory may not be correctly
identified. On the other hand for communication range of 15m,
the localization error increases slightly. This is explained by
the fact that with a longer range the communication between
tags starts and lasts until a longer distance, therefore the
accuracy of localization decreases.
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Fig. 12. Mean error for each virtual pedestrian for several communication
ranges (3 emulations per range).

Fig. 13. Mean error for each transmission range.

In Figure 14, we show the visualization tool we use for the
communication protocol of the active tags. Such a graphical
representation gives an insight in the timing of the messages
sent and received by active tags, as well as other elements of
the communication protocol. This tool was successfully used
to identify some potential firmware implementation problems.
For instance, a weakness of the random number generator
implementation led to the choice of the same time slot for
communication in our emultaions. This fact produced an
unusually large number of collision effects, for which the
cause became obvious using the communication visualizer
tool. As mentioned in Section IV, we implemented an al-
ternative random number generator in the PIC emulator as a
temporary solution. The implementation of the random number
generation functionality is planned to be improved in the next
prototype localization system.

Another issue we were able to identify by emultaions is
related to time synchronization between active tags. At the
moment a mobile active tag synchronizes its clock based

Fig. 14. Active tag communication visualization tool.

on the time received from neighboring tags. Gateways and
fixed nodes do not synchronize their time. We observed in
our emulation system that the time accuracy without time
synchronization (e.g., for gateways) is better than with time
synchronization (i.e., for mobile tags). The time drift of two
or more mobile nodes that are not in the vicinity of a gateway
or fixed tag becomes quickly significant using the current
synchronization algorithm, while the gateways and fixed tags
themselves seem to be relatively stable, although not using
time synchronization. This issue had not been noticed in the
real-world experiment, but it is very important. A significant
time drift leads to localization inaccuracy and must be solved
in the next prototype. We circled in Figure 14 an example of
time drift for a pair of mobile tags (P10 and P11).

Figure 15 shows at where the #1 tag exchanged packets
that used for localization to other tags. As the figure shows,
enough number of packets necessary for localization were
exchanged in our emulation. All the result presented in this
section indicates the emulated tag software works properly
even though we, unfortunately, have no way to confirm if the
behavior of emulated tag software is correct by comparing
with the result obtained from the real-world experiment since
the real tags does not have any logging functions due to
memory and processing ability restrictions.

B. Emulation results (100 virtual pedestrians)

One of the purposes of developing emulation was running
large-scale emulation that cannot be executed very easily in
the real world. In this content we ran several emulations with
up to 100 virtual pedestrians. For the emulations, the motion of
virtual pedestrians is generated by a motion generator using the
real geographical information provided by GSI (Geographical
Survey Institute, a Japanese governmental organization) as the
constraint condition. Figure 16 shows an example of generated
trajectory of virtual pedestrians.
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Fig. 15. Packet exchanged location and trajectory of the #1 tag.

Fig. 16. Generated topology of 100 virtual pedestrian emulation.

Although we performed several series of 100 virtual pedes-
trian emulations, due to some problems in the localization
engine we are not able to plot the localization results in the
same way we did for the other emulation. The problem was the
following: in the 100 virtual pedestrian emulation, the number
of tags that reaches the destinations at GW4 and GW5 is high,
therefore there are many collisions between the mobile tags
as they try to upload their information. In addition, due to
the relatively big size of the area, the number of encounters
between mobile tags is rather small. These two reasons lead
to the fact that not all the tags manage to upload information
to gateways. Table I illustrates how many mobile tags never
succeeded to upload information during the emulation. The
table shows that almost half of the mobile tags never succeeded

to upload any information although the rest of tags uploaded
hundreds of packets as Figure 17 shows. The current version
of the localization engine is not able to cope with the case
when incomplete information is given, and was not able to
produce any results. Panasonic is currently investigatingthis
issue so that the robustness of the localization engine can be
increased.

TABLE I
NUMBER OF TAGS SUCCEEDED TO UPLOAD INFORMATION.

Number of tags that Number of tags that
uploaded at least one record uploaded no record

55 45
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Fig. 17. Number of P records uploaded by each mobile tag.

Table II shows how many records are left in the memory
of each mobile tag at the end of emulation. According to
the table, over 90% of mobile tags had had information not
uploaded at the end of emulation. This happens if a mobile
tag lost the opportunity to upload information in the final
part of its trajectory for some reasons, mainly collision in
the emulation. So Panasonic is now designing a collision
avoidance protocol, since our emulations have shown that
without such an algorithm the active tag localization system
cannot function for relatively crowded areas. This is one of
the important findings of our emulations.

TABLE II
NUMBER OF TAGS HAVE INFORMATION LEFT IN MEMORY.

Number of tags have Number of tags have no
information left in memory information left in memory

91 9

VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented an emulation system that we
designed and developed for active tag applications. This emu-
lation system is currently employed for the development phase
emulations of a pedestrian localization system by Panasonic.
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By using our system it was possible to simplify the develop-
ment and testing procedures of the localization engine, and
identify several firmware implementation issues.

In order to validate the emulation system we carried out
tests that reproduced a real-world 16 pedestrian experiment
that took place in March 2007 using the prototype of the
active tag based pedestrian localization system. The emulation
results show the good agreement that exists between the
virtual motion patterns of pedestrians, reproduced according
to the real-world scenario, and the actual conditions that were
recreated in our emulation.

Through emulations we found several issues originated from
active tag’s firmware or protocol. Some of the issues such as
those of time synchronization and random number generation
are already fixed by modifying firmware in emulation first
and then feeding it back to the real firmware. Some more
fundamental issues such as unreliable behavior in crowded
areas are under study by Panasonic and supposed to be
fixed in the next version of the firmware. In both cases,
our distributed emulation approach utilizing the real firmware
made it easy to find out problems and fix them. This fact tells
that the emulation environment implemented on distributed
environment is useful to validate systems especially which
consists of many small components such we targeted.

Our future work has several main directions: improve the
scalability of the system so as to enable emulations of pedes-
trian groups as large as 1000; improve the realism of the
wireless communication emulation by using more accurate 3D
models for topology and electromagnetic wave propagation;
combine the behavioral motion model with a GIS-based urban
area description to create a realistic pedestrian trajectory
generator for large-scale urban emulations.
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Abstract

We propose a home context-aware system which has a
mechanism for personalization of service activation and
context estimation. Personalization of service activation
is to realize service activation along user intention. The
proposed system can activate a variety of services along
user intention by combining a system-active approach and a
user-active approach. Because users choose activated ser-
vices finally, the system can activate services even along
user intention which cannot be inferred by computers. Per-
sonalization of context estimation is to realize setting values
appropriate for each user to parameters used for context es-
timation in a system-active approach. The proposed system
determines values appropriate for each user by utilizing sta-
tistical data of test users whose characteristics are similar
to each user. Determination of individual values enables
stabler context estimation than context estimation with val-
ues common to all users.

Keywords - home intelligent service; context awareness;
RFID; threshold; behavior

1. Introduction

People would make mistakes in daily activities in homes.
They sometimes leave their homes without closing windows
and turning off an air conditioner. They go to bed without

locking the front door. We are developing a home context-
aware system which provides services to prevent users from
facing dangers of making mistakes in homes and to make
their life more comfortable. Before the users leave their
homes, our system can warn them to lock windows and to
turn off the air conditioner. The system can also lock win-
dows and turn off the air conditioner instead of them. There
have been already technologies which lock doors of house
by remote control with a cell phone. However, these tech-
nologies cannot prevent dangers, because these technolo-
gies are user-active approaches and can be useful only in
a case the users get aware of their mistakes by themselves.
Moreover, it is difficult for users unfamiliar with computers,
such as elderly people, to utilize their cell phones actively.

As an approach for solving these problems, there are
studies of context-aware systems which provide services ac-
cording to user context such as user behavior and user sit-
uation. Because the systems estimate user context, the sys-
tems can awaken users to something they are not aware of.
In addition, because services are provided with a system-
active approach, it can provide services to users unfamil-
iar with computers without any active operations of users
themselves. Meanwhile, it is impossible for the systems
to estimate every user context accurately. Therefore, this
approach is at risk for providing services inappropriate for
user situation because of misestimation by the systems. Ex-
isting studies of context-aware systems focus on improve-
ment of estimation accuracy of user context, but they do not
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consider handling of inappropriate services provided based
on misestimation.

Not to make users feel dissatisfied, home context-aware
systems must have a mechanism for preventing inappropri-
ate service providing based on misestimation. Moreover,
the systems are expected to have a mechanism for activat-
ing a variety of services along user intention which cannot
be inferred by computers. For example, the systems can in-
fer a user leaves his home but cannot infer whether he goes
away for a long time or for a short time. If he goes away
for a long time, a service for turning off lights and air con-
ditioners is useful. If he goes away for a short time, he may
prefer a service for turning off lights but leaving air condi-
tioners as it is. In this way, there can be sometimes different
services according to detailed user intention, which cannot
be inferred, even in a scene of leaving home. Useful sys-
tems should be able to activate a variety of services, which
have different details even in a same scene, along detailed
user intention. In this paper, to realize such service activa-
tion along user intention is referred to as personalization of
service activation.

In addition, because home context-aware systems can be
introduced into a variety of users who have different charac-
teristics of behavior, context estimation methods of the sys-
tems must be stably effective for not some users but as many
users as possible. Appropriate values of parameters used as
criteria of judgment in the estimation methods vary among
users. If values common to all users are used, estimation
accuracies on some users become significantly low. It is
preferable to determine the values of parameters individu-
ally. Values appropriate for each user can be determined by
collecting sensor data acquired according to his daily ac-
tivities for a long period and analyzing the data. However,
service providing should be early started after introducing
the systems into homes. Therefore, the values must be de-
termined with a small number of data of each user which
can be collected in a short period. In this paper, to realize
setting values appropriate for each user to parameters used
for context estimation is referred to as personalization of
context estimation.

The system we previously presented[18] considers a
mechanism for preventing inappropriate service providing,
but does not enough consider a mechanism for these person-
alization. In this paper, we propose a home context-aware
system with a mechanism for personalization of service ac-
tivation and personalization of context estimation, which
has been improved from the previous system.

In our system, short-range passive RFID tags are in-
stalled in a variety of objects such as a doorknob, a wallet,
a wristwatch, a refrigerator in homes. A unique ID is stored
in each tag. The user wears a ring-type RFID reader on
his hand. Using this RFID system, the histories of objects
touched by the user in his home are stored in a home server.

The proposed system personalizes service activation by
combining a system-active approach and a user-active ap-
proach. Services are provided in this system as follows.
First, specific user behavior is detected from kinds of
touched objects and the order of the objects. Next, with
the detection as a trigger, service candidates according to
the detected user behavior are narrowed down and they are
offered the user. At the same time, the service candidates
are respectively mapped to objects around the user. These
objects become switches for activating the offered services
temporarily. The user can choose the objects mapped with
service candidates from objects around him by himself. Fi-
nally, services are activated just by user’s touching to these
objects. In this way, the proposed system provides services
along user intention by choosing activated services with a
user-active approach from service candidates chosen with a
system-active approach.

In addition, the proposed system has a mechanism for
determining initial values of individual users for parame-
ters used in a behavior detection method as a mechanism
for personalization of context estimation in the system. The
system utilizes statistical data on test users, which are ac-
quired before introducing the system into the home of each
user. Suppose the system is introduced into a userυ. First,
a small number of data ofυ is collected in a short period at
the initial stage after introducing the system. Next, the data
of υ is compared with the data of test users, based on the
concept of collaborative filtering. Finally, values appropri-
ate forυ are determined from data of test users who have
characteristics similar toυ.

The proposed system which has a mechanism for person-
alization of service activation and context estimation has the
following advantages.

• By combining a system-active approach and a user-
active approach, the system can activate a variety of
services along user intention without losing an advan-
tage that the system can awaken users to something
they are not aware of.

• Determination of individual initial values for param-
eters in the detection method enables stable behavior
detection by improving detection accuracies of users
whose detection accuracies are low with values com-
mon to all users.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents problems on personalization of service
activation, and Section 3 presents problems on personaliza-
tion of context estimation in the proposed system. Section 4
shows the proposed system has a mechanism for personal-
ization of service activation, with the flow of service pro-
viding in the system. Section 5 describes a method for
determining individual values of parameters in the behav-
ior detection method as a mechanism for personalization
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of context estimation in our system. Section 6 presents an
experimental life space where the proposed system is im-
plemented. In Section 7, we evaluate the usability of the
touch-to-object interface for service activation to consider
the possibility of a user-active approach which is a core
of personalization of service activation. In Section 8, we
evaluate accuracy of behavior detection and personalization
of context estimation with the proposed system. Section 9
presents challenges for improvement of our system. Finally,
we conclude this paper.

2. Problems on Service Activation

2.1. User’s Final Decision of Services

The system for supporting daily life is required not to
take actions which are against user intention because such
actions make discontent. Therefore, it is necessary to im-
prove the accuracy of context estimation for reducing inap-
propriate services caused by false estimation. However, it is
practically difficult to achieve 100 percent accurate estima-
tion along user intention at any given time with computers.
Reducing inappropriate services is possible but it is impos-
sible to eliminate such services completely. For example,
suppose the system provides a service for turning off lights
which a user forgets to turn off before he leaves his home.
In a case he goes away for a long time, he wants to turn
off lights. But in the case he goes away for a short time or a
case a housemate is in his home, he may not want to turn off
lights. It is not easy to discriminate such cases whose de-
tails are different. To provide services which are along user
intention even in such cases, it is preferable that the user
finally decides whether or not services should be activated.
At the same time, the interface he uses to decide whether he
activates services or not must not be complicated. It must be
simple and costless so that users unfamiliar with computers
can use intuitively without being conscious of computers.

2.2. Service Activation on the Spot

The interface which users use to decide activated ser-
vices should be available regardless of user position. Sup-
pose the system warns a user that lights in the living room
are still on, after putting on his shoes on the front door when
leaving his home. It is annoying for the user to go back to
the living room, where a home server is located, to send a
command for activating a service which turns off the lights
to the system. He may rather turn off the lights directly
by himself in the living room than activate the service after
moving from the front door to the living room. The useful-
ness of the system which can be used only on a specified
place is low. Users should be able to activate services on
the spot according to their position.

2.3. Related Works on Service Activation

There are studies of easy-to-use interfaces to activate ser-
vices with operation of users themselves without automatic
activation of systems according to user context.

Nichols et al. have improved the interface of a cell phone
used for remote control of home appliances [10]. However,
it is difficult for users unfamiliar with computers to oper-
ate a cell phone. Tsukada et al. propose remote operation
with finger gesture [16]. Although this interface does not
make users conscious of computers, users may waste a long
time to learn how to operate it because it is not intuitive.
Riekki et al. propose an interface for activating services
with RFID tags attached by symbol images, with which
users can intuitively know the content of activated services
[14]. However, users cannot activate services without mov-
ing to specified places to touch specified tags, because tags
are fixed on specified places and services are fixed on the
tags. In addition, although technologies of speech recog-
nition are studied as an interface to activate services with
speech of users [4], the technologies are not enough practi-
cal at present. More comfortable interfaces are necessary to
activate services by users themselves.

3. Problems on Behavior Detection

3.1. Complexity of User Behavior

We address behaviors which can be triggers to provide
services as user behavior in this paper. They are detected
by observing a sequence of habitual activities of individual
user. Suppose the user brushes his teeth, goes to the toilet,
picks up a wallet, wears a wristwatch and opens the front
door in order. By observing such a sequence of some ha-
bitual activities which are taken before leaving home, his
leaving home can be detected. Suppose he opens the front
door. It is difficult to judge whether he leaves his home only
from one activity. He may go out for picking up a newspa-
per. Similarly in another example, his getting up can be
detected by observing a sequence of activities taken right
after getting up, such as he goes out of bed, stops an alarm
clock, turns on lights and drinks water from the faucet. Note
that kinds of habitual activities and habitual order of them
depend on individual user.

The user does not always take same activities in same
order every time. In the observed sequence of user activi-
ties, habitual order relation and non-habitual order relation
are mixed. For example, before leaving home, there can
be habitual order from “going to the toilet” to “picking up a
wallet” and from “picking up a wallet” to “opening the front
door” but there may be no habitual order relation between
“picking up a wallet” and “wearing a wristwatch”. In addi-
tion, sometimes rare activities such as “picking up an um-
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brella” in a rainy day are inserted into the activity sequence.
By contraries, part of habitual activities may be also some-
times omitted. From such a complex sequence, it is nec-
essary to extract characteristic kinds and order which rep-
resent individual habits indicating user behavior to achieve
behavior detection.

Some existing studies propose methods for recognizing
user motion such as “walking” and “standing up”[2, 9].
Other studies propose methods for recognizing simple ac-
tivities such as “brushing teeth”, whose characteristics are
similar among users[12, 13, 17]. User behaviors as triggers
of service providing, such as “leaving home”, need to be
detected by observing a sequence of such activities. Logan
et al.[8] and Hùynh et al.[5] study methods for recogniz-
ing behaviors such as “leaving home” called ashigh-level
activities. Basically, these existing methods aim to achieve
classification or labeling of activities to identify user activ-
ity on a certain period of time. Compared with these, behav-
iors in this paper are not recognized but should be detected
as triggers of service providing. Because the behavior han-
dling considered in this paper is handling which is reactive
to user behavior, it is a different target from existing meth-
ods.

3.2. Deadline for Providing Services

Some services have definite deadlines of providing them,
while others have no definite deadline of providing them.

Examples of the former are services provided when the
user leaves his home or he goes to bed. Suppose he is
warned that he does not have wallet after he leaves his
home. He must go back to inside his house to pick up his
wallet. The value of the service provided after leaving home
is significantly lower than that before his leaving. The dead-
line of providing services is the instant the user goes out of
his house through the front door. Similarly, suppose the user
is warned that the front door is not locked when he goes to
bed. The deadline of such services provided on going to bed
is the instant he goes sleep in his bed. To provide high value
services for the user, his behaviors such as leaving home and
going to bed must be detected before the deadline.

Examples of the latter are reminder services provided
when the user gets up or comes home. Suppose the service,
which reminds him one day schedule and what to do on the
day, is provided with detection of his getting up as a trigger.
Such service can prevent his mistakes. Such reminder ser-
vices triggered by detection of getting up or coming home
have no definite deadline of providing them, nonetheless it
is preferable to provide the services within the time the user
is doing a series of activities right after getting up or coming
home.

Behaviors which can be triggers of service providing
must be detected before the deadlines of services.

3.3. Template Matching

In home context-aware systems, data of user behavior
is acquired online from sensors. This paper refers to the
sensor data asbehavior log. Generally, behavior of a user
is inferred by template matching with behavior logs. The
flow of template matching is as follows.

1. A certain amount of behavior logs of the user are col-
lected.

2. A template which represents characteristics of user be-
havior is created by statistical analysis of the collected
behavior logs. The behavior logs used for creating
the template are referred to assample behavior logs.
The created template is referred to as amatching
template.

3. User behavior is inferred by checking the degree
of conformity when matching current behavior logs,
which are acquired online from sensors, with the
matching template. Matching is repeated at some
kind of specified timing. The behavior logs which are
matched with the matching template is referred to as
match-target behavior logs.

In our system, user behavior is detected based on tem-
plate matching. The system cannot detect user behavior
until the matching template is created after introducing the
system into homes. That means users are not provided ser-
vices. If it takes a long time to create the matching template,
users are dissatisfied with waiting for a long time until the
start of service providing. Sample behavior logs of indi-
vidual user need to be collected in a short period to start
providing services early. That is, the system should create
an initial matching template with a small number of individ-
ual sample behavior logs which can be collected in a short
period to be accepted by users.

Behavior logs are classified into two types to a matching
template. There aretrue cases andfalse cases. Suppose
there is a matching template to detect a behavior of leaving
home. True cases are behavior logs in scenes where a user is
leaving home. False cases are behavior logs in other scenes.

3.4. Setting of Initial Threshold Values

Some parameters should be determined appropriately in
a method for behavior detection to achieve high detection
accuracy. In particular, the following two threshold values
have an impact on the detection accuracy. One is a threshold
value used for creating a matching template. The threshold
value is used to extract characteristics from the results of
statistical analysis on sample behavior logs. If an inappro-
priate value is set to the threshold, the system cannot extract
appropriate characteristics for accurate detection. The other
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one is a threshold value used for matching match-target be-
havior logs with matching templates. The threshold value
defines threshold of the degree of conformity between them.
If the degree of conformity is more than the threshold value,
the logs are regarded as conformable logs to the matching
template. If an inappropriate value is set to the threshold,
the system cannot successfully detect user behavior to be
detected or mistakenly detect user behavior not to be de-
tected.

Because kinds of habitual activities and order of them
vary with users, appropriate values depend on user behav-
ior. Therefore, threshold values are preferable to be individ-
ually determined for each user. If the values are determined
after many individual behavior logs are collected, appropri-
ate values are found by simulating template matching with
the collected behavior logs. However, the system can use
only a small number of individual sample behavior logs to
determine initial threshold values because service provid-
ing should be early started after introducing the system into
homes. It is difficult to determine threshold values appropri-
ate for individual user only with a small number of sample
behavior logs. In addition, it is preferable to utilize both
true cases and false cases to determine appropriate values.
False cases from which true cases are hardly distinguished
are particularly required. Even true cases are small when
initial threshold values should be determined. It is impossi-
ble to use enough false cases useful for determining appro-
priate threshold values.

In a basic determination method, developers of a system
or experts of the system determine the initial values com-
mon to all users before introducing the system into homes
without sample behavior logs of individual users, because it
is difficult to determine initial threshold values only with a
small number of individual sample behavior logs. The de-
termination method uses data of test users to determine the
common values. Having a system used by some test users
on a trial basis, many sample behavior logs of individual test
users are collected. These logs include both true cases and
false cases. By simulating template matching with the logs
individually, the experts analyze relativity between change
of detection accuracy and changes in threshold values. Fi-
nally, common threshold values are determined so that de-
tection accuracy is averagely high for test users. The values
are used as initial threshold values common to all users af-
ter introduction of the system. However, because there are
some users whose appropriate threshold values are differ-
ent from the common threshold values, detection accuracy
varies with users. Common threshold values cannot achieve
high detection accuracy for some users.

It is necessary to improve detection accuracy of some
users whose detection accuracy is low with common thresh-
old values, by determining appropriate initial threshold val-
ues.

3.5. Related Works on Setting Threshold

There are several approaches to determine appropriate
threshold values in a variety of fields. In image processing,
a determination method of a threshold used for extracting
a specific area from a target image has been proposed [6].
This method can be used only if both parts to be extracted
and parts not to be extracted exist together in a recogni-
tion target. The issue of behavior detection does not meet
such a condition, because behavior detection in this paper
considers whether a match-target behavior log conforms to
a matching template or not. This approach in image pro-
cessing cannot be applied to the issue. In other approaches,
Support Vector Machines and boosting have been used for
text categorization [3, 15], and Hidden Markov Model is
used for speech and gesture recognition [1, 11]. These ap-
proaches can determine appropriate threshold values under
the assumption that the approaches can collect and analyze
many samples of a recognition target or many samples of
others which have similar characteristics to samples of the
recognition target instead. However, initial threshold values
must be determined under the constraint of a small number
of sample behavior logs for creating a matching template. In
addition, because characteristics of user behavior in homes
are different among individual users, behavior logs of other
people other than a user cannot be used as sample behavior
logs of the user. Although these approaches can be used for
learning appropriate threshold values after many personal
behavior logs have been collected, these approaches cannot
be used for determining initial threshold values appropriate
for individuals.

In a field of behavior recognition, most existing studies
do not discuss how to determine initial threshold values.
They use given values or values which are determined by
analyzing many behavior logs.

4. Personalization of Service Activation

4.1. System Overview

Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed system.
This system is composed of RFID-tagged objects, a wear-
able RFID reader and a home server. The RFID reader reads
tag-IDs of objects and sends tag-IDs to the server every time
the user touches each object. In the server, the histories of
touched objects are stored as behavior logs. After introduc-
ing the system into individual home, a certain time period
is used for collecting behavior logs of individual user. Ser-
vices are not provided while that period.

With the collected behavior logs as sample behavior
logs, the Matching Template Creator creates matching tem-
plates which represent characteristics of user behavior. A
matching template is created for every behavior such as
leaving home and going to bed. For example, in a case
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Figure 1. The system with combination of a system-active approach and a user-active approach.

of leaving home, the system shows only behavior logs in
which the user touched objects of great relevance to leav-
ing home such as doorknob of the front door and let him
select behavior logs of true leaving home. Therefore, the
system can exactly use behavior logs of leaving home to
create a matching template representing characteristics of
leaving home adequately.

After creating matching templates of each behavior, the
system starts providing services. First, the Behavior Detec-
tor detects behaviors of triggers by matching behavior logs
acquired online according to user activities with matching
templates every time the user touches something. The Be-
havior Detector informs the Situation Checker of detected
behaviors.

In this system, we refer to a set of conditions to provide
services as asituation. A situationσ is defined as follows.

σ = {b, p, e1, e2, ..., ei, ..., q1, q2, ..., qi, ...}

Here,b is a user behavior to be detected, such as leaving

home. p is the user position.ei denotes the state of an
object i which exists in the home, such as “the front door
is locked.” The variety of the states depends on kinds of
sensors combinated to our system.qi denotes the position of
the objecti, such as “a wallet is in the bedroom.” A variety
of situations are defined in thesituation configuration
table.

Referring to the situation configuration table, the Situ-
ation Checker checks whether any situations are happen-
ing or not. For example, this means even if the system
detects the behavior of going to bed when the front door
is already locked, a service for warning of unlocked front
door is not provided. The states of conditions except user
behaviorb are always recognized by the Area Concierge
which manages and controls sensors and actuators in coop-
eration with a home-network. The Area Concierge informs
the Situation Checker of changes of the states. If there
are situations which are happening, the Situation Checker
searches services appropriate for the situations by referring
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Figure 2. The ring-
type RFID reader.
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Figure 3. Examples of behavior log.

to situation-service mapping table and informs the Im-
provised Selector of the services as service candidates.

The Improvised Selector offers the user the service can-
didates for activating and maps each service candidate to
one of objects around him. He chooses and can activate de-
sirable services from the service candidates, just by touch-
ing to the objects mapped from the desirable services.

Service candidates are selected by a system-active ap-
proach which starts the process for providing services with-
out any particular operation of the user. In addition, com-
bining a user-active approach that the user himself finally
decides activated services, our system prevents providing
inappropriate services and also achieves service providing
along user intention which it is not easy to infer. Of course,
depending on provided services, our system can automati-
cally activate the services by omitting the final decision of
the user.

4.2. Matching Templates

We have studied how to create matching templates and
how to detect user behavior with the templates. In Section
4.2 and Section 4.3, we briefly describe our studying detec-
tion method[19, 20]. Figure 3 shows actual behavior logs
of two users, which have been recorded using a ring-type
RFID reader shown in Figure 2. These are parts of behav-
ior logs of two scenes which are before leaving home and
after coming home. In the same scene, kinds of habitual
activities and the order of them are different among individ-
ual users. In addition, comparing each user’s log of leaving
home to log of coming home, it is found that a user touches
different kinds of objects or touches the same objects in a
different order in different situations.

We represent characteristics of a sequence of habitual ac-
tivities with kinds of activities such as “brushing teeth” and

the order of them such as “the user wears his clothes after
he brushes his teeth”. Because the objects touched by the
user significantly indicate kinds of activities and the order
of them, our system characterizes user behaviors with kinds
of touched objects and the order of touched objects.

With sample behavior logs which are histories of touched
objects, our system creates a matching template represented
by a set of ordered pairs which show the order relation of
contact of a user to objects.

The flow to create a matching template of the user is
shown in Figure 4 with an example of a matching template
in a scene of leaving home. First,w cases of behavior logs
of leaving home are collected as sample behavior logs. The
deadline to provide services is the instant the user touches a
doorknob of the front door in order to go outside house. We
must create a matching template with which the system can
detect that the user is leaving home by the instant. There-
fore, each sample behavior log is a record oftl minutes just
before the user touches a doorknob of the front door. The
time lengthtl minutes of a sample behavior log is predeter-
mined. Ifm objects are sequentially touched in a behavior
log l, thenl is represented as a conjunction{o1, o2, ... , oi,
... , om}, where,oi−1 6= oi(1 < i ≤ m). Second, all or-
dered pairs between two objects are enumerated from all of
collected sample behavior logs. If an objectoj is touched
after an objectoi is touched, then an ordered pairp is repre-
sented as{oi → oj}, which includes a case ofoi = oj .
For example, ordered pairs enumerated from a behavior
log {o1, o2, o3} arep1 : {o1 → o2}，p2 : {o1 → o3}，
p3 : {o2 → o3}. Next, the occurrence of each ordered pair
is counted up as occurrence count. The occurrence count
means not the amount of the number of times that each or-
dered pair occurred in a sample behavior log, but the num-
ber of sample behavior logs including each ordered pair. For
example, if an ordered pair occurs in all sample behavior
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[case_ID : 1] 

100000055  pants hanger
100000017  lavatory faucet
100000018  lavatory cup
100000020  toothbrush
100000019  toothpaste
100000020  toothbrush
100000018  lavatory cup
100000020  toothbrush
100000018  lavatory cup
100000017  lavatory faucet
100000068  cell phone
100000063  pass case
100000065  wrist watch
100000050  bag

[ordered pairs]                        [count]
pants hanger � lavatory faucet         9
pants hanger � lavatory cup              18
pants hanger � toothbrush                 10
pants hanger � toothpaste                 10����� ���������� �����

p1: pants hanger � lavatory cup
p2: pants hanger � cell phone
p3: cell phone � milk carton
p4: cell phone � bag
p5: wrist watch � bag�����
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Figure 4. How to create a matching template.

logs, the occurrence count of the ordered pair isw. Finally,
ordered pairs where ratio of occurrence count tow is more
thane are extracted as a matching templateΠ. e is a thresh-
old for extracting frequent ordered pairs from enumerated
ordered pairs.e is referred to as theextraction threshold.

Two types of ordered pairs composing a match-
ing template are extracted above. One is typified by
{toothpaste → toothbrush}. Both a toothpaste and a
toothbrush are touched when the user brushes his teeth.
This type of an ordered pair represents kinds of habit-
ual activity. The other is typified by{toothpaste →
pants hanger}. We cannot guess an activity in which the
user touches both of a toothpaste and a pants hanger. This
type of ordered pair indicates a habitual order of activities,
such as the user wears pants after brushing his teeth habitu-
ally. Our system can create a matching template which rep-
resents characteristics of user behavior by combining two
types of ordered pairs.

4.3. Detection of User Behavior

Matching templates are matched with the current behav-
ior log of time lengthtl, which is acquired online, every
time the user touches objects. Let a set of ordered pairs in
the match-target behavior log beΘ. Our system calculates
the degree of conformityc of the match-target behavior log
to a matching templateΠb for detecting a behaviorb with
the following formula.

c = |Θ ∩ Πb|/|Πb|

Here,d is a threshold of the conformityc. If c ≥ d thenb is
detected.d is referred to as thedetection threshold.

In our system, a matching template is composed of or-
dered pairs which often occurs before the deadline of ser-
vice providing. Such ordered pairs are composed of objects
which are touched with high probability before the deadline.
Therefore, because the conformityc significantly increases
as the deadline approaches and it becomes more than the
thresholdd, b is prone to be detected before the deadline.
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Figure 5. Management of abstract state.

4.4. Situation Check

The Area Concierge defines areas such as the entrance
of home, a kitchen and a bedroom in homes hierarchically
and manages states of objects, position of the user and po-
sition of objects in each area. Also, the Area Concierge
can check states about weather, earthquake, and so on by
cooperation with outside public sensors. As shown in Fig-
ure 5, states are hierarchically managed from concrete level
to abstract level. At the most concrete level, each state is
individually managed with each sensor, for example, “the
window A is locked and the window B is locked”. The
Area Concierge also manages at more abstract levels such
as “windows are locked”. These hierarchical relations are
defined asconcrete-to-abstract conversion rules. By
this way, there is an advantage that it is not necessary to
redefine rules at abstract levels when the number of sen-
sors are changed. We only have to redefine part of rules
at the most concrete level. This means that our system can
be introduced a variety of different homes by customizing
only rules at concrete levels along individual user’s home
because rules at abstract levels can be defined in advance
as rules common to all users. Because it is impossible to
represent all states in one hierarchical structure, the Area
Concierge manages with some kinds of hierarchical struc-
tures. In these hierarchical structures, a state at the most
abstract level is referred to as anabstract state. A state at
the most concrete level is referred to as aconcrete state.
The Area Concierge informs the Situation Checker of an
abstract state and concrete states in the following cases.

• a case the Area Concierge received an inquiry about
states of something from the Situation Checker

• a case an abstract state changed, which is not a case
just concrete states changed

In addition, the Area Concierge changes specified states
with actuators when received a command to change states
of something from the Situation Checker. For example,
when received a command “Lock up the house”, the Area
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Figure 6. An example of XML description in
situation configuration table.

Concierge locks windows, the front door and all of others
which are related to the command, with referring to the hi-
erarchy from top to bottom.

The position information of the user is acquired by con-
necting the Area Concierge with medium-range RFID read-
ers and other sensors. It is possible to change kinds of sen-
sors and the number of sensors. The position information
of objects shows which area the objects exist in. The po-
sition information of objects should be updated in response
to move of the objects. However, every object is currently
linked with a specific area in advance because this part of
our system remains in a development stage.

With behavior detection as a trigger, the Situation
Checker refers to the situation configuration table, whose
example is shown in Figure 6. The Situation Checker
checks whether all conditions of situations composed of
the detected behaviors are satisfied or not with the infor-
mation from the Area Concierge. In the situation in Fig-
ure 6, conditions of “lockExceptEntrance”, “light”, “gas-
Valve” and “electricAppliance” are checked. If there are
situations whose all conditions are satisfied, the Situation
Checker refers to situation-service mapping table for find-
ing services related with the situations. Such services be-
comes service candidates. Figure 7 shows an example of a
situation-service mapping table. In this example, two ser-
vices can be service candidates.

4.5. Service Activation by Touch-to-Object

The Improvised Selector maps service candidates to ob-
jects, which exists in area where the user is, on a one-to-
one basis. To decide objects mapped with service candi-
dates, the Improvised Selector makes the user touch objects
around him. Because the user decides objects which he can
touch easily as switches for choosing services, it is easy for
him to understand which objects are mapped with service
candidates. Alternatively, the Improvised Selector can au-
tomatically decide objects mapped with service candidates
if the user wants to omit to decide the objects. Then the Im-
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Figure 7. An example of XML description in
situation-service mapping table.

provised Selector offers contents of service candidates and
objects mapped by them. There are some possible ways to
offer the user service candidates. Currently, offering is ex-
ecuted by voice announcement. The user chooses desirable
services from service candidates by touching to mapped ob-
jects. The user’s choice is informed to the Situation Checker
and the Situation Checker activates the chosen services. If
contents of activated services are related with control of
actuators such as lights, the Situation Checker sends com-
mands for controlling actuators to the Area Concierge.

Our system can activate meticulous services along user
intention and feeling, which cannot be inferred by the sys-
tem, by defining multiple services or combination of ser-
vices, which may be provided when detected one behavior,
as service candidates in the situation-service mapping ta-
ble. Suppose the system detects that a user is leaving his
home. At that time, it is not easy to exactly infer his inten-
tion, whether he goes away for a long time or for a short
time, by computers. For example, our system offers him the
following two services.

1. The system locks all windows, turns off all lights, and
turns off all air conditioners.

2. The system locks all windows, turns off all lights, but
leaves air conditioners as it is.

If he goes away for a long time, he wants to activate the first
one. If he goes away for a short time, he wants to activate
the second one. In this way, our system provides meticulous
services along user intention.

In addition, the system can prevent providing inappro-
priate services based on false detection. Suppose, before a
user goes to bed, he brushes his teeth, goes to the toilet and
turns the doorknob of the front door for checking that it is
locked. At that time, if the system faultily detects that he is
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Figure 8. Dynamic determination model with collaborative filtering.

leaving his home and activates a service for turning off an
air conditioner, the inappropriate service is not welcome for
him. In such a case, our system prevents the inappropriate
service if himself finally does not activate the service.

The interface for choosing activated services is expected
to be user-friendly so that any users can operate with no
stress. In our system, the touch-to-object interface has the
following advantages.

• Even users unfamiliar with computers can easily de-
cide whether they activate services or not just by touch-
to-object which is an simple and costless operation
without being conscious of computers.

• Users can activate services on the spot without mov-
ing to specific places because services are dynamically
mapped to objects in an area where users are.

5. Personalization of Behavior Detection

5.1. A Model for Utilizing Test User Data

Behavior detection is the most important for context es-
timation in the proposed system. Our behavior detection
method has two parameters whose values should be deter-
mined for individual users. They are the extraction thresh-
old and the detection threshold. The proposed system de-
termines initial threshold values dynamically for each user,

unlike the conventional model which uses fixed common
threshold values. In this paper, a user whose threshold val-
ues are determined is referred to as atarget user. Figure
8 shows the conventional model on the left side, and our
model which determines initial threshold values for indi-
viduals on the right side. Our model acquires a rule to indi-
vidually determine the threshold values for each matching
template of the target user from the statistics on data of test
users. The horizontal center line shows a partition of the
two phases for introducing a home context-aware system to
the home of the target user. The upper portion is the phase
before introducing the system which is referred to as the
development phase. The lower side is the phase after in-
troducing the system which is referred to as theoperation
phase.

As shown in Figure 8, the conventional model deter-
mines common threshold values at the development phase.
First, the model collects behavior logs of test users. Next,
for every test user, the model repeatedly creates a match-
ing template with the logs, while matching the logs with the
matching template based on cross validation. Analyzing the
result of detection accuracy on the matching, the model de-
termines the threshold values with which detection accuracy
averaged for all test users is the highest. At the operation
phase, the model creates an individual matching template
with personal behavior logs. However, the threshold values
are common irrespective of the target user. In this conven-
tional model, detection accuracy can be low because of dif-
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ferences between common values and the best values of the
target user.

To dynamically determine apprppriate threshold values
for individuals, it is preferrable to acquire knowledge from
personal behavior logs of the target user. However, it is
difficult to determine appropriate values only with a small
number of personal behavior logs.

Considering the similarity between the target user and
each test user, our determination method determines thresh-
old values of the target user, based on the data of test users
whose characteristics are similar to characteristics of the
target user. To calculate the similarity between the target
user and each test user, the method focuses on the average
number of ordered pairs composing matching templates of
each user. Values of the extraction threshold and the detec-
tion threshold are determined by estimating a position of the
target user on a feature space, which is composed of behav-
ior detection accuracies and the average number of ordered
pairs on every test user, based on an idea of collaborative fil-
tering. As shown in Figure 8, first, our method takes statis-
tics on the average number of ordered pairs of each test user
and detection accuracy before introduction of the system.
A feature space of this statistical data corresponds to the
rule for determinating threshold values. After that, values
of two thresholds are determined at the same time by exe-
cuting collaborative filtering with the statistical data and a
small number of personal behavior logs of the target user
when a matching template is created after introducing the
system into the home of the target user.

5.2. Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative filtering is a process for automatically es-
timating unknown information of a target user with some
known information of him and known information of other
users. Here, the informations mean features such as ten-
dency and taste. They have to be able to be collected with
a form which can be expressed on the numeric axes. First,
the similarity between the target user and each other user is
calculated with known information on both the users. Next,
unknown information is estimated using known information
of other users who are similar to the target user. This esti-
mation is utilized for recommendation or personalization,
as used in Amazon.com [7].

Our determination method calculates the similarity be-
tween the target user and each test user on a feature of the
average number of ordered pairs composing matching tem-
plates and estimates behavior detection accuracy of the tar-
get user by utilizing statistical data on detection accuracy
of test users on every setting of thresholds. The estimation
enables to determine threshold values with which detection
accuracy is the high.

5.3. Estimation of Initial Threshold Values

With an example of a matching template of leaving home
of a target userυ, this section describes how to determine
threshold values with collaborative filtering. At the devel-
opment phase, the following steps are executed to calculate
detection accuracy of each test user on every setting of two
thresholds. Here,w is a given value common to all users.

1. Collect behavior logs of leaving home as true cases
and also behavior logs other than leaving home as false
cases.

2. Selectw true cases as sample behavior logs and create
w matching templates with each setting of the extrac-
tion threshold valuee = 1/w, 2/w, ..., w/w, using
the w true cases. Here, the number of ordered pairs
composing each matching template is recorded.

3. With all settings of the detection thresholdd from 0.01
to 1.00, match all true cases and all false cases with the
w matching templates.

4. Repeatk times from step 2 to step 3, using new match-
ing templates created with a new combination ofw true
cases every time.

With these steps,true-positive rate (TPR), true-
negative rate (TNR), andhalf total true rate (HTTR)
are calculated on every setting of thresholds per combina-
tion of w true cases by taking statistics on all results of the
matchings. The number of threshold settings isw×100.
Here, we explain these three rates with an example of de-
tection of leaving home. TPR means the rate which our
detection method successfully detects each subject’s leav-
ing home by the deadline, when matching behavior logs of
leaving home with matching templates of leaving home. On
the other hand, TNR means the rate which the detection
method does not detect their leaving home, when matching
behavior logs except leaving home with matching templates
of leaving home. It is desirable that both TPR and TNR are
high. HTTR is an average of TPR and TNR.

After the above steps, the followings are calculated.

• the averate number of ordered pairs composingk
matching templates created on each setting of the ex-
traction thresholde

• the average HTTR value on each combination of the
setting of the extraction thresholde and the setting of
the detection thresholdd

These are statistical data which show characteristics of each
test user. Next, threshold values of userυ are determined
when his matching template is created, by collaborative fil-
tering with the statistical data. Figure 9 shows an example
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Figure 9. Estimation of values for a target user by collaborative filtering with test user data.

of the statistical data and the data of userυ, which are used
for collaborative filtering. In the example,w is 5. Rows
from “test useru1” to “test useru7” are the statistical data
from above calculation.

Information of how many ordered pairs compose each
matching template on each setting ofe and information how
high detection accuracy is brought with each combination
of the setting of two thresholds are obtained from the sta-
tistical data. On the other hand, there is only information,
obtained from a small number of personal sample behavior
logs, of userυ when his initial matching template is cre-
ated. As shown in the bottom row of Figure 9, the determi-
nation method utilizes the number of ordered pairs compos-
ing each matching template which is created on each setting
of e with personal sample behavior logs of userυ. At this
time, it is unknown how high detection accuracy is brought
with each matching template of userυ. By collaborative fil-
tering, first, user correlation between userυ and each test
user is calculated with 5 values of the number of ordered
pairs, which are known information of both userυ and each
test user. The user correlation shows the similarity between
users. Second, HTTR values of matching template of userυ
is estimated with HTTR values of rows from test useru1 to
test useru7, based on the calculated user correlations. From
E1,1 to E5,100 show the estimated HTTR values. Here,Ei,j

means the estimated HTTR value on the setting wheree =
i/w andd = j/100. After the estimation, the determina-
tion method selects one estimated value from all estimated
values as follows.

1. Select the maximum estimated value.

2. If more than two estimated values are selected in the
above step, pick up the longest sequence of the max-
imum estimated values and select the estimated value
in the center of the sequence.

3. If more than two estimated values are selected in the

above step, select an estimated value on the smallest
value ofe from the remaining candidates.

Suppose three rows of{E4,62, E4,63, E4,64} are the longest
sequence of the maximum estimated values in Figure 9. In
such a case,E4,63 in the center of three values is selected.
Finally, becauseE4,63 is the estimated value one = 0.8 and
d = 0.63, these values are determined as threshold values
for userυ.

6. An Experimental Life Space

6.1. Implementation

We have built an experimental life space by implement-
ing the proposed system. Figure 10 shows the life space.
The life space is Japanese style house, where users take
off their shoes when they go into the house. The life
space is composed of some areas such as entrance, living,
kitchen, and dining. Real furniture and electric appliances
are equipped. About 1000 passive RFID tags whose fre-
quency is 13.56 MHz are installed in 159 objects in all ar-
eas. Figure 11 shows examples of the objects. Behavior
logs of users who wear RFID readers on their hand can be
collected in this life space. In addition, middle-range RFID
readers are installed into this life space as devices for ac-
quiring position information of users.

6.2. Data Collection for Experiments

We have collected behavior logs in the experimental life
space to conduct experiments for evaluation of the proposed
system, with 8 experimental subjects “A” to “H”. Target be-
haviors to be detected are 4 behaviors which are leaving
home, coming home, getting up and going to bed. Previ-
ously we had a questionnaire with 17 men and 4 women to
decide the target behaviors. As a result, above 4 behaviors
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Figure 10. An experimental life space.

Figure 11. Objects installed with RFID tags.

have been selected because user’s mistakes are effectively
prevented by services triggered by detection of these 4 be-
haviors.

Prior to collect behavior logs as data for the experiment,
we have had a survey questionnaire for 2 weeks to confirm
that users have habitual characteristics of 4 behaviors. In
the questionnaire, subjects have described complete details
of kind of objects they touched and the order of touched ob-
jects during 10 minutes before leaving home, after coming
home, after getting up and before going to bed. We have
confirmed the following things from their description.

• Some activities are interleaved in a 10 minutes se-
quence of activities.

• Subjects do not finish a sequence of activities within
10 minutes after coming home and after getting up.

Although there are no definite deadlines of providing ser-
vices after coming home and after getting up, we must de-
cide the deadlines to clear up success or failure of behav-
ior detection in experiments. In view of the above confir-
mation, we have set the deadline to “10 minutes after sub-
jects open the front door and enter the house” when coming
home. Similarly, we have set the deadline to “10 minutes
after subjects get out of bed” when getting up.

As experimental data, we have collected behavior logs
of 4 behaviors in a database of a server by sensing actual
objects which 8 subjects have touched in the experimental
life space shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11. We have had
subjects touch the objects with being aware of the position
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Figure 12. 5-point assessment of the touch-
to-object interface.

of tags on the objects. However, we have not forced subjects
to keep touching the objects so that tag-IDs are exactly read
out. Therefore, though the reading accuracy of the reader
is not bad, part of touched objects may be not recorded as
behavior logs.

7. Usability of the Touch-to-Object Interface

7.1. Experiment for the Interface

We have conducted an experiment to evaluate the usabil-
ity of the touch-to-object interface for deciding services to
be activated, which is indispensable to actualize service ac-
tivation by users in a user-active approach of our system. In
the experiment, we ask subjects to decide activated services
from service candidates by touching actual objects in the
above experimental life space before leaving home and be-
fore going to bed. The service candidates are offered with
voice announcement. The situation configuration table and
the situation-service mapping table have been predefined.
Each subject experiences both a case where the system au-
tomatically decides objects mapped with service candidates
and a case he decides the objects by touching some objects
around him prior to decision of services to be activated.
Subjects answer a questionnaire after above experiences.

7.2. Discussion on Usability of the Interface

Subjects have answered their opinions with free descrip-
tion in the questionnaire. In addition, they have evalu-
ated the usability of the interface with 5 respects which are
simple operation for activating services, costless operation
for activating services, speed of service activation, listner-
friendliness of announcement and lenghth of announce-
ment, based on a 5-point Likert scale[4]. With points be-
tween 1 to 5, subjects answer their evaluation on a state-
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ment such as “they can be satisfied with the simplicity of
operation”. The points of answer mean that 1:Strongly dis-
agree, 2:Disagree, 3:Neither agree nor disagree, 4:Agree
and 5:Strongly agree. Figure 12 shows the average points
of all subjects. On the simple operation and the costless op-
eration, the points of “with user-selected objects” are also
shown. The points mean evaluation only in a case subjects
decide the objects mapped with service candidates.

As a result, the average points are more than 4 in respect
of simple operation, costless operation and speed. Subjects
highly valued the touch-to-object interface because they can
choose services by simply touching objects without being
conscious of computers. Comparing a case where the sys-
tem decides objects which become switches with a case
where subject decides the objects, the average points are
lower in the latter case. As a cause of this difference, there
is an opinion that it is annoying to touch objects more than
once to decide switches and to choose desirable services.
However, on the other hand, there are the following opin-
ions from most of subjects.

• If the system automatically decides the objects mapped
with service candidates, users sometimes cannot intu-
itively image the relation between services and objects.

• It is more easy-to-understand to decide the objects by
users themselves than the objects are automatically de-
cided.

These opinions indicate that the touch-to-object interface
has both advantages and disadvantages. But advantages are
more significant for most users, because users who feel an-
noyed with touching to objects several times can make our
system choose the objects automatically. In addition, most
subjects valued the following advantage.

• Users can activate services on the spot without moving,
because service candidates are dynamically mapped to
objects around them.

• Users can comfortably accept services from the sys-
tem, because they can choose activated services with
a simple interface without leaving service choice to
computers.

Many opinions from subjects prove the touch-to-object in-
terface has high operability to actualize service activation
by users.

Although the touch-to-object interface has received high
evaluation, the average points are less than 3 in respect
of listener-friendliness of announcement and length of an-
nouncement. There is a problem that if all of detailed con-
tents which should be reported to users are announced the
length of voice announcement tends to become long. It can
be stress for users. Also, there is an opinion that if users
do not listen to the voice announcement carefully they may

miss the relation between services and objects because the
voice announcement is invisible and intangible.

In the future, we will study visualization of relation be-
tween services and objects by combinating voice announce-
ment with displaying on an information terminal to resolve
annoyance on the dynamic mapping. Display of the relation
is expected to make users understand the relation clearly. In
addition, it may be effective to report short abstract contents
with voice announcement and to display concrete contents
for reduction of user stress.

8. Accuracy of Behavior Detection

8.1. How to Calculate Detection Rates

We have conducted experiments to evaluate our method
for behavior detection with the collected data described in
section 6. In the experiment, detection accuracies of 4 be-
haviors, which are leaving home, coming home, getting up,
and going to bed, are calculated with behavior logs. De-
tection accuracies are calculated both with threshold values
common to all users and with threshold values determined
for individuals. The latter results are compared with the for-
mer results.

To calculate the accuracies, matching templates are cre-
ated with part of collected behavior logs and each matching
template is repeatedly matched with behavior logs which
are not used for creating the template. In the experiments,
the ground truth is given by subjects themselves.

Compared with 4 behaviors of our target, subjects touch
entirely-different kinds of objects in scenes such as reading
books, cooking and having a meal. Our detection method
can easily distinguish between behaviors in these scenes
and the 4 behaviors. To calculate the accuracies in the ex-
periment, behavior logs which are prone to be faultily de-
tected are adequate as false cases. Therefore, we use behav-
ior logs of a behavior as true cases from target 4 behaviors
and those of other 3 behaviors as false cases.

To verify that our detection method detects user behavior
by the deadline, we set the time lengthtl of sample behavior
logs and match-target behavior logs to 10 minutes in exper-
iments. Behavior logs of leaving home are logs of past 10
minutes to the time subjects touch the doorknob of the front
door. Behavior logs of going to bed are logs of past 10 min-
utes to the time subjects lie down on the bed for sleeping.
Behavior logs of coming home are logs of 10 minutes from
the time subjects touch the doorknob of the front door. Be-
havior logs of getting up are logs of 10 minutes from the
time subjects get out of bed. That is, if the conformityc
which is calculated by matching true cases with matching
templates is more than the detection thresholdd, it means
right behaviors are detected by the deadline.
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TPR and TNR are calculated as follows. First, statistical
data of 8 subjects for collaborative filtering are calculated
with their behavior logs, based on the method described in
the previous section. Next, the following steps are executed
on each subject to calculate TPR and TNR with threshold
values determined for individuals. In experiments, each of
subjects is considered as a target user and other subjects are
considered as test users.

1. Select 5 true cases and create a matching template with
the cases, based on the extraction thresholde.

2. Select other 1 true case and match the case with the
matching template.

3. Match all of false cases with the matching template,
with the detection thresholdd.

4. Repeat 100 times from step 1 to step 3, using a new
matching template created with a new combination of
5 true cases every time.

Here, TPR is calculated based on cross validation. TNR
is calculated by matching all false cases with all created
matching templates. The number of sample behavior logs
for creating a matching template is set to 5, which can be
collected within a week. This is because our study assumes
that our system must start providing services to users within
a week at the latest since the beginning of use of our system.
The values ofe andd are determined when each matching
template is created in step 1 by collaborative filtering us-
ing statistical data of 7 subjects other than the target user
whose TPR and TNR are calculated in the above steps. In
experiments, if the number of ordered pairs are more than
300, it is calculated as 300 because more than 300 ordered
pairs are empirically too many as the number of characteris-
tics of user behavior. Because values of statistical data used
for collaborative filtering must be normalized, all values are
normalized so that the values are between 0 to 300. From
the result of all matchings, TPR, TNR, and HTTR of ev-
ery subject are calculated on the case with threshold values
determined for individuals.

After that, these rates with common threshold values are
calculated by similar steps. In this case,e is fixed to 0.8.
d are 0.33 in leaving home, 0.31 in coming home, 0.47 in
getting up and 0.63 in going to bed. These values have been
determined in advance so that detection accuracies are the
highest.

8.2. Detection with Common Threshold
Values

First, this section shows detection accuracies with com-
mon threshold values. We have previously reported ex-
periments on behavior detection with common threshold

Table 1. Detection rate on EER.
ordered pairs HMM

behavior TPR(%) TNR(%) TPR(%) TNR(%)
leave home 95.25 92.94 79.25 79.17
come home 92.38 95.91 62.00 60.73

get up 85.00 80.45 53.00 56.46
go to bed 80.50 83.50 46.13 46.12

values[18, 19]. Table 1 shows a result of comparing de-
tection accuracies of our detection method using ordered
pairs and detection accuracies of a detection method with
matching templates represented as Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) which is often used for behavior recognition ana-
lyzing time-series patterns by existing methods. TPR and
TNR on Equal Error Rate (EER) at which difference be-
tween TPR and TNR is the smallest are respectively shown
in the table. Each rate is an average rate of all subjects.
The accuracies with ordered pairs are higher than those with
HMM. There are differences more than 10% about leaving
home. Moreover, those are more than 30% about other be-
haviors. The output probability of HMM falls remarkably
in a case that rare activities are inserted into an observed
sequence of user activities. It falls also in a case that users
change the order of part of activities in the sequence. The
differences between accuracies with ordered pairs and accu-
racies with HMM are proof of that ordered pairs are robuster
to such complex user activities than HMM.

However, detection accuracies of some users are not
enough high. Differences between common threshold val-
ues and values appropriate for each user affect on the detec-
tion accuracies. 4 tables, which are from Table 2 to Table 5,
show differences between the common value of the detec-
tion threshold and the best value of the detection threshold
for each subject. The best values are calculated by ana-
lyzing the results. The common value for each behavior is
shown in the bottom row of the tables. In addition, TPR and
TNR with the common threshold values are shown together
in the tables. Differences between common values and the
best values of each subject are not relatively big on leaving
home and coming home. On the other hand, there are more
differences of those values on getting up and going to bed.
Accordingly, detection accuracies on getting up and going
to bed are overall less than detection accuracies on leaving
home and coming home. In addition, there are differences
among the best values of subjects. Comparing detection ac-
curacies with differences between common values and the
best values of each subject in each table, it is apparent that
the more differences bring lower detection accuracies. De-
tection accuracies of subjects A, G, H in Table 4 and sub-
jects E, H in Table 5 indicate such trend significantly. The
detection threshold value directly affects detection accuracy
of user behavior. These results show that it is important to
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Table 2. Variation of the best value of detection
threshold on “leaving home”.

subject TPR (%) TNR (%) best value difference
A 94.00 96.02 28% 5
B 98.00 85.44 40% 7
C 78.00 83.20 46% 13
D 95.00 98.00 23% 10
E 99.00 98.96 34% 1
F 96.00 97.00 28% 5
G 100.00 96.36 35% 2
H 98.00 95.18 36% 3
common threshold value 33% -

Table 3. Variation of the best value of detection
threshold on “coming home”.

subject TPR (%) TNR (%) best value difference
A 89.00 95.93 31% 0
B 99.00 98.12 35% 4
C 81.00 83.37 42% 11
D 98.00 78.40 56% 25
E 93.00 99.60 24% 7
F 99.00 100.00 30% 1
G 100.00 96.80 50% 19
H 100.00 98.27 43% 12
common threshold value 31% -

Table 4. Variation of the best value of detection
threshold on “getting up”.

subject TPR (%) TNR (%) best value difference
A 73.00 99.12 20% 27
B 90.00 96.78 47% 0
C 63.00 84.35 43% 4
D 100.00 99.22 55% 8
E 64.00 87.32 45% 2
F 97.00 99.68 46% 1
G 100.00 74.33 67% 20
H 56.00 83.60 28% 19
common threshold value 47% -

Table 5. Variation of the best value of detection
threshold on “going to bed”.

subject TPR (%) TNR (%) best value difference
A 62.00 85.34 45% 18
B 91.00 71.84 64% 1
C 95.00 96.92 72% 9
D 78.00 94.66 68% 3
E 28.00 91.24 40% 23
F 95.00 99.14 47% 16
G 98.00 99.32 61% 2
H 58.00 100.00 36% 27
common threshold value 63% -

determine threshold values for individuals.

8.3. Detection with Individual Threshold
Values

As results of experiments, detection accuracies with
threshold values determined for individuals are shown in 4
tables, which are from Table 6 to Table 9. The tables re-
spectively show the results of leaving home, coming home,
getting up, and going to bed.

Behavior detection method must achieve high accuracy
stably for behaviors of many users. It is preferable that ac-
curacies of all users are reasonably high rather than that ac-
curacy are very high only for some users and are low for
others. As results of experiments, there are some subjects
whose TPR or TNR are lower with individual threshold val-
ues than those of common threshold values. However, de-
tection accuracies are still high on most of them. They are
more than 80%. On the other hand, there are cases where
the individual threshold values achieve higher accuracies
on some subjects whose accuracies are originally high with
common threshold values. Here, these results are not fo-

cused on. The following characteristic differences between
accuracies with individual threshold values and accuracies
with common threshold values are focused on.

• Individual threshold values achieve higher accuracies
than low accuracies which are less than 80% with com-
mon threshold values.

• Individual threshold values bring lower accuracies,
which are less than 80%, than accuracies with com-
mon threshold values.

Based on the result of the t-test, the experimental results
are evaluated with the idea that difference of more than 5%
is a statistically-significant difference between accuracies
with individual threshold values and accuracies with com-
mon threshold values.

In tables, the differences are shown in parenthesis of
each value of TPR and TNR, except the differences which
are less than a statistically-significant difference. Positive
values mean that individual threshold values have increased
detection accuracies. TPR and TNR with the common
threshold values are shown in Table 2, Table 3, Table 4 and
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Table 6. Detection accuracy of “leaving home”
with threshold values estimated by collabora-
tive filtering.

note subj. TPR (%) TNR (%)
A 95.00 94.46
B 98.00 82.68

#3 C 96.00 (+18) 57.28 (-25.92)
D 94.00 91.54
E 99.00 85.92
F 90.00 97.44
G 100.00 95.92
H 86.00 92.68

Table 7. Detection accuracy of “coming home”
with threshold values estimated by collabora-
tive filtering.

note subj. TPR (%) TNR (%)
A 90.00 97.42
B 98.00 99.82
C 79.00 92.60

#1 D 98.00 85.63 (+7.23)
E 96.00 99.42
F 98.00 100.00
G 100.00 92.72
H 100.00 98.18

Table 8. Detection accuracy of “getting up” with
threshold values estimated by collaborative fil-
tering.

note subj. TPR (%) TNR (%)
#1 A 81.00 (+8) 98.07

B 90.00 92.58
#1 C 78.00 (+15) 82.20

D 100.00 96.83
E 62.00 81.23
F 98.00 99.42

#2 G 100.00 65.72 (-8.62)
#3 H 72.00 (+16) 69.72 (-13.88)

Table 9. Detection accuracy of “going to bed”
with threshold values estimated by collabora-
tive filtering.

note subj. TPR (%) TNR (%)
#1 A 69.00 (+7) 80.16
#2 B 95.00 63.94 (-7.9)

C 96.00 92.48
D 79.00 84.04

#1 E 48.00 (+20) 84.02
F 99.00 97.74
G 100.00 97.62

#1 H 70.00 (+12) 99.10

Table 5. Results are categorized into three groups, #1, #2
and #3. Individual threshold values have achieved higher
accuracies in 6 cases of #1. In particular, on TPRs of sub-
ject E and H in Table 9, the individual values have improved
them +20 and +12 respectively. While, accuracies are lower
than that with common threshold values only in 2 cases of
#2, which are subject G in Table 8 and subject B in Table
9. In 2 cases of #3, TPR is higher but TNR is lower with
individual threshold values. Our determination method is
not necessarily effective on these cases. These experimental
results show our method can improve detection accuracies
of users whose detection accuracies are low with common
threshold values, by setting appropriate values to thresholds
for individuals.

Because of a property of collaborative filtering, if there
is no test user who has strong correlation with the target
user at all then the values of the target user are not accu-
rately estimated. It can be a cause of ineffectiveness of our
determination method in a few cases.

An additional experiment, which uses all of 8 subjects
including an estimated target subject as test users for col-
laborative filtering, has been conducted. It means that test

users include a test user who has likely strong correlation
with the target user. The experimental results are shown
in Table 10, Table 11, Table 12, and Table 13. As a re-
sult, compared to the former experiment, improvement of
detection accuracy has been shown in 3 cases. First, TPR of
subject C in Table 10 has been improved without decreas-
ing TNR. The difference on TNR of subject G in Table 12
changes from -8.62 to +5.62. In addition, TPR of subject
H in Table 13 is improved from +12 to +23. These results
indicate that our determination method have a possibility to
improve detection accuracy of more users. With these re-
sults in mind, to solve above problems, it is important to
prepare test users who has strong correlation with the target
user by increasing the number of test users and the diversity
of test users. To make diverseness of test users, a method
for making additional test users artificially is necessary.

9. Challenges for Improvement

Our system can be improved more in the future as fol-
lows to personalize the system depending on each user.

The situation configuration table, the service-object
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Table 10. Detection accuracy of “leaving home”
with threshold values estimated by collabora-
tive filtering which includes a target user in test
users.

note subj. TPR (%) TNR (%)
A 97.00 95.30
B 98.00 81.84

#1 C 88.00 (+10) 87.68
D 95.00 98.00
E 99.00 99.18
F 95.00 95.76
G 100.00 95.82
H 99.00 90.80

Table 11. Detection accuracy of “coming home”
with threshold values estimated by collabora-
tive filtering which includes a target user in test
users.

note subj. TPR (%) TNR (%)
A 90.00 97.40
B 98.00 99.82
C 80.00 89.72

#1 D 98.00 89.72 (+11.32)
E 96.00 99.42
F 98.00 100.00
G 100.00 97.42
H 100.00 98.18

Table 12. Detection accuracy of “getting up”
with threshold values estimated by collabora-
tive filtering which includes a target user in test
users.

note subj. TPR (%) TNR (%)
#1 A 83.00 (+10) 98.83

B 89.00 94.55
#3 C 79.00 (+16) 79.33 (-5.02)

D 100.00 97.35
E 64.00 82.77
F 99.00 99.90

#1 G 100.00 79.95 (+5.62)
#3 H 74.00 (+18) 65.65 (-17.95)

Table 13. Detection accuracy of “going to bed”
with threshold values estimated by collabora-
tive filtering which includes a target user in test
users.

note subj. TPR (%) TNR (%)
#1 A 69.00 (+7) 80.16
#2 B 95.00 64.02 (-7.82)

C 96.00 92.48
#1 D 91.00 (+13) 94.02
#1 E 48.00 (+20) 84.02

F 99.00 97.74
G 100.00 97.62

#1 H 81.00 (+23) 100.00

mapping table and the concrete-to-abstract conversion rules
are predefined in this system. General contents common to
all users are described in these. However, they are not al-
ways appropriate for all users. The rules can be redefined,
but it is not easy for users unfamiliar with computers to cus-
tomize these by themselves at present. We must build a
method for customizing these easily without complex oper-
ation.

This system uses passive RFID system to develop with
as few types of sensors and low-cost sensors as possible at
present. Later, we will study the possibility of a variety of
applications by adding other sensors to this system. For ex-
ample, we need to add reasonable sensors which achieve ac-
quiring the position information of users and objects more
precisely. Checking usefulness and cost of a variety of sen-
sors, we will consider personalization of configuration of
sensors combined with our system according to user’s bud-
get.

Currently, we have implemented a behavior detection
which is appropriate for an application to prevent mistakes

and dangers of users. If we implement other behavior detec-
tion for different applications in the future, we can extend
our system by adding new modules into Matching Template
Creator and Behavior Detector. The extentensibility enables
our system to personalize kinds of applications depending
on each user.

10. Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a home context-aware
system which has a mechanism for personalization of ser-
vice activation and personalization of context estimation.
The system provides services by combining a system-active
approach and a user-active approach. Because users them-
selves finally choose activated services with a touch-to-
object interface in a user-active approach, the system can
activate a variety of services also along user intention which
cannot be inferred with computers. In a system-active ap-
proach, user behavior is detected as a trigger of service pro-
viding. The system determine threshold values appropriate
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for each user in the detection method by utilizing statistical
data of test users whose characteristics are similar to each
user. The determination enables stable behavior detection.
In experiments, we have demonstrated the high possibility
of the proposed system.
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Abstract

In this paper we describe our experiments with large
syntactic Web service models of a federated governmental
information system for automatic composition of services.
The paper describes a method for handling syntactic service
models for synthesis of compound services. The method’s
implementation as a visual tool developed in software en-
vironment CoCoViLa is explained on an example from e-
government domain. Given a specification and a goal, the
tool automatically synthesizes a program that generates a
required composite service description in BPEL or OWL-S.

Keywords: automatic service composition; large service
models; e-government services.

1. Introduction

The present paper describes experiences of composition
of Web services on very large syntactic Web service mod-
els, and it is an extended version of the paper [1] at the 3rd
International Conference on Internet and Web Applications
and Services. The lessons learned presented here are based
on a work with software developed for providing services
to citizens by a number of governmental agencies. A fed-
erated e-government information system [2], complying to
service-oriented architecture, has been developed in Esto-
nia during the recent years. A syntactic service model of
a part of the system exists and can be used for automating
composition of new services. However, this process is still
too complicated for end users and can only be useful, first
of all, for software experts developing and maintaining the
system.

Developing the federated information system has been a
complicated task that has required cooperation of a num-

ber of government agencies that already provide services
for citizens. Analysis of the system has resulted in a uni-
fied service model which includes about three hundred of
atomic services [3], including a number of rather primitive
data transformers needed for interoperability of databases.
Totally more than a thousand atomic services are available,
which could be included in the service model and com-
posed into complex services. To determine a structure of
a new complex service we are going to use a syntactic ser-
vice model that describes only inputs and outputs of atomic
services and includes references to the semantics of these
services.

Although there does not seem to be any literature avail-
able considering usage of automated composition tools
for federated governmental information systems, many EU
countries have started their public sector semantic interop-
erability initiatives.

The primary aim of this work is development of a tool for
automatic composition of Web services that involve atomic
services from several governmental institutions. It is easy
for the end user to get a service from a governmental agency
through the agency’s portal. Operations get more compli-
cated when one needs to use services from several agencies,
i.e., from multiple providers. Currently an end-user has to
get information from one provider and forward the results
manually to the second provider’s service. The user has to
know exactly which data has to be passed from one portal
to another.

Manual construction of a new complex service from
atomic services is a challenging task even for the soft-
ware developers, because service descriptions from differ-
ent providers are published on different servers and the
number of possible inputs, outputs and their combinations
is large. Our tool is intended to automate this process for
software developers. To achieve our goal we use a visual
programming environment CoCoViLa [4] that uses auto-
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matic synthesis of algorithms and can generate Java code
from both visual and textual specifications. The syntactic
service model is presented as a specification to the tool de-
veloped in CoCoViLa. For each requested service, a goal is
given that specifies the input and output data of the service.
From this information, an algorithm of the service is com-
posed, and a service description is generated in BPEL (or in
OWL-S, if requested).

The paper is structured as follows. The process of ser-
vice composition is described in Section 4 and Section 5 af-
ter discussing the federated e-government information sys-
tem and its service model in Section 2 and Section 3. Re-
lated work is presented in Section 6 and concluding remarks
in Section 7.

2. X-road

The central part of Estonian e-government information
system is the infrastructure, called X-Road, guaranteeing
secure access to nearly all Estonian national databases over
the Internet [2]. It is the environment through which hun-
dreds of services are provided to the citizens, entrepreneurs
and public servants on the 24/7 bases. These services are
available through domain-specific portals to a variety of
user groups (citizens, entrepreneurs, public servants). All
Estonian residents having a national ID-card can access
these services through X-Road. The number of requests per
month exceeds currently 3 million. For brevity we are go-
ing to call the whole information system from now on as
X-Road.

Figure 1. X-Road connects public and private
information service providers.

Integration of databases developed by different develop-
ers at different times has been a difficult task that started
in 2001 and has resulted in a widely used system at the
present. During this time a number of standard tools have
been developed to enable the creation of e-services capa-
ble of simultaneously using the data from different national
and international databases. These services enable to read
and write data, develop business logic based on data, etc. In
X-Road data exchange is handled by SOAP messages, Web
services are described in WSDL and service descriptions
are published at a UDDI repository.

Figure 1 shows the simplified structure of Estonian in-
formation system based on X-Road. As demonstrated in the
figure, X-Road connects besides public databases also some
private ones. These are, for instance, main banks and some
privately owned infrastructure enterprises. Some services
are provided by the X-Road infrastructure itself that in-
cludes PKI infrastructure, help-desk, monitoring, etc. Users
connect to the system through portals where they can exe-
cute predefined services. All queries have to be done one by
one, even if semantic connections exist between services.

Figure 2. X-Road service model.

This large system is continuously changing and also its
maintenance requires often new software updates. When
new organization is joining the X-Road it means that they
will make their services available through X-Road and/or
need to access services offered through the X-Road. In the
former case number of new services will be published and
in the latter case specialized queries may be needed. This
accentuates the problem of automation of composition of
services on the service model of X-Road.
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Figure 3. Zoomed-in part of X-Road service model.

3. X-Road service model

Analysis [3] of already operational X-Road resulted in a
service model that included about 300 atomic services and
about 600 unique references to semantic resources. These
services have been annotated and descriptions of their inter-
faces constitute the syntactic service model shown in Fig-
ure 2. This figure shows a visual representation of the whole
service model visualized by Java graph editor yEd. It is a
large graph where nodes are atomic services and resources.

A small part of the model shown by a rectangle in Fig-
ure 2 is enlarged in the in Figure 3. List in the left pane
of the user interface fragment shows a scrollable list of all
resources. One can see atomic services as rectangles and
inputs and outputs as circles (e.g., GraduationCertificate,
Student, etc.) connected to services. The highlighted re-
source GraduationCertificate is input for the atomic ser-
vices select 4 1 5 and ehis.kod loputunnistus, and output
for the service ehis.loputunnistus. This is shown by partic-
ular arrows. Size of a circle of a resource shows its relative
importance (connectivity to services). A resource with the
largest value in the current model is NationalIdCode that is
not surprising, because it is used in most of the services.

The model presented here is the basis for automatic syn-
thesis of services. However, it must be transformed into
another format in order to be applicable as a specification

for the synthesis. This format is prescribed by the tool we
use. It will be discussed in Section 5 on an example. Be-
fore going to explain the tool, we present the logical basis
of synthesis in the next section.

4. Automatic handling of a Web service model

In the present section, we describe a logic-based method
of automatic composition of services that is the basis of the
tool we are using. The method is based on structural synthe-
sis of programs (SSP) [5] and has been in use in several pro-
gramming tools [4]. In this setting, a service is considered
as a computational problem – computing a desired output
from a given input. The problem is described for SSP by a
set of formulas automatically extracted from a specification,
and a goal that the expected result is computable is formu-
lated as a theorem to be proven. A proof of solvability of
the problem is built, and a program for solving the problem
is extracted from the proof. SSP uses intuitionistic logic
that is a constructive logic, i.e., a logic where any proof of
existence of an object also is supported by an algorithm that
enables one to construct the object [6].

Let us explain the synthesis of services on an example.
The problem is to find an estimate of total value of a com-
pany’s vehicles that we will denote by RESULT from the
company’s official registry number RNR. The first and sim-
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ple task can be to start with a license number LNR of a ve-
hicle, find its type T and production year Y, and to calculate
an estimated value VAL of a car for T and Y.

To be able to represent complex services with control
structures (loops, choices, etc.) we are using higher order
workflow (HOWF) with data dependencies [7]. We trans-
late workflows in a logic that enables us to reason about
the reachability of goals on workflow models. Workflow
with data dependencies includes explicitly represented in-
puts and outputs of every atomic service – data items. An
ordinary workflow graph and the respective workflow graph
with data dependencies for our simple task are shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4. Two representations of a workflow.

In a workflow with data dependencies one does not
need extra arrows for representing the order of execution of
atomic services, because the data dependencies determine
the required order. (If no data are passed between two ser-
vices and their execution order is still important, then one
can add a dummy data item to determine the execution or-
der.)

To solve the whole example problem, one has first to find
a list of all vehicles VEH from a given registry number RNR
of a company. Let us call the respective node all vehicles.
Thereafter, in order to compute RESULT, one has to repeat
the task shown in Figure 4 for each vehicle found for the
company. This requires introduction of some control in the
composed service. This control will be represented by a
node called loop that will pass LNR to the workflow shown
in Figure 4 and collect VAL as the result of the task per-
formed by this workflow. It is important to note that the
data items LNR and VAL are not input and output of the
node loop. They are input and output for the part of the
workflow that solves a subtask – computes VAL from LNR,
and they are bound with the loop node by dotted arrows,
see Figure 5. The complete workflow for solving the ex-
ample problem is shown in Figure 5. The node loop is a
higher order node – one of its inputs is a subtask “compute
VAL from LNR” and the workflow is a higher order work-
flow (HOWF). More on using HOWF for representing Web
services can be found in [7].

Figure 5. Higher order workflow.

We have not yet discussed the synthesis of services –
only their representation by means of HOWF has been de-
scribed. Now we will show that a HOWF in its turn can
be represented in a propositional logic. Let us consider any
data name X in a workflow as a proposition “there is a way
to find the value of X”. Then a service that computes, for in-
stance, VEH from RNR, can be encoded in the intuitionistic
logic as an implication

RNR ⊃ V EH{all vehicles},

because this implication says “from the fact that there is a
way to find the value of RNR follows that there is a way to
find the value of VEH”. The name in curly brackets denotes
in constructive logic a function that realizes the implication.
In our case it is the atomic service all vehicles. The general
rule is that a service can be represented by an implication
where its inputs are conjuncts on the left side and outputs
are conjuncts on the right side. This is also how all services
from a service model can be represented in the logic. But
we have higher order nodes as well. In this case one has
to consider a subtask as an extra input. A subtask itself is
represented by an implication, in our example it is

LNR ⊃ V AL{ϕ},

where it has an unknown realization denoted by a functional
variable ϕ. Adding this implication to inputs of loop node,
we get the following formula for the loop:

(LNR ⊃ V AL){ϕ} ∧ V EH ⊃ RESULT{loop(ϕ)}

A logical description of the complete workflow from
Figure 5 is the following:

RNR ⊃ V EH{all vehicles}
(LNR ⊃ V AL){ϕ} ∧ V EH ⊃ RESULT{loop(ϕ)}

LNR ⊃ T ∧ Y {find vehicle}
T ∧ Y ⊃ V AL{find value}.

 (∗)

In our implementation, the whole service model (hundreds
of atomic services) is represented in the logic as above.
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RNR⊃V EH{all vehicles}

(LNR⊃V AL){ϕ}∧V EH⊃RESULT{loop(ϕ)}

LNR⊃T ∧Y{find vehicle} T∧Y ⊃V AL{find value}

LNR ⊃ V AL{find vehicle; find value}
(SSP2)

V EH⊃RESULT{loop(find vehicle; find value)}
(SSP1)

RNR⊃RESULT{all vehicles; loop(find vehicle; find value)}
(SSP2)

Figure 6. Proof of RNR ⊃ RESULT .

When a new composite service with inputsX1, . . . , Xm and
outputs Y1, . . . , Yn has to be built, a goal is given in the form
of an implication

X1 ∧ . . . Xm ⊃ Y1 ∧ . . . Yn{ψ},

where ψ is a functional variable denoting the composite ser-
vice that has to be found. Let us have the goal

RNR ⊃ RESULT{ψ},

and assume that the formulas (*) are included in the service
model as a part of the model. Then our tool searches for a
proof of the goal, and after finding it, translates the proof
into required form of the service description. The proof in
our case includes only three steps as we see in Figure 6. The
first step is derivingLNR ⊃ V AL fromLNR ⊃ T∧Y and
T ∧ Y ⊃ V AL using a rule of structural synthesis denoted
by SSP2, and described below, etc.

One can see that at deriving a new formula also
its realization is built, and the whole program ap-
pears gradually step by step: first find vehicle;
find value, then loop(find vehicle; find value) and fi-
nally ψ=all vehicles;loop(find vehicle; find value).

A special feature of this proof is that its every step cor-
responds to an application of at least one atomic service
(shown in bold font in Figure 6). This is achieved due to
a special form of inference rules – the SSP rules. These
rules are admissible rules of intuitionistic logic, i.e., they
enable one to construct only logically correct proofs. From
the other side, these rules are very good for proof search, be-
cause there is no need to make a separate step for every log-
ical connective (conjunction or implication). A notation of
a respective rule is shown at each derivation step. The SSP
rules are shown here with metasymbols A,B,C,D,G,Z,W de-
noting conjunctions of propositional variables and X denot-
ing a conjunction of propositional variables and implica-
tions that represent subtasks:

(A ⊃ B) ∧X ⊃ Z : f A ∧W ⊃ B : g
X ∧W ⊃ Z : f(g) (SSP1)

A ⊃ B ∧ C : f B ∧D ⊃ G : g
A ∧D ⊃ C ∧G : f ; g (SSP2)

This is a brief explanation of the logic used for synthesis
of compositions of atomic services. The tool for automatic
composition of services has been implemented in the soft-
ware environment CoCoViLa that includes an SSP-based
algorithm synthesis part and is able to handle specifications
given in the visual or textual form [8]. Internal representa-
tion of logical formulas in CoCoViLa is not a text, i.e., not
formulas as we see them here, but a complex data structure
with cross-references, designed with the aim of providing
the required performance even in the case of a large number
of atomic services. However, the implementation respects
precisely the logic explained here. An example in the next
section demonstrates the usage of this tool in more detail.

5. Implementation

We have implemented a prototype tool for automatic
composition of services in the software environment
CoCoViLa that includes an SSP-based algorithm synthesis
part and is able to handle specifications given in the visual
or textual form.

A visual language for representing Web services, control
nodes, data resources and their connections has been devel-
oped. By using the visual language, visual service models
can be constructed. Known inputs and desired outputs from
which the goal is formulated can be defined on the model.
A visual model and the goal are automatically translated
into a textual specification that is used to generate a Java
program if the proof of solvability of the problem can be
built. By running the Java program, we can generate BPEL
or OWL-S description of the complex service or execute
complex service from the Java code.

Figure 7 shows the order of steps that are done by our
composition tool in order to compose a new complex ser-
vice. To use the composition system, developer of new
complex service has to know how to define the goal, i.e., de-
sired outputs and needed inputs of the complex service. Af-
ter inputs and outputs have been defined, a service composi-
tion algorithm will be synthesized automatically. The struc-
ture of this algorithm already represents the structure of
the complex service to be generated. However, CoCoViLa
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Figure 8. Specifying a compound X-Road service on CoCoViLa service model.

produces only a Java code, but we need a representation
in BPEL or OWL-S. Therefore the steps of the code use
preprogrammed generators of BPEL or OWL-S. When this
code is run, a service description corresponding to the struc-
ture of the synthesized algorithm is generated using addi-
tional information from the initial specification.

All intermediate steps, that is steps between defining a
goal on the model and getting complex service description
as an output, are done automatically by the composition
tool. However, if necessary, intermediate steps (e.g., a struc-
ture of the complex service or a generated Java code) can
be visualized for the developer, for instance, for debugging
purposes.

We have visualized a syntactic service model for X-Road
services with our service composition tool. Model used in
our composition tool is generated from the one described
in Section 1. Figure 8 shows a small part of the X-Road
model and data properties window for a resource. Services
are represented by ovals and data resources by squares in
our visual language.

To illustrate the composition process described in
previous section, let us consider a task where an official has
to identify graduate’s home address, occupation area and
some attributes of its car, e.g., license number and color
of the car. Input is the graduation certificate of the person.

Getting a required service includes the following manual
steps.

1. Using an ontology/dictionary, find the name of the
considered data items in the service model. These
names in the present case happen to be the following:
GraduationCertificate, EstonianAddressString, Occu-
pationArea, RegistrationMark, Colour. Note that these
data items belong to different databases managed by
different organizations.

2. Mark the input (GraduationCertificate) and requested
outputs (EstonianAddressString, RegistrationMark,
Colour, OccupationArea) on a visual representation of
the service model.

3. Define the settings for formatting output (e.g., BPEL)
and some information related to the generated complex
service, for instance, its name, filename the service de-
scription is written to, etc. The rest will be done by our
composition tool.

A developer can define output by marking it to be a goal
as shown in the Figure 8. The model can be zoomed in and
adjusted for more detailed analysis. Composition tool in-
cludes a search window, to ease the finding of data resources
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Figure 7. Automatic steps in composition
process.

or services. If a goal of getting output data from the input
data is provable, a complex service and its specification in
BPEL will be generated.

The proof of reachability of the goal is constructed au-
tomatically by CoCoViLa as described in Section 4. The
proof obtained gives the structure of the service to be con-
structed, this is also an algorithm to construct the service. In
the present example, the algorithm includes 1434 lines, and
part of it is visualized by CoCoViLa in a separate window
shown in Figure 9. Algorithm gives an order in which ser-
vices should be executed. Lines starting with service name
(e.g., RR RR40isikTaielikIsikukood, select 739), are repre-
senting services that need to be invoked in order to compute
the goal. After the service name there is an implication and
a function implementing it:

text ,name, indata, output− > outdata{getWs}.

This line specifies that having an input (text, name, indata,
output), we know that output – outdata, is computable using
a function getWS. Functions referred to from the algorithm
are Java functions that will be used in Java code and are
executed when the code is run.

Figure 9. Synthesized structure of a complex
service.

Some checks about availability of relevant information
(service name, output filename, etc.) necessary for com-
posed service description are also done. This is shown in
the last line (starting with spec), which shows that given
goal is provable (this is indicated with process goal as out-
put), if the following inputs are given: text generated so
far (outputBPEL) and information about complex service
(process name, process comment, process namespace). To
compute the goal, method createProcess will be used. Lines
starting with spec contain assignments that need to be done
in order to prove the goal.

Java code is extracted from the synthesized structure
of the complex service and data from the initial model
(e.g., grounding of services and requested composition de-
scription language). Screenshot of a piece of the Java code
made visible to the service developer can be seen in Fig-
ure 10. Program includes more than 1600 lines of code.

Extracted Java code is not the code of complex ser-
vice, but a complex service description generator. Functions
shown in curly brackets, e.g., getWs, as realizations of im-
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plications in Figure 9 are part of the generated Java code.
See for example line number 1615, where object select 739
has function getWs, with arguments that were given as in-
put for the implication shown in Figure 9. Function getWs
is taking BPEL construct given in text, includes informa-
tion specific for the given service (given in name, indata
and output) and adds generated construct to the BPEL out-
put generated before. Similarly process goal will be com-
puted with createProcess function. This is shown in
line 1631.

Figure 10. Extracted Java program.

The final step of the composition is generation of the
Web service description in the final form, e.g., in BPEL as
requested in the example. This is done by compiling the
synthesized Java code and running it. Figure 11 shows a
fragment of the BPEL output (about 50 lines totally) of the
generated service. Figure includes first half of the BPEL se-
quence with nine service invocations to different databases
(four of which are shown), that need to be done in order to
satisfy the simple goal that we were using as an example.
In addition to BPEL sequence, represented in the figure, it
is possible to generate other BPEL constructs (e.g., while,
condition). It is also possible to create generators for other
languages. So far we have only experimented with BPEL
and OWL-S. It is important to notice that the steps of prov-
ing, compiling and service text generation are performed
automatically, without interference of the user.

The synthesis algorithm has linear time complexity and
can be applied to very large syntactic models. The time
spent for solving the example here was about one second
on a laptop with 1.2 GHz Intel processor.

...
<sequence>
<receive createInstance="yes" name="start"
operation="getComplexService"
partnerLink="XRoadClientPL"
portType="wsdl:XRoadClientP"
variable="Request" />
<invoke name="select_4_1_5"
partnerLink="XRoadClientPL"
operation="select_4_1_5"
inputVariable="getselect_4_1_5"
outputVariable="select_4_1_5Response"/>
<invoke name="TRAFFIC_paring22"
partnerLink="XRoadClientPL"
operation="TRAFFIC_paring22"
inputVariable="getTRAFFIC_paring22"
outputVariable="TRAFFIC_paring22Response"/>
<invoke name="RR_RR40isikTaielikIsikukood"
partnerLink="XRoadClientPL"
operation="RR_RR40isikTaielikIsikukood"
inputVariable=
"getRR_RR40isikTaielikIsikukood"
outputVariable=
"RR_RR40isikTaielikIsikukoodResponse"/>
<invoke name="RR_isikTaielikIsikukood"
partnerLink="XRoadClientPL"
operation="RR_isikTaielikIsikukood"
inputVariable="getRR_isikTaielikIsikukood"
outputVariable=
"RR_isikTaielikIsikukoodResponse"/>
...

Figure 11. BPEL fragment of a composed ser-
vice.

6. Related work

A number of methods for dynamic composition of Web
services have been proposed since the introduction of Web
services standards. Majority of them fall into one of the
following two categories: methods based on pre-defined
workflow models and methods, which build the workflows
from scratch. For the methods in the first category, the user
should specify the workflow of the required composite ser-
vice, including both nodes and the control flow and the data
flow between the nodes. The nodes are regarded as abstract
services that contain search templates. The concrete ser-
vices are selected and bound at runtime according to the
search recipes (see [9] and [10], for instance).

The second category includes methods related to AI
planning, automated theorem proving, graph search, etc.
They are based on the assumption that each Web service is
an action which alters the state of the world as a result of its
execution. Since Web services (actions) are software com-
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ponents, the input and the output parameters of Web ser-
vices act as preconditions and effects in the planning con-
text. After a user has specified inputs and outputs required
by the composite service, a workflow (plan) is generated
automatically by AI planners or other tools from the scratch.

Theoretically any domain-independent AI planner can
be applied for Web service composition. In [11]
SHOP2 planner is applied for automatic composition of
DAML-S services. Other planners, which have been
applied for automated Web service composition, in-
clude [12],[13],[14],[15], just to mention a few of them.

Waldinger [16] proposes initial ideas for a deductive ap-
proach for Web services composition. The approach is
based on automated deduction and program synthesis and
has its roots in the work presented in [17]. Initially available
services and user requirements are described with a first-
order language, related to classical logic, and then construc-
tive proofs are generated with Snark [18] theorem prover.
From these proofs workflows can be extracted.

Although only conjunctions are allowed for describing
services and user requirements in most cases of deductive
composition methods, Lämmermann [19] takes advantage
of disjunctions in intuitionistic logic as well. Disjunctions
are used to describe exceptions, which may be thrown dur-
ing service invocations.

McDermott [20] tackles the closed world assumption in
AI planning while composing Web services. He introduces
a new type of knowledge, called value of an action, which
allows modeling resources or newly acquired information
– entities, which until this solution were modeled extra-
logically. Anyway, while using resource-conscious logics,
like linear logic, applied by Rao et al [21], or transition
logic, this problem is treated implicitly and there is no need
to distinguish informative and truth values. Since linear
logic is not based on truth values, we can view generated
literals as references to informative objects.

Hull and Su [22] present a short overview of tools and
models for Web service composition. The models in-
clude OWL-S, the Roman model [23] and the Mealy ma-
chine [24]. While OWL-S includes a rich model of atomic
services and how they interact with an abstraction of the
“real world”, the Roman model and the Mealy machine use
a finite state automata framework for representing work-
flows.

Hashemian and Mavaddat [25] combine breadth-first
graph search and interface automata [26] for automating
Web service composition. While graph search is used for
finding a path with minimum length from identified input
nodes to identified output nodes, interface automata is ap-
plied for composing paths into a composite Web services.
Graph search operates over a directed graph, where edges
represent available Web services and nodes represent in-
puts/outputs of particular Web services.

Although there is enormous amount of literature avail-
able describing different composition methods and method-
ologies, not so many graphical composition environments
such as CoCoViLa have been described and implemented
so far. Sirin et al [27] propose a semi-automatic Web ser-
vice composition scheme for interactively composing new
Semantic Web services. Each time a user selects a new Web
service, the Web services, that can be attached to inputs and
outputs of the selected service, are presented to the user.
Much manual search is avoided in this way. The process
could be fully automated by applying our methodology if
user requirements to the resulting service are known a pri-
ori. CoCoViLa complements this tool by providing a GUI
for supporting specification of user requirements and syn-
thesis of solutions based on them.

Gómez-Pérez et al [28] describe another graphical tool
for Semantic Web service composition. This tool enables
the user to specify graphically the input/output interactions
among the sub-services that constitute the required service.
Once the design has been checked, wrappers perform the
translations from the instances of framework ontologies into
the OWL-S specification.

Rao et al [29] describe a tool for mixed initiative frame-
work for semantic Web service discovery and composition
that aims at flexibly interleaving human decision making
and automated functionality in environments where annota-
tions may be incomplete and even inconsistent. An initial
version of this framework has been implemented in SAPs
Guided Procedures, a key element of SAPs Enterprise Ser-
vice Architecture (ESA). This is a graphical tool for aiding
composition if no or only partial semantic annotations of
Web services are given.

Hakimpour et al [30] present a tool based on the model
that supports a user-guided interactive composition ap-
proach, by recommending component Web services accord-
ing to the composition context. This tool is based on a
model for composition of Web services, which comple-
ments the WSMO orchestration in IRS-III – a framework
for semantic Web services based on WSMO specification.

Since service composition is an application and an inte-
gral part of semantic interoperability, we shall enlist here
some of these initiatives as well. In addition to German
initiative Deutschland Online [31], Italian initiative in pub-
lic administration [32] there are Finnish semantic initiative
FinnONTO [33], and Semantic Latvia project [34]. The
scope and accent of these initiatives are quite different –
some focus on consolidating semantic assets in several gov-
ernmental institutions already in place into semantic portals,
some on building full-scale national semantic web infras-
tructures, others target syntactic or semantic descriptions of
data schemas, some are on the level of human-oriented de-
scriptions of assets, others try to reach automatic use. Esto-
nian semantic interoperability initiative [35] is focused on
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providing semantic descriptions of public Web services and
thus provides a valuable source for evaluating automated
composition tools in large scale.

There are also pan-European initiatives, which include
SEMIC (SEMantic Interoperability Centre Europe) [36],
led by the European Commissions IDABC program [37],
and semanticGov [38]. This shows a real need for automa-
tion of composition of governmental Web services.

7. Concluding remarks

We have shown in the present work the feasibility of au-
tomatic composition of Web services on a very large syntac-
tic service model of governmental services. This approach
can be used without any changes for composition of ser-
vices for large companies as soon as a federated syntactic
service model can be built. It could be useful, first of all,
for software developers who are extending and modifying
a large existing information system that in the present case
provides Web-based services for citizens. The advantages
of this approach are, first, provable ease of introduction of
new services and, second, guaranteed correctness of the ser-
vices. This approach is scalable to very large service mod-
els as can be seen from the synthesis time of services and
space requirements of the service model. The available tool
supports easy maintenance of the service model – it can be
modified on the fly.

In principle, the described tool, after adjusting its user
interface, could be given to end users, so that they could
develop wanted services by themselves. However, in the
present form it is impossible, because it would require more
skills that an average citizen has. Making composition of
services publicly available may include also security risks.
Our experience shows that the main difficulty that a user
would have is the unsolvability of the synthesis task – more
inputs will be needed than given in the initial service de-
scription. This is a semantic debugging problem where par-
tial evaluation could give some help. The partial evalua-
tion on models similar to syntactic service models has been
investigated in [39]. The presented work concerns only
stateless services. In the case of stateful services, several
services have to work simultaneously and have to be or-
chestrated respectively. Experiments based on CoCoViLa
support this by means of higher-order service schemas [7].
However, in the present work the services are stateless, and
we do not use this feature.
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Abstract—In this study, we propose a gradual adaption 

model for information recommendation. This model is 

based on a set of concept classes that are extracted from 

Wikipedia categories and pages. Using the extracted 

information, data representing the users’ information 

access behavior is collected by a unit of one day for each 

user, and analyzed in terms of short, medium, long 

periods, and by remarkable and exceptional categories. 

The proposed model is then established by analyzing the 

pre-processed data based on Full Bayesian Estimation. 

We further present experimental simulation results, and 

show the operability and effectiveness of the proposed 

model. 

 
Keywords-information recommendation; data mining; 

gradual adaption; Wikipedia 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

 Today we are surrounded by a plethora of 

information. Except traditional information in books, a 

variety of web resources are connected with each other 

by the Internet. We can use search engines to search 

such information, but the problem is that we cannot 

retrieve and perceive all search results that are above a 

number of thousands. 

Efficient use of web resources is an important issue 

we try to resolve. In this study, we propose an 

information recommendation model called Gradual 

Adaption Model (GAM) [1]. In this model, we build a 

set of concept classes that are extracted from 

Wikipedia categories and pages. 

In fact, more and more people are becoming 

increasingly accustomed to use Wikipedia to find 

knowledge since 2001. Furthermore, recently 

Wikipedia articles become more and more often 

referred by scientific papers. Owing to its good quality 

and reliability, Wikipedia can also be considered as a 

resource for information recommendation. Based on 

this, we investigated Wikipedia, and found that its 

category structure can be used for extracting a set of 

concept classes that are used as a classification 

criterion in our proposed model. 

When users access web pages through the system 

that is built with the proposed GAM, it classifies these 

Web pages by concept classes. Such user access data 

are collected by a unit of one day for each user. Based 

on the collected data, the reuse probability of each 

concept class is estimated in terms of short, medium, 

and long periods by Full Bayesian Estimation. If a 

concept class belongs to more than two periods, it is 

classified as a concept class of remarkable category. If 

a concept class is accessed just occasionally, it means 

its probability is so low that the concept class almost 

impossibly appears in the front of recommendation 

results, it is classified as a concept class of exceptional 

category. When users access web resources next time, 

GAM will gradually adapt to the transition of users’ 

selection, and recommend web pages for users, 

according to the concept class probability that is 

estimated by GAM. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, 

related works are introduced. Section III gives a brief 

introduction on Full Bayesian Estimation that we apply 

in this study. A detailed description on GAM is 

provided in Section IV, and simulation results are 

discussed in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes 

this study and directs future works. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

 

As we know, Wikipedia is an open resource that 

can be modified by anyone. Therefore, we have to face 

a number of problems such as its reliability and 

trustworthiness. Further, we will consider these issues 

by overviewing the works dedicated to Wikipedia, and 

discuss several modern information recommendation 

approaches. 
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A. Wikipedia Information Resource 

 

Nowadays, an enormous amount of useful 

resources can be discovered from Wikipedia. The 

report by Kashihana et al. [2] shows: there are more 

than 2.1 million items of the English version recorded 

in Wikipedia by January 2008. While the number of 

English articles in Encyclopaedia Britannica (2008 

version) is more than 75 thousand. The report also says 

that the accuracy of articles in Wikipedia and those in 

the Encyclopaedia is almost equal. 

Today, Wikipedia data set, its content and structure 

are widely used for extracting metadata for research. 

Wikipedia was found to have an impressive coverage 

of contemporary documents. As found by Milne et al. 

[3] after comparing Wikipedia articles and links with a 

manually-created professional thesaurus, it is a good 

source of hierarchical and associative relations, with 

good coverage and accuracy for many areas. Therefore, 

we can consider Wikipedia categories and theirs pages 

as an alternative for creation of concept classes and 

theirs representative indices, which are extracted from 

Wikipedia categories and theirs pages. 

And for the above reasons, mining Wikipedia 

attracts many researchers. For instance, Mihalcea and 

Csomai [4] consider the abundance of links embedded 

in Wikipedia pages and try to extract keywords 

automatically from them. In addition to embedded 

links (that can be further classified as incoming links 

and outcoming links), section headings, template items 

of Wikipedia pages are considered as semantic features 

and used to represent a page. The similarity of two 

Wikipedia pages sharing these features can be used as 

a page similarity measure [5]. Obviously, the level of 

representativeness of a term used in a title, headline 

and text of an article differs. The keywords that occur 

in the title, headlines and embedded links are better 

representatives of pages, therefore, they gain higher-

weighted values. 

An attempt to find good quality articles of 

Wikipedia in order to recommend them automatically 

is described by Thomas and Sheth [5]. The idea is to 

analyze the change of Wikipedia pages by semantic 

convergence and estimate if these are good articles. 

This approach can find good articles in Wikipedia, but, 

in our opinion, to achieve better results and user 

satisfaction from recommendations, it is important to 

consider users’ needs and behaviors during the 

information recommendation process. 

 

B. Information Recommendation 
 

Recently, information recommendation is a focus, 

and attracts much attention by a lot of users and 

researchers. The web mining [7, 8] approaches have 

been extensively used for information recommendation. 

Generally, web mining has been divided into three 

main areas: usage mining, structure mining, and 

content mining [7]. As an additional area, semantic 

web mining [9] was proposed. The following are the 

data types that are found in the web and mined by these 

approaches. 

� Content data: The text and multimedia data in 

web pages. It is the real data that is designed 

and provided to users of a web site. 

� Structure data: The data consist of organization 

inside a web page, internal and external links, 

and the web site hierarchy. 

� Usage data: The web site access logs data. 

� User profile: The information data of users. It 

includes both of data provided by users and 

data created by the web site. 

� Semantic data: The data describe the structure 

and definition of a semantic web site. 

Although web mining is divided into four areas, but 

they are associated mostly each other, not exclusively. 

We recognize the importance of such web mining 

as content, structure and user profile. In this study, we 

focus on WUM (Web Usage Mining). In this area, a 

new document representation model [8] was presented 

recently. This model is based on implicit users’ 

feedback to achieve better results in organizing web 

documents, such as clustering and labeling. This model 

was experimented on a web site with small vocabulary 

and specific to certain topics. Identifying Relevant 

Websites from User Activity [10] is another attempt of 

organizing web pages. It is also based on implicit 

users’ feedback but faces the following problem – to 

improve retrieval accuracy. The model needs to spend 

more time to train the system. 

However, using implicit users’ feedback has such a 

problem: although there is a relation between the users’ 

implicit feedback, there is also a possibility that a 

chanciness of implicit users’ feedback can impair the 

relation between web documents clicked by users. 

Despite this problem, the mining of implicit users’ 

feedback enables us to realize personalized information 

recommendation. In our work we focus on the implicit 

feedback coming from the same user, and do not 

consider interrelation of implicit feedback of different 

users. 

We also noticed that due to the explosive growth of 

information on the web, web personalization has 

gained great momentum both in the research and 

commercial areas [11]. This fact encourages us to use 

implicit users’ feedback to personalize information 

recommendation. 

Dynamic Link Generation [12] is one of early 

WUM systems. It consists of off-line and on-line 

modules. In the off-line module, pre-processor extracts 
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information from user access logs and generates 

records, then clusters the records to categories. The on-

line module is used to classify user session records and 

identify the top matching categories, then return the 

links that belong to the identified categories to the user. 

SUGGEST 3.0 [13] is another kind of WUM 

systems, but it has only the on-line component. In 

SUGGEST3.0, the off-line job, like that in Dynamic 

Link Generation, was realized in the on-line 

component dynamically. The aim of SUGGEST 3.0 is 

to manage large web sites. But the size of access logs 

used to evaluate the system is small and limited. 

LinkSelector [14] is a web mining approach 

focusing on structure and usage. By this approach, 

hyperlinks-structural relationships were extracted from 

existing web sites and theirs access logs. Based on the 

relationships, a group of hyperlinks was given to users. 

Using a heuristic approach, users can access the group 

to find the information they want. 

From the related studies we overviewed above, we 

can see that implicit users’ feedback is widely used in 

recommendation systems. Further, recommender 

systems which consist of both off-line and on-line 

modules have higher performance than those which 

only have on-line module. Moreover, concept grouping 

is more user-friendly because it is easier to retrieve 

information from a concept group than from 

unstructured and not interrelated pool of information. 

 

III. FULL BAYESIAN ESTIMATION 

 

In this study, we use Full Bayesian Estimation that 

has the learning function for the proposed GAM. 

The proposed model analyzes the selected link of 

web pages, and estimates which concept class it 

belongs to. One link selection is one data sample. The 

data sample belongs to each concept class. This is 

expressed as in Eq. (1). 

 },...,,{D 21 nDDD=
 

(1) 

where 
iD (i = 1, 2, …, n) represents an aggregate of 

access samples of concept class that D consists of. 
1D  

is an aggregate of access samples of concept class 
1D .
 

2D  , ..., 
mD  are the same as 

1D . They are the aggregate 

of access samples, and belong to concept classes 
2D …, 

mD  respectively. 

We define data sample that is used in Full Bayesian 

Estimation as follows. If a link that belongs to a 

concept class 
mD  is clicked, we use 

td  to describe the 

number of click times of 
mD , and 

fd to describe the 

number of click times that concept class 
mD  is not 

clicked (i.e., other concept classes are clicked). For the 

history logs (not including current day), we use a 

variable 
tα  to describe the number of click times of 

concept class 
mD , and 

fα  to describe the number of 

click times that concept class 
mD  is not clicked. 

For example, if the whole click times is 6 at current 

day, and the 2 times belong to concept 
mD , it means 

2=td , and 4=fd , then we can calculate according 

to Eq. (2) [15], and obtain the click probability of the 

concept 
mD  is 

6
2 . 

 
d

d

dd

d t

ft

t =
+

=*θ  (2) 

Equation (2) is called as Maximum Likelihood 

Estimation. Because the empirical value is disregarded 

by Maximum Likelihood Estimation, haphazardness 

can give a big influence on the estimation result. 

But in Full Bayesian Estimation, the join of Prior 

Distribution (based on the history click samples) and 

Likelihood Estimation is used to calculate the Posterior 

Distribution θ . Its expression is described as follows. 

 

∫ === ++ θθ dtDPtDP mm )Ð|,()Ð|( 11
 

∫ == + θθθ dptDP m )Ð|()Ð,|( 1
 

∫= θθθ dp )Ð|(  (3) 

 

where Ð is a data collection which consists of 

(
1D ,

2D , …, 
mD ), and is used to describe the 

Likelihood Estimation. The integral calculation of Full 

Bayesian Estimation as shown in Eq. (3) is very 

complicated. Generally, it needs the following 

premises to make it calculable. 

 

� Each sample in Ð is independent with each 

other, and satisfies iid (independent and 

identically distributed) assumption;  

� About the current click times 
td  and 

fd , 

theirs prior distribution satisfies Bate 

Distribution ],[ ftB αα . 

 

Thus, the Full Bayesian Estimation formula can be 

expressed as follows [15]. 
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According to Eq. (4), if the number of the current 

samples is small, prior distribution has a big 

contribution on the result. On the contrary, if the 

number of the current samples is big, prior distribution 

has a little contribution on the result.  

 

IV. A RECOMMENDER SYSTEM BASED ON 

GAM 

 

In this study, we propose an information 

recommender system that is based on GAM (Gradual 

Adaptation Model), which consists of Concept 

Analyzer, Probability Estimator, and Gradual Adaption 

Recommender, as shown in Fig. 1. 

The Concept Analyzer is used to analyze each 

user’s access data representing his/her behaviors, and 

record the access data into logs. The Probability 

Estimator is used to estimate reuse probability of 

concept class for each user. The Gradual Adaption 

Recommender is used to analyze users’ access logs and 

return recommendation results to gradually adapt to the 

transition of users’ focus of interests. 

The major features of the proposed system are 

described as follows. 

� We divide users’ interests into three terms of 

short, medium, long periods, and by 

remarkable, exceptional categories - which 

either pay a great attention to users’ access 

behavior at current moment, or focus on casual 

user access. 

� This system is an adaptive one. It can adapt to 

a transition of users’ information access 

behaviors. 

� In the system, training is not needed. 

GAM is established based on Full Bayesian 

Estimation introduced in the previous section for 

estimation of user information access. This model 

consists of off-line and on-line components. The off-

line component is used to analyze each user’s access 

logs periodically and estimate concept classes’ reuse 

probability for each user. The on-line component is 

used to analyze users’ current access behavior and 

return recommendation results to gradually adapt to the 

transition of users’ interests.  

Fig. 1 shows the basic constitution of the proposed 

model (GAM), which consists of four phases, namely 

data pre-processing, access logs analysis, probability 
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Figure 1. Gradual Adaption Model 
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estimating, and gradual adaptive recommendation. 

 

A. Data Pre-processing 

 

Figure 2. The Structure of Subcategory 

 

At the data pre-processing phase, concept class 

base is created. Wikipedia [16] has 12 major categories. 

In each subcategory, there are pages and theirs sub-

categories. Fig. 2 shows the structure of subcategory 

“Encyclopedia” [17] in Wikipedia. It has not only its 

subcategories, but also its pages. 

Wikipedia category is regarded as a concept class 

in the proposed system. Because its pages can 

represent the subcategory, they are used to create index 

data of subcategories. Fig. 3 is the image for how to 

extract concept classes form Wikipedia categories. 

A solid line text box means a category, or a concept 

class. A dotted line text box means a page, or an index 

data. 

At first, Wikipedia categories are used to create a 

set of concept classes by one-to-one relationship. 
Then, all of pages are used to create indices for the 

categories that they belong to. Especially, if a 

category owns more than one page, its index data 

will be created from all of the pages as shown by the 

“Index 11+12” in Fig. 3. 
We know that each word does not have the same 

importance in a page, and we need to give the weight 

to the words based on the importance in a page. 

Obviously, 

� The words that are used in the title or headline 

of a page ought to have higher weight. 

� A high frequency content-representative words 

are also more important for a page.  

Figure 3. Concept Class and Index Extraction 

Top Category 

Sub Category1 

Sub Category2 

Sub Category11 

Concept Class 

Concept Class1 
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Concept Class2 

Page 111 Index 111 

Page 12 
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� Embedded links are also given the higher 

weight.  

Based on the above consideration, the weight is given 

to the items when creating indices. 

Concept class extraction is a pre-processing step of 

the proposed system. After creation of a set of concept 

classes and theirs indices is done, the information 

recommender system can be started. 

When users interact with the proposed system and 

provide feedback information at the first time, the 

system can use previously prepared index information 

of pages and the prior probability of concept class to 

give out the appropriate results to users. After users 

select some of results, then the access logs of user 

selections are used to calculate the posterior probability 

of concept classes. The details on how to record access 

logs and calculate posterior probability as discussed in 

Section III. 

Each concept class consists of a number of 

keywords and URLs of web pages. Constitution of 

concept classes is shown in Fig. 4. It shows there are 

multiple concept classes in Concept Class Base. Each 

concept class owns multiple keywords, and some of 

keywords belong to multiple concept classes. When 

users access this system, their identifying information, 

clicked concept classes that include links, keywords, 

access date, click frequency are recorded in Access 

Logs. For example, a user browses recommendation 

results on keyword “culture” and clicks a link 

belonging to concept class “Art”. As shown in Fig. 1, 

the user query will be sent to Concept Analyzer. After 

receiving this query, Concept Analyzer will analyze 

the query, and check the user’s identifying information, 

concept class and keywords. 

 

 
 

 

 

According to Fig. 4, because the clicked link 

belongs to concept class “Art”, the sample number of 

concept class “Art” will be increased, and concept 

class, keywords, user identifying information, access 

date will be recorded into Access Logs. For the other 

concept classes (concept classes that were not 

accessed), there is nothing to do. 

Considering the weight of keywords, Eq. (2) can be 

changed as follows. 

 

∑ ∑
∑
= =

=
=

0 0

0*
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i j ijij

j mjmj

kwf

kwf
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where, wij is the weight of a keyword, and kij is the 

selected sample number of the keyword in concept 

class i. Using Eq. (5), we can calculate the prior 

probability of each keyword from indices. As to the 

keyword’s weight, if the keyword is in the text body, 

its weight is set to small values. If it is in the headline, 

its weight is higher than the former. If it is in an 

embedded link, its weight is regarded as a value 

between those that can be given to a headline and a text 

body. 

 

B. Access Log Analyzing 

 
When users use the proposed system, their access 

data representing their behaviors are analyzed and 

recorded by Concept Analyzer. 

As the reason described above, the weight of 

keyword is also used to measure the selected data 

sample number. If the search keyword is only one, it 

means the sample number of this keyword increases by 

1. If there are a number of search keywords, the sample 

number of access is divided into each keyword by its 

weight as follows. 

 

∑ ∑
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=
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where i is the number of keywords, and each keyword 

has j weight types in the selected page. This result is 

recorded into the Access Logs of proposed system. 

User interests are not static. They may change with 

time and/or environment. Therefore, we try to analyze 

user access logs by three periods: short, medium and 

long. 

 

C. Probability Estimating 
 

For the definition of periods, in this study, a fixed 

period is applied, though dynamic approaches and 

mechanisms as proposed in [18] can also be considered. 

To be simplified, in this paper, we assume the short 

nature 
painting 

Aristotle 

Andersen cartoon 

culture 

Leonardo 

Concept: 

Art Concept: 

Literature 

Concept: 

Philosophy 

Figure 4. Constitution of Concepts 
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period to 7 days (a week), the medium period to 30 

days (a month), and the long period to 90 days (a 

quarter) (as shown in Fig. 5). All of the three periods 

start at previous day (-1) and do not include the current 

day. The short period is designed to reflect temporary 

interests of users. The medium period is designed for 

an interest that is affected by some factors, i.e., this 

interest is relatively stable during a period. The long 

period is designed for a long-term user interests. In 

Section V, the different features of these three periods 

will be shown by simulation. 

 

Figure 5. The Definition of Each Period 

 

Except the three periods, we design two specific 

categories, namely remarkable and exceptional. 

Remarkable is based on the three periods. If there is a 

concept class belongs to more than one period, we call 

such concept class as remarkable concept class. The 

remarkable concept class means high degree of interest 

of a user in a particular concept class. There is also 

another category called exceptional. Exceptional 

category is an aggregate of a concept class that has a 

little chance to be clicked by users, but may be useful 

occasionally in the future for users. 

The part located in the right side of Fig. 1 and 

surrounded by dotted line is the off-line component of 

system. As an off-line component, it attempts to 

improve the performance of the system. Probability 

Estimator is a part of off-line component and used to 

estimate the probability of concept classes. It is 

designed as a batch process and runs at a specific time 

(e.g., at the midnight) of every day. 

The probability estimation is based on Eq. (4). For 

example, if we need to estimate a probability of 

concept class “Artists” and it is about user A in short 

period, four data items are necessary. The one pair is 

the sample number clicked and non-clicked by user A 

at the current day. The other pair is the summation of 

sample number clicked and non-clicked by user A in 

short period. Using these data, the estimator can 

calculate the probability of concept class “Artists” in 

short period. The estimator can also calculate the 

probabilities of other concept classes in the same way. 

Thus, Estimation Base can be created. 

 

D. Gradual Adaption Recommendation 
 

After creating Estimation Base, the system can start 

Figure 6. Three periods and two categories 
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the recommendation for users. The GAR (Gradual 

Adaption Recommender) is an on-line component. It is 

shown in the left part of off-line component in Fig. 1, 

and surrounded by dotted line. 

When a user sends a search query to the system, 

GAR will check if there is a remarkable concept class 

from Estimation Base. As shown in Fig. 6, if 

remarkable concept class exists, GAR will return links 

of remarkable concept class and put them at the top of 

a recommendation page, choose a certain number of 

links from each period respectively, and add them 

below the remarkable links. Of course, these links 

belong to the concept class which has high probability 

in each period. 

If a remarkable concept class is not found, GAR 

will check if an exceptional concept class exists. If an 

exceptional concept class exists, GAR will choose 

links of the concept class, then choose links from each 

period, and return the result in a random manner. The 

same as in the previous case, these links belong to the 

concept class which has high probability in each period. 

If both remarkable and exceptional concept classes 

do not exist, GAR will choose the same number of 

links from each period respectively. These links belong 

to the concept class which has high probability in each 

of them. Then, these links are returned to a user in a 

random fashion. 

Using the described approach, GAR gives a user a 

hint about which concept class is their hot concept 

class or which concept class is the concept class they 

almost forgot.  

Fig. 6 (a) is the first response to a user. If the user 

makes a decision on a link and click it, the concept 

class, keyword and period or category information 

about the link will be sent to the system. Obtaining 

such information, the system will apperceive the user’s 

demands. 

As show in Fig. 6 (b), if the selected link belongs to 

short period, the links number of short period will be 

doubled. At the same way, the links number of other 

terms will be reduced to half.  

As show in Fig. 6 (c), if the link of short period is 

clicked continuously, the links number of short period 

will be increased to a maximum number, and the 

number of other links of each period will be reduced to 

a minimum number. If a link that belongs to the short 

period is not clicked continuously, and another link 

that belongs to the other period is clicked - for instance, 

a link that belongs to the long period is clicked - in this 

case, the number of recommended links for the short 

period will be reduced to half, and at the same time, the 

number of links for the long period will be doubled.  

The same things occur in case of other periods, and 

GAR will apperceive the change and redress the 

recommendation result. Therefore, GAR can give a 

high satisfaction rating to users. 

 

V. SIMULATION AND EVALUATION 

 

In order to verify the operability of the proposed 

GAM, we pre-produced the model. The system was 

built by open source software: Java, Tomcat, MySQL, 

and Nekohtml were used. Using them, Concept 

Analyzer, Probability Estimator, Gradual Adaptive 

Recommender were built 

For the simulation, we consider three basic cases to 

evaluate the system. The first case is a user who has a 

long-term interest. In this case, the probability of the 

interested concept class ought to keep a high rate in 

long period. 

The second case is a user who has a temporary 

interest. The user access the concept class of temporary 

interest sometime. In this case, this concept class ought 

to keep a low rate in the three periods. 

The third case is a user who has two interests, and 

these interests are affected by some factors easily. In 

the case, there is a possibility that the probability of the 

relation concept class can change hugely in the short or 

medium period, but not in the long period. 

 

A. Concept Class Base 
 

We use Wikipedia on DVD Version 0.5 [19] (we 

refer to it as Wikipedia 0.5 for brevity) as the test data. 

The lowest categories in Wikipedia 0.5’s topic 

hierarchies are used as the concept classes in the 

simulation. Based on Wikipedia 0.5, we gained more 

than 2000 web pages that belong to 180 concept 

classes. These concept classes were ready in advance, 

and saved in the Concept Class Base. 

 

B. Setting of Simulation Cases 
 

For case one, the concept class “Philosophical 

thought movements” is assumed to be used every day, 

and the assumed number of clicks (a user’s accesses) 

was set to 0 and 40 per day. It means the user is 

interested in the concept class, and has a long-term 

interest in the concept class. 

For case two, the concept class “Philosophers” is 

assumed to be used per three days, and the assumed 

number of clicks was set to 0 and 10. It means the user 

has little interest in this concept class. 

For case three, two concept classes of “Art” and 

“Artists” are assumed to be used, and the number of 

clicks is dynamically varying. Most times it is set to 0 

to 20, but sometimes it is set to 0 to 10 (likes case two), 
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some other times it is set to 0 to 80 (large than case 

one).  

Obviously, concept classes “Philosophers” and 

“Philosophical thought movements”, and concept 

classes “Art” and “Artists” are similar respectively in 

cases described above. It means that similar concept 

classes have similar keywords. We expect that our 

model can differentiate the concept classes even if they 

contain similar keywords, and gain the results as we 

explained above. 

 

C. Simulation Results 
 

We simulated the three test cases during a period of 

150 days, and obtained the results. The results are what 

we expected, showing high adjustability and 

adaptability of the proposed model.  

In the short period, we can see the movement of the 

concept rate changing frequently. In some days, the 

probability of concept classes in case three is bigger 

than case one – for instance, “Art” concept class gets 

higher probability at 2008/12/12 point , “Artists” 

concept class gets higher probability at 2008/10/31 

point (Fig 7). 

In the medium period, the change is becoming 

smaller. But the probability of concept classes in case 

two is bigger than case three in some days (Fig 8). The 

exchange of probability between “Art” and “Artists” is 

also can be seen at 2008/10/31 and 2008/11/28 point. 

In the long period, the change becomes quite stable. 

There is no big change in the long period (Fig 9). 

From the simulation results, we found that the 

proposed model adapts well to the change of user’s 

interests, as we expected. Thus, if a concept class is 

used frequently, it ought to have a high probability in 

the long period. If the concept class is used to a certain 

extent, it ought to have a quick change in the short or 

the medium period. If the concept class is used rarely, 

the rate ought to keep at a low level. This result 

demonstrates that the proposed model is operable and 

effective for modeling situations similar to those in the 

above-mentioned cases. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

In this study, we have proposed a gradual adaption 

model (GAM) for estimation of user information 

access behavior, based on Full Bayesian Estimation 

with a learning function, in order to solve the 

uncertainty problem caused by differences in user 

information access behaviors. A variety of users’ 

information access data are collected and analyzed in 

terms of short, medium, long periods, and by 

remarkable and exceptional categories. We have 

further implemented a prototype system based on the 

proposed model, designed experimental simulations 

with three assumed cases to show operability and 

effectiveness of the model.  

Figure 7. Probability of Concept classes in Short Period 
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Figure 8. Probability of Concept classes in Medium Period 

Figure 9. Probability of Concept classes in Long Period 
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The simulation results have shown that the 

proposed model can recognize the transition of users’ 

access behaviors (web page selections, in particular) 

sensitively in the short period. The users’ long-term 

interest is kept a high probability in the long period. 

The three periods of GAM can correctly distinguish 

long-term and temporary interest of users. Based on the 

results, when a user inputs a keyword and selects a link 

of a concept class that belongs to the long period, 

GAM can return the links of the concept classes that 

belong to the long period and match with the input 

keyword. Because the other concept classes that belong 

to the short and medium periods are filtered, GAM can 

help user to find the information that he/she is seeking 

quickly. Of course, GAM can detect which period is 

focused by a user, therefore, it can gradually adapt to 

the transition of users’ selection, and provide 

appropriate information to the user. 

As for future works, we will set more different 

patterns for the short, medium and long periods to find 

more reasonable ones. Using a dynamic sampling to set 

the three periods is one of the future works. Moreover, 

we will implement a fully runnable system, and 

evaluate the proposed model with users' involvement. 

We expect such experiment results can give us insights 

on how to further improve the model. We will also 

compare the proposed approach with other related 

recommendation models. 
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Abstract 
 

A Personal Network (PN) is a network composed of 
devices of a person that can communicate with each other 
independently from their geographical location.  Extra 
functionality in PNs enables the cooperation amongst 
different persons forming a group-oriented network called a 
Federation of Personal Networks (Fednet). A Fednet is a 
secure, opportunity or purpose driven ad-hoc network for 
sharing personal resources. A Fednet can be composed for 
applications in different areas, e.g. education, 
entertainment, business, emergency, etc.  

A number of group-oriented resource-sharing 
technologies for distributed environments have been 
reported in the literature, such as grids, Virtual 
Organizations, Secure Virtual Enclaves and P2P networks. 
All these technologies for sharing resources have their own 
peculiarity in the architecture, their implementation, and in 
the ways they control the access to shared resources. This 
paper provides a comparative overview of these 
technologies with our Fednet concept. In addition, a special 
attention is given to various approaches for controlling the 
access to shared resources in cooperative distributed 
environments, in particular grid environments. We discuss 
the details of these access control architectures, advantages 
and disadvantages of these approaches.  

 
Keywords: sharing resources, group-oriented networks, 
personal networks, federation of personal networks, access 
control. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Personal devices with networking capabilities have 
become an integral part of daily activities, business and 
entertainment. Examples of such personal devices are 
mobile phones, PDAs, digital cameras, laptops, desktops, 
MP3 players, printers, home appliances, gadgets, etc. It is 

exciting and useful, when these personal devices and 
appliances could communicate with each other and provide 
meaningful services to their owners independently of their 
geographic location. This is the idea behind the concept of 
a Personal Network (PN) [2]. 

The personal devices in a PN are organized into 
clusters. A cluster is a networked group of personal devices 
located in the vicinity of each other. A simple PN consists 
of a local cluster around the user. Figure 1 illustrates an 
example of a PN. In this PN a local cluster is extended with 
other remote clusters, i.e. office cluster, home cluster and 
car cluster with the help of interconnecting infrastructures. 
This way, personal devices can form a distributed personal 
environment of a user.  
 

 

Car cluster 

Home cluster 

 

Local cluster 

Office cluster 

Interconnecting 
networks 

 

A Personal 
Network 

 
Figure 1.  Example of a Personal Network 

 
By adding extra functionality, PNs can form group-

oriented networks called Fednets. The concept of a Fednet 
was introduced in [3] and defined as a temporal, ad hoc, 
opportunity- or purpose-driven secure cooperation of 
independent PNs. In the core of the Fednets is sharing 
personal resources and services to achieve a common 
objective. 
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A number of technologies and paradigms for sharing 
resources have been reported in the literature. But in each 
of them the concept of ‘sharing’ appears with a new flavor: 
in grid computing [4] it is sharing the spare CPU resources, 
processing power and storage facilities; in P2P networks it 
is sharing data and multimedia content, such as music, clips 
and video; in Wireless community networks [5] it is sharing 
services and facilities such as Internet access; and in 
Fednets it is a broad range of sharing personal resources 
and services among the users on demand. All these 
technologies for sharing resources differ in their 
architecture, their implementation, and in the ways they 
control the access to shared resources.  

The contribution of this paper is a comparative 
overview of several group-oriented resource-sharing 
technologies for distributed environments. In addition, a 
special attention is given to various approaches for 
controlling the access to shared resources in cooperative 
distributed environments, in particular grid environments. 
We discuss the details of these access control architectures, 
advantages and disadvantages of these approaches. In this 
sense, this paper extends the survey on resource sharing 
technologies presented in [1] (UBICOMM 2008). 

The organization of the paper is the following. In 
Section 2, we explain the motivation for PNs to federate, 
and briefly describe the basic component-level architecture 
of a Fednet and access control in Fednets. Further in this 
section, we explain our approach to analyze the system 
based on functional modules. In Section 3, we discuss some 
of the related technologies for group-oriented 
communication reported in the literature. In Section 4, we 
analyze the access control mechanisms used in grid 
environments based on the generic authorization framework 
for Internet resources and services [24]. Finally, in Section 
5, we summarize the survey and draw conclusions.  
 

2. FEDNETS 
 

In this section, we describe Fednets, present their 
architecture and the access control to its resources. 
 

2.1 Motivation to federate PNs 
 

Persons usually communicate with each other, carry 
out common tasks and cooperate with each other in order to 
reach a common goal. They might encounter many 
situations, when it is desirable and beneficial to enrich their 
cooperation by connecting their Personal networks for 
raising the efficacy of their communication towards 
reaching a common goal. A network that is created by 
connecting independent PNs is called a Federation of 
Personal networks (Fednet). The concept of a Fednet was 

introduced in [2] as a temporal, ad hoc, secure cooperation 
of independent PNs. PNs, driven by a certain purpose or 
triggered by opportunity, can form a Fednet to achieve a 
common objective by means of sharing personal resources 
and services. Figure 2 depicts an example of a Fednet 
formed of four PNs to share their resources and services. In 
this Fednet the PN owners can run different applications 
and benefit from sharing personal resources (e.g. data and 
multimedia) and personal services (e.g. printing, displaying, 
storing, connectivity to the infrastructure, routing and 
Internet access).  

       
                                                                                                                                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
         

              
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fednet   

I n t e r n e t   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PN1 

PN2 

PN3 

PN4 

Shared resources 

 
Figure 2.  A Fednet and its shared resources 

 

The main objective in Fednets is to facilitate reaching a 
common task. For example, consider the following 
scenarios: 

a) File sharing. Colleagues attend a conference 
together. They meet after the conference and form a Fednet 
with the goal to share photos and videos from the 
conference. The Fednet here is purpose driven and is 
formed between laptops, photo cameras and PDAs of the 
colleagues. This example is elaborated in [6]. 

b) Camera view and sensor information sharing.  
People with wearable cameras and sensors can form a 
Fednet with the goal to exchange valuable information (e.g. 
images, temperature and location) in disaster relief 
situation. The Fednet here is purpose driven and is 
composed by wearable cameras and sensors of different 
people.  

c) Facility sharing. Friends meet at home of one of 
them. They show each other photos in their iPods. The host 
has a big screen. Using this opportunity, they form a Fednet 
with the goal to display the pictures on a big screen. The 
Fednet here is opportunity-driven and is formed between 
the iPods of friends and the screen.  

These examples show the wide applicability of Fednets 
in various situations for ad hoc occasional sharing of 
personal resources. It is important to note, that Fednets can 
have a large scale involving a large number of distributed 
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PNs. Examples of such Fednets are a secure network 
between patients and doctors for remote healthcare services 
or a virtual classroom environment formed for a distance 
learning course scenario. 
  

2.2 Architecture of Fednets  
 

A Fednet is composed of interconnected PNs. PNs 
belong to different owners and represent independent 
security domains; therefore the architecture of a Fednet 
should take into account the following considerations:  

• The resource and service owners might want to keep 
the control over their resources and services themselves;  

• The internal structure of a PN is not to be revealed to 
other PNs.  

Two approaches [7], [8] have been taken so far to build 
the architecture of the Fednets: using overlays between PNs 
[7] and using service proxies at the gateways of the PNs [8]. 
The difference between the two approaches is in the way 
service access control and service provisioning are carried 
out. In the overlay approach, each personal device in the 
Fednet carries out the service access control, while 
providing a service to others.  

In the proxy-based approach, the services of a PN are 
accessed by other PNs not directly at the service providing 
device, but at the gateway of a PN by means of service 
proxies. Besides, the access control to the PN services is 
carried out not in every device in a PN, but at the border of 
the PN (i.e. the gateway of a PN), so other personal devices 
inside the PN do not need to have access control 
capabilities.  Having the access control at the borders, 
allows each PN to have a separate security domain in a 
Fednet and to keep its autonomy. This way, the proxy-based 
approach meets better the above-mentioned considerations. 
This advantage in comparison to the overlay-based 
approach has been our main motivation for choosing for the 
proxy-based architecture in our work. Figure 3 illustrates 
the basic proxy-based architecture of a Fednet. 

 
 

 PN 1 

Fednet 
services  

FM 

FA 

GW 

Client  

PN 2  
Fednet  

FA 

Fednet  
services 

Client  

GW 

                                       
FM        Fednet Manager  
FA         Fednet Agent 

 
GW       Gateway 

 

Service 
proxy 

Service 
proxy 

 
Figure 3. Basic proxy-based architecture of a Fednet  

The main components of a Fednet are the Fednet 
manager (FM) and the Fednet agent (FA). The Fednet 
manager is responsible for management and control of the 
Fednet, such as creating and dissolving a Fednet, and 
accepting and removing Fednet members. The Fednet agent 
is responsible for the management and control functions of 
the PN when operating within a Fednet, such as joining and 
leaving a Fednet, controlling access to its personal 
resources and services. The Gateway (GW) is a device with 
multiple network interfaces. A PN communicates with other 
PNs of the Fednet through this gateway, by making one of 
its interfaces publicly addressable. The Service Proxy is a 
functional component that is located at the gateway of the 
PN. Its role is to prevent direct access of other Fednet 
members to the personal devices (services) of a PN, by 
making the services available at the gateway of a PN. The 
services offered by the PN to the Fednet are called Fednet 
services. A client is an application or a personal device 
within a PN requesting a Fednet service. The proxy-based 
architecture of a Fednet is given in more details in [6]. 

 

2.3 Access control in Fednets  
 

In Fednets two or more PNs share their resources and 
services with each other. When people share their personal 
resources and services, an important issue is providing a 
proper access control to them. We took a two-level 
approach for the access control in Fednets. We consider 
that becoming a member of the Fednet (i.e. access to the 
community) and using the services and resources of the 
Fednet (i.e. access to the community services and 
resources) are two different issues. Therefore, we 
distinguish between these two levels of the access control. 
The two-level approach gives a separation of concerns in 
the access control. 

The first-level access control takes place when a new 
member joins a Fednet. The first-level access control in a 
Fednet is carried out by the Fednet manager. Having a 
centralized entity (i.e. the Fednet Manager) for this task 
facilitates the management of the Fednet with dynamically 
joining and leaving members. The accepted Fednet 
members receive a membership credential which is used to 
prove their membership within the Fednet. Membership 
credential also indicates a PN’s membership class, which is 
the ranking of the member within the Fednet based on its 
contributions and reputation.  

The second-level access control is the access control to 
the Fednet services. It takes place when a Fednet member 
requests a Fednet service. The second-level access control 
in a Fednet is carried out by the Fednet agent of a PN. This 
allows a PN to keep the control over its personal resources 
and services. This meets the preferences of the PN owners, 
who usually prefer not to delegate the access control rights 
over their personal resources to a third party.  
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Fednet services are distinguished between common and 
specific. Common services are accessible by all members of 
the Fednet upon presenting their membership credential. 
Special services require the second-level fine-grained 
access control at the PNs. 

 

2.4 Functional modules in the architecture of 
Fednets  
 

In this paper, we focus on the concept of sharing 
resources, in particular on the following questions:  

• Who is sharing? 
• What is shared?   
• How is the sharing done? 

To analyze the system based on these questions we 
introduce a system architecture decomposed into functional 
modules, as is shown in Figure 4. By module we mean a 
collection of functional components.  

 
                                                                       

Client 
module 

TTP 
module 

Access 
control 
module 

Intermediary  
module 

Resource 
module 

          

     

          

          

     

 
Figure 4. Functional modules of system architecture. 

 

The following functional modules are relevant when 
sharing resources between different owners: 

• Client module, which contains the administrative 
domains and the users of shared resources. 

• Trusted Third Party (TTP) module that contains a 
trusted authority between all administrative domains. 

• Intermediary module that contains technology-
specific components of the architecture. 

• Access control module that contains the mechanisms 
or methods used in the access control to shared resources. 

• Resource module that contains types of shared 
resources and services.  

We took this approach to analyze the system, because 
it gives us better understanding of how the system works 
and how the sharing is accomplished. It shows explicitly the 
interrelation of functionalities in the sharing process. It also 
helps us to compare Fednets and other related technologies 
with respect to the concept of sharing resources.  

Figure 5 shows the mapping of the Fednet architecture, 
depicted in Figure 3 into functional modules grouped 
according to the above mentioned criterion. 

• In Fednets the client module consists of PNs that 
belong to different owners.  

• The TTP module can contain a Certification Authority 
(CA), who issues digital certificates for PNs to certify their 
identity in the authentication process (see Figure 5, arrow 
1). 

• The intermediary module contains a service directory 
(SD), which stores the list of Fednet services; a gateway 
(GW) through which all external communication of a PN 
takes place and a Service proxy, which makes a service 
available at the gateway of a PN. 
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Figure 5. Functional modules in the Fednet architecture. 

 
• The access control module contains the Fednet 

manager; Fednet access control policies (FAP), which are 
the rules about how a new member is accepted to a Fednet; 
the Fednet agent and service access control policies (SAP), 
which are the rules about how the access to the PN services 
is controlled.  

• The resource module contains Fednet resources and 
services that are shared between the PNs. The access to the 
Fednet and its services is achieved through the access 
control module (Figure 5, arrow 2), which produces the 
access control decisions that are enforced by the 
intermediary module (arrow 3), where a service proxy 
located at the gateway of the PN acts as a delegate of a PN 
service (arrow 4). 

In Section 3 we describe some of the related paradigms 
proposed in literature. In order to analyze them, we use our 
approach of decomposition of the system architecture into 
functional modules, presented in Figure 4. 

 

3. RELATED PARADIGMS                      
FOR SHARING RESOURCES 
 

The main purpose of Fednets is sharing the resources 
and services which belong to different persons. A number 
of technologies and paradigms for sharing resources and 
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services have been proposed in the literature [3], [9-11], 
[19-23]. While some of them focus on sharing a particular 
service, other systems are designed for a group of various 
applications.  

To place the Fednets amongst related technologies we 
discuss some of them in this Section. We provide the 
definition of a technology, discuss its differences and 
similarities with Fednets, and analyze the functional 
architecture focusing on the access control to shared 
resources in each technology. 
 

3.1 Grids  
 

A grid [3] is a hardware and software infrastructure 
that allows resources to be shared across organizational 
boundaries. Grid computing was started with the idea of 
sharing spare processing power and storage facilities to 
carry out big scale computations that were not possible by 
using single machines. Later, organizations using grid 
networking started cooperation based on mutually agreed 
rules to form so-called Virtual Organizations (VO) [9].  
There are many grid projects all over the world, such as the 
project CrossGrid [10], which addresses realistic problems 
in medicine, environmental protection, flood prediction, 
and physics analysis; the project AccessGrid [11], which 
enables connecting people using remote video, visualization 
techniques, microphones and cameras. An impressive 
amount of examples of grid projects and applications is 
given in [12] and [13]. 
 

Functional architecture of grids 

Figure 6 depicts the functional architecture of a grid 
network.  
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Figure 6. Functional modules in Grid architecture. 

 

The client module contains the grid users, and 
organizations, which are the members of a VO.  

The TTP module contains a Certification Authority 
(CA), who issues Grid digital certificates after certifying 
user’s identity, for example showing staff ID.  

The resource module contains computing and storage 
elements. 

The intermediary module is responsible for managing 
the job allocation and execution. Grid computation shares 
resources online through the Internet, so anyone may access 
shared resources. In order to use a grid facility, the grid 
user first gets a certificate from the CA (see Figure 6, arrow 
1) and submits a job (arrow 2) to the grid facility via the 
user interface. The application control mechanisms carry 
out the access control by checking the grid map file. This 
file holds a mapping list of the authenticated grid users to 
their local account names. When the user is found in the 
grid map file, the resource broker uses information service 
and replica catalog (arrow 3) to find a suitable computing 
element and a storage element to execute the job (arrow 4). 
When the job is done, the resource broker returns the result 
to the user. Logging and book-keeping service maintains 
the records on the job execution procedure, which are 
purged when the job is completed. 

The access control module of grid networks contains 
several mechanisms, which are shown in Figure 6. They are 
grid map files, Community Authorization Service (CAS) 
[14], Virtual Organization Membership Service (VOMS) 
[15], PERMIS [16], AKENTI [17] and PRIMA [18].  
 

The access control in grids 

Grid computing provides not unrestricted sharing, but 
controlled sharing of resources. Resource owners typically 
put restrictions on the access to their resources based on the 
membership, payability, etc. The basic idea of controlling 
access to shared resources is through authentication. The 
simplest authentication design is to set up a username and 
password for the user to join a grid and to keep this 
information in a grid map file. The username is verified 
with a digital certificate issued by the CA. The drawback of 
using grid map files is that it is difficult to maintain them 
for a large number of grid users. More sophisticated 
mechanisms developed for the access control in grid 
environments are: CAS, VOMS, PERMIS, AKENTI and 
PRIMA. Section 4 provides detailed discussion on these 
mechanisms. 
 

Similarities and differences with Fednets 

Although the idea of sharing in grids and VOs is 
similar to the idea behind Fednets, there are major 
differences between them. First of all, the administrative 
domains in Fednets are personal networks, with personal 
resources and services. It is an overlay network between 
personal networks of individuals. In grids, the 
administrative domains are organizations and therefore it is 
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an overlay network formed between organizations. Second, 
personal resources are mostly portable and battery-
powered, while in grids the resources are big scale 
computing and storage facilities. Third, Fednets are formed 
on demand for temporal situations. On the contrary grid 
applications and projects are set up on a long-term basis to 
solve complex problems with long-term goals. Forth, 
Fednets have a dynamic nature, i.e. its constitution 
dynamically changes over the time, while grid networks 
have a static nature, with static constituent parts. Fifth, the 
applications of a Fednet have relatively smaller scope in 
comparison with grids and VOs. For example, Fednet can 
be formed for the Internet access sharing, file sharing, 
printing, display, storage, games, and entertainment, while 
grids and VOs are formed to solve country-wide or 
international problems, such as weather forecasting, air 
pollutions, human genome studies, etc. And sixth, is the 
way how the management is done. In VOs there is one (or 
more)  professional system administrators to manage the 
VO, while in Fednets, the user is not a professional and 
should preferably not be bothered with any 
management/configuration task. 
 

3.2 Secure Virtual Enclaves 
 

SVE [19] is a middleware infrastructure that allows 
multiple organizations to share their distributed application 
objects respecting organizational autonomy. The goal of the 
SVE is to provide a restricted access to the resources and 
information databases of organizations. Controlled 
collaborative computing in SVE is based on using open 
networks and distributed application technologies, such as 
WWW, CORBA, Java, Active X and combinations with 
legacy applications.  

The SVE was meant to be used in collaborative 
computing scenarios, such as:   

• In military environments, joint task forces might share 
selected information and applications for distributed 
collaborative planning.  

• In disaster or incident response teams, various 
government organizations and corporate units rapidly form 
a team. They share information in a limited way that is 
beyond sharing in ordinary settings.  

• In business environments, corporate units share 
information with outside organizations without allowing 
general access to sensitive corporate data, only allowing 
authenticated controlled access to a subset of data.  
 

Functional architecture of Secure Virtual Enclaves 

An enclave is a set of resources (computers and 
networks) of an organization, which belongs to the same 
security domain. One or more enclaves form a SVE by 
joining with a subset of their resources. SVE identifies a 

distributed collection of selected resources, along with the 
principals that are authorized to access those resources. 
Principals are the persons, servers or programs. Figure 7 
illustrates a functional architecture of SVE.  
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Figure 7. Functional modules in SVE architecture 
 
The client module contains the enclaves of different 

organizations, which are the members of SVE.  
The TTP module contains a Certification authority that 

issues X.509 certificates for enclaves.  
The resource module contains application objects of 

enclaves, e.g. data lists, work sheets, corporate data and 
information.  

The intermediary module is responsible in management 
and operation of SVE. It contains SVE Policy EXchange 
administration graphical user interface (SPEX GUI), SPEX 
controller and Policy GUI. The management of an enclave 
is carried out by the enclave administrator who administers 
SVE operation, e.g. initiates joining, leaving and creating 
the SVE. For this task, the administrator gives commands to 
the SPEX controller through SPEX Administration GUI. 
The Enclave can join several SVEs. The administrator of 
the enclave is also responsible for defining and maintaining 
the access policies for local enclave resources via the Policy 
GUI. SPEX controller in its turn propagates these policies 
within the local enclave to the SVE policy enforcement 
components (i.e. SVE interceptor/enforcer) and to other 
SVE member enclaves.  

The access control module contains SVE 
interceptor/enforcer, Access Calculator and resource access 
policies (RAP). 

 
Access control in Secure Virtual Enclaves 

While sharing it is important for enclaves to keep 
autonomy, so that the control over the resources is kept in 
each enclave locally. Access control policies are not 
propagated among enclaves. The enclave has the full 
control over its resource access policy. Therefore, the 
access control to the resources is done within each enclave 
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locally, while the administration and maintenance within the 
SVE is done by all enclaves together.  

Enclaves authenticate each other using certificates of a 
Certification authority (Figure 7, arrow 1). Each local 
administrator determines the access to the local resources 
granted to the community by defining the enclave’s 
resource access control policies (arrow 2). A request of the 
user from another enclave is received at the SVE 
interceptor (arrow 3), which queries a local Access 
Calculator for an access decision. Then the Access 
Calculator evaluates the resource access policies to grant or 
deny the access to the resources of the enclave. The SVE 
enforcer then enforces the decision by either allowing the 
request to proceed as usual (arrow 4), or dropping the 
request and returning an error message to the client. The 
access rights are derived by the Access Calculator in four 
steps: domain derivation, type definition, access matrix 
check and constraint check. The SPEX controller provides 
asynchronous policy updates to local access calculators. 

In SVE access authorization is role-based and the 
access is granted equally to all local and foreign principals, 
which are represented by a domain. For example, if an 
individual acts in the SVE as an engineer, then he belongs 
to an engineer’s domain. He has the rights assigned to this 
role to access the SVE resources regardless of his location 
and the location of the resources he is accessing. The 
autonomy of the enclave is provided by having its local 
policies to its resources and having the opportunity to 
withdraw any resources any time from the SVE. If any of 
the collaboration partners is found untrustworthy, the 
enclave can immediately modify its local policy 
components and update its Access Calculators. 

 
Similarities and differences with Fednets 

We can see the following differences among Fednets 
and SVE. First, the administrative domains in SVE are 
organizations. Second, the resources in SVE are application 
objects, the information and datasets e.g. worksheets, data 
lists that belong to distributed applications such as WWW, 
CORBA, Java, Active X. Third, the SVE applications are 
set up for a relatively long time to support inter-
organizational activities, e.g. working on the common data 
lists. Forth, the applications of SVE have a bigger scope, 
they are meant for inter-organizational communication, 
while Fednets are meant for inter-personal communication. 
The idea behind Fednets is to enable a broad range of 
sharing personal services among the users on demand. 

In addition, there are differences in implementation. 
Interceptor and enforcer in SVE are functionalities that act 
as intermediaries between external clients and internal 
servers of the organization. They are implemented at the 
enclave gateways or as server modifications. In Fednets, 
these functionalities are implemented as Fednet agents and 
service proxies at the gateways of the PNs. Furthermore, in 

Secure Virtual Enclaves (SVE), the SVE administrator 
defines the resource access policies of the enclave, initiates 
joining, leaving and creating the SVE. Its functionality is 
comparable with the PN owner, with the difference that the 
PN owner manages his/her own resources, while the SVE 
administrator manages the resources of the enclave that 
belongs to one organization. Moreover, in SVE a new 
enclave can join the SVE through voting if only the 
majority of the enclaves agree on that. Each enclave 
maintains the list of trusted collaborators, i.e. enclaves of 
other organizations. Consequently, no anonymity is 
supported in SVE. Fednets, on the contrary, depending on 
its goal and the type of its applications can have also 
anonymous nature, in which the members do not need to 
know who is in the Fednet. 
  

3.3 Peer-to-peer file-sharing networks 
 

A P2P network is a collection of distributed computers 
where each computer is called ‘a peer’ and shares resources 
and services with other peers. Peers have equal 
responsibilities and capabilities in providing/consuming the 
services.  

The examples of most popular P2P applications are 
Napster, Gnutella, Fasttrack, Morpheus, Freenet and Kazaa.  
 

The functional architecture 

Figure 8 shows the functional architecture for a typical 
P2P file-sharing network.  
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Figure 8. Functional modules of P2P architecture 

 
The client module contains distributed computers of 

users, which are called peers.  
The resource module contains different types of 

content, such as data, multimedia and other types of 
information. Each client computer stores the content that it 
shares with the rest of the P2P network. 

The intermediary module represents the index server. 
The architecture of a P2P network can be decentralized, i.e. 
without a central index server or hybrid, i.e. with a central 
index server that maintains an index of the metadata for all 
files in the network. More specifically, a central index 
server maintains:  

• A table of registered user connection information (IP 
address, connection bandwidth, etc.)  
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• A table listing the files that each user holds and shares 
in the network, along with metadata descriptions of the files 
(e.g. filename, time of creation, etc.)  

 
In pure P2P network, peers contact each other directly 

(see Figure 7, arrow 1). In hybrid P2P network, a computer 
that wishes to join the network contacts the central server 
and reports the files it maintains (arrow 2).  

The access control module contains the mechanism 
that uses file encryption and decryption keys. Having 
obtained the necessary information about the location of the 
required file, a peer requests the access to the file and using 
the file decryption key accesses the file (arrow 3). 
 

Access control in P2P file-sharing networks 

Typical P2P file-sharing systems do not emphasize on 
the access control. The primary objective in P2P 
networking was enabling free sharing between peers. 
Therefore they apply a simple access control mechanism, 
which is illustrated in Figure 8 as a file encryption and 
decryption mechanism. The authorized readers have the 
decryption key and the authorized writers have the signing 
(encryption) key. In Plutus [20] the reader receives a file-
signature verification key, while the writers have a file-
signing key. When the user wants to access the file to read 
or to modify it, he must have a key from the file owner. 
When the user wants to write, he must obtain the write 
token from the file owner. Using this token the writer can 
authenticate himself to the file server. The major drawback 
of this approach is the lack of efficient user revocation 
system. This brings the problem of re-encryption of large 
amount of data with a new key, when the reader leaves. 

In Freenet [21] the files are encrypted with a random 
encryption key and the key is stored together with the file’s 
identifier. This implies that any reader can access the file.  
 

Similarities and differences with Fednets 

PNs in a Fednet cooperate and share resources in a 
peer-to-peer manner and therefore, a Fednet is a peer-to-
peer network of PNs. Consequently, there are similarities 
between Fednets and P2P file-sharing networks. First, the 
types of resources that are shared in Fednets and P2P 
networks are personal. Second, Fednets and P2P networks 
have high dynamism, i.e. the participants join and leave the 
network dynamically. Third, Fednets and P2P networks are 
both formed for a temporal sharing of resources. 

However, there are also some differences between 
Fednets and P2P file-sharing networks. First, the 
administrative domains in Fednets are personal networks. 
Second, the scope of Fednets is broader than a file-sharing. 
Fednets can be created for a variety of applications for 
different purposes: emergency networks, learning 
environments, entertainment and business applications.  
 

3.4 Wireless Community Networks 
 

One of the possible applications of a Fednet is sharing 
the Internet access. Here we briefly compare Fednets with 
several other technologies for sharing the Internet access, 
such as Wireless community networks (WCN), P2P 
wireless networks confederation (P2PWNC) [22] and FON 
[23].  

WCN is a development of interlinked community 
networks using wireless technologies. The goal of the WCN 
is to provide Internet access in areas where the conventional 
connection services are expensive or not available. WCN 
was developed by the Center for Neighborhood 
Technologies [4] to deliver low-cost, high-speed broadband 
access to homes, small businesses and community-based 
institutions. To join the WCN, a wireless networking 
equipment in a water-proof enclosure is installed on 
rooftops of the community, homes, apartments and other 
community buildings. This equipment is a wireless router 
running the mesh routing software. When the computer is 
connected to the router, it allows accessing the wireless 
community network. WCN is a mesh network, the wireless 
access points are interlinked to each other providing 
multiple and redundant paths, which makes the network 
robust to failures and damages. 
 

The functional architecture 

Figure 9 depicts the functional modules of WCN.  
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Figure 9. Functional modules of WCN architecture 

 
WCN uses a mesh network to provide high-speed 

internet access to members of local communities. WCN 
consists of distributed WAP that belong to different owners. 
The client module contains individual computers that 
belong to different users.   

The resource module contains the bandwidth of the 
Access Point to provide the Internet access.  

The intermediary module contains Wireless access 
points: Main access points (MAP), with the direct 
connection to the Internet and Repeater access points 
(RAP), which pass the signal from a user until it reaches the 
Main access point. All access points are connected with 
each other in a mesh network and have the ability to 
wirelessly associate with each other without a landline 
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connection between them. To connect to the Internet at least 
one Main access point is needed. The rest of the access 
points need to be within the signal range of another access 
point. 

The access control module contains the filtering 
mechanisms based on MAC addresses at the access points 
or on higher levels based on the list of registered users. 
 

Access control in Wireless Community Networks 

WCN uses a simple access control mechanism, which 
is done at the wireless routers by configuring and MAC 
address filtering. A client attempting access must have its 
MAC address listed on an internal table of the wireless 
router (Figure 8, arrows 1 and 2). If so, it can be permitted 
to associate with the access point (arrow 3). In case the 
access point is a repeater, the traffic of the client will be 
forwarded to the next access point, in case the access point 
is the main access point (i.e. directly connected to the 
Internet), the client will get connected to the Internet.  
 

Similarities and differences with Fednets 

There are the following differences between WCN and 
Fednets. First, in WCN the administrative domains can be 
heterogeneous, e.g. individuals, institutions and 
organizations, while in Fednets the administrative domains 
are personal networks. Second, WCN have a relatively 
static backbone network, with static access points to the 
Internet. Participants join the network forming a mesh 
network on top of it. While a Fednet is a dynamic network, 
its composition, topology and the point of attachment of its 
components to the Internet can change over the time. Third, 
WCN are tailored for a specific application, i.e. sharing the 
Internet access, while sharing the Internet access is one of 
the possible applications of Fednets. Therefore WCN can 
be seen as a special case of Fednets. 
 

3.5 P2P Wireless Networks Confederation 
 

P2PWNC is a community of administrative domains 
that offer wireless internet access to each others registered 
users. It is a system that is built on WCNs and enables 
roaming of the users between WCNs based on incentive 
techniques. Reference [22] proposes a P2PWNC protocol. 
The goal is to simulate the participation in the WCN and 
the provision of ‘free’ Internet access to mobile users in 
order to enjoy the same benefit when mobile.  
 

The functional architecture 

Figure 10 illustrates the functional modules of 
P2PWNC. The client module contains institutions, service 
providers and operators.  

There is no TTP module in P2PWNC.  The system uses 
a reciprocity scheme, which does not require registration 
with authorities, and relies only on uncertified free 
identities and public/private key pairs. 

The resource module contains the Internet access, 
bandwidth of the AP to access the Internet. 

The intermediary module consists of the key entities in 
the P2PWNC, i.e. Domain Agents. Each independent 
domain maintains one Domain Agent, which has a unique 
logical name within the P2PWNC system. Domain Agents 
form a P2P network with each other. The Domain Agent 
has several functions, such as: name-service, authentication, 
accounting, consumer and provider strategy, service 
provisioning.  
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Figure 10. Functional modules of P2PWNC architecture 

The main purpose of the Domain Agents is to eliminate 
the administrative overhead of roaming agreements. Instead 
of the roaming agreements, the Domain Agents use a token-
exchange accounting mechanism. According to this 
mechanism a consumer Domain Agent transfers tokens to 
the visited Domain Agent in compensation for the used 
resources. So the central design goal is to build into the 
system incentive mechanism based on the reciprocal 
behavior: consumption and provision should be balanced. 

The access control module contains Domain Agents 
and User Agents, which are explained in the next sub-
section. 
 

Access control in P2PWNC 

The P2PWNC users can be registered with several 
domains, but they should have a unique identifier, in the 
form of ‘user_at_domain’ for each account. For identity 
privacy, the users are allowed to have pseudonyms for each 
account.  

The system uses a reciprocity scheme. Users sign 
digital receipts when they consume service. The receipts 
form a graph, which is used as input to a reciprocity 
algorithm that identifies the contributing users. Although 
the users can easily get free identities, the new users must 
first contribute to the system before using the services. The 
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users are divided into teams. The contribution and 
consumption is evaluated on a team base. Therefore the 
scheme has a free-riders problem. 

In order to use the services the users input their user 
identifiers and associated security credentials to user agents 
(Figure 10, arrow1). The user agents carry out the 
authentication procedure in cooperation with the Domain 
Agent. The users may use different identifiers, choosing 
from the Domain Agent who has a higher token level. When 
the access is granted (arrow 2), the Domain Agent 
coordinates the wireless service provisioning and 
consumption for its domain.  

In every domain (e.g. institution, service provider) 
there is an associated group of registered users. The 
Domain Agents maintain the list of its own registered users. 
The Domain Agent is an economic agent within the 
P2PWNC, it is responsible for the coordination of 
bandwidth consumption by the registered users of the 
domain in a roaming scenario and for the coordination of 
bandwidth provisioning by the domain itself.  
 

Similarities and differences with Fednets 

There are the following differences between P2PWNC 
and Fednets. First, in P2PWNC the administrative domains 
can be heterogeneous, e.g. individuals, institutions, service 
providers and operators. Second, since it is built on top of 
WCN, P2PWNC have a relatively static backbone network, 
with static access points to the Internet. Third, P2PWNC 
are tailored for a specific application, i.e. sharing the 
Internet access. Therefore similar to WCN, P2PWNC can 
be seen as a special case of Fednets. 
 

3.6 FON 
 

FON [23] is a system of shared wireless networks. The 
FON’s members share their WiFi with others, in return they 
can freely access all other FON wireless access points that 
are available all over the world. This is achieved by sharing 
the bandwidth of their special routers, called La Fonera 
routers.  
 

The functional architecture 

Figure 11 illustrates the functional modules of FON.  
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Figure 11. Functional modules of FON architecture 

The client module contains the users of the FON 
network, called Foneros. Foneros are distinguished into 
three types based on their membership: Linuses, Bills and 
Aliens, as shown in Figure 10. Linuses and Bills are 
registered users of the FON network. They share their home 
WiFi hotspot with the FON network and can use any FON 
hotspot for free, can roam the FON network for free. Aliens 
do not share their bandwidth but they can use the FON 
network by purchasing daily passes. FON passes are similar 
to prepaid cards. Aliens can purchase FON passes by 
detecting a FON signal and connecting to FON or by 
sending SMS through their mobile phones. Aliens can also 
get 15 minutes of free WiFi access to any FON spot per 
day.  

The resource module contains the bandwidth of La 
Fonera routers, which is shared between Foneros. FON 
consists of distributed La Fonera routers that belong to 
different owners. While roaming, the user can connect to 
internet by means of these routers through the WiFi 
available in the vicinity. Using laptops or WiFi enabled 
devices, such as phones, cameras, Foneros can access any 
FON spot around the world.  

The intermediary module consists of La Fonera routers 
of Foneros.  

The access control module in FON contains the 
authentication mechanism based on FON usernames and 
passwords. 
 

Access control in FON 

FON software includes a level of access control, which 
could be beneficial for WiFi in open network with little or 
no security, also beneficial for service providers. All 
registered members of the FON network have FON 
username and password. Once an Alien has registered with 
FON (Figure 11, arrow 1), using its user name and 
password, it can be granted the access to the Internet 
through La Fonera router (arrow 2), which provides with 
the part of its bandwidth for the traffic of the Alien (arrow 
3). 

Aliens can also use their FON username and password 
to access their own personal User Zone. In the User Zone, 
the Alien can retrace her WiFi activities through the FON 
Community. Including seeing how many FON Passes they 
have purchased, used and how many they still have 
remaining. 
 

Similarities and differences with Fednets 

There are the following differences between FON and 
Fednets. First, in FON the administrative domains are 
individuals with La Fonera routers. Second, FON have a 
relatively static backbone network, with static access points 
to the Internet. Participants join the network forming a 
mesh network on top of it. Third, FON are tailored for a 
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specific application, i.e. sharing the Internet access. Since 
sharing the Internet access is one of the possible 
applications of Fednets, FON can be seen as a special case 
of Fednets. 

 
 

 

 

3.7 Comparison of related technologies 
 
In this section we summarize our survey on resource sharing technologies and paradigms in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Comparison of Fednets and related technologies 
 

 

Technology 

 

Definition 

 

Typical applications 

 

Administrative 
domains 

 

Scale of the 
system 

 

Shared resources 

 

Access control 
mechanisms 

 

Grids 

Hardware and 
software infrastructure 
to allow coordinated 
resource sharing and 
problem solving 

• Medical/Healthcare  

• Bioinformatics  

• Nanotechnology  

• Engineering  

• Natural Resources and the 
Environment  

Individual 
users, 
organizations, 
Virtual 
Organizations 

Number of 
services, 
participants 
and 
geographic 
scale is large 

Hardware, 
software, 
computer 
processing power, 
big scale 
computing and 
data storage 
facilities 

Centralized access 
control (grid mapfile, 
CAS, VOMS, 
PERMIS, PRIMA), 
distributed access 
control at stakeholders 
(AKENTI) 

 

Secure 
Virtual 

Enclaves 

An infrastructure 
implemented in 
middleware to allow 
multiple organizations 
to share their 
distributed data and 
application objects 

 

• Military environments  

• Disaster or incident 
response teams  

• Business environments 

Organizations Number of 
services, 
participants 
and 
geographic 
scale is small 

Distributed 
application 
objects, 
information and 
data of 
organizations 

Distributed access 
control to the SVE,  

distributed, local 
access control to the 
SVE resources  

 

P2P file-
sharing 

networks 

A collection of 
networking nodes 
where each node has 
equal responsibilities 
and capabilities in 
providing and 
consuming the 
services. 

File and content sharing 
(e.g. Napster, Gnutella, 
Fasttrack, Morpheus and 
Kazaa)  

Individuals 
users, 
organizations 

Number of 
participants 
and 
geographic 
scale is large. 

Number of 
services is 
small.  

Files, information, 
media and 
entertainment 

Distributed access 
control with 
encryption/decryption 
keys 

 

WCN 

Interlinked 
community network 
using wireless 
technologies 

Low-cost broadband 
connectivity and related 
opportunities such as job 
searching capability and 
skill development, to 
underserved households, 
community groups, and 
small businesses. 

Individuals, 
organizations 

Number of 
participants is 
large. 

Number of 
services and 
geographic 
scale is small. 

 

Wireless Internet 
access is shared, 
by means of 
sharing access 
point repeaters for 
traffic forwarding 
between 
neighbors 

Distributed access 
control at Wireless 
access repeaters and 
Wireless access points 
by MAC address 
filtering, or on higher 
levels with the list of 
registered users 

 

P2PWNC 

System that is built on 
WCNs and enables 
roaming of the users 
between different 
WCNs based on 
incentive techniques 

Universities, residential 
hotspots, private companies 
that provide WLAN access 
to employees, mobile 
operators offer wireless 
internet access to each 
others registered users. 

Individuals, 
organizations, 
service 
providers, 
operators  

Number of 
participants 
and 
geographic 
scale is large. 

Number of 
services is 
small. 

Wireless Internet 
access is shared 
on the basis of 
reciprocity 
algorithm. 

Centralized access 
control to the domain 
carried out by the 
Domain agents 
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Table 1 (continued). Comparison of Fednets and related technologies 
 

Technology 

 

Definition 

 

Typical applications 

 

Administrative 
domains 

 

Scale of 
the system 

 

Shared resources 

 

Access control 
mechanisms 

 

FON 

 

A system of shared 
wireless networks 

 

Sharing personal WiFi with 
others, in return to the possibility 
to freely access all other FON 
wireless access points. 

 

Individuals, 
called ‘Foneros’ 
with their home 
WiFi and La 
Fonera routers 

 

Number of 
participants 
and 
geographic 
scale is 
large. 

Number of 
services is 
small. 

 

Part of the 
bandwidth is 
shared to give the 
Internet access to 
others 

 

Centralized access 
control with password 
and user name 
submitted to the FON 
special site 

 

Fednets 

Ad-hoc, temporal, 
secure cooperation 
of independent 
Personal networks 

• Family networks for 
entertainment and remote file 
sharing 

• Ad hoc network during the 
Project-meetings 

• Inter-vehicle networks to share 
information on the road 
conditions 

• Emergency, disaster relief and 
rescue/recovery networks to 
rescue people  

• Health-care and hospital 
networks 

• Distance learning networks and 
virtual classrooms 

• Commercial resource sharing 

• Online gaming 

• Networks for information 
services 

Individuals with 
their personal 
networks 

Number of 
services, 
participants 
and 
geographic 
scale is 
large 

Personal resources 
and services 
(audio-video, 
storage, printing, 
processing, 
routing, internet 
access etc.) 

Centralized access 
control to the Fednet,  

distributed, local 
access control to the 
Fednet services at PNs 

 

We observe from the table, that all systems, except 
SVE, may have administrative domains composed of 
individuals participating with various types of resources. 
This observation suggests that the group networking formed 
between individuals is of particular interest. 

As can be seen from Table 1, all systems differ in their 
scalability. Among all others, Fednets and grids can have a 
large number of service types, participants and their 
geographic scale is large. In P2P file-sharing networks, 
P2PWNC, and FON despite their large number of 
participants and large geographic span, the number of 
shared service types is small. In WCN, the geographic scale 
is also small as well as the number of shared services. 
Furthermore, in SVE, in addition to the geographical scale 
and number of shared services, the number of participants is 
also limited, since the SVE is a closed, controlled 
collaborative network. 

Furthermore, our survey reveals that each system is 
designed for a particular application for sharing specific 
types of resources. Access control is the most essential 
component in service provisioning in a cooperative 

environment. The type of application and shared resources 
are important when choosing for specific access control 
architecture. The majority of systems deploy distributed 
access control to shared resources and services.  

From the surveyed technologies grids are of particular 
interest, because based on the structure, Fednets can be seen 
as ‘a grid of personal networks’. In addition, grids and 
Fednets have similarities with regard to their scalability in 
geographical span, number of service types and number of 
participants. Moreover, grids and Fednets combine both 
centralized and distributed approach in their access control 
architectures. This determined our motivation to survey a 
number of access control mechanisms used in grids 
environments. Section 4 is devoted to this topic. 

4. ACCESS CONTROL                                 
TO SHARED RESOURCES 
 

Further in our survey we focus on different approaches 
for access control in grid environments. We analyze them 
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based on the IETF Authentication Authorization and 
Accounting framework [24] (AAA), which is the 
authorization framework for Internet resources and 
services. 
 

4.1 Generic AAA Framework 
 

Basic conceptual entities 

The basic conceptual entities that may take part in the 
authorization process are illustrated in Figure 12. They are:  

- Users,  
- User home organizations, with its AAA Server,  
- Service providers, with its AAA Server and Service 

Equipment. 
AAA server is a network server used for access 

control. The user home organization based on the user 
agreement checks whether the user’s request for a service 
should be permitted.  This task is performed by the AAA 
server of the user home organization.  

 
 

 
User 

Service Provider 

Service 
Equipment 

AAA Server 

User Home 
Organization 

AAA Server 

 

Figure 12. The Basic Authorization Entities 

When the user’s service request gets to the service 
provider, the AAA server of the service provider authorizes 
the user access to its service based on the agreement with 
the user home organization. The service equipment of the 
service provider is the one that provides the service to the 
user. 

The framework defines several authorization message 
sequences to achieve trust between the user and the service 
provider. There are two cases: a single domain case and a 
roaming case. In a single domain case the user, the service 
provider’s AAA server and the service provider’s service 
equipment take part. No user home organization is 
involved. The roaming case explores the situation where 
the organization that authenticates and authorizes the user is 
different from the organization providing the services. This 
means that in this case, both user home organization and 
service provider are involved with their AAA servers. 

In group-oriented networks individual users 
communicate with each other without involving the user 
home organization. Therefore, further we describe the 
sequences of authentication message flow for a single 
domain case. There are three message exchange sequences 

defined in AAA framework between the user and the 
service provider. They are push, pull and agent sequences. 
We briefly describe them here. 
 

The Push sequence 

Figure 13 depicts the push sequence. The user gets a 
ticket or a certificate from the service provider’s AAA 
server (arrows 1 and 2) and then presents it to the service 
provider’s service equipment together with the request (3). 
The service equipment uses the ticket to verify that the 
request is approved by the service providers AAA server. 
By the successful verification, it grants the access (4). 
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Figure 13. Push sequence of authorization message flow 

 

The Pull sequence 

This sequence is typically used in dial-in applications. 
The user sends the request to the service equipment (arrow 
1), which forwards it to the service provider’s AAA server 
(2), this is illustrated in Figure 14. The AAA server 
evaluates the request and returns the response to the service 
equipment (3). The service equipment sets up the service 
and notifies the user that it is ready to serve (4). 
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Figure 14. Pull sequence of authorization message flow 

 

The Agent sequence 

In this sequence the service provider’s AAA server acts 
as an agent between the user and the service equipment, as 
is depicted in Figure 15. It receives the request from the 
user and sends authorization and configuration information 
to the service equipment. 
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Figure 15. Agent sequence  
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AAA framework and policy framework 

IETF RFC 2904 [24] also describes the relationship of 
authorization and policy. It extends the policy framework 
presented in IETF RFC 2753 [25] to support policy across 
multiple domains. RFC 2904 introduces the components 
such as the Policy Decision Point (PDP), which makes 
access control decisions based on policies; and the Policy 
Enforcement Point (PEP), which enforces the decisions 
made by the PDP.  

When mapped into the policy framework, the AAA 
server locates the PDP function. The PEP function is 
located at the Service Equipment of the Service Provider, as 
is shown in Figure 16.  

 
Service Provider 

 
 

Service 
Equipment 

AAA Server 

PDP 

PEP 

 

Figure 16. Mapping of policy framework components to 
AAA framework 

With policy extension, the above-mentioned sequences 
will be as follows: 

1. Push sequence. The user calls the PDP, the PDP 
returns the authorization decision and the user submits it to 
the PEP.  

2. Pull sequence. The user calls the PEP. The PEP 
pulls the authorization decision from the PDP and based on 
this decision it grants or denies the access. 

3. Agent sequence. The user calls the PDP. The PDP 
sends the user request along with the authorization decision 
to the PEP. This way the PDP acts as an agent on behalf of 
the user. 
 

4.2 Access control architectures for grid 
environments 
 

A number of different authorization architectures are 
reported in literature for access control in distributed 
environments, such as grids. They are based on different 
approaches, such as Certificates (CAS [14], VOMS [15], 
AKENTI [17], and PERMIS [16]), Signed assertions 
(CAS), Capabilities (CAS), Roles (PERMIS and PRIMA 
[18]) and Policy statements. In this section, we describe 
these authorization architectures and the control over the 
access to shared resources based on the message exchange 
patterns described in Section 4.1.  
 

4.2.1 CAS 
To address the scalability of the access to the 

distributed virtual community’s resources and improve the 
manageability of user authorization, a trusted third party - a 
community authorization service (CAS) was proposed [14] 
in 2002. It minimizes the burden of maintaining grid map 
files (discussed in Section 3.1) by the administrators.  

Reference [26] discusses a number of challenges 
imposed by Virtual Organizations (VO), such as scalability 
(the cost of administering a VO, adding and removing 
participants, changing community policy increases by 
growing of the VO) and complex policy hierarchies. The 
CAS architecture is built on Public Key Infrastructure 
(PKI) [37] and Globus Toolkit Grid Security Infrastructure 
(GSI) [34] and addresses the issues of single sign on, 
delegation and scalability that arise in Virtual organizations 
(VO). According to the CAS principles, the community 
delegates the access granting rights to a subset of its 
resources to the central authority, i.e. the CAS server. When 
the client requests to use the resource of the community, the 
CAS server, based on the policies defined by the 
communities, decides about the access rights that should be 
granted to the user. Having taken the decision, the CAS 
server produces self-signed certificates with permissions to 
access the resources. The access to the resource will be 
granted, if the validity of the certificate and the CAS service 
is proved. 

 
Access control 

CAS is an authorization service developed within the 
Globus project for Grid environments. CAS server acts as a 
trusted intermediary between the VO users and resources. 
The resource owners grant the access to the subset of their 
resources to the VO. The CAS in this VO is a trusted 
intermediary between the users and resources, which 
decides who can use the resources. This means that the 
resource owner delegates the allocation of authorization 
rights to the CAS server.  

First, the user becomes a member of the community. 
This process corresponds to the first-level access control. 
Afterwards, the user can request a service by contacting the 
CAS server, which delegates the rights to use the requested 
service that belongs to the community. The rights are in the 
form of capabilities. They are embedded in GSI proxy 
credentials as policy assertions written in SAML [36] and 
signed by the CAS server. Having obtained the proxy 
credentials, the user presents them to the resource to access 
the resource on behalf of the community. This process 
corresponds to the second-level access control.  
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Authorization message flow 

Figure 20 illustrates the resource access using CAS. 
The CAS server stores the policies which contain the list of 
objects and their rights. This information is included in the 
extension of the delegated proxy certificate.  
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Figure 20. Resource access using CAS. Push sequence 

 
The requestor contacts the CAS server to get a 

delegated proxy certificate that includes the information 
about what resources can be accessed and to what extent. 
The delegated proxy certificate is a short-lived X.509 
certificate. To access the resource the user submits this 
proxy certificate to the gatekeeper of the resource. This 
certificate is enough to access the resource, there is no need 
to submit the attribute certificate (attribute value bindings to 
a user) to the gatekeeper. This means that the granting the 
access rights to the community resources is done in 
advance, before the user contacts the gatekeeper. This 
offers some relief to the resources from interpreting the 
rights of the users. This approach corresponds to a push 
sequence of the AAA framework. 

The CAS administrator is responsible for adding each 
user to the appropriate group of the community. The CAS 
administrator can delegate to others the administration of 
subsets of objects. Here note, that the member 
administration is centralized, with the delegation 
possibilities.  
 

Observations  

The CAS approach has the following drawbacks. CAS 
issues a proxy certificate instead of the attribute certificate 
and the authorization information is included in the 
extension of the proxy certificate. The extension includes 
the restriction on the access rights, placing specific limits 
on the rights of the user. When the service receives the 
certificate it should check the extension to know the 
restrictions to the access rights. This approach is not 
efficient, because it requires modification at the service 
side. Furthermore, CAS does not support roles, but 
permissions to do actions. Consequently, the CAS server 
records permissions and does not record the roles, because 

the roles of the users or the groups of the users are not 
defined.  

The drawbacks of the CAS approach also include the 
requirement for enforcement within the application code, 
Policy Enforcement function is built into the grid service 
application, so there is a need for a trusted application code. 
Moreover, a group owned infrastructure component – CAS 
server and a community administrator are required. This 
also raises scalability problems. 
 

4.2.2 VOMS  
 

VOMS (Virtual Organization Membership Service) 
[15] is another implementation of the access control to the 
grid resources. It provides the authorization information 
about members and an authentication and authorization 
service within the VO. It is developed in the European Data 
Grid project [27].  

VOMS delegates the authorization of the users to the 
managers of the VO and allows managing user roles and 
capabilities centrally. The main difference between the 
approaches in CAS and VOMS, is that in VOMS the 
resources should carry out the interpretation of rights based 
on the membership certificates of the users, while in CAS 
the resources do not need such interpretation, since the 
certificate is enough to access the resource. 
   

Access control 

VOMS provides the authentication and authorization 
services, we can map its architecture to the AAA 
framework. The architecture of the VOMS uses the 
authentication and delegation mechanisms provided by Grid 
Security Infrastructure (GSI). In VOMS the authorization to 
the resources is based on policies, which are written by the 
VOs representing their agreements with the resource 
providers. VOMS embeds attribute certificates in GSI 
proxy credentials that specify group and VO membership 
information for access to community resources. The 
requestor contacts the VOMS server to get a credential and 
submits this credential to access the resource.  

The authorization information is separated into two 
types, because this information controls the resource access 
in VO from different perspectives, with different roles. 

First, the information regarding the relationship of the 
resource user to the VO, for example its membership, 
belonging to which group and etc, this information is stored 
at the server managed by the VO; 

In addition, the information regarding the relationship 
of the resource user to the resource provider, for example, 
what the user can do at the resource and etc., this 
information is stored locally at the resources.  

Here we encounter two different types of access 
control, which reminds the two-level-access control that we 
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defined for Fednets. The first is the access control to the 
community as a member. The second is the access control 
to the resources of the community. 
 

Authorization message flow 

In the first version, VOMS was a system for 
dynamically creating grid map files from LDAP directories 
containing the details about the VO users. A grid map file 
contains the list of authenticated distinguished names of the 
grid users mapped into the corresponding local user 
accounts names. The resources could periodically retrieve 
them to make authorization decisions, as is shown in Figure 
18. This approach corresponds to a pull sequence of the 
AAA framework.  

This approach maximizes the work of the resource 
administrator, because he must first pre-configure the grid 
application with the names of every VO user, if the user is 
allowed to access the grid resource. This approach is not 
scalable and not flexible, and the administrative task can 
not be distributed throughout the VO.  
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Figure 18. Resource access using VOMS. Pull sequence 

 
Later version of the VOMS issues a short-lived X.509 
Attribute Certificate [28] for the VO users which they can 
submit to the resource. The certificates are signed by the 
VOMS server. The certificate contains the information 
about the users, such as local account name, to which group 
does the user belong to, what roles the user is assigned 
within this group and some other privileges and 
capabilities. Therefore the resources do not need to retrieve 
a grid map file, since all necessary information to verify the 
identity is included in the certificate. However, the resource 
needs software to interpret the attribute certificate. This 
approach corresponds to a push sequence of the AAA 
framework and is illustrated in Figure 19.  

 

Observations  

VOMS has a community centric attribute server that 
issues authorization attributes to members of the 
community, similar to CAS server. But in CAS the subjects 
have a group credential, while in VOMS subjects 
authenticate with their own credentials. 

The drawback of the VOMS approach is that the 
resources should carry out the interpretation of rights based 
on the membership certificates of the users. This puts a 
burden to the resources, since the resources should know 
how to do the interpretation. Furthermore, VO 
administrator maintains a centralized database to add each 
VO user and gives users appropriate attributes needed to 
access the VO resources. This approach has scalability 
problems, in managing joining and leaving members of the 
VO, their access rights and roles within the VO, since it is 
based on centralized model in user management.  
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Figure 19. Resource access using VOMS. Push sequence 

 

4.2.3 AKENTI 
 

AKENTI [17] is a distributed policy-based 
authorization system for grid environments and is designed 
for authorizing the access on web resources, such as web 
sites. AKENTI addresses the issues of providing restricted 
access to resources that are controlled by multiple 
stakeholders. The Stakeholders in AKENTI are the parties 
with authority to grant access to the resource.  
 

Access control 

AKENTI does not require any central authority to 
enforce the access control to the resources. AKENTI uses 
distributed policy certificates in XML format. These 
certificates are signed by the stakeholders from different 
domains, who decide on the access control to a resource 
and place its own restrictions to the usage of the resource. 
AKENTI makes a dynamic authorization decisions based 
on supplied credentials and applicable usage policy 
statements defined in AKENTI policy language. For 
expressing policies and certificates AKENTI uses XML, 
although the first version of AKENTI used a simple 
keyword language. 

Digitally signed certificates specified in AKENTI can 
contain the following information: 
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• identity authentication information,  
• attribute certificates,  
• use condition certificates (the list of users owning the 
attributes and the explanation of which attributes are needed 
for which access rights),  
• policy certificates (include the list of trusted CA and 
stakeholders and the links from where the use-conditions 
and attribute certificates can be retrieved). 

 
Authorization message flow 

AKENTI can use both pull and push models of 
authorization information flow. Figure 22 illustrates the 
push model. In AKENTI there can be multiple stakeholders 
participating and administering one resource. A new user 
should contact the stakeholder to be added to the list of 
resources and appropriate policy files. This process 
corresponds to the first-level access control.  
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Figure 22. Resource access in AKENTI. Push sequence 

 
To access the resources the requestor is required to 

present some credentials to AKENTI authorization system. 
First, AKENTI authenticates the user based on the X.509 
identity certificates, then it uses the attribute certificates 
belonging to the user and use-condition certificates 
(regarding the resources) and makes a decision on the 
access rights of the user. The system then provides the 
client with a capability certificate. The client contacts the 
gatekeeper of the resources by presenting this capability 
certificate.  
 

Observations  

In AKENTI, the resources are accessed based on the 
resource access policies. The evaluation of policies and 
granting the access rights are done after the gatekeeper of 
the resource is contacted, whereas in CAS, the rights are 
already included in the capabilities issued by the CAS 
server. 

AKENTI does not require a centralized authority to run 
the access control policies. Although the resources are 
owned and controlled by multiple stakeholders, the access 
to the resources is controlled by means of distributed policy 
certificates, without a central authority.  

The drawback of AKENTI is that it gives the user the 
total access, not a fine-grained access to the resources. As a 

consequence, the user’s access can not be limited during the 
sessions. Moreover, AKENTI does not link the identities 
with groups or roles but with permissions, therefore the user 
can not specify the role that he wants to use during the 
access. As a result, the attributes in AKENTI cannot form a 
role hierarchy. 

AKENTI specifies separately the authorities for 
performing authentication and for creating and signing 
attribute certificates. This introduces another drawback that 
the resources must know about the CA of each user, which 
causes scalability problems. In contrast, in CAS the 
resources must know only the CA of the CAS server. 
 

4.2.4 PRIMA 
 

PRIMA [18], [29] is a system for Privilege 
Management, Authorization and Enforcement in grid 
environments to support dynamic, spontaneous, short-term 
collaborations of small groups of grid users. While CAS 
and VOMS are systems that rely on central servers for the 
authorization service in grids, PRIMA is a fully 
decentralized system that enables direct trust establishment 
among participants. It supports dynamic authorization 
policies for grid resources. PRIMA distinguishes from other 
authorization systems by its support for the creation, 
configuration and management of user accounts on demand. 
Other grid security services support only static accounts, 
which limit the scalability, hinder collaboration and creates 
security holes through static accounts. 
 

Access control  

PRIMA focuses on access control for small and 
dynamic working groups. The system uses fine-grained 
privileges as fine-grained access rights. It uses privileges to 
enforce policy statements. The subject privileges are issued 
by resource owners and administrators, or group and 
project leaders. Both privilege statements and policy 
statements are expressed in XACML and are embedded in 
X.509 Attribute Certificates [28], [30], so the X.509 
Attribute Certificate carries privilege and policy statements.  

In PRIMA the privilege attributes are issued by 
individual attribute authorities, such as project leaders, 
resource owners, administrators, but not community servers 
like in VOMS or CAS. 

Regarding the levels of the access control, the first-
level is carried out when the entity becomes a group 
member. The PRIMA is used for the second-level access 
control. 

 
Authorization message flow 

PRIMA implements a hybrid model of authorization 
message flow as is shown in Figure 21. Although the user 
pushes the acquired privileges to the resource (i.e. a push 
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sequence), still the resource requests the access control 
decision from a PDP function based on these privileges. 
Therefore this part of the message exchange corresponds to 
the pull sequence. 

The privileges are collected by the Policy Enforcement 
Point (PEP) and are checked against the access control 
policies at the Policy Decision Point (PDP). PDP returns an 
authorization decision to the PEP and a set of 
recommendations on the actions, for example, setting up a 
local account based on the valid privileges, file access 
permissions, network access and etc.  
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Figure 21. Resource access in PRIMA. Hybrid model 

 

Observations  

PRIMA is distinguished from other authorization 
systems with its support for the creation, configuration and 
management of user accounts on demand [18], [29]. 
Dynamic accounts are like dynamic IP addresses. They are 
taken from the pool of available addresses and returned into 
the pool when released. The pool of dynamic accounts is 
created by the system administrator. These accounts do not 
allow direct login and have minimal rights. When a 
dynamic account privilege is presented, the system first 
checks for an existing account matching the distinguished 
name and optional project identifier, then maps the user to 
the existing dynamic account. If the user is not found in the 
map, a new dynamic account is assigned from the pool of 
available accounts. Before expiring the holder is notified by 
the privilege revocator. Once the account is expired, it is 
reset and returned to the pool. 

In PRIMA individual privileges can be grouped to 
form a group, the group of privileges can be applied to a set 
of users – holders of the roles. PRIMA is different from the 
Role-Based Access control (RBAC) system, because RBAC 
system creates the roles and binds the access rights to roles. 
Besides RBAC focuses on the administrators and resources, 
while PRIMA focuses on the resource users.  

For the implementation PRIMA module is integrated 
with the Globus toolkit as an authorization component. 
PRIMA module acts as a PDP and makes fine-grained 
authorization decisions based on the privileges of the user. 

Creating dynamic user accounts on demand allows the 
users to utilize the resources on temporal basis. The 
accounts are created based on the privileges of the users 
assigned by the authorities, such as resource owners, project 
leaders or administrators. Dynamic accounts can be 
replaced by static accounts on demand. This gives 
flexibility in managing the user accounts. 

The drawback is that the resources need extra 
functionality to implement the PDP and dynamic account 
creation. 
 

4.2.5 PERMIS 
 

PERMIS [16], [31] is an authorization system that 
implements a Role Based Access Control mechanism for 
different role-oriented scenarios. A user is granted rights to 
access a resource based on the authorization policy for the 
resource, and a set of role attributes that the user possesses.  

A user's attributes are stored in digitally signed X.509 
Attribute Certificates [28]. Given the name of the user, 
PERMIS retrieves the user's attributes/roles and makes 
decisions based on them. The authorization policy, written 
in XML, expresses which users can be assigned what roles 
by whom, and what privileges are bound to each of the 
roles. The XML policy is then inserted in an X.509 
Attribute Certificate, signed by the manager who wrote it, 
and stored in an entry in an LDAP server.  
 

Access control 

When an application starts up, its PEP passes to the 
PERMIS PDP the name of the manager, the location of the 
LDAP directory, and the unique number of the policy to be 
used. Each policy is assigned a globally unique number, so 
that a manager can create different policies to be used in 
different contexts. Then the PERMIS PDP retrieves the 
policy X.509 Attribute Certificate from the LDAP 
directory, checks the signature and the policy number. If 
both are correct, PERMIS makes the authorization decision 
evaluating this policy based on the attribute/roles of the 
user retrieved from the X.509 Attribute Certificate. 
Therefore, PERMIS is considered as a strong policy engine 
to control the resource access. 

PERMIS consists of two subsystems: privilege 
allocation and privilege verification. The first issues the 
attribute certificates and stores them in LDAP, the second 
retrieves the attribute certificates and the policies on the 
user roles from a pre-configured list of LDAP directories. 
In PERMIS the entity that creates policies is called a 
Source of Authority. 

Similar to PRIMA, PERMIS does not include the first-
level access control. PERMIS grants the access to the 
resources based on the roles of the users and the resource 
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policies. This process corresponds to the second-level 
access control. 
 

Authorization message flow 

PERMIS does not provide an authentication services, 
but it can work with any authentication system, such as 
Shibboleth [32], Kerberos [33], PKI [37] or 
username/password. Given a username, a target and actions, 
the PERMIS, based on the policy, decides whether the user 
is granted or denied the access to the resource. 

Figure 23 depicts the resource access in PERMIS, 
which corresponds to the pull sequence of the authorization 
message flow. However, the users can also push the 
certificates to the system for verification. Therefore, 
PERMIS uses a hybrid model of authorization. 
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Figure 23. Resource access in PERMIS. Pull sequence  

 
Observations  

PERMIS is an alternative to VOMS. Users are given 
roles and attributes that belong to these roles. The roles and 
attributes are assigned permissions to access the resources. 
It is also called a privilege management infrastructure that 
uses X.509 certificates.  

Similar to CAS and VOMS, PERMIS also uses the 
attribute certificates, which are stored in the repository for 
attribute certificates. After the user is authenticated 
successfully, the system retrieves the attribute certificate of 
the user from the repository. To make decisions, PERMIS 
processes the content of the policy file and the content of 
the attribute certificate of the user.  

 

4.2.6 My Proxy 
 

Most Grid Portals (gateways) require that the user 
delegates the rights to the server to act on its behalf. 
Normally the Grid resources are protected by GSI [34], 
which supports such delegation. But web security protocols 
do not support the delegation function, so this leads to 
incompatibility between Grid security and Web security. To 

address this problem the reference [35] proposes an online 
credential repository system called ‘MyProxy’, which 
allows smooth operation of grid portals that use GSI to 
interact with grid resources. MyProxy is open source 
software for managing X.509 PKI security credentials, such 
as certificates and private keys. MyProxy combines an 
online credential repository with an online certificate 
authority to allow the users to securely obtain credentials 
when and where needed.  
 

Authorization message flow 

Figure 24 shows the process of accessing the grid 
resources through web portals using MyProxy credential 
repository.  

Resource access using MyProxy corresponds to the 
pull sequence of the authorization message flow. By the 
request of the user to access a grid resource, web portal 
retrieves user credentials from MyProxy repository. Using 
these delegated credentials web portal authenticates to the 
grid resources and provides the user with the access to this 
resource. 

The first-level access control is the process when the 
user becomes a grid user or a VO member. MyProxy 
provides credentials that are used for the second-level 
access control, i.e. to access the grid resources.  
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Figure 24. Resource access using MyProxy. Pull 
sequence 

 

Observations  

MyProxy is a system to provide online short-lived 
credentials to access grid resources. MyProxy supports 
multiple authentication mechanisms, including passphrase, 
certificate, Kerberos, VOMS, LDAP and One Time 
Passwords. The MyProxy CA issues short-lived session 
credentials to authenticated users. The repository and CA 
functionality can be combined into one service or can be 
used separately. 
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4.3 Summary of access control architectures 
 

In this section we summarize the discussed access 
control architectures. Table 2 provides an overview of each 
of the systems, in terms of the entities of their access 

control architecture, what information these entities use to 
carry out the access control and how this information is 
conveyed between these entities.  

 

 

Table 2. Comparison of access control architectures discussed in this paper. 
Access 
control 

architecture 

 

Description   

 

entities of the access 
control arcthitecture 

 

Access control information 

 

Authorization sequence 

CAS An authorization 
system for 
distributed virtual 
community 
resources 

CAS server 

Organizational resources 

Users 

 

Delegated proxy certificate, roles, 
policies, capabilities, group 
credential.  

Access rights are in the proxy 
certificates in a form of SAML 
policy assertions  

Push  

The user gets the attribute certificate from 
the CAS server and then presents this 
certificate to the resource 

VOMS An authentication 
and authorization 
system for virtual 
organizations 

VOMS server 

Organizational resources 

Users  

Attribute certificates,  policies, 
group membership, roles in the 
group 

Pull  

When user requests a service, the resource 
retrieves a grid map file to make 
authorization decisions  

Push  

The VOMS server issues a short-lived X.509 
Attribute Certificate for the VO users which 
they can submit to the resource.  

PRIMA Privilege 
management and 
authorization 
system for dynamic 
small groups of grid 
users 

Project leaders, 
administrators 

Grid resources 

Small group of grid users 

Privileges, policies, X.509 
Attribute Certificates, dynamic 
accounts. 

Privileges are embedded in X.509 
Attribute Certificates 

Hybrid 

The user pushes the acquired privileges from 
the PRIMA system to the resource (i.e. a 
push sequence). The resource requests the 
access control decision from a PDP function 
based on these privileges (i.e. a pull 
sequence). 

AKENTI Distributed policy-
based 
authorization 
system for web 
resources, grids 

Stakeholders 

Resources of multiple 
stakeholders 

Users  

Capability certificates, policies, use 
conditions for resources, 

Mutual authentication using X.509 
certificates 

Pull 

The user contacts the resource, which calls 
AKENTI with the user name and the 
resource name. Then the resources obtain an 
access control decisions. Push  

AKENTI gives a capability certificate to the 
user. To access the resource the user presents 
it to the gatekeeper of the resources. 

PERMIS An authorization 
system with role-
based access 
control system 

Source of authority (entity 
that creates policies) 

Resources 

Roles 

 

Roles, privileges, policies, X.509 
Attribute Certificates 

Pull  

The PDP contacts the attribute certificate 
repository to retrieve the appropriate 
certificate and then runs the access control 
policies. Decision is a Boolean grant/deny 
response. 

Push  

Users can push the certificates to the PDP 
for verification and access rights. 

MyProxy An online 
credential 
repository to 
bridge the 
incompatibility 
between web- and 
grid-portals 

MyProxy online credential 
repository 

Web portal 

Web resources   

Users 

X.509 Attribute Certificates, 
delegated proxy credentials,  
MyProxy credential repository 

Pull  

Web portal retrieves user credentials from 
MyProxy credential repository and grants 
the access based on them. 
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As can be seen from the table, most of the architectures 
use X.509 Attribute Certificates to store the authorization 
information. Several mechanisms use both pull and push 
models of authorization message flow (e.g. VOMS, 
AKENTI and PERMIS). PRIMA deploys hybrid model, 
since the authorization contains consecutive push and pull 
sequences. Moreover, all systems use access control 
policies based on different conditions (e.g. roles, attributes, 
privileges, capabilities). PERMIS among them is a strong 
policy engine to control the resource access based on roles 
and privileges. Access control decisions can be in a simple 
‘grant/deny’ form (e.g. AKENTI), as well as fine-grained 
access differentiating from total till restricted access to the 
resource based on various criteria (e.g. PERMIS). 

We can recognize some similarities between our 
approach and other approaches. For example, the Fednet 
manager issues a membership credential which in case of 
VOMS is a ‘VOMS certificate’ issued by the VOMS server. 
To request the service, the client PN presents this 
membership credential to the service providing PN. Based 
on the access control policies defined by the PN owner, the 
access control decision is made.  

Furthermore, common services in a Fednet remind the 
CAS principles. As was explained in Section 2.3, the 
common services of a Fednet are accessible to all members 
of the Fednet upon presenting their ‘membership 
credentials’ issued by the Fednet manager. In the case of 
CAS it is a ‘proxy certificate’ issued by the CAS server, 
which grants the access rights to the community resources. 

Finally, dynamic access control. For the second-level 
access control the PN owners define their own policies and 
access privileges to allow the access to their personal 
resources. The membership class is assigned by the Fednet 
manager based on the previous experiences, the 
contributions, the reputation or the role of the Fednet 
member. Different membership class corresponds to 
different privileges to access the service. Privileges together 
with the membership class dynamically change the access 
rights to the Fednet services. This approach reminds the 
dynamic authorization policies provided in the PRIMA 
system. 

All approaches have their attractive points. For 
example, the approach taken in VOMS facilitates the 
management, since there are dedicated VOMS 
administrators for this task. The administrators provide the 
user with the authorization credentials that are interpreted 
by the resource. Furthermore, the approach taken in CAS is 
attractive with its proxy certificates, which give the access 
to the resources, so that the resources do not need the 
interpretation of the credentials. An interesting part of 
MyProxy approach is that online credential repository acts 
as a trusted intermediary between the web-portals and grid 
users. PRIMA approach is interesting with its dynamic on-
demand creation and management of user accounts for 
small groups of grid users. PERMIS might be attractive 

with the creation of role-hierarchies and fine-grained access 
control based on roles and policies. 

 

5. SUMMARY  
 

In this paper, we described Fednets, which are group-
oriented networks to share personal resources and services 
to achieve a common objective. We introduced its 
architecture in functional modules, which provide explicit 
information about what is shared, who is sharing and how 
the sharing is done. Further in our survey we compared 
Fednets with the related technologies in order to place 
Fednets amongst them. We summarize our observations as 
follows: 

 
The access to the system, i.e. first-level access control. 

In SVE a new enclave can join the SVE through voting if 
only the majority of the enclaves agree on that. Each 
enclave maintains the list of trusted collaborators, i.e. 
enclaves of other organizations. The same principle works 
for VOs. In P2PWNC the first-level access control is 
carried out by Domain agents and in FON it is carried out 
by a special registration site. In Fednets, the access to the 
Fednet is controlled by the Fednet manager functionality. 
Similar to P2P file-sharing network, Fednets can have also 
an anonymous nature, in which the members do not need to 
know about other Fednet members.  

 
The access to the resources, i.e. the second-level 

access control. In our survey, we encountered centralized 
and distributed access control to the shared resources. In 
grid networks that use grid map files, the CAS server, the 
VOMS server or the PERMIS policy engine the access 
control to the shared resources is centralized.  

In the following cases the access control is distributed: 
• In Fednets it is carried out at each PN by the PN 

agent;  
• In grid networks that use AKENTI, it is carried out by 

each stakeholder; 
• In grid networks that use PRIMA, it is carried out by 

each participating working group;  
• In SVE it is carried out at each enclave by the enclave 

administrator; 
• In P2P networks it is carried out by each peer.  
• WCN, which is carried out at each Repeater AP and 

Wireless AP. 
 
Complexity. The access control mechanisms and their 

complexity differ from technology-to-technology. The 
simplest mechanism is used in P2P networks, i.e. file 
encryption-decryption keys. The P2PWNC, FON and Grid 
map files use the mapping of the registered usernames to 
local accounts. Grid networks use access control policies 
based on privileges, capabilities or roles. The SVE uses 
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role-based resource access control policies, defined by the 
enclave administrator. In our design of Fednets we use 
access control policies based on criteria such as the 
contribution of the PNs to the Fednet and the behavior of 
the PNs in the resource sharing.  

 
Management scope. In PNs, the PN owner manages 

his/her own resources, while the SVE administrator 
manages the resources of the enclave that belongs to one 
organization. The domain agent in P2PWNC manages the 
access control to the resources of a Wireless Community 
Network with many users. In grids the scope is even larger, 
i.e. CAS and VOMS administrators manage the resources 
that belong to several organizations.  

 
Being one of the most important issues in sharing 

resources, in this survey, we have focused on the access 
control mechanisms of group-oriented networking systems 
reported in the literature. Moreover, we discussed the 
advantages and disadvantages of each approach. We 
showed that although, the concept of sharing resources in 
these technologies that belong to different owners is similar 
to the concept of Fednets, the implementation of the access 
control mechanisms is different. Similar functionalities such 
as managing and controlling the group cooperation, the 
access control over the community resources are 
implemented differently. Our final remarks are the 
followings: 

• There are different solutions for the access control in 
group-oriented communications. However, there is no 
universal solution. Each of the proposed solutions counters 
a particular problem and thus has its own tradeoffs. The 
access control can be carried out at the resource itself; in 
this case, the resources should have access control 
capabilities to interpret the user’s attributes and make an 
authorization decision. This brings overhead and 
complexity at the resource side. Another solution is having 
a centralized entity, such as VOMS or CAS servers, who 
decide on behalf of the community how to grant the access 
to the resources. This approach releases the resources from 
extra task of controlling the access, and the complexity will 
move to a centralized entity. But this creates extra overhead 
for the whole system, since a centralized entity should be 
maintained. In addition, it is prone to a single point of 
failure. 

• Fednets stand close to grids with a number of their 
characteristics. The scale of their geographic span, the 
number and the variety of resources and services shared 
between PNs, as well as the number of participants can vary 
based on the goal of the Fednet and type of its applications. 
Fednets are, in fact, a grid of personal networks cooperating 
in a P2P manner. 

• Based on the survey we conclude that Fednets are 
distinguishable from the discussed related paradigms and 
technologies in the types of the participating resources 

(which are personal) and devices (which are mostly 
portable and battery powered). Fednets are enabled by the 
collaboration of individual Personal Networks, thus the 
administrative domains are PNs. The uniqueness of the 
Fednets among the existing related technologies is that 
Fednets are temporal, opportunity or purpose driven ad-hoc 
sharing of personal resources and services.  

Fednets enable users to share their personal resources 
in a seamless, secure and flexible way. Fednets have a 
potential to cover a variety of P2P application categories, 
such as communication and collaboration (instant 
messaging), distributed computation (sharing available 
processing power), internet service support (sharing internet 
connection, multicasting services) and content distribution 
(digital media sharing). PNs and Fednets can be seen as a 
next generation networking concept that allows organizing 
personal devices in order to make them cooperate in an 
effective way. 
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Abstract—The main idea of this contribution is computer aid 

for Structural Health Monitoring activities. The increasing age 

of infrastructure makes actions necessary to predict lifetime 

and to guaranty safety, especially for critical structures like 

bridges for example. Thereby, acceleration sensors are widely-

used to measure (ambient) vibrations of structures, which are 

stored by a connected computer system for later processing. 

These records are a basis for following procedures and make 

an assessment of a building’s condition possible. Due to several 

reasons, the process of analysing a signal is very complex in 

particular because of the individuality of each structure. This 

means that the measurement results (characteristics of a 

building) strongly depend on structure-design and a 

marginally different design (from layman’s point of view) can 

cause completely different measurement results. Consequently, 

only an experienced expert can interpret a measurement 

correctly and still, this analysis process is difficult and time-

consuming, what necessitates computer aid for the 

interpretation to speed it up and to improve the quality of 

results. This is the point where decision support in terms of 

Case-based Reasoning can be introduced. The idea is to 

transfer the expert’s experience (description of the structures’ 

designs and measurements incl. interpretation) into a so-called 

case base which is continuously growing and enhanced by 

future experience. The Decision Support System can, relying 

on these cases, compare new measurements of possibly 

unknown structures with measurements of known buildings 

(from the case base) and suggest an interpretation by means of 

adapting past interpretations, which were taken under similar 

conditions (similar structure design) using certain similarity 

measures. 

Keywords: Bridge Monitoring; Case-based Reasoning; 

Decision Support System; Structural Health Monitoring 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Bridges play a major role in the higher transportation 
infrastructure. They represent large and expensive civil 
engineering structures with great importance to our economy 
and society and are, moreover, often exposed to extreme 
environmental and meteorological conditions. In order to 
deal with problems caused by these possible influences, 
intelligent solutions are needed. Fortunately, engineering and 
monitoring can ensure the bearing capacity of bridges to 
resist these conditions and thus, negative impacts on our 
economy and society can be prevented. 

When bridges reach the end of their service life, which 
can be the result of structural damage and/or material 
degradation, they should have reached a minimum 
acceptable performance level. For the determination of this 
level many significant factors have to be taken into account. 
A Bridge Management System (BMS) can evaluate the 
adequate time for improvements on a bridge and it can 
improve the overall condition of an agency’s network of 
bridges right in time. 

A BMS is a decision support tool that consists of the 
following three major parts: 

 

 Inventory (data regarding the characteristics and 
condition of the bridge),  

 Inspection (examinations of the bridge) and  

 Recommendations (regarding the maintenance and 
improvement of the bridge).  

 
As an additional and actually very important feature, a 

BMS is also capable of prioritizing the allocation of funds. 
Therefore, BMSs are important for every stage of a bridge’s 
life. 

The importance of the current topic comes even clearer, 
when considering that the global higher transportation 
network operates about 2.5 million bridges. Current BMSs 
categorise these bridges with various methodologies and 
approaches. This results in very inhomogeneous figures. In 
2005 the U.S. Federal Highway Agency (FHWA) stated that 
28% of their 595,000 bridges are rated deficiently. Only a 
portion of it (about 15%) has structural reasons. In Europe 
this figure varies around 10%, whereas for Asian networks 
no such figures are available. Nevertheless, if we consider an 
average of 10% deficiency, we look at 250,000 bridges that 
definitely require structural health diagnostic, improvement 
and monitoring. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) shall 
also be used preventively before bridges become deficient. 
This considerably enlarges the number of applications of 
Bridge Monitoring [21]. 

SHM is the implementation of a damage identification 
strategy to the civil engineering infrastructure. Damage is 
defined as changes to the material and/or geometric 
properties of these systems, including changes to the 
boundary conditions and system connectivity. Damage 
affects the current or future performance of these systems.  
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The damage identification process generally is structured 
into four levels [19]: 

 

 Damage detection, where the presence of damage is 
identified, 

 Damage location, where the location of the damage 
is determined, 

 Damage typification, where the type of damage is 
determined and  

 Damage extent, where the severity of damage is 
assessed. 

 
Extensive literature on SHM has been developed over the 

last 20 years [8]. This field has matured to a point where 
several broadly accepted principles have emerged. 
Nevertheless, these principles are still challenged and further 
developed by various groups of interests. The strategies in 
mechanical engineering or aerospace take different 
approaches. However, the civil engineering community can 
considerably benefit from these efforts. 

At the Stanford SHM workshop in 2005 Farrar and 
Worden [10] specified axioms for Structural Health 
Monitoring, which are an attempt to formulate common rules 
and understanding to support the “fundamental truth” that 
has been argued by the community. These axioms do not 
represent operators for SHM. In order to generate 
methodologies, it will be necessary to add a group of 
algorithms, which carry the SHM practitioner from data to a 
decision. The discipline of statistical pattern recognition is 
proposed for this approach. The axioms formulated are: 

 

 Axiom 1: The assessment of damage requires a 
comparison between certain system states. 

 Axiom 2: The existence and location of damage can 
be identified in an unsupervised learning mode, but 
the type of damages and damage severity can only 
be identified in a supervised learning mode. 

 Axiom 3: Intelligent feature extraction is necessary 
because the more sensitive a measurement is to 
damage, the more sensitive it is to operational and 
environmental changes which do not have to be 
classified as damages.  

 Axiom 4: There is a trade-off between the sensitivity 
of an algorithm to damages and its sensitivity to 
noise.  

 Axiom 5: The size of a damage that can be detected 
from changes in the system dynamics is inversely 
proportional to the frequency range of an excitation. 

 
The information of greatest interest is the knowledge 

about the condition of a bridge or its single elements. SHM 
provides the opportunity to quantify the condition and to 
provide the basis for decisions. Fortunately, due to bridges’ 
importance for economy and society as well as their high 
vulnerability, procedures and tools of SHM may be best 
developed for them. 

This contribution illustrates the possibilities of (semi-) 
automatic assessment in the field of Structural Health 

Monitoring, whereas at first the related research is discussed. 
The next chapter (Motivation for Bridge Monitoring) shows 
the requirements of the industry to support the conventional 
evaluation of measurement data by an intelligent system. For 
this purpose, an introduction to Decision Support Systems 
and Case-based Reasoning is provided. Finally, the current 
state of a research prototype for the Case-based Decision 
Support System for Bridge Monitoring and intended future 
work is shown. 

II. RELATED RESEARCH 

Due to the constant aging of our infrastructure, the field 
of Structural Health Monitoring has attracted a great deal of 
attention. In order to reduce the costs for maintenance and to 
increase the safety level of structures, the request of 
structural reliability, evaluation and remaining lifetime 
assessment is assuming a major importance. The use of non-
destructive dynamic testing methods for the evaluation of the 
structural performances provided important steps forward. 
On the one hand, an improvement of the data reliability 
could have been gained; on the other hand, it succeeded in 
overcoming the limitations of traditional visual inspection 
methods. 

In a next step, the measured response of a structure can 
be used in conjunction with several different numerical 
methods. These methods can mainly be divided into two 
categories: model-based and parameter-based. The first one 
is relying on a reference model, e.g., Finite Element (FE) 
model. By contrast, the main characteristic of the second one 
is a general mathematical description of specified parameters 
or system features, e.g., analysis of time series details by 
means of wavelet theory. 

System identification with respect to determination of 
damages usually is done by extracting normal modes and 
frequencies. Based on them, engineers are able to calculate 
stiffness and damping coefficients. By updating initial 
mathematical models with finite element methods to predict 
the expected values of the actual measurements, damages 
can be localized and quantized as well. A comparison with 
reference data from earlier measurements allows experts to 
make statements on the structure’s safety and furthermore 
gives the possibility to make lifetime predictions for the 
investigated bridge. However, Structural Health Monitoring 
produces a flood of data and the fact that each bridge - 
actually any arbitrary structure - has different dynamic 
parameters makes a manual analysis and interpretation very 
time-consuming and expensive. 

Another main disadvantage of manual analysis is the 
subjective interpretation of human experts. Each expert 
interprets a measurement differently, based on his level of 
experience. Therefore, there is a strong need for intelligent 
Decision Support Systems (DSS) in safety assessment and 
lifetime prediction for civil engineering structures in general, 
and for bridges in particular. Case-based Reasoning (CBR) 
seems to be an appropriate approach to work with huge 
measurement data packets. For supporting engineers in 
interpreting measurement results and in making decisions, 
reasonable case sensitive DSSs have to be developed and 
adapted. CBR systems have a powerful cyclic problem 
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solving core process. Based on known similar cases (stored 
past problems and their solutions), CBR helps engineers in 
interpreting certain situations. Since the main objective of 
CBR is not to develop new solutions for new problems but to 
reuse known problems and solutions, the reasoning process 
is comparably fast. CBR can be used for example to interpret 
measuring data of periodic measurements or as an integrated 
alert system for permanently monitored civil engineering 
structures. 

A very common model for Decision Support Systems is 
the phase model by Simon [20]. It consists of three phases 
[15][12], namely 

 

 Intelligence,  

 Design and  

 Choice. 
 
The phase “Intelligence” is responsible for recognising 

problems. The indicators are very often weak, so that they 
have to be identified in advance. Hence, the engineer realises 
divergences of the norm and recognises the existence of a 
problem.  

The phase “Design” serves decision makers as a platform 
to find alternative solutions for recognised problems by using 
already known solutions of similar problems.  

Finally, the phase “Choice” allows decision makers to 
define and set criteria for finding new alternative solutions, 
which actually might perform better. Solutions for the actual 
problem can either be found by using known alternatives or 
new ones can be created. The objective is to select one single 
solution for the problem. The support for the decision-
making process in this phase is exactly the typical 
application area of Decision Support Systems. 

A. Ambient Vibration Monitoring 

Each structure has its typical dynamic behaviour, which 
may be interpreted as “Vibrational Signature”. Changes in a 
structure, such as all kinds of damages are leading to a 
decrease of the load-carrying capacity and have effects on 
the dynamic response. This fact implicates to use the 
measurement and monitoring of the dynamic response 
characteristics for evaluation of the structural integrity.  

Different types of bridge vibration tests exist: the bridge 
can either be excited with a heavy shaker or drop weight 
(Forced Vibration Testing) or by ambient excitation such as 
wind, traffic and micro seismic activity (Ambient Vibration 
Testing). The latter (Ambient Vibration Monitoring) is the 
fundamental principle used in the BRIMOS® technology 
(Bridge Monitoring System) which has been used in the field 
of Structural Health Monitoring for many years. It has the 
big advantage that no expensive equipment is needed to 
excite the bridge and that the traffic does not have to be 
interrupted. 

The term Structural Health Monitoring in the meaning of 
Ambient Vibration Monitoring comprises the recording of 
the dynamic behaviour by the use of measuring instruments 
as well as the evaluation and analysis of the measured 
signals. The fundamental tools of health monitoring are 
system identification, damage determination and localization 

as well as safety assessment and the maintenance 
management for infrastructure. 

The analysis provides the determination of the modal 
parameters, namely the structure’s natural frequencies, its 
mode shapes and its damping coefficients. These parameters, 
which are gained from the measurements, represent the real 
condition of a structure and are used to update mathematical 
models of a structure or are simply compared to reference 
data from earlier measurements.  

Up to now, the analysis of measurement data requires the 
knowledge of an expert. This forms a weak point in the 
whole procedure, since the work done by experts is time-
consuming and results are subjective. Therefore, a system 
supporting the engineer who interprets measuring data would 
be desirable, in order to make analysis easier and faster. 

B. System Identification 

Unfortunately, calculation models for determining 
stresses and consequently for measuring structures only 
represent an approximation to reality and have to be 
calibrated. For the determination of the conformity between 
the calculation model and the actual load-bearing behaviour 
up to now frequent stress tests (for example at railway 
bridges) have been carried out and the measured 
deformations (flexures) were compared with calculated 
reference values. Based on this, conclusions can be drawn on 
the load-bearing safety and performance capability of the 
structure. 

A simpler and by far better method for the determination 
of these parameters is based on the determination of the 
dynamic characteristic by ambient vibration measurements. 
With these measurements, the vibration behaviour of a 
structure is recorded, evaluated and interpreted under 
ambient influences, e.g., without artificial excitation, by 
means of highly sensitive acceleration sensors. 

The methodology to make conclusions on the load-
bearing capacity of a structure by measuring its dynamic 
behaviour and to check mathematical model assumptions 
already is very old. In [9] there is a report on stress tests 
between 1922 and 1945 in Switzerland where tests by free 
oscillations at the aerial Beromünster in 1941 are described. 
The results were used for checking the calculation 
assumptions, deviations between measured and calculated 
results were interpreted and statements for similar future 
towers were done. 

The checking of structures by means of dynamic 
measuring methods has a long tradition in Switzerland. It 
was carried out until the beginning of the 1990s in the form 
of tests by free oscillations by means of initial strains or 
intermittent stresses and by excitation with unbalance 
exciters or hydraulic shakers. Similar tests were also carried 
out in Austria and Germany for scientific purposes but at a 
much smaller scope. However, they were not extensively 
applied for system identification or check and calibration of 
calculation models. In [5] it is suggested to further develop 
dynamic procedures for the assessment of the maintenance 
condition of structures. 

The rapid development of measuring technology on the 
one hand and computer technology as well as software on 
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the other enables us to carry out dynamic measurements of 
ambient structure vibrations and their evaluation very 
quickly and with relatively low expenditures today. 

Vibrations influencing the structure, which are due to 
natural excitation sources like micro-seismic phenomena, 
wind, waves etc., are regarded as ambient causes. The 
measuring and evaluation system BRIMOS® takes 
advantage of these progresses and opens a wide field of 
application to technology. 

The dynamic characteristic of a structure can not only be 
used for a single check of calculation models. Furthermore, 
statements on the chronological development of the load-
bearing capacity and therefore estimations on the remaining 
service life duration are enabled by measurements at certain 
intervals. Measurements at any moment supply snapshots of 
structural integrity and can be used in combination with 
parallel mathematical analyses for the determination of 
possible damages to the structure. 

The list of decisive dynamic parameters to be determined 
for system identification is quite long and consists of 
eigenfrequencies, mode shapes (an example is shown in 
Figure 1), damping coefficients, vibration intensities, etc. 
During monitoring all analyses of system identification are 
applied. 

In addition to the procedures of structure mechanics and 
dynamics, statistical methods have to be used which 
determine trends from large data quantities. The use of so-
called trend cards, which clearly represent an eventual 
change of individual parameters by means of a time-
frequency diagram, has proved successfully. 

The eigenfrequencies are an essential parameter for the 
description of the vibration behaviour of a structure in the 
linear elastic field. A mode shape like in Figure 1 is a 
vibration form in which the structure oscillates with the 
respective eigenfrequency. The actual oscillation of a real 
structure is composed of the respective shares of the 
individual mode shapes. 

The mathematical modal analysis provides both, the 
eigenfrequencies and the mode shapes of a structure, 
whereas in experimental modal analysis the eigenfrequencies 

 

 
Figure 1.  First Modeshape of an Austrian Danube Bridge consisting of 

three Spans 

are obtained as well and the mode shapes can be determined 
point by point (at the measuring points). Both methods have 
to be carried out for system identification. The actual static 
system is obtained by comparing the measuring results with 
the calculated values and by adaptation of the calculation 
model to the measurements. In order to get a correct image 
of the actual load-bearing system, one must not restrict 
oneself to the first eigenfrequency and the respective modal 
form. In fact, the consideration of several, also higher 
frequencies and the respective forms is required. 

C. BRIMOS® 

BRIMOS® (Bridge Monitoring System) is an application 
for system identification and the detection of damages in 
bridges as well as any other civil engineering structure. Its 
development is based on several research projects started 
almost 15 years ago. About 1000 structures have been 
assessed so far and the experience has been incorporated into 
the assessment procedure. It is based on the already 
mentioned “Vibrational Signature” of a structure, which is 
obtained by a measurement campaign. Depending on the 
extent of this campaign various properties can be computed, 
which are combined to the BRIMOS rating. This 
classification allows a fast identification on the structure’s 
integrity as well as the corresponding risk level. The results 
are based on  

 

 Measured dynamic parameters (like 
eigenfrequencies, mode shapes, damping pattern in 
the lengthwise direction, vibration intensity and 
static as well as dynamic vertical displacements),  

 Visual inspection,  

 Finite Element model-update and  

 Reference data (BRIMOS-Database and BRIMOS 
Knowledgebase).  

 
The result is a factor, which relates to a predefined risk 

level. 

D. Bridge Monitoring 

The extent of monitoring is mainly depending on 
required results. Currently five levels are used in order to 
determine the depth of investigation [21]: 

 

 Level 1: Rating  
It represents the conventional assessment of the 
structure starting with a visual field inspection that 
provides a subjective impression of the condition of 
a structure. Some preliminary analytical 
investigation is performed in order to provide a 
rating as a basis for decisions. This would be a 
typical application of a bridge management system 
like PONTIS or DANBRO. Many bridge owners use 
certain databases to store the results. 

 Level 2: Condition Assessment  
A rough visual field inspection has to be an element 
of any SHM campaign. Afterwards a decision has to 
be reached whether the conventional approach is 
satisfactory or an extended or even sophisticated 
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additional approach has to be considered. This 
determines the type and quantity of instrumentation. 
For condition assessment a simple instrumentation is 
sufficient and a simple Decision Support System 
would provide the necessary additional information. 
Storage and pre-processing of data should be done in 
the existing database where a link to existing 
conventional tools is available. The monitoring can 
be performed at single spots only. 

 Level 3: Performance Assessment  
This intermediate level uses the same procedure as 
described in level 2. The level of assessment and 
performance elaboration in the decision support 
process is considerably higher since additional 
information like mode shapes is measured and 
determined. This provides additional indicators for 
the assessment and will illustrate the performance of 
a structure. 

 Level 4: Detail Assessment and Rating  
The next step is to establish an analytical model 
representing the structure and the model is compared 
with the monitoring results. In case that phenomena 
are detected that cannot be explained based on the 
records, further steps have to be taken to clarify the 
situation. The most obvious method is to introduce a 
permanent record over a certain period of time to 
capture the necessary phenomena being responsible 
for the specific case. Load testing also has been 
proven successfully to establish performance 
parameters. With these results a simple model 
update can be performed to assess the results and 
provide a rating. Certainly, extensive monitoring is 
required. The records shall cover at least 24 hours, 
but shall rather be much longer to capture 
environmental aspects and traffic situations as 
completely as possible. 

 Level 5: Lifetime Prediction  
For a serious lifetime prediction, the records taken 
have to be long enough to cover at least three cycles 
relevant for the structure. This normally is in an 
interval of three years. Simulation should be run on 
the analytical model in order to achieve a theoretical 
performance for comparison. To handle the major 
quantity of data, software for decision support is 
required. Load testing would be done targeted and 
extensive. In addition, micro structural testing might 
be useful in order to look into the performance of 
single elements of a structure. The update process 
would be extensive and considering several 
conditions of a structure. This in particular includes 
the loaded and unloaded case and all the 
nonlinearities involved. The monitoring system shall 
be operated online, probably web-based, providing a 
warning in case of critical/unknown situations. The 
final lifetime prediction could be performed. 

 
The costs related to these procedures are mainly 

depending on the extent of the monitoring campaign and the 
number of man-hours to be invested in modelling, simulation 

and update procedures. The effort can also be influenced by 
the type of a structure (e.g., number of spans). For the future 
of Structural Health Monitoring it is expected that the 
monitoring-costs will be rather reduced than increased. This 
can happen through the introduction of time saving 
modelling procedures and sophisticated monitoring software 
[21]. 

III. MOTIVATION FOR BRIDGE MONITORING 

Bridge Monitoring (BM) has undergone a long 
development period and many useful results have been 
produced. Nevertheless, the transformation into a business 
case has been scarcely managed by 2008. The three main 
reasons for that are: 

 

 BM is a very complex issue. The key players 
concentrate on issues which the ordinary bridge 
owner is not interested in. A joint language has not 
been found and appealing method statements are 
lacking. 

 The discrepancy between the expectations of the 
owners and the services that can be provided by the 
available budget is huge. The community has not 
been able to explain that the new methods do not 
eliminate the problem of aging or damaged bridges 
but can only serve it in a better way. For this reason, 
monitoring campaigns, which are so expensive that 
they can only be of scientific interest, mostly are 
performed in the frame of research projects. 

 The involved hardware is still very expensive and 
not robust. The discrepancy of life expectation of a 
typical bridge with 100 years and three years for a 
monitoring system is unacceptable. 

 
Apart from these facts there are other aspects which are 

related to the national practice of bridge management and 
cultural differences.  

Three main driving forces have been identified that 
enable the performance of a reasonable BM campaign: 

 

 Responsibility: Meaning the existence of a standard 
or recommendation that obliges the owners to 
monitor their structures. 

 Economy: If BM can prove that it saves money. 

 Curiosity: Owners of bridges are very often willing 
to spend money on creating better knowledge of 
their bridge stock, especially when there has been 
reasonable doubt of an actual condition. 

 
The monitoring community has managed to issue some 

guidelines and recommendations. The latter form the basis 
for eventual orders. Nevertheless, they cannot be seen as an 
obligation to apply Bridge Monitoring.  

A good conception has been promoted and implemented 
in Austria. The regulations for bridge management allow 
both, the visual inspection and the monitoring campaign. In 
case that monitoring enables to achieve better quantified 
results, the inspection period can be increased up to 100%. 
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This saves money on inspections which can be invested in 
monitoring. A better service is performed at the same costs.  

A. State of the Art 

The selection of a suitable observation concept has to be 
mainly based on external factors. These are the number of 
structures to be observed in combination with the budget 
available. For this purpose it is necessary to offer services on 
increasing quality levels. The levels can be subdivided into 
spot, periodic, permanent and online assessment campaigns 
at structures [13]. The respective features are: 

 

 A spot observation shall comprise a very quick 
measurement campaign with only few sensors which 
can be simply handled. It shall provide information 
on the general condition of a structure in order to 
create a ranking.  

 Periodic assessment means a measurement campaign 
on a structure which is repeated after a specified 
period of time, to generate information on the 
performance over time. The single spot information 
might comprise rather long periods.  

 Permanent observation and assessment of structures 
becomes necessary when certain limits are passed. 
This observation allows a very detailed assessment 
based on permanent recordings and can help to 
implement quick decision making. 

 Online observation and assessment allows warning 
through electronic media, either by SMS (Short 
Message Service) in the simple case or by online 
status through the internet. Decisions might be taken 
by the computer based on the measurement data. 
These alert systems would only be applied at 
extremely critical structures.  

 
In general, it has to be stated that clients need and desire 

support of their work and not to create issues that make it 
more complicated. In respect to that the procedures have to 
be carefully watched and permanently improved. The 
information policy also plays a major role in the client-
consultant relationship. The new methodologies are rather 
complex and require a deep understanding of structural 
dynamics, physics and measurement techniques. Due to the 
fact that this expertise is rarely available at the owners 
engineering department, the fear to be exposed to unknown 
black box applications has to be taken from them with 
bringing transparency to the systems.  

Nevertheless, they spend considerable amounts of money 
on monitoring actions and would like to be informed 
frequently about progress and results. Therefore, it has to be 
ensured that the technology-part is in good and competent 
hands and that they will receive the information they desire. 
From a historical point of view the best success has been 
achieved with very simple reporting techniques. A periodic 
report received by e-mail comprising single page information 
generally turned out to be preferred.  

The main information is provided in a single window, 
where upper and lower normalized thresholds are given and 
measurement results of this period are placed within these 

thresholds. With a single look at this graph, the personnel 
can see whether any of the thresholds has been exceeded at 
once. When all indicators are green, the client can be 
pacified and knows that the ordered observation is 
permanently working.  

The periodic report mentioned above provides the 
following information: 

 

 A photo and a system plot of the structure of interest 
for an easy and quick identification. 

 A window where the periodic results are placed 
within the relevant thresholds over the observation 
period. 

 Eventually a second window, containing special 
information required by the client, such as wind 
speed information or any other desired quantity. 

 Finally, a rating should be provided, based on the 
measurements taken in the reporting period. This 
should enable the client to immediately see whether 
any changes have happened. 

 Eventually, the specification of a remaining life 
capacity can be provided if the necessary data are 
recorded. 

 
Besides this one-page record for the client, also a 

scientific report for the expert is generated by the DSS. This 
makes a quick assessment of all the single measurements 
possible in order to create expertises or to learn from 
operation. On average, the system is calibrated with the 
information gained over a certain period of time. This might 
also comprise a change in the rating and would update the 
remaining life capacity based on existing knowledge. 

B. System Requirements 

During the last decades, the capability of both, computers 
and sensors, have undergone an explosive growth presenting 
many new challenges of how to manage the resulting amount 
of data. Scientists have often found themselves confronted 
by gigabytes of complex data that contained comparatively 
little information of actual interest making successful 
management almost impossible. 

The problem of searching for the right information is 
very difficult even if one precisely knows where it can be 
found. However, it gets almost insoluble if the location 
additionally is not known exactly. Due to the complexity of 
data itself and the “human error rate”, two phenomena can be 
recognized: 

 

 Useful information is often overlooked, which leads 
to a poor utilization of data. 

 Possible benefits of increasing data-gathering 
capabilities are only partially used. 

 
Since humans have not undergone similar developments 

in measurement data management as has the technology 
behind the measurements themselves, one has to look for 
intelligent ways that help to solve this dilemma. Since 
manual data analysis is quite tedious and impractical, other 
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concepts like computational tools and techniques for an 
automated analysis of large complex data sets have to be 
developed. 

Furthermore, the evaluation of data and the assessment of 
structures must be carried out by experts with many years of 
experience at the moment. By developing a Decision Support 
System, the expert should not be replaced but essentially 
supported in his activities. Such a system should support the 
whole data process, from the receipt of data, preliminary 
sorting, filing, evaluation, assessment up to visualization of 
explored results. For the preparation of such a system it is 
required to establish something like a knowledge database. 
In the latter the criteria normally used by the expert for 
assessment could be mathematically formulated (= 
formulation of rules, knowledge acquisition). The advantage 
is that the knowledge basis can be continuously expanded 
and that no “forgetting” exists. By the use of several methods 
of statistics up to now unknown connections could be filtered 
out of the existing measurement data pool. It should be 
possible to integrate measurement data from third persons 
from different measurement systems. The whole system 
should be based on methodologies like being implemented 
by the BRIMOS software and include very recent 
approaches (fuzzy logic, neural networks in damage 
identification). For visualization of results a GIS 
(Geographic Information System) interface can be provided.  

The backbone of such a system would be a huge database 
containing measurement data and corresponding results of 
the analysis from the past. This knowledge base is filled with 
material from past measurements up to present ones and 
consequently will grow continuously. Using such 
methodology, the system for the user may become a “living 
system” and may increase his/her trust. With every 
improvement the results are likely to become better and the 
thresholds might vary too. Thresholds should not be treated 
totally inflexibly and have to be adapted to new knowledge.  

Finally, engineers would be interested in a system, where 
they can search for similar objects or similar measurement 
data for arbitrary objects and measurement data respectively. 
Then, by having the corresponding results of comparable 
measurements from the database, it might become possible 
to draw new conclusions for certain objects. This would 
represent a very interesting feature for periodic 
measurements but also for spot observations. Treating the 
database of the past measurements as a case base, by means 
of CBR and similar techniques, benefit might be expected 
for interpreting the measurement data of periodic 
measurements, spot observations and in particular of 
permanently monitored structures. 

The annual expenses for bridge maintenance in Austria 
amount to approximately 130 million Euro. According to 
current predictions this value will triple in the next 15 years. 
New methods for structural assessment are required in order 
to identify urgently necessary measures and to reduce the 
expenditures for purely precautionary maintenance. The 
Decision Support System proposed in this contribution is to 
lower the costs and the time consumption for the evaluation 
of measurement data and condition assessment, and at the 
same time accuracy and objectivity shall be increased. 

IV. DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

Since 1950 [15] there were efforts to develop systems to 
support experts of various fields in taking decisions. 
Decision Support Systems represent an approach that tries to 
integrate many different disciplines into the field of 
computer science. A reason for the arise of DSSs was a wish 
to have a system helping humans to manage very complex 
situations. Soon these systems became more and more 
attractive for users and researchers. 

Problem solving and decision making are very important 
tasks in all intelligent activities. One who makes decisions 
usually evaluates and chooses among different alternative 
decisions. Problem solving on the other hand is a task to find 
a “way” between a desired goal and what is given at the 
beginning, to find intelligent steps to reach this goal. Expert 
systems and artificial intelligence in general deal with this 
problem in the following way.  

The stages of problem solving are: 
 

 To recognise situations which call for actions, 

 To formulate problems, 

 To find actions and to set up goals, 

 To evaluate and 

 To choose. 
 
There are two scientific approaches in this case: 
 
1. The normative approach: Prescribe optimal 

behaviour, how decisions should be taken. 
2. The descriptive approach: Understand how humans 

behave when they are solving problems and take 
decisions. 

 
The normative approach was first developed in 

economics; “the rational economic man” is an important 
term in this connection. Later it was implemented in the 
fields of Operations Research and management science. The 
theory is based on a rationality paradigm; rational behaviour 
is prescribed by formal axioms. Normative models for 
decision making are called “formal models”. The decision 
maker in the process of finding a decision calculates the 
consequences for each alternative decision, rates the results 
and tries to compute the optimal way to his/her goal. To do 
so, future consequences of current actions have to be 
predicted and suggestions have to be made. A DSS should 
make decision making more effective and implies a 
normative perspective of the problem. These normative 
theories help to analyse the structure of a decision. 

The normative theories enable us to optimise decisions 
under certain conditions, as long as the problems do not get 
too complex. The complexity of real-world decision making 
mostly overtaxes this approach, see [15]. 

DSSs are useful especially when there is a fixed goal but 
no algorithmic solution. The paths of solution mostly are 
very numerous and user-dependant. This leads to the main 
goal of DSSs, namely to improve decisions by better 
understanding and preparation of tasks which lead towards 
evaluation and choosing. Ill-structured problems in this 
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regard are processes where there is no known or clear 
method to reach a solution, because the nature of the 
problem is complex and unclear or there arise situations 
which are new and consequently unknown. Well structured 
problems can be seen as decision making processes which 
are routine and repetitive. Usually it is not possible to fully 
automatise information processing to reach a conclusion. 
Only if an information processing task can be mapped to an 
algorithm then the decision process is structured and it can 
be implemented in a computer program to reach an 
automated solution.  

Decision support for “unstructuredness” is 
accommodated in: 

 

 The nature of requests made on a DSS. 

 The manner in which a DSS responses are utilised. 

 The recognition of alternative methods for satisfying 
a request. 
 

Structured problems are routine because they are 
unambiguous, as there is a single solution method. If 
problems become less structured, then there exists an 
increasing number of alternative solution methods whereby 
solutions may not be equivalent. A completely unstructured 
problem in contrast has unknown solution methods or 
solutions are too numerous to evaluate.  

Mainly in the field of management there are many 
situations where decisions have to be taken for non-
programmable problems. The development of Artificial 
Intelligence technology especially in such connection has 
enlarged the spectrum of application of DSSs. 

A. Decision Support Systems for Real-World Problems 

Computer Systems nowadays are frequently used to 
solve numerous “real-world problems”. In 1958 for example 
a computer system was used to find the optimal allocation of 
water between Egypt and the Sudan. The water system 
contained five major dams, several other barrages and 
control points and the monthly volumes of inflow between 
1905 and 1942 were used as input data. The system was 
developed by IBM; it became the first considerable example 
for a computer assisted real-world plan [15]. In the 1960s the 
use of such devices was spreading rapidly.  

Due to improved computer hardware and because of a 
changed attitude of users towards computers in general, 
computer applications to real-world problems became more 
and more attractive. Today, computers are used to collect, 
store and retrieve data, display and present it in different 
ways and help humans in understanding complex situations 
and problems. The computer became a “complete” 
information processor as part of complex information 
systems. Real-world computer systems process information 
such as digital values, analogue signals, images, etc. A 
computer with sufficient software may represent the physics 
or chemistry laboratory for scientists for instance. With using 
computer simulations for experiments costs, risks and time 
can be saved in many scientific fields. Consequently, there is 
no need to prove that an idea for an experiment will be 

useful. Using computers for experiments allows the planner 
or manager to make mistakes without consequences. 

V. CASE-BASED REASONING 

According to Aamodt and Plaza [2], “Case-based 
reasoning is a recent approach to problem solving and 
learning (…)”. Case-based Reasoning is a cyclic problem 
solving process, whereby already known knowledge is used 
to solve new problems. This knowledge is represented in 
form of cases which consist of a problem and a 
corresponding solution. The cases are stored in the so-called 
case base mainly providing the functionality to search for 
similar problems. Main objectives of CBR are the reuse of 
solutions of similar problems, no new problem solving 
processes whenever it is not necessary, no new solutions 
have to be developed for new problems if the case base 
contains a comparable problem and finally, the creation of 
solutions is rapid and cost-effective. Figure 2 shows one of 
the most important fundamentals of Case-based Reasoning, 
namely the CBR-cycle according to Aamodt and Plaza [2]. 

The cycle is subdivided into four phases: Retrieve, 
Reuse, Revise and Retain. 

 

 Retrieve: Due to a new problem a new case is 
defined. Accordingly similar cases are retrieved 
from the case base where all known cases and 
general knowledge are stored. The retrieval of 
similar cases is operated by so-called similarity 
measures such as the similarity measure by 
Hamming, the Tversky-contrast model or even the 
Euclidean distance in an n-dimensional space. 

 Reuse: If one has found one or more similar cases, 
the most similar retrieved case(s) is(are) combined 
with the new case, whereon the CBR-system can 
suggest solutions for the initial problem. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.  CBR-Cycle (According to [2]) 
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 Revise: The suggested solution is tested to 
demonstrate the ability of the CBR-system to solve 
the initial problem. If the retrieved solution is faulty, 
it can be adapted and a confirmed solution is created.  

 Retain: Useful experience (significant cases) is 
stored for future reuse. The operator can add the new 
case or a learned case to the case base or the CBR-
system creates and stores the new case automatically 
or semi-automatically. Finally, the case base grows 
and becomes more intelligent for future problems. 

A. Simple Example 

In this chapter we present a simple example to show how 
Case-based Reasoning could be used in the field of 
Structural Health Monitoring. 

An example for a case base can be seen in Figure 3 
where (in this very simple example) two cases are stored. A 
case consists of a problem (symptoms) with certain attributes 
and an appropriate solution (including diagnostics and 
corrective). When a new problem arises (shown in Figure 4) 
at first a solution is not available. To provide it, instead of 
starting a problem solving process, knowledge is reused from 
already known cases. 

It has to be defined, which attributes or parameter values 
can be compared with each other. In this example, the 
attributes “Global frequency”, “Piping Element”, “Sensor”, 
“Pipe Temperature” and “Capacity Utilization” are used. 

 
Figure 3.  Simple Example – Case Base 

 
Figure 4.  Simple Example – New Problem 

 

 

Figure 5.  Simple Example – Adaptation 

 
Figure 6.  Simple Example – Result 

One can compare the values of the attributes of new 
problems with the values of the attributes of cases in the case 
base. In this simple example no kinds of weights are used, 
for a real world system weighted attributes in general would 
be useful. If one compares the new problem to the cases in 
the case base, one can see that case 1 is more similar to the 
new problem than the case 2. 

So, one can use the solution of case 1 and adapt it to the 
new problem. Figure 5 shows the adaptation of the reused 
solution to the new problem. The result shown in Figure 6 is 
a new case with the initial problem and the reused and 
adapted solution which can be stored in the case base. Thus, 
the case base grows continuously and probably becomes 
more intelligent for future problems. 

B. Similarity Measures 

Similarity measures play a great role for Case-based 
Reasoning. These measures are essential to be able to 
compare new problems with the cases in the case base. One 
can imagine that it is fundamental to choose the right 
methods of similarity measuring for given data. In the 
following, an example is shown to illustrate how one can 
calculate the similarity between cases. Therefore, the 
Generalized Similarity Measure by Hamming defined by the 
following formula (1) is used: 
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Table I shows a case base with five cases. The attributes 

again are “Global Frequency”, “Piping Element”, “Sensor”, 
“Pipe Temperature” and “Capacity Utilization” and each 
case x1 ... x5 has its individual parameter values.  

When there is a new case y, one wants to know, which 
case in the case base is the most similar one to the new case 
y, see Table II. 

To be able to use the Generalized Similarity Measure by 
Hamming, for each attribute functions have to be defined, 
e.g., how similar is a Plug Flow Reactor “PFR” to a Branch 
Connection “BC” or how similar is an Accelerometer 
“A15a” to an “A18b”? The functions e.g., can be defined 
like this: 

 

 Global Frequency = simGF(xGF,yGF) = For each hertz 
(Hz), which differs from case xi to case y, the 
similarity value is reduced by 0,01. 

 Piping Element = simPE(xPE,yPE) =  
o Plug Flow Reactor: Similarity value of 1 
o Branch Connection: Similarity value of 0 

 Sensor = simS(xS,yS) =  
o Accelerometer 18b: Similarity value of 1  
o Accelerometer 15a: Similarity value of 0,75 
o Accelerometer 21a: Similarity value of 0,85 
o Accelerometer 24c: Similarity value of 0,5 

 Pipe Temperature = simPT(xPT,yPT) = For each degree 
Celsius (°C), which differs from case xi to case y, the 
similarity value is reduced by 0,01. 

 Capacity Utilization = simCU(xCU,yCU) = For each 
percentage point (%), which differs from case xi to 
case y, the similarity value is reduced by 0,01. 
 

TABLE I.  CASE BASE 

 

 

TABLE II.  NEW CASE Y 

 

 

TABLE III.  WEIGHTING COEFFICIENTS AND SIMILARITIES 

 
 

If one uses these functions for the similarity search, a 
new table with the similarities between the cases of the case 
base and the new case y can be generated, see Table III. The 
last row in Table III shows weighting coefficients (wi), 
which represents the importance of an attribute for 
calculating the similarity. 

To calculate the similarities between the cases in the case 
base and the new case y, the Generalized Similarity Measure 
by Hamming is used. The similarity between the case x1 and 
the case y is shown in the following calculation (2): 

 

93,0

25,3

)7,05,095,075,075,02,018,011(
),( 1 yxsim
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Using this formula for the other cases x2 ... x5, the 

following similarities can be calculated: 
 
x1: 0,93 
x2: 0,89 
x3: 0,94 
x4: 0,62 
x5: 0,67 
 
As one can see in this listing, the case x3 is the most 

similar case to the new case y and would be used to find an 
already known solution for the new case y. 

VI. CASE-BASED DECISION SUPPORT FOR BRIDGE 

MONITORING 

The main idea of Case-based Decision Support for 
Bridge Monitoring is to support a human expert in the 
interpretation of measurement data taken from certain 
structures, especially from bridges. In general, the idea is to 
support the interpretation process by providing comparable 
measurements which may have lead to comparable 
interpretations. Thereby, in case of periodic measurements or 
spot observations, measurement results of similar structures 
should provide a basis for the interpretation of new 
measurements and in case of permanent monitoring, similar 
historical measurements can be taken into account to draw a 
conclusion to the state of the building. The ambient 
vibrations in the form of raw measurement data have to be 
interpreted by an engineer with profound technological 
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knowledge and experience in the interpretation of such data. 
Another disadvantage of human interpretation, besides the 
time it consumes, is its subjectivity. Each expert interprets a 
structure differently. On the basis of these facts, a Decision 
Support System is needed to support engineers in 
interpreting measurement data and decision making in order 
to be able to take decisions faster and not to spend their time 
with doing rather easy routine work. Consequently, a main 
incentive of a Case-based Decision Support System for 
Bridge Monitoring is cost-effectiveness and promptness by 
finding solutions. 

The development of the Decision Support System for the 
interpretation of periodic measurements is divided into the 
following steps, whereby for permanent monitoring step 1 in 
general is not necessary: 

 
1. Search for Similar Bridges 
 
First of all one has to search for similar structures to have 

a basis for further conclusions and comparisons. If the 
bridge, which should be observed, is already stored in the 
case base, then the engineer has to load its geometric data or 
has to feed the system with this information. The system now 
can compare this geometric information with the cases in the 
case base and search for similar bridges. Each kind of bridge 
(e.g., simply supported, continuous, cable stayed, suspended, 
etc.) has different attributes which have to be compared with 
each other. According to its nature, a bridge consists of 
different kinds of structural elements (e.g., bridge decks, 
cables, pylons, etc.) and for each structural element, different 
attributes are stored. For instance, a bridge deck among other 
things has attributes like length and breadth, main span, 
number of fields or material. The similarity between the 
cases in the case base in case of this system is the Euclidean 
Distance in an n-dimensional space. In case of two 
dimensions for instance the Euclidean Distance would be the 
“measurable” distance between two points. Using the 
following formula (3) the Euclidean (n-dimensional) space 
becomes a metric space. This fact makes the system become 
attractive for metric index structures to improve 
performance. 

 
n

i

ii yxYXd
1

2)(),(

 (3) 
 
The system provides the most similar bridges with the 

distances to the analysed bridge. It is evident which bridge 
will be the most similar one in case that the observed bridge 
already is contained in the case base, namely the same one. 

 
2. Search for Comparable Measurements (of Similar 

Bridges) 
 
As a result of the first step (in case of periodic 

measurements), similar bridges due to their geometric data 
are retrieved. This is a preliminary selection in order to avoid 
the situation that different kinds of bridges, which accidently 
have similar measurement results, are compared which most 

likely would lead to a complete misinterpretation of the 
measurement. If the system only considers the measurement 
results of bridges and not the geometric data in a first step, 
disparate bridges (due to their geometric data) could have 
similar measurement results although they are totally 
different. In the second step, the already known 
measurement results of the retrieved similar bridges are 
provided. These results generally consist of modal 
parameters, namely the structure’s natural frequencies, its 
mode shapes and its damping coefficients which together 
represent the “real” condition of a bridge. In the following, 
the modal parameters of the similar bridges can be used as a 
suggestion for the interpretation of new measurement data of 
bridges which should be observed. 

 
3. Support of Analysis Process 
 
The steps for the interpretation and preprocessing of 

measurement data by a human expert can be stored in an 
adequate way in the case base. Thereby, similar bridges also 
have similar preprocessing steps for the interpretation of 
measurement results.  

A. Case-based Reasoning for Periodic and Permanent 

Monitoring 

As already mentioned in the previous chapters, there 
generally are two different applications of Structural Health 
Monitoring, namely periodic and permanent measuring. 
Depending on this kind of strategy the provision of decision 
support has to be adapted. While in case of permanent 
monitoring always one and the same structure is observed 
and decision support generally can rely on data from this 
certain structure, decision support for periodic or single 
monitoring on the other hand has to be handled differently. 
Decision support for structures which are measured 
periodically or ever for just a single time can only take into 
account measures of other structures to provide some kind of 
support. It is obvious that in this case only measures from 
similar structures can usefully contribute to the interpretation 
of such measuring data.  

Below two activity diagrams are shown to illustrate the 
difference between periodic and permanent monitoring. 

The first diagram represents activities for periodic 
monitoring and the second one for permanent monitoring. 

 
Periodic Monitoring (shown in Figure 7): 

 Measurement of a bridge 

 Analysis of measured data 

 Determination of similar bridges/cases by means of 
Case-based Reasoning 

 Providing a suggestion about the condition of the 
bridge, based on the Case-based Reasoning system 

 Accept or reject the suggestion 
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Figure 7.  Activity Diagram – Periodic Monitoring 

 
Permanent Monitoring (shown in Figure 8): 

 Measurement of a bridge (automatically) 

 Generation of attributes for a representation as cases 
(preprocessing) 

 Finding similar situations with the Case-based 
Reasoning system 

 If the Case-based Reasoning system classifies the 
current situation as critical, then the system suggests 
possible solutions for solving this problem 

 
The following chapters introduce more details like the 

integration of monitoring data, performance enhancement 
and the database model of the CBR system for example. 

B. Data Preparation 

After measurements of certain structures are taken, 
engineers start to analyse and classify them. For the analysis, 
measurement results (eigenfrequencies), and in most cases 
additional data, e.g., from visual inspections, are taken into 
account. Consequently, each case consists of a set of 
weighted attributes with different meanings and different 
data types. Due to the aim of representing the cases as points 
in a normalised n-dimensional metric space (each dimension 
has a finite range between 0 and 1), the definition of 
similarities/distances has to be well-thought-out.  

The (Euclidean) distance between two cases  and  is 
defined as following: 

 

 
 

Figure 8.  Activity Diagram – Permanent Monitoring 

 

 

 
The function  of the formula which is shown above 

returns a value between 0 and 1 representing the distance 
between two parameter values of a certain dimension. For 
the current application of the Case-based Reasoning system 
for Structural Health Monitoring it has turned out to be 
sufficient to rely on similarity representation in the metric 
space with numerical attributes (e.g., eigenfrequencies) on 
the one hand and predefined distances between parameter 
values on the other hand. Such distances for a certain 
attribute are defined in a matrix (which generally is 
symmetric: dmn = dnm) organised as following: 

 

 v1 v2 v3 ... vn 

v1 0  d12 d13 ... d1n 

v2 d21 0 d23 ... d2n 

v3 d31 d32 0 ... d3n 

... ... ... ... ... ... 

vn dn1 dn2 dn3 ... 0 
 
Defining distances this way only is useful as long as all 

possible parameter values are known. As these distances in 
general have to be predefined by the user, the number of 
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values has to be limited to a reasonable amount. In case of a 
symmetric distance matrix and a diagonal (dii) equal to zero, 
the number of predefined distances for a certain number of 

parameters n is . Thus, for n = 20 the number of 

distances is 190. One has to realise that these dimensions 
soon will become unclear and unmanageable for a user. 

 also can be a complex function, just having the 
constraint to return a value between 0 and 1 in our case. An 
attribute of the cases could be a graph for instance. There are 
algorithms to calculate the similarity between two graphs 
(Graph Edit Distance, see also [17][18]), so  would be this 
algorithm for distance calculation between attributes of the 
dimension concerned. 

C. Data Model 

Figure 9 shows the Data Model which gives an overview 
of the Case-based Decision Support System. There is a class 
called “CaseBase” where the name and a description of the 
case base are stored. The class “Case” is a container for the 
cases of the system. “AttributeBase” consists of all available 
attribute types with certain weights, which represent their 
importance. “SolutionBase” describes all available solution 
types. The parameter values of attributes and solutions are 
stored in the classes “Attribute” and “Solution”. It is also 
possible to define standard values for attributes and solutions 
and for these values one can store standard distances (as 
shown in the matrix above). Standard values for an attribute 
type “material” could be “wood”, “concrete” and “steel” for 
instance. This property is represented by the class 
“StandardDistance”. Another class is called “IsPrototypeOf”. 
This class defines if a case has a prototype (a case which 
represents a group of cases) and vice versa if a case is a 
prototype of other cases. 

D. Indexing 

Experiments with data from “real-world” pointed out an 
important issue, namely run-time performance. As a case 
(measurement incl. background information) normally 
consists of numerous attributes and many distance 
calculations are necessary to retrieve a set of the most similar 
cases, it turned out to be necessary to improve runtime 
performance. Beside multidimensional indices (the current 
implementation uses an M-Tree), algorithms could be 
considered to reduce the dimensions of the data-vector and to 
speed up the system. 

Effective and adequate indexing and prototyping can be 
efficient ways to reduce the runtime of searching similar 
cases. Groups of cases with very low distances can be 
represented by prototypes. Due to the fact that comparisons 
of attributes in this system are metric, the Metric Tree (M-
Tree) is a possibility to improve runtime performance by 
approximately 67% [7]. The algorithm for inserting elements 
keeps the M-Tree balanced, it grows bottom-up. Figure 10 
shows the structure of the Metric Tree and one can see the 
division of the metric space achieved by the M-tree in Figure 
11. 
 

 
 

Figure 9.  Data Model 

 
 

 
 

Figure 10.  Example M-Tree 
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Figure 11.  Example M-Tree 

The M-Tree divides the space into hierarchically 
organised clusters. A cluster is represented by the centre and 
by the so-called partial tree covering radius. In the example 
above there are two clusters on the highest level (centres A, 
B) including lower-level clusters (C, D, E) and leaf-nodes 
(F...N). Relying on this scheme the model can speed up 
similarity search operations. In case of range queries or k-
nearest neighbour queries, the search algorithm of the M-
Tree only explores partial trees containing potential 
candidates and does not consider partial trees (incl. contained 
objects), where, according to the distance between query 
object and cluster-centre, also taking the partial tree covering 
radius into account, a valid search result is not possible. 

For more information about the M-Tree model (e.g., 
insertion, nearest neighbour search) see [7]. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Bridge Monitoring is a very complex task. Any building 
has its individual dynamic parameters which make the 
automation of measurement analysis and interpretation 
become quite challenging problems. Aspects like the 
personal impression of the analyst have influence on the 
interpretation of measurement results, which by now rarely is 
represented in a formal way. As mentioned, the Case-based 
Decision Support System tries to provide decision support to 
the engineer by pointing out comparable historical 
measurements. The interpretation of measurement results can 
be supported well because similar bridges in similar 
condition have comparable measurement results. Due to 
using the M-tree model for indexing, the probably big 
number of entries in the case base, similar cases generally 
can be provided in a more adequate runtime, although the 
similarity search can still be a very time-consuming 
operation. The system described in this contribution 
currently is in the state of a “research prototype” and mainly 
provides the functionality to retrieve the most similar 
structures/objects of a query object.  

The main reason for the system requirements explained 
in this contribution is not a possible redundancy of the expert 
in the analysing process of Bridge Monitoring but major 
assistance in his/her work in order to handle the 
overwhelming amount of measurement data. Besides, these 
routines might help to attract notice to new aspects which 
are, due to a lack of time and knowledge, ignored and 
unknown so far. All in all, the new procedures would support 
an expert in understanding and classifying the measurement 
of a bridge and, finally, lead to a better utilization of the 

measurement data. A design of such system was introduced 
in this contribution including suggestions for similarity 
measures and indexing methods.  

The outcome of the current investigation is a prototypic 
implementation of the proposed Case-based Decision 
Support System for Structural Health Monitoring, drawing 
conclusions from measurement results (eigenfrequencies) 
and visual evaluation of buildings to their condition. First 
experiments with measurements from different types of 
structures indicated that this is a very promising field of 
research. Assessing simple structures perform well but the 
more complex the buildings become (e.g., bridges), the more 
obviously it turned out that many improvements on the part 
of computer scientists’ methods as well as on the part of civil 
engineers’ procedures are necessary. It may be not enough 
that the reasoning algorithm just relies on past cases, further 
rules and constraints might be essential. As an example the 
fact can be mentioned, that measurement results strongly 
depend on environmental influences (e.g., weather 
conditions like temperature, humidity, etc.) for instance, 
which has to be taken into account in order to be able to 
draw conclusions from the signal to the building’s state more 
precisely. On the other hand civil engineers would have to 
improve their inspection procedures in order to collect all 
data which influences a measured signal and which 
consequently is important for a computer system to assess a 
measurement correctly. Nevertheless, the current 
implementation already can provide support for interpreting 
signals and in case of evaluating more or less simply 
designed structures (first experiments with lamp posts were 
carried out), whereby the output of the Case-based Decision 
Support Prototype is very close to the engineer’s output. 
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ESLAS – a robust layered learning framework

Willi Richert Riccardo Tornese

Abstract— With increasing capabilities today robots get more
and more complex to program. Not only the low-level skills and
different strategies for different subgoals have to be specified,
which by itself is not a trivial task even for simple domains.
Both, the skill set and the strategies, also have to be compatible
with each other. This turns out to be a major hassle as they are
designed and implemented under assumptions about the future
environment and conditions the robot will be faced with, that
usually do not hold in reality.

The Evolving Societies of Learning Autonomous Systems
architecture (ESLAS) is targeted to this problem. With minimal
need for specification, it is able to learn skills and strategies
independently in order to accomplish different goals, which
the designer can specify by means of an intuitive motivation
system. In addition, it is able to handle system and environ-
mental changes by learning autonomously at the different levels
of abstraction. It is achieving this in continuous and noisy
environments by 1) an active strategy-learning module that
uses reinforcement learning and 2) a dynamically adapting
skill module that proactively explores the robot’s own action
capabilities and thereby provides actions to the strategy module.
We demonstrate the feasibility of simultaneously learning low-
level skills and high-level strategies in a Capture-The-Flag
scenario. Thereby, the robot drastically increases its overall
autonomy.

Index Terms— autonomous framework, strategy learning,
skill learning, robotics

I. INTRODUCTION

Whenever a robot has to be programmed, its designer has
to make many assumptions about the future environment to
keep the task tractable. Even more so, if the behavior that the
robot will have to exhibit is so complex that it needs different
levels of abstractions. The assumptions typically decrease
the robot’s autonomy and robustness in later application. A
learning robot architecture is therefore desirable that places
a minimum of assumptions into its algorithms in order
to increase its robustness and autonomy. This architecture
should combine top-down goal specification with bottom-up
exploration of its own capabilities. The desired characteris-
tics of such and architecture are the following:
• The ability to learn and apply continuous actions (skills)

in noisy domains.
– The skill learner should find out by itself what types

of capabilities actually are learnable before it starts
trying to learn specific skills.

This work is partially supported by the DFG-Schwerpunktprogramm
1183: Organic Computing

Willi Richert is with Faculty of of Computer Science, Electrical Engi-
neering and Mathematics, University of Paderborn, Germany, Fürstenallee
11, 33102 Paderborn, Germany richert@c-lab.de, Riccardo Tor-
nese is graduate student of Information Technology Engineering of Po-
litecnico di Milano, piazza Leonardo Da Vinci 32, 20133 Milan, Italy
riccardo.tornese@mail.polimi.it

– Skills should be able to be adapted while being
executed.

– The ability to find a “good enough” action to be
executed “fast enough”.

– Skills should provide enough data, methods, and
means to categorize observed performance of other
robots in order to learn from them for increased
learning speed.

– Skills should abstracted from the strategy and be
visible to it only by some kind of handle.

• The capability to find state abstractions that are able
to distinguish between sufficiently distinct states from
the view of the learned skill set while maintaining good
generalization.

– It should account for continuous time.
– It should support multiple possibly contradicting

goals.
– It should be able to learn from delayed feedback

from the environment.

This naturally leads to an architecture consisting of three
layers: the motivation, the strategy, and the skill layer. The
overall goal can be specified intuitively by different drives
that make up the robot’s motivation layer. Each drive is
representing one sub-goal. The strategy layer has the task to
group the infinitely large state space into a small number of
abstract regions in order to escape the curse of dimensionality
and determine the optimal action for each one of those sub-
goals. As the environment can change during runtime, the
strategy layer also has to maintain a model about its behavior
in that environment. The low-level skills that make up the
overall behavior is the task of the skill layer. It has to find
out, which actions the robot is actually capable of. It is in
charge not only of exploring its own capabilities, but also to
optimize them while normally executing them.

Our approach is thus providing a framework that combines
strategy learning with Developmental Robotics principles to
satisfy the different sub-goals of the overall motivation. In
this article, we present a significantly extended version of our
previous work [1]. The strategy layer is more autonomous
and robust to environmental change in that it does not rely
anymore on standard model-based Reinforcement Learning.
Instead, it deploys intertwined state abstraction with model-
based Reinforcement Learning. The skills are not anymore
restricted to fixed models. Instead we fully revised our skill
system that allows now for arbitrary models and includes
developmental robotics principles in that it is able to learn
what is actually able to learn [2], [3].
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II. RELATED WORK

When ignoring the need for action recognition, which is
necessary for perception-based imitation and coordination,
there seems to be a lot of research done in the area of
continuous state and action spaces.

A. Model-free approaches

Hasselt and Wiering devised the Continuous Actor Critic
Learning Automaton approach, which empowers reinforce-
ment learning to operate on continuous state and action
spaces [4]. They calculate real valued actions by interpolating
the available discrete actions based on their utility values.
Therefore, the performance is highly dependent on initial
assumptions about the value function.

It is obvious that a full search in continuous state and
action spaces is infeasible. For reinforcement learning ap-
proaches to be applied in realistic domains, it is therefore
vital to limit the search to small areas in the search space.
One approach to do that is the Actor-Critic method [5].
It separates the presentation of the policy from the value
function. The actor maintains for each state a probability
distribution over the action space. The critic is responsible
for providing they reward from the actions taken by the
actor, which in turns modifies its policy. As this relieves
the designer from assumptions about the value function, it
introduces new assumptions about the underlying probability
distribution. To overcome this problem Lazaric et al. devised
Sequential Monte Carlo Learning [6], which combines the
actor critic method with a nonparametric representation of
the actions. After initially being drawn from a prior distri-
bution, they are resampled dependent on the utility values
learned by the critic.

Bonarini et al. developed Learning Entities Adaptive Par-
titioning (LEAP) [7], a model-free learning algorithm that
uses overlapping partitions, which are dynamically modified
to learn near-optimal policies with a small number of param-
eters. Whenever it detects incoherence between the current
action values and the actual rewards from the environment it
modifies those partitions. In addition, it is able to prune over-
refined partitions. Thereby it creates a multi-resolution state
representation specialized only where it is actually needed.
The action space is not considered by this approach. In their
grid world experiment, they use a fixed set of predefined
actions.

B. Model-based approaches

The Adaptive Modelling and Planning System (AMPS)
by Kochenderfer [8] maintains an adaptive representation
of both the state and the action space. In his approach,
the abstraction of the state and action space is combined
with policy learning in a smart way: states are grouped
into abstract regions, which have the common property that
perception-action-traces, previously performed in that region,
“feel” similar in terms of failure rates, duration, and expected
reward. It does so by splitting and merging abstract states
at runtime. AMPS not only dynamically abstracts the state
space into regions, but also the action space into action

regions. This is, however, done in a very artificial way that
could not yet been shown to work in real world domains.

Although our strategy layer is inspired by AMPS, we differ
from it in the following important points: AMPS applies the
splitting and merging also to the action space, which works
fine in artificial domains but will not cope with the domain
dependency one is typically faced with in real environments.
In contrast to that, we use goal functions as the strategy’s
actions, which have to be realized by a separate skill-learning
layer. This leads to a perfect separation of concerns: the task
of the strategy layer is to find sequences of actions and treats
actions as mere symbols. The skill layer by means of data
driven skill functions then grounds these symbols.

Another aspect is the supported number of goals. Take for
example a system, which has to fulfill a specific task while
paying attention to its diminishing resources. While, on the
one hand, accomplishing the task, the resources might get
exhausted. If it, on the other hand, always stays near the
fuel station, the task will not be accomplished. Approaches
like AMPS, which do not support multiple goals by multiple
separate strategies, have to incorporate all different goal
aspects in one reward function. This leads to a combinatorial
explosion in the state space and implicates a much slower
learning convergence.

As already described, we use abstract motivations, which
the designer has to specify. These motivations may also con-
tain competing goals. The major advantage of our approach
is that the robot can learn one separate strategy for each
motivation. Depending on the strength of each motivation, it
has now a means to choose the right strategy for the actual
perception and motivation state.

C. Discussion

All these approaches have the following underlying re-
stricting assumptions. First, they assume that optimal actions
are either possible to be predefined or effectively learnable
within the reinforcement learning framework. That means
that prior to using these approaches a careful analysis of all
occurring events in the environment has to be carried out by
the designer. Except for AMPS, they are all based on Markov
Decision Processes (MDP). Time varying actions, which are
the norm in realistic scenarios, however require a semi-
Markov Decision Process (SMDP), which complicates the
search in continuous action spaces. Arguing that models are
difficult to approximate at runtime the model-free approaches
do not learn a model on which the policy is approximated but
only the value function. Furthermore, they always solve only
one goal and it is not intuitively clear, how multiple possibly
contradicting goals could be integrated using the same state
and action space for all goals. The biggest problem of all,
however, is that these approaches are solely aimed at learning
from scratch. It is not clear how those could be combined
with imitation or coordination – aspects, which are vital to
application multi-robot scenarios. The ESLAS architecture,
which will be described in the following, was designed with
these aspects in mind.
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Fig. 1. The architecture of ESLAS consists of three layers. Every layer
can read the perception and send its output to the module below itself

III. THE ESLAS ARCHITECTURE

Vital to the multi-robot imitation approach is the Evolving
Societies of Learning Autonomous Systems (ESLAS) archi-
tecture that supports it by means of its layered recognition
approach [9]. Thereby, we extend our previous layered
architecture [1] to be usable for imitation in multi-robot
scenarios.

The ESLAS architecture is based on three layers of
abstraction as shown in Fig. 1. At the top level, a moti-
vation layer provides a motivation function for the learning
algorithm being the overall goal of the robot. This function
determines which goal is the most profitable one to reach at
each moment. With different motivations, the learning algo-
rithm is able to handle changes in the environment without
the need of relearning everything. At the medium layer is
the Reinforcement Learning algorithm, which incorporates
the method from AMPS of state space revising in parallel to
SMDP policy calculation. It receives input from the interface
and decides which skill is executed. A skill is described
by a goal function and handled in the lowest layer. Skills
can be simple, like driving forward, but also quite complex,
depending on this function. Using this function, a skill is
also capable of recognizing whether a skill similar to itself
has been executed in the observations.

A. Motivation layer

For the evaluation of the robot’s overall state, we use
biologically inspired evaluation methods similar to emotions.
With that, we specify all high-level goals in the form of a
motivation system (Fig. 2):

µ = (µ1, . . . , µn)T , µi ∈ R+ . (1)

Each motivation µi corresponds to one high-level goal,
which is considered accomplished or satisfied if µi < µθi ,
with µθi defining the threshold of the well-being region
(Fig. 3). By specifying µi : S → R as a mapping from
the strategy’s state space to the degree of accomplishment
of goal i and µθi as the satisfaction-threshold of that goal
the designer is able to intuitively define the robot’s overall
goal, which it accomplishes by minimizing each motivation’s
value. When it is adapting its strategy or skill set, it does so
with only this urge in mind.

drive 3

drive 1

drive 2

desired 
drive area

current
drive state

current
motivation 

used for drive
prioritization

Fig. 2. The motivation system: each drive measures the status of
accomplishing one sub-goal with zero being fully accomplished. The current
motivation is the vector to the point of origin

Fig. 3. An example of specifying a sub-goal by means of the motivation
system’s drive. The excitation function describes the force the current drive
state is subject to. By specifying it dependent on the perception and on the
internal state of the robot the user is “programming” the final behavior

If the vector of the current drive state to the point of
origin is interpreted as the current motivation, it serves two
functions in the ESLAS framework: on the one hand −µ̇
is used as a reward for the strategy layer, which will be
described in the next section. On the other hand, it supports
imitation in multi-robot scenarios: the motivation value in
this motivation layer can be used to express the robot’s
overall well-being to the other robots and guides them when
they are observing each other to imitate only obviously
beneficial behavior.

B. Strategy layer

In order to satisfy the motivation layer the robot has to
learn a strategy that is able to keep µ < µθ, given only the
experience stream

. . . , (o, a, d,µ, f)t−1, (o, a, d,µ, f)t, . . . (2)

where ot is the raw observed state, at the executed action
triggered in the last time step, dt the duration of that action,
ft signals whether the action has failed, which will be
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described later on. To keep this learning program tractable
the strategy layer is not trying to learn one strategy for
the whole motivation system. Instead, it is generating one
strategy for each motivation. The system then selects the
strategy to follow dependent on the dynamic drive prioriti-
zation max(0,µ − µθ). In the current approach it chooses
the drive with the least satisfied motivation.1

In the following, we will restrict the description to one
strategy. It will have to generalize the actual state observa-
tions into abstract regions on which it then uses Reinforce-
ment Learning to find a sufficiently good strategy, as operat-
ing on the raw state space would be unfeasible. Thereby,
it can be used with any form of abstraction method. In
this work, we use nearest neighbor [10]. The environmental
model is updated during runtime as new experience is made
by the robot and thus subject to change. A model-based
Reinforcement Learning with prioritized sweeping [11] is
used to derive an optimal policy by means of semi-Markov
decision processes (SMDP) [12], [13]. Model-free Rein-
forcement Learning methods like Q-learning [14] are not
practicable in this case, because all experience gets lost each
time the underlying model changes.

We will now present the three main components of the
strategy layer and their interaction (Fig. 4): the processed,
filtered and purified perception is stored as an interaction
sequence, which we will call experience. It is modified by
several heuristics to build a model upon which the policy
is generated. We will start explaining how the strategy is
learned, if the model has already been built so that it reflects
the experiences and abstracts the raw state observations o to
abstract state regions s ∈ S.

1) Policy: A policy is a mapping

π : S→ A (3)

that assigns each state s ∈ S an action a ∈ A. Let V π :
S → R be a value function that estimates “how beneficial”
it is for a robot to be in a given state. A policy π is called
optimal, if V π(s) ≥ V π

′
(s) ∀ s ∈ S. Thereby, it maximizes

the expected long-term discounted sum of rewards [13] and
is denoted by π∗. The reward is discounted, as it is wise to
give a smaller weight to reward that is further away in the
future.

As in real-world scenarios the duration of actions are
variable, the discounting is done continuously by β ∈ (0,∞):
a reward r received after time t thus leads to a net reward
of e−βt. If β = ∞ the robot is said to be myopic, as the
future reward is discounted by e−∞t ≈ 0 and the robot
thus is concentrating only on the immediate reward. With β
approaching zero the robot is paying more and more attention
to reward that is farther in the future.

The reward in our work is composed of two reward
elements. The lump sum reward r specifies the one time
reward for transferring the robot from the abstract state s

1In addition, we are investigating methods, which try to detect situations
in which compromises are made by choosing a possibly suboptimal action
for one motivation, if others can be pleased with that action as well.

Fig. 4. Processes involved in the strategy layer

with action a to the abstract state s′. The reward rate ρ
is given continuously for staying in state s while executing
action a until the robot arrives at state s. This is necessary to
provide the most general form of goal specification via the
motivation system. Both components can be extracted from
the motivation by means of

r, ρ =
{

(−µ̇i, 0) if |µ̇i| > ρθ
(0,−µ̇i) otherwise . (4)

That means that the reward is interpreted as lump-sum
reward, if it exceeds the reward rate threshold ρθ, otherwise
it is received as reward rate.

In the following, we will stick to the notation of Kochen-
derfer regarding the learning of strategies on abstract state
spaces with SMDPs. With Pt(t | s, a, s′) being the proba-
bility that it takes at most t time to move from s to s′ by
means of executing action a the discounted value of the unit
lump-sum reward is calculated as2

γ(s, a, s′) =
∫ ∞

0

e−βtdPt(t | s, a, s′) . (5)

The average cumulative discounted sum of the reward re-
ceived continuously while executing action a in state s until
arriving at state s′ is calculated as

λ(s, a, s′) =
∫ ∞

0

∫ t′

0

e−βt
′
dt′dPt(t | s, a, s′) . (6)

2Not to be confused with the discount factor γ in MDP problems.
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Fig. 5. The interaction sequence forms the experience flow

The expected discounted reward when started in state

Vπ(s) ≡ E
{ ∞∑

k=1

[
e−βtk+1rk +

∫ tk+1

tk

e−βtρkdt

]∣∣ (7)

s1 = s, ak = π(sk)
}
. (8)

To find the optimal value function V ∗(s), the robot is
updating recurrently the value function each time a new event
occurs using

V (s)← max
a∈A

[
R(s, a) +

∑
s′∈S

P (s′|s, a)γ(s, a, s′)V (s′)
]
.

(9)
Eventually, V (s) will then converge to the true value func-
tion V ∗(s) [8]. The optimal policy can then be computed
similarly:

π∗(s) = arg max
a∈A

R(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S

P (s′|s, a)γ(s, a, s′)V ∗(s′)

(10)
The only thing left to do is to estimate R(s, a) (“(s, a, s′)”

omitted):

R(s, a) =
∑
s′∈S

P (s′ | s, a) (γr + λρ) (11)

Kochenderfer showed that this can be done with non-
parametric estimation [8]. For that it is first necessary to
estimate γ(s, a, s′), as λ(s, a, s′) simplifies to λ(s, a, s′) =
(1 − γ(s, a, s′))/β. If n(sk, ak, sk+1) is the number of
(sk, ak, sk+1) transitions, then γ is estimated after the kth

transition as follows:

γ̂(sk, ak, sk+1)← γ̂(sk, ak, sk+1)+
e−βtk − γ̂(sk, ak, sk+1)

n(sk, ak, sk+1)
(12)

If σr(s, a, s′) is the accumulated lump-sum reward and
σρ(s, a, s′) the sum of the reward rates received when going
from s to s′ with action a, then the estimated expected reward
for executing a in s can be calculated as

R̂(s, a) =
1

n(s, a)

∑
s′∈S

(γ̂(σr − σρ/β) + σρ/β) (13)

2) Experience: To arrive at a tractable number of mean-
ingful states, the raw states have to be abstracted first. The
ESLAS approach works on interactions that describe the
action in and the reaction of the environment (Fig. 5). An
interaction encodes the following data:
• action: This is the output that was delivered to the action

tower in the last step.
• duration: The strategy is not informed every time new

information is available. Instead, it is triggered using
intelligent heuristics, which will be described later on.

• reward: The return of the last action in the form of the
motivation vector.

• failure: This is retrieved from the skill layer and denotes
whether the skill executed in the last step estimates the
outcome as success or failure. It will be described in
more detail in Sec. III-C.

An interaction is always connected to its starting and
ending states (Fig. 5) provided by the perception. All the
experience is saved in an experience list, which consists
of interactions. We define an interaction to describe the
important data of one time frame

It2t1 = (ot1 , at1 , dt1 , rt1 , ft1 , ot2) , (14)

where ot1 and ot2 are the raw state observations at the
beginning and end of a time frame (state in Fig. 5). at1
is the executed action, rt1 the reward vector received by the
motivation layer and dt1 = t2 − t1 the duration. Finally,
ft1 denotes a failure of the last step. This can be e.g. the
skill layer signalling that the previously executed skill has
not performed as expected, because the robot is trying to
drive against a wall. For realistic applications, it must be
taken care that the robot is not spammed with uninteresting
information. A new interaction is generated if one of the
following heuristics holds:
• The perception signals a sufficiently different state by

some distance metric: d(ot1 , ot2) > θo.
• The motivation layer has signaled a sufficiently inter-

esting motivation change: rt1 = |mt2 −mt1 | > θr
• A certain amount of time has passed: t2 − t1 > θt

3) Model: At the beginning, all states belong to only one
region, as the robot has no reason to believe otherwise. While
interacting with the environment the model is modified by
several heuristics, which are invoked recurrently to maintain
a mapping of observations in the perception space Rd (state
in Fig. 5) to states in the abstracted region space S (region
in Fig. 5). d is the number of dimensions of the perception
space3. The heuristics split or merge regions so that the
model and underlying statistics reflect the world experience.
The following heuristics are found to be necessary.

a) Transition heuristic: As mentioned above, the con-
tinuous state space is split into regions so that for each raw
state belonging to the same region executing the same action
“feels” similar to the robot. That requires that Q(s, a, s′) as
the value for transitioning from s to s′ with the greedy action
a = π(s) can be estimated with a sufficient confidence. This
is calculated using interaction sequences starting in s and
arriving in s′ while only executing the greedy action a:

Q(s, a, s′) = γ(s, a, s′)(r(s, a, s′) + V (s′)) (15)
+λ(s, a, s′)ρ(s, a, s′) (16)

Let succa(s) = {s′ | P (s′ | s, a) > 0}. If raw states are
mistakenly grouped into the same abstract region the variance
of the Q(s, a, s′) values calculated for all the greedy traces

3In the experiments nearest neighbor is used. Practically any abstraction
mechanism can be used that supports add/remove/query at runtime.
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belonging to the same region will increase. A high variance
indicates that splitting that region will likely lead to better
transition estimates in the split regions:

V ar ({Q(s, a, s′) | s′ ∈ succa(s) }) > θTV (17)

This is done by clustering the traces so that traces with
similar Q(s, a, s′) grouped together. For each cluster, one
region is created.

The challenge lies in determining θTV . AMPS requires the
designer to analyze the scenario and empirically determine
that value beforehand. This is apparently no possibility for
groups of robots, which have to learn the proper behavior
autonomously themselves. As the distribution for Q usually
cannot be foreseen it happens that θTV is either to low,
which results in too fine state abstraction and slows down the
learning speed, or too high which leaves too much aliasing
in the strategy. The competing forces for determining θTV
are as follows:

1) The more often the robot is experiencing aliasing and
the higher the variance of the resulting regions’ values
is, the higher the inclination to split should be.

2) The lower the variance is compared to the maximum
region value the lower the inclination to split should
be.

The first point is solved by using QV ar which weights
the deviation from the mean by the region’s transition
probability. The second is handled by normalizing both mean
and the Q-values to the maximal region value Vmax =
max({V (s) | s ∈ S}). With the following definition for
QV ar the threshold θTV can be set to a fixed value without
having to bother about the future development of the region
values:

QV ar (Q(s, a, s′)) ≡
∑

s′∈succa(s)

P (s′ | s, a)
V 2
max · |succa(s)|

·
(
Q(s, a, s′)−Q(s, a, s′)

)2

(18)

The inclination to split is thus adapting with the changing
value function at run-time.

b) Experience heuristic: This heuristic limits the mem-
ory horizon of the robot to θM interactions. It removes
interactions that are too far in the past in order to keep
the robot’s model and policy more aligned to the recent
experience of the robot. Basically, it removes those old
interactions from its memory and adds the new experience
to it. Thus, it is modifying the experience of at most two
regions, which might cause an update of the model and of
the policy.

c) Failure heuristic: A failure rate is associated with
each region. It describes the ratio of failure signals when the
greedy action of the corresponding region has been executed
to the number of success signals. These signals are emitted
by the strategy and skill layer which will be described later
on. They are encoded as ft in the interactions (Eq. (14)).
Failure signals are scenario specific and can be emitted if
e.g. the robot bumps into a wall or if it has not encountered

something interesting for a longer period of time. The failure
heuristic splits a region if its greedy action’s failure rate is
not homogeneous enough:

θf < f < 1− θf , (0 < θf < 1/2) (19)

The lower the user defined threshold θf is, the more eager
the failure heuristic is trying to split a region. This forces the
state abstraction to arrive at regions that have failure rates
with which a more deterministic strategy can be computed.
For both resulting new regions individual greedy actions can
then be determined by the reinforcement learning algorithm.

d) Reward heuristic: Especially in the beginning of the
robot’s lifetime, when there is not yet enough information for
the transition and simplification heuristic to adapt the state
space based on sufficient statistical data, the reward heuristic
is of importance. It allows a region s ∈ S to be split if the
reward rate variance is too high. This indicates that the action
performed in that region gives a too diverse feedback. A split
of that region will then lead to multiple regions, which are
more consistent with regard to the expected reward rates.
This also is vital in cases where the failure signal is too
seldom, as it provides the only other possibility to initially
split a region.

In particular, the reward heuristic is looking in the reward
rate stream for a clear switch from low to high variance
areas, where both areas are of sufficient length. Only such a
switch in variance indicates clearly that a split is advisable.
Therefore the reward heuristic considers the reward rates
of the last n interactions made in the current region. The
lump sum rewards in that time frame are not considered, as
they will show non-zero values only in rare occasions. Let
ρt2t1 = (ρt1 , . . . , ρt2) and t be the time at which the split is
considered. The reward heuristic is searching for an index
k that splits ρtt−n into the two sequences ρt−k−1

t−n and ρtt−k,
such that the following condition holds:(
V ar(ρt−k−1

t−n ) ≈ 0 ∧ V ar(ρtt−k) > θRV ∧ |ρt−k−1
t−n | > θl

)∨
(20)(

V ar(ρt−k−1
t−n ) > θRV ∧ V ar(ρtt−k) ≈ 0 ∧ |ρtt−k| > θl

)
The minimum variance threshold θRV is dependent on the

motivation system design. Recall from Sec. III-B.1 that the
reward received by the motivation system is interpreted as
a reward rate, if |µ̇i| ≤ ρθ. With θRV = k · ρθ, (0 < k <
1), a switch is easily detected by the reward heuristic. The
minimum low variance sequence length θl ensures that the
reward heuristics does not find trivial splits. Naturally it is
set to be a fraction of the considered time horizon n.

e) Simplification heuristic: As splitting might lead to
overly complex models a means is needed that again merges
regions once the robot has gathered new experience that sug-
gests a simpler model. This is the task of the simplification
heuristic, which analyzes sequences of regions connected by
greedy actions. Similar to AMPS we consider here chain and
sibling merges. Let a behave nearly deterministically in s,
then succ(s, a) denotes the region the execution of a leads
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to:
succ(s, a) ≡

{
s′ if P (s′|s, a) ≈ 1
None otherwise (21)

A chain merge of two regions s′ and s′ is performed if

succ(s′, π(s′)) = s′′ ∧ succ(s′′, π(s′′)) = s ∧ π(s′) = π(s′′) .
(22)

In this case the region s′′ is superficial and can thus be
merged with s′ into the new region s′′′ = s′ ∪ s′′, with
succ(s′′′′, π(s′′′)) = s and π(s′′′) = π(s‘) = π(s′′). All
other regions that resulted into either s′ or s′′ are updated
accordingly.

In the same vein a sibling merge is triggered if

succ(s′, π(s′)) = s ∧ succ(s′′, π(s′′)) = s ∧ π(s′) = π(s′′) .
(23)

In this case s′ and s′′ have similar expectations about the
future region if the same action is executed.

So far we have assumed that A is always provided
beforehand and that the strategy simply has to choose the
right action at each state. For real-world scenarios it would
be advantageous if also A could be learned at run-time.
AMPS does this by applying to A the same abstraction
heuristics that helped to organize the state space S. The
actions learned in this way, however, are limited to simple
domains, where the real-world dynamics can be presented
by simple hypotheses. In the next section the Automatic
Modular Action Framework (AMAF) is presented, which is
able to learn reactive actions that are robust to noise and can
handle complex dynamics.

C. Skill layer

The skill layer provides a generalized learning method for
learning reactive low-level skills. It offers to the strategic
layer two working modalities, one for training new skills
and one for executing one of the learnt skills. As long as
no skills are available, the skill layer explores the space of
the low-level actions by composing with random values the
output vector that will be sent to the actuators.

Each learnt skill allows to control the perceived properties
of the environment by continuously associating an error value
to the input data. The learnt skills are communicated to the
strategic layer through the identifier that will be used to
handle the skill and the definition of the skill.

When the execution of a skill is requested, the skill layer
reacts to the received inputs with low-level actions (output
vectors) that minimize the error described in the definition
of the skill.

For our strategy-learning algorithm, we assume that all
skills have finished building hypotheses and are ready for
execution.

There are two major benefits with the skill layer over
using atomic actions. First, it gives the possibility to auto-
matically create quite complex actions that evolve and adapt
to changes. Second, a skill can recognize itself out of a trace
of observations by monitoring the value of the error. If this
decreases, it is reasonable to deduce that the action was in
execution. This is how we solve the correspondence problem

between observed execution of foreign behavior and own
capabilities in our scenario [15].

The skill layer has been implemented using AMAF (Au-
tomatic Modular Action Framework), a framework for the
automatic creation of abstract actions. The generated abstract
actions will be used as skills by the strategy. What follows
is an overview of the framework.

IV. AMAF SPECIFICATION

A. Working modalities

AMAF can work in two modalities: the passive (or exe-
cution) and the active (or training) modality:

• Execution: during the execution modality, AMAF is
passive because the robot decides which action to
execute.

• Training: during the training modality, AMAF is active
because it decides which action to execute in order to
experiment new actions.

This distinction has not to be confused with the one
between learning and acting. Learning and acting are parallel
processes indeed: AMAF supports the learning phase during
both the execution and training modalities. During both
modalities, AMAF has to react to the input data with an
output vector, so the acting is always enabled.

B. Environment structure

AMAF works with structured data in order to have more
abstract and powerful actions and to make a faster and more
general learning possible. The robot’s perception has to be
structured in objects and properties in order to be used by
AMAF. A property is an attribute of an object recognized
in the environment. It is composed by an ID and a value,
expressed by a real number. An object is an element of the
environment characterized by an ID and a set of properties.

The input data has to be structured as a list of tuples
〈ido, idp, v〉 where ido is the identifier of an object o in
the environment, idp is the identifier of a property p of o
describing one perceived attribute of that object, and v ∈ R
denotes its value.

C. Output representation

AMAF generates abstract actions starting from the ac-
tions of the lowest level of abstraction. Usually in robotic
applications, the low-level action is the set of intensities of
the electrical signals sent to the actuators or, in the case
of servomotors, the sent value. A general way to interpret
the information sent to an actuator is the effort that actuator
will make. AMAF represents a low-level motor action by
the output vector M = (m1, . . . ,mn), with mi ∈ R,
−100 ≤ mi ≤ 100, indicating the effort that a certain
actuator will make, and n being the number of actuators
the robot controls.
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Fig. 6. AMAF interaction with the other components. The row input data is
supposed to be elaborated by a specific component called “input abstractor”

D. Interfaces

The strategy communicates with AMAF by sending the
action to be executed. There is just one pre-built action with
ID train that switches AMAF to the active modality. All
the other actions are learned by AMAF during its execution.
The robot executes a learned action by sending to AMAF the
action ID and the list of the targets of the action. These are
expressed by the IDs of the objects that the action is applied
to. During this phase, the robot can monitor the status of the
current action. When the action is set, the status is starting.
After the first low-level interaction with the environment the
status can be failure if it is not possible to execute the action,
execution if the action is executed at low level but the success
condition is not verified or success if the success condition
has already been reached. During both active and passive
phases, AMAF can decide that an action executed during
the training phase is mature. This indicates that it is ready to
be immediately used by the robot. In this case, the action is
notified to the robot by sending the action ID and the action
definition.

At the interface to the environment, AMAF receives the
abstract input data and returns the output configuration that
realizes the abstract action. It has to compute the solution in
a certain time interval that is dependent on the frequency of
interaction with the environment. In order to react meaning-
ful in time, AMAF receives in addition to the abstract input
the timeout for searching the best low-level action. After the
timeout, AMAF has to return the best output configuration
found by then, even if it is not globally the best for the last
received input.

Fig. 7 gives an example of a low-level interaction. The
sensors send the raw input data to an external component,
called “Input Abstractor”. This processes the raw input and
computes information usable for AMAF in a certain time
interval. A timeout determines how much time AMAF has
for calculating the output configuration. Finally, the output
configuration is sent to the actuators. The interaction cycle
starts again when a new input is perceived from the sensors
and sent to the Input Abstractor.

Fig. 7. Example of low level interaction

For each interaction with the environment, AMAF as-
sumes that the next input is the effect of the returned output
on the actual input. This can be a good approximation only
when the time interval between the initial input perception by
the sensors and the execution of the output configuration by
the actuators is not relevant in comparison to the time interval
between the two input perceptions. We can usually consider
unimportant the latencies of the sensors, of the actuators
and of the communication between the components. It is
sufficient to take into account just the computational time of
the Input Abstractor ∆TI and of AMAF ∆TM , and the time
interval between two inputs ∆Ti. More formally this means
that ∆TI + ∆TM � ∆Ti.

E. Actions

The aim of AMAF is to automatically generate abstract
actions that allow the robot to move easily in the state space
and accomplish its tasks. Each robot, however, can have a
different state space representation. The way, in which the
input variables are interpreted and combined together, varies
significantly from the different implementations of the robot.
I.e., AMAF cannot directly control the robot state through its
actions. The AMAF solution is to control the input variables.
The robot state space is directly built on their values so
actions that control the input variables, indirectly allow any
kind of robot to move freely in its state space.

Each perceived property of an object is controlled by a
“basic action”. In addition, AMAF is able of generating
“complex actions” that coordinate the execution of different
basic actions. The actions generated by AMAF are multi-
target because it is possible to specify the list of identifiers
of the objects that are target of the action. In this way,
the complex action can control the value of the properties
of different objects at the same time. We will now give a
detailed definition of basic and complex actions.

1) Basic Actions: The elementary blocks of the actions
supplied by AMAF are the “basic actions”. A basic action
is defined by a tuple 〈c, p〉 where p is a property of the
object specified as target and c indicates a control. A control
is a function fc : R2 → R+ that associates an error to
each tuple 〈ivp, avp〉 where ivp is the value of p when
the action was started and avp is the current value of p.
The function fe : R → R+ obtained by fixing the value
ivp is called error function of the basic action. During the
execution of the basic action, AMAF tries to decrease as
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much as possible the value of the error so different controls
determine different behaviors. E. g., if fe is proportional to
the value of the property, the basic action decreases its value.
On the opposite if fe is inversely proportional to the value
of the property, the basic action increases its value. It is
even possible to have actions that control the variation of
the value of the property. E. g., in order to specify an action
that increases ivp of an interval ∆p it is sufficient to use a
control fc(ivp, avp) = |ivp + ∆p− avp|.

2) Complex Actions: Basic actions allow the robot to
move in the state space but sometimes there can be per-
formance requirements that cannot be satisfied by simply
executing basic actions in sequence. It can be for instance
necessary to execute two basic actions at the same time or
to start executing one action when another one is going to
finish. Imagine a task that requires to get close to an object
and to shoot it. In this case it is necessary at first to reduce
the distance to the object then it is necessary to center the
object and finally to shoot. The result can not be efficient
if the actions are executed in sequence, but if the object is
reached while centering it, the chances of success increase.
In AMAF it is possible to coordinate different basic actions
through the “complex actions”.

The number of targets and the ordered sequence of steps
define a complex action. Each step is defined by a tuple
〈lR, tR, sR, lA〉 where lR is a list of references that determine
the reference error, tR ∈ R+ is the success condition
threshold, sR ∈ R+ is the precondition threshold and lA
is the list of the weighted basic actions. The elements of the
list lR are tuples 〈c, p, t, w〉 where c is a control, t ∈ N+

indicates the index of the object o of the target list, p is a
property of o and w ∈ R+ is the weight of the reference.
The reference error is computed by linear combination of
the errors obtained by applying the controls on the input
data. The weights are used as coefficients of the linear
combination. The value of reference error Vr determines the
value Vpl of the progress level:

Vpl =


0 if Vr > sR
sR−Vr

sR−tR if tR < Vr < sR
1 if Vr < tR

(24)

When the value of the progress level is one, the success
condition of the step is reached and the execution of the step
can be considered completed.

The elements of lA are weighted basic actions a defined
by the tuple 〈ca, pa, ta, cfa〉 where ca is a control, ta ∈ N+

indicates the index of the object o of the target list, pa is
a property of o and cfa : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is the coefficient
function that determines the value of the coefficient for
each value of the progress level. The coefficient function
cfa(Vpl) = start + fs(Vpl) · scale is defined by the tuple
〈ids, scale, start〉 where ids is the identifier of the shape
function fs : [0, 1]→ R, scale ∈ R is the scaling factor and
start ∈ R is the starting value of the coefficient. The value
of the coefficient ca of the basic action a is determined by

Fig. 8. A complex action is composed by a sequence of steps

Fig. 9. The structure of the definition of a complex action

coefficient function and the progress level:

ca(Vpl) =

 0 if cfa(Vpl) < 0
cfa(Vpl) if 0 ≤ cfa(Vpl) ≤ 1
1 if cfa(Vpl) > 1

(25)

Calling A the set of basic actions a executed during the
step, the error function of the step is

fs =
∑
a∈A

ca(Vpl)ea(pa) , (26)

where ea is the error function of a.
The action starts with the execution of the first step. When

the success condition of the step is reached, the second step is
executed and so on until the last step. The success condition
of the complex action is reached when the last step is in its
success condition as shown in Fig. 8. The structure of the
definition of a complex action is shown in Fig. 9.

F. Framework structure

The modules of AMAF are divided into two groups: the
learning modules and the performing ones. The former have
to learn from the interaction with the environment and with
the robot. Each learning module represents its knowledge
through specific elements called knowledge units and gives
a score to each of them. The performing modules for the
execution of both passive and active modalities use these
elements.

The performing modules directly communicate through
buffers while the information flow of the learning process is
based on the CENTRAL LOG SYSTEM . This is a component
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Fig. 10. Information flow of the performing modules of AMAF

structured into logs that stores all the information communi-
cated by the performing modules and all the knowledge units
with their scores. All the modules can read from all the logs
of the CENTRAL LOG SYSTEM . This mechanism makes the
communication inside of the framework flexible and permits
the lack of synchronization between the performing modules
and the learning ones.

AMAF works at two levels of abstraction (Fig. 10). At
the high abstraction level, an action is expressed by an error
function. At the low abstraction level, the action is expressed
by the output vector that will be sent to the actuators.

These two divisions determine four subtasks each solved
by a specific module. Finally there are two extra modules that
are not necessary for the functioning of the framework but
allow a significant improvement of the timing performance
by modeling the behavior of the action through a direct
mapping of the low-level action to the input data. For this
motivation, these two modules work at the same time at both
high and low abstraction levels.
• ACTION INTERPRETER learns at the high abstraction

level. It has to transform the abstract action received
from the strategy layer into an error function. If the
action is the special action train, the ACTION INTER-
PRETER has even to decide, which action to execute
between the ones defined by the ACTION MANAGER .
During the execution modality, it has to determine the
status of the abstract action.

• ACTION MANAGER learns at high abstraction level.
It creates new actions and improves the learned ones.
The score of an action indicates how interesting it is
to execute that action during the training modality. The
new actions are initially not sent to the robot. That way
they can be executed only during the training phase. An
action will be notified to the strategy layer only when
its performances during the training are considered
sufficient.

• PREDICTION MODEL MANAGER learns at the low
abstraction level. It creates and updates the prediction
models that will be used by the ERROR MINIMIZER
to predict the effect of a low-level action. A prediction

model is defined by a tuple 〈P,M , p, f〉, where P is a
subset of cardinality m of the perceived properties, M
is a subset of cardinality n of output vector, and p is
the predicted property. f is a function f : Rm+n → R
that predicts the value that p will assume at the next
input perception by knowing the actual values of a P
and M .

• ERROR MINIMIZER acts at the low abstraction level. It
has to transform the error function in an output vector
for each perceived input. The best output vector is the
one that minimizes the error associated to the next
received input. A time constraint can be set in order to
compute the low-level action before the specified time
interval.

• BEHAVIOR MODEL MANAGER learns to create and
update the behavior models. A behaviour model is
defined by a tuple 〈P,M , f〉 where P is a subset of
cardinality m of the perceived properties, M is a subset
of cardinality n of the output vector and f is a function
f : Rm → Rn that computes the values of M by
knowing the values of P . Each model has to reproduce
the behaviour of a step of an abstract action. Its score
indicates the capacity to reach the success condition of
the step.

• BEHAVIOR EXECUTOR acts by using the behavior
model associated to the actual step of the abstract action
in execution to directly compute the output vector. No
search in the low-level action space is needed so the
computational time is drastically reduced. The com-
puted value is sent to the ERROR MINIMIZER that can
use it for finding the expected best output configuration.

G. Configuring AMAF

AMAF can be tailored to the specific application through
a few simple configuration possibilities:

• Degrees of freedom: the number of low-level actuators
of the robot.

• Controls: AMAF requires the specification of the list
of the controls used to generate the basic actions. Each
of them can produce a basic action for each perceived
property.

• Modeling algorithms: the creation of prediction models
and of behavior models can be based on different
modeling algorithms. AMAF requires at least one mod-
eling algorithm. If more then one is specified, AMAF
automatically chooses the modeling algorithm most
appropriate for the current situation dependent on its
prediction quality.

H. Learning Flow

Each learning module continuously generates the defini-
tions of the new knowledge units, updates the definitions of
the previously existing knowledge units, and generates an
updated ranking of the defined elements. A ranking is a list
of tuples 〈idq, sq〉 where idq is the ID of an object q and
sq ∈ R+ its score.
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Fig. 11. Information flow of the learning process

The information flow of the leaning flow is shown in
Fig. 11. The only constraint of the learning flow is that the
definition of the knowledge units has to be compliant to the
protocol specified by the framework.

For what concerns the information exchange, the CEN-
TRAL LOG SYSTEM allows for a great variety in the im-
plementation choices. The most trivial information exchange
inside the learning flow is the one, in which the performing
module uses the knowledge generated by the corresponding
learning one.

The ERROR MINIMIZER has to continuously look inside
the central log for new definitions of the prediction models
and for updated rankings. Each time a perception arrives, the
low level actions are evaluated by computing the expected
future value of the properties controlled by the actual abstract
action. The prediction models used to compute the expected
values are the ones with higher score between the ones whose
P is a subset of the actually perceived properties.

During the active modality, the ACTION INTERPRETER
has to decide which action to execute. It is possible to
exploit the ranking generated by the ACTION MANAGER by
choosing the action with higher score.

Exploiting the knowledge generated by a learning module
could be useful not only by the associated performing
module but also by a different performing module or even
by another learning module. For example, the BEHAVIOR
MODEL MANAGER could build the behavior models by
computing the expected best low-level action for different
input configurations and then modeling the results. The
capability of predicting the effect of the low-level actions
would be supplied by the prediction models generated by
the PREDICTION MODEL MANAGER .

I. Performing Flow

On the performing dimension, a fast and reliable infor-
mation exchange is necessary in order to obtain a good
reactivity. Therefore, it is not convenient to use a centralized

Fig. 12. Capture-The-Flag scenario. The robot has to learn to push the
object to the yellow goal base. It has to learn by itself both the low-level
actions and the strategy using them

system of the information exchange. AMAF manages the
performing information flow by direct connections between
the modules. The information flow is propagated from the
higher abstraction level to the lower one. The work of each
performing module can be monitored by reading its status.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we will present the use of ESLAS in a
Capture-The-Flag scenario. In the PlayerStage/Gazebo [16]
simulation (Fig. 12) the well-known Pioneer2DX robot is
used. The dynamics are simulated using the Open Dynamics
Engine (ODE) [17]. This scenario consists of a goal base to
which pucks dispersed in the environment have to be trans-
ported. The robot has to find out which skills, autonomously
learned by the skill layer (Sec. III-C), have to be executed
in which order, learned by the strategy layer (Sec. III-B), to
achieve that goal. The results regarding the strategy layer are
averages of 200 experiments, in which the robot had to push
an object 30 times consecutively to the goal. The confidence
interval of 95% is provided. The charts regarding the skill
layer are individual examples.

The strategy’s state space comprised the robot’s relative
angle and distance to goal g and object q:

(αg, dg, αq, dq) ∈ R4

Fig. 14 shows how the robot manages to abstract the 4-D
state space into a small number of abstract regions, on which
the actual strategy is learned.

The robot was equipped with only one drive as always
stated. A positive lump-sum reward of 100 is given if the
robot has pushed the puck to the yellow goal base. The
change of the distance between the nearest puck and the goal
is provided as reward rates. More formally, the motivation
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Fig. 13. Time to push the object to the goal

change was defined as follows:

µ̇0(αg, dg, αq, dq) =


100 if dg < 1m
dq

100 if |αq| < 20◦

−0.01 otherwise

The discount parameter of the strategy was set to β = 0.1.
The state space adaptation heuristics, described in Sec. III-
B.3, were parameterized as follows:
• Transition heuristics: θTV = 0.2.
• Experience heuristic: The number of experiences was

not bounded (θM = ∞), but stayed below 10,000
(Fig. 14).

• Failure heuristic: θf = 0.01.
• Reward heuristic: It considered the reward rates of the

last n = 20 interactions made in the current region and
used the constants θRV = 0.01 and θl = 6.

• Simplification heuristic: An action a in state s was
considered deterministic, if P (a|s) > 0.8.

The configuration settings of the skill layer are described
below.
• Degrees of freedom: 2
• Controls: “decrease” (fc(ivp, avp) = |avp|)
• Modeling algorithms: radial basis interpolation and

polynomial approximation
The robot takes more time in the first run as it also has

to explore its own capabilities and learn the skills, as can
be seen in Fig. 13. From an average time of 1000s for the
first episode the time needed drops quickly to slightly more
than 200s (“learning”). Contrasted to that the “manual” curve
displays the performance, which used the same strategy layer
and same configuration, but replaced the learning skill layer
by a handcrafted skill set of two optimal skills. It shows that
while being faster in the beginning, the learning skill layer
manages to finally converge to the same performance, which
is assumed nearly optimal for this scenario.

The reward per second is displayed in Fig. 15, where the
learning skill layer stays slightly below the optimal, but far
less robust handcrafted skill set.

This shows that ESLAS is capable of autonomously tackle
infinite state and action spaces in a realistic scenarios.
Although the scenario was simple it showed all the charac-
teristics of real-world scenarios, i.e. it was noisy, continuous,
and time-dependent.

Fig. 14. Size of experience and number of abstract regions

Fig. 15. The reward per second

The skill layer has autonomously generated different com-
peting prediction models that determine the behavior of the
learnt skills. We will try to represent in a synthetic way the
behavior obtained by minimizing the angle to one object.
We will use the prediction model based on the radial basis
function approximation that predicts the next value of the
angle by knowing the value of the angle and the distance to
the object and the chosen low-level action. We have created a
grid of 30x30 points in the input space. The input dimensions
are the angle and the distance to the ball, so each point of the
grid is characterized by a certain couple angle-distance. For
each point of the grid, we have used the ERROR MINIMIZER
to compute the low-level action that minimizes the predicted
distance. The result is a pair of 3-D graphs, one indicating
the chosen tangent speed and the other indicating the chosen
rotation speed. We will represent the third dimension (the
actuator intensity) by using colors: red for negative intensity,
white for low intensity and blue for positive intensity.

In Fig. 16 the behavior of decreasing the angle to the ball
is represented. The lower graph indicates the rotation speed.
It is null when the angle is already minimized otherwise it
is set to turn as much as possible toward the ball. The front
speed is shown in the graph above and looks more confusing
then the rotation speed. The only behavior that we can notice
is that the robot goes back when it close to the object. In
effect going on could lead to a continuous rotation around the
object that would make the distance never decrease. When
the distance is not low, there is not a clear behavior for what
concerns the front speed. This makes sense because it does
not affect much the angle to the object so it can even be
chosen randomly without side effects on the performance of
the action.
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Fig. 16. Low-level actions associated to the abstract action of minimizing
the angle to the ball. The red color denotes a full negative value (-100%),
while the blue one a full positive one (100%).

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article we presented Evolving Societies of Learning
Autonomous Systems (ESLAS), a framework that is able
to handle system and environmental changes by learning
autonomously at different levels of abstraction. It is able to
do so in continuous and noisy environments by 1) an active
strategy-learning module that uses reinforcement learning
and 2) a dynamically adapting skill module that proactively
explores the robot’s own action capabilities and thereby
provides actions to the strategy module. We presented results
that show the feasibility of simultaneously learning low-
level skills and high-level strategies while both are adjusting
themselves to each other. Thereby, the robot drastically
increases its overall autonomy.

This architecture is not only designed for individual learn-
ing robots, but also to support imitation in multi-robot sce-
narios as could be shown by the authors previous work [18],

[19]. In the future, the authors are planning to use the ESLAS
architecture also to enable robots to cooperate even if some
of them were not specifically designed to do so. This means,
that the robots will be able to detect behavior patterns in
the performance of robots, which are not aware of the other
robots around them. These patterns are then utilize to align
the observing robot’s own behavior accordingly.
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Abstract– Context-aware intelligent systems in ambient 
environments will have major impact in the near future to 
the way people will perceive and deal with computer 
technologies regarding privacy, security and trust. In those 
environments it will be all about personalized information 
and digital identities – so the foremost goal we are heading 
for in our research is: How to avoid omni-persistence in a 
world of omni-presence?  

Firstly, we show in this paper how any kind of personalized 
information, such as identities, preferences and profiles, will 
fuel those systems to support, serve and simplify people’s 
lives. Secondly, we are convinced that especially privacy and 
so-called informational self-determination are at stake if 
protection goals like confidentiality, transparency, and 
minimal disclose of information are not well balanced and 
precisely taken into account when realizing such systems. 

Existing standards, solutions and technologies in Identity 
Management are specifically tailored for example for the 
Internet, company processes or eGovernment. However, for 
future ambient environments they have to be improved and 
revised to meet also user-centric requirements. This paper 
combines certain aspects of existing approaches to introduce 
a new middleware architecture that supports user-centric 
Identity Management. We further show that this 
middleware enables future application developers to meet 
(almost) all of our postulated ten laws of identity. 

Keywords - Identity Management, Ambient Environments, 
Privacy by Design, Identity Metasystem,  Higgins 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Inhabitants of ambient environments are envisioned to 

be surrounded by smart devices that are working 
continuously to make their lives more comfortable. This is 
achieved by context-aware intelligent systems where 
virtual networks (converging fixed, wireless and mobile) 
consist of numerous nodes, smart devices, sensors and 
actuators. The underlying system is transparent but omni-
present to the users and the users are omni-present to the 
system. The basic research area is known as Pervasive 
and Ubiquitous Computing (a synonymous term widely 
used in Europe is Ambient Intelligence).  

The basic idea is: The more information about the 
inhabitants of such environments is fed into the context 
aware systems working in the background, the better or 
more personalized it works for them. At the same time, 
however, it has to be ensured that the inhabitants’ privacy 
is not endangered in such smart environments. The fact 

that depending on the application area context aware 
systems in principle are able to store and aggregate 
whatever information about individuals, groups and 
communities has to be taken into account seriously. 
Omni-presence shall not lead to omni-persistence. The 
most important questions are 

• ‘What information is stored, aggregated and 
mined?’,  

• ‘Who is authorized to get access to such 
information?’, and  

• ‘How long will the information being stored?’.  
Thus, privacy and context awareness in smart 

environments, although being rather contradictory issues, 
have to be put in practice in a balanced manner. 
Therefore, in this paper an inherently secured user-centric 
Identity Management framework is proposed that deals 
with the complete life cycle of identities of users, services, 
and devices as well as users’ awareness in information 
disclosure and privacy.  

This paper elaborats step by step an architecture for an 
Identity Management Solution for such scenarios. Firstly 
a typical scenario for ambient environment is shown 
followed by a brief description of the ten laws of identity 
for ambient environments which have been previously 
discussed in [12]. A study on the state of the art 
technologies and an evaluation based on the ten laws of 
identity is presented in the following. Finally, based on 
the evaluation we propose an architecture for Identity 
Management in ambient environments that is compliant to 
(almost) all the ten laws of identity. 

II. IDENTITY IN AMBIENT SCENARIOS 
In the literature many kinds of future application 

scenarios which may benefit from the support of context-
aware smart environments have been introduced already. 
Examples are intelligent buildings, automotive, and 
healthcare. In order to illustrate the most typical user-
centric requirements we will, therefore, focus on a typical 
test scenario taken from an EU project for ambient 
environments called Hydra1 [6, 7] (the authors are part of 
the consortium).  
                                                                 
1 Hydra: Networked embedded system middleware for 

heterogeneous physical devices in a distributed architecture. 
http://www.hydramiddleware.eu (2007) contract number: 
IST-2005-034891, duration: 07/2006-06/2010. 
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In the second section of this chapter we will then 
summarize the ten laws of identity that we have defined in 
our previous paper [12]. There you can find a detailed 
description and analysis with respect to the scenario 
sketched below. The ten laws of identity then serve as the 
basis of the architecture discussion and evaluation in 
Chapter V. 

A Scenario Definition 
In Hydra, fictitious scenarios have been derived in 

three domains: Building automation, healthcare, and 
agriculture, which are likely to be practiced in reality in 
2015 [7, 8]. Many of these scenarios are derived from 
business cases from the perspective of an end-user; i.e., 
from application level. As a consequence, Identity 
Management can have a large range of implications to 
information systems encompassing role-based access 
control, Single Sign On (SSO) in single and cross 
organizational domains, as well as management of virtual 
identities, identity life cycles and sessions. However, in 
case of designing a middleware for Identity Management 
the perspective of requirements analysis shifts from the 
end-user to a developer. The question is, thus, which 
requirements coming from application domains can and 
should be addressed in a middleware? 

With the intention to illustrate the necessity of an 
Identity Management System in a middleware for 
developing ambient applications we will take as a basis a 
detailed technical scenario of a heating system breakdown 
at “Krøyers Plads” housing complex located in 
Copenhagen that deploys the “Hydra Building 
Automation System” (HBAS) [7]. The resident living in a 
new flat in this building complex is equipped with 
automated lamps, computers and a wireless network, as 
well as a Hydra-enabled heating system and many other 
usual sets of integrated embedded devices. While the 
resident is at his office, the heating system of the flat 
breaks down and the water pressure rapidly decreases 
down to a level that is detected as an emergency situation 
by the HBAS which is shown as legend 1 in Figure 1. As 
a result of that HBAS sends out an alert message to the 
resident (legend 2 in Figure 1). 

In order to get the heating system fixed as soon as 
possible the resident chooses a service provider from a list 
of providers matching the emergency requirements and 
his preferences best. The service provider then sends a 
service agent (e.g., a specialized technician) to the house. 
The major challenge here is to allow remotely a 
particularly authorized service provider and his technician 
to get into the house to fulfill a specific task. Therefore, 
included in the repair order a dedicated and restricted 
HBAS authorization ticket guarantees that in this case a 
service agent can enter the flat and get access to the 
heating system (legend 3 and 4 in Figure 1). After 
entering the flat upon successful authentication procedure 
the service agent gets authorization to access additional 

context aware information required to perform his job 
(legend 4 in Figure 1).  

This representative scenario can be basically adopted 
by many kinds of similar scenarios of remote 
authorization such as large housing areas with 
housekeeping service, office buildings with restricted 
access, airports, and hospitals. Thus, with the basic 
scenario of Hydra being illustrated we can go one step 
forward in our process of our identity requirements 
analysis in ambient environments. 

 

Figure 1: Sequence of steps for the technical scenario [7] 

In our previous paper [12] we showed an extended use 
case analysis of the given scenario, applied the principles 
of Federated Identity in the process of use case analysis 
and derived ten laws of identity for ambient 
environments. The details of the use case analysis process 
can be found in the referenced paper. In the next 
subsection we will briefly describe the ten laws of identity 
and their implications in ambient environments. 

B Ten Laws of Identity 
Identity Management in ambient environments, 

characterized by pervasive and ubiquitous computing, has 
been explored by researchers intensively during the last 
decade. Requirements and principles of Identity 
Management have been analyzed and derived based on 
certain needs in certain scenarios. A prominent example is 
the “Laws of Identity” by Kim Cameron tailored for the 
Internet [1].  

Obviously, these related works have some 
commonalities and disparities among themselves. This is 
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simply because all these laws and requirements are based 
on some variable parameters; namely - perspective, time, 
computing environment etc. Therefore, there is a need of 
customized adoption and modification of the existing laws 
to certain scenarios. In this section we postulate the 
following ten laws of identity which are meant for 
ambient scenarios as shown in Section II.A: 

1. User Empowerment: Awareness and Control 
2. Minimal information disclosure for a constraint use 
3. Non-repudiation 
4. Support of directional identity topologies 
5. Universal Identity Bus  
6. Provision of defining strength of identity 
7. Decoupling Identity Management layer from 

application layer 
8. Usability issue concerning identity selection and 

disclosure 
9. Consistent experience across contexts 
10. Scalability 

1) User Empowerment: Awareness and Control 
Our first law looks similar to Kim Cameron’s first law 

of identity where it says “User Control and Consent” [1]. 
We do totally agree that user consent and control are 
necessities in Identity Management but at the same time 
we believe that the word “consent” does not imply a total 
empowerment of the user. According to the definition of 
the word “consent” provided in American Heritage 
Dictionary2, is - “To give assent, as to the proposal of 
another; agree.” This merely implies an agreement and 
nothing beyond an agreement; i.e., it does not imply that 
the user being fully aware of the consequences of the 
agreement. The following example of one of today’s 
extremely popular Web 2.0 applications examines why a 
mere agreement of the user is not enough. The “Contact 
importer” feature of facebook.com has been a very much 
well-liked feature and it has been very trendy in many 
other web 2.0 applications.  

Figure 2 shows a screen shot of facebook’s contact 
importer feature. Using this feature a user is able to 
import the user's buddy list from his other email or instant 
messenger accounts like Google, GMX, MSN, Yahoo, 
AOL, and many others. What the user has to do here is to 
provide his username and password credential to facebook 
and facebook uses that credential to import the buddy list 
from the corresponding provider. This allows facebook to 
have access to all the other accounts of the user and even 
if we consider facebook as a basically trusted party, 
privacy of the user has been completely compromised.  

                                                                 
2  Consent. (n.d.). The American Heritage® Dictionary of the 

English Language, Fourth Edition. Retrieved July 03, 2008, 
from Dictionary.com website: 
http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/Consent

In this example the username and password have not 
been stolen without the user’s consent, i.e., the user had 
agreed to giving his username and password and clicked 
the “Find Friends” button. The question to ask would be if 
the user is aware of the fact that his privacy has been 
compromised. Therefore, instead of “consent” the first 
law of  identity takes the word “awareness” which 
subsumes “consent” anyway. 

From the perspective of our scenario (Section II.A) the 
first identity requirement concerns the user in an ambient 
environment and emphasizes on two key words – 
“awareness” and “control”. In a transaction taking place 
between two entities in such ubiquitous scenarios, each 
entity must have full knowledge regarding the information 
he is about to disclose and to whom he is about to 
disclose. Besides having full knowledge about the 
information disclosure the entities must also have full 
range of control power to decide whether to disclose a 
particular set of information or not [1] as well as the 
power to continuously check the authenticity of this 
information and even change or delete it. 

2) Minimal Information Disclosure for a Constrained 
Use 
Whereas the first law has addressed awareness and 

control, the second law addresses information disclosure. 
Basically these two laws are complimentary to each other. 
In a ubiquitous scenario there can be numerous possible 
ways information can be leaked out without the user being 
aware of the information disclosure. Therefore, the system 
must ensure that claims must be satisfied with a minimum 
set of information required. The support of zero-
knowledge-proofs for example is favored over disclosing 
a credential. 

From the perspective of our building automation 
scenario (Section II.A) the second law of identity means 
the following: We have already stated that there is a 
contractual relationship between the resident and the 
service provider. Therefore, authentication information 
propagates in a transitive fashion to the service agent; i.e., 
since the agent is authenticated by the service provider, he 
is also authenticated by the resident and depending on the 
security policy all or parts of the smart devices in his 
apartment. In the process of fixing the heating system, the 
service agent will need to have access to certain 
information, e.g., the usage pattern of the heating system. 
Here the service agent must be provided with a minimal 
information set that is only relevant for fixing the heating 
system. The usage pattern of the heating system supplied 
by the smart devices to the service agent must somehow 
guarantee that no other information is retrievable from it 
that goes beyond the necessity of fixing the heating 
system, e.g., the service agent should not be able to figure 
out from the usage pattern that during which period of the 
year the resident is on holiday or remains out of the flat. 
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Figure 2: A screenshot of facebook’s contact importer feature 
(screen shot taken on 5th September 2008). 

3) Non-repudiation  
The term “Non-repudiation” has a traditional legal 

meaning and at the same time, a different meaning in 
terms of digital security [19]. We will focus on the latter 
meaning of “Non-repudiation” and then relate its 
necessity to our scenario (Section II.A). In a crypto-
technical sense transfer of data from one entity to another 
must guarantee authenticity, integrity, and a time stamp, 
so that neither of the parties involved can deny that the 
transfer of the data took place. 

Within the scope of the building automation scenario 
(Section II.A) the issue of authenticity takes place in the 
following process: The endpoint of the service provider 
receiving a message from the endpoint of the resident 
must know whether the message is really transmitted from 
the resident or if it is under a spoofing or masquerade 
attack [4]. Therefore, there is a need of mechanism(s) that 
guarantees identity preservation. 

In order to illustrate integrity, we continue with our 
running scenario example: The service provider receives a 
message from the resident over HTTP, he must guarantee 
the integrity of the message content. From a middleware 
viewpoint, there must be supports that allow the developer 
ensuring that the messages sent from one node to another 
is not being modified or misused in an intermediary node 
or is not under falsification attack [4]. In order to 
guarantee integrity it is also important that any kind of 
message manipulation has to be detected. 

Another vital point is to ensure that a time stamp is 
attached to the message. This is required to combat replay 
attacks. A time stamp attached to the message will make 

the message valid only for a certain period of time and as 
a result of that will lower the probability of replay attacks. 

Summarizing, unforgeable identity, non-falsifiable 
message exchange, and provision of a time stamp are 
required in middleware for such scenario so that the 
identity of the sender and the integrity of the message 
cannot subsequently be refuted. 

4) Support of directional identity topologies 
Kim Cameron identified identity as a vector rather 

than a scalar in his paper [1], i.e., identity not only has 
magnitude but also a direction. In his fourth law of 
identity he expressed the need of omni-directional and 
unidirectional identities. We have adopted this law in the 
context of pervasive computing and have modified it 
according to ambient environments’ needs.   

In the domain of ubiquitous computing, 
communication takes place in various topologies and so 
does identity federation. Identity federation in such 
scenarios can be unidirectional, bi-directional or even 
omni-directional. An unidirectional federation involves an 
Identity Provider (IdP) issuing a Security Token for a user 
when a particular Relying Party (RP), e.g., a service 
provider, the user wants to get access to, is asking for it. 
Bi-directional federation takes one step further, where the 
RP is able to act as an IdP once the user is federated to the 
RP by an IdP within the circle of trust. This is how 
authentication information is being propagated node to 
node [12] in our home automation scenario (Section II.A). 
Finally, an omni-directional identity refers to a virtual 
identity emitted to any entity that shows up. An example 
with respect to our scenario would be, the presence of the 
service agent is being sensed by the intelligent devices at 
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the resident’s apartment when the service agent transmits 
his identity in omni-directional manner.  

The fourth law of identity states that the following 
identity federation topologies must be supported in an 
Identity Management System in ambient environment:  

1. Broadcast (omni-directional)  
2. Point to point (unidirectional or bi-directional)  
3. Multicast (omni-directional and/or bi-directional). 

5) Universal Identity Bus 
In today’s Internet users have multiple virtual 

personas for one identity and each of these multiple 
personas has different contexts, purposes and flavours. In 
the world of Internet of Things it can well be imagined 
that these multiple personas would require being portable 
from domain to domain, device to device or context to 
context. No portability of identity will create Identity Silos 
and cross domain interoperability or even inter domain 
interoperability across platforms or devices will be 
challenged.        

The middleware for an ambient environment Identity 
Management System inherently requires supporting 
interoperability between the garden varieties of Identity 
Management technologies available from different 
vendors. The fifth law of identity for ambient 
environments states the necessity of a Universal Identity 
Bus (UIB) that will provide vendor to vendor 
interoperability functionalities. In order to achieve this 
requirement the middleware must support UIB that works 
as a bridge between different Identity Management 
technologies.     

6) Provision of defining strength of Identity 
In order to illustrate why such ambient environments 

necessitate the provision of the strength of identities two 
aspects have to be taken into consideration: identity 
propagation and the dependency of the identity.  

Identity Propagation: In a federated environment 
identity can be lightweight or rather strong depending on 
policies of the IdP and the RP. Especially, when it comes 
to bi-directional federation (see law 4) it is important to 
categorize identity according to its strength. In such 
federation RP is gaining the power to be the IdP once an 
entity is authenticated to it by the original IdP and the 
propagation of identity can continue creating a very long 
chain in ubiquitous computing which may result in an 
apocryphal identity. Thus, there is a need of accumulated 
calculation of its source of identity reliability.   

Dependency of the Identity: In a ubiquitous world 
virtual identities might refer to individuals, devices or 
services, i.e., more general entities or things. If a device is 
owned by a person, for example, the identity of the device 
is somewhat depending on the identity of the person, i.e., 
the identity of the device is incomplete without relating it 
to an identity of another entity. In a similar way many use 
cases may arrive where an identity does not suffice itself 

without being depending on an identity of another entity. 
Based on this criteria identity can be categorized to be 
strong (independent), weak (dependent) or somewhere in 
the middle. Thus, we can justify the requirement of a 
provision of having the strength of an identity in the 
middleware. It is important to note that weak identities 
and strong identities are not the same as sub-identities, 
which are basically subsets of identities. Identities or sub-
identities both can be rated by their strength depending on 
their degree of being autonomous. 

7) Decoupling Identity Management layer from 
application layer 
This requirement builds up another block on top of the 

“Universal Identity Bus” and separates the application 
layer from the Identity Management Layer. This is 
obligatory for the our Identity Manager for two main 
reasons: 1) organizations are being able to change their 
identity policies without having an impact on the business 
layer and 2) the developers have an environment where 
they can work on the identity layer being transparent of 
the business layer or vice versa.  

8) Usability issue concerning identity selection and 
disclosure 

“A potato peeler is easier to use for peeling potatoes than a 
knife is, but a lot harder to use for murder.” – Ross Anderson 
[15] 

The above quotation figuratively expresses the fact 
that usability is case specific. High usability of a tool in a 
certain area can be extremely inconvenient for other 
purposes. Therefore, appropriate design support of 
usability for identity selection and discloser is 
unavoidably important in a middleware. 

We have already emphasized the issue of 
empowerment of the user in case of revealing information 
in our first identity requirement. Lack of usability will 
make law 1 (User Empowerment: Awareness and 
Control) almost impossible to take place. In a user-centric 
design the user is the ultimate procurer and a methodic 
requirement specification of usability keeping the 
procurer in mind is unavoidable [10]. Therefore, our 
middleware architecture must facilitate the developer with 
adequate support for implementing usability.   

9) Consistent experience across contexts 
Context is one of the major concerns in our test 

scenario (Section II.A) and identity and context are 
closely related. Therefore, while analyzing requirements 
of Identity Management in ambient scenarios, the issue of 
context is considered. In ambient environments an entity 
and its identity will have an n to m relationship, i.e. one 
entity (e.g., a user, device or service) can have multiple 
identities and one identity can be possessed by several 
entities. For example, the resident has several identical 
sets of devices, e.g., temperature or movement sensors, 
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and he wants to use them with one single device identity. 
In this example one identity is shared by multiple entities. 
The example one entity having multiple identities would 
be, the resident has an identity at his work, a different one 
for his shopping web sites and another different one for 
heating system repairing service providers. So identities 
may change in different contexts based on different roles. 
In this n:m relationship of identities and entities it is very 
important to have consistence experience for the user 
depending on contexts.  

Along with the consistencies among context, the 
identities provided in different contexts should also be 
independent of each other, i.e., the identity the user 
provides at work should not be related to his identity for 
his shopping website and vice versa. This is in order to 
avoid aggregation and concatenation of partial identities 
following the principle of privacy by design. 

10) Scalability 
Identity multiplies with time. For the inhabitants of 

ambient environments a growing number of identities 
across contexts must be managed properly and at the same 
time there has to be room for conceiving new identities. 
Moreover, in an ambient environment the number of 
nodes joining in and out is dynamic and thus, the 
capability of an identity to interacting with the identities 
of the other numerous nodes is necessary. Therefore, 
scalability of identity refers to an entity that must be able 
to spawn new identities and a single identity must have 
the capability to communicate with a growing number of 
identities.   

III. ARCHITECTURAL IMPLICATIONS 
Having the laws of identity being illustrated in the 

previous section we will get back to our home automation 
scenario (Section II.A) in order to motivate our 
architectural approach and to analyse the implications. In 
this section we will see use cases in the home automation 
scenario (Section II.A) where the propagation of 
authentication information from entity to entity is based 
on contractual relationships. We will also observe how the 
three roles of Identity Federation – Subject, IdP and RP – 
shift from endpoint to endpoint. 

A Use case analysis 
The first identity federation use case in our scenario is 

shown in Figure 3. In step 1 the resident is sending a 
request to the service provider for a service agent to be 
sent to his flat to fix his heating system. In step 2 the 
service provider is asking for his credential as a set of 
claims. Here the resident has an option to choose an IdP 
that can satisfy the claims from the RP that happens to be 
the service provider in this case. For simplicity we assume 
that the resident himself is able to issue an identity token 
that satisfies the claims and would also be accepted by the 
RP. So, in step 3 the resident issues himself a token and in 

step 4 releases it to the service provider. After receiving 
this token the service provider issues a co-signed token to 
a service agent (step 5) who is to be sent to the resident’s 
flat for repairing the heating system.  

Another use case scenario is shown in Figure 4. Here, 
the service agent has to authenticate himself at the door 
lock of the resident’s apartment. The roles - Subject, RP, 
and IdP – have been shifted to the service agent, the door 
lock, and the service provider correspondingly. In step 1 
the service agent sends a request to the door lock for 
accessing the appartment. In step 2 the door lock sends a 
request for a security token as a set of claims. The service 
agent requests his IdP (the service provider in this case) 
for a security token satisfying the claims. The service 
provider issues a token in step 4 and in step 5 the service 
agent releases this token to the door lock. 

 
Figure 3: Sequences in the process of the resident authenticating himself 
to the service provider and the service provider issues a cosigned token 

to the service agent. 

 
Figure 4: Sequences in the process of the service agent getting 

authenticated by the door lock of the resident. 

 

Due to transitivity of authentication information flow 
as a part of the contract between the resident and the 
service provider, the door lock accepts his request; i.e., 
the door lock accepts the authentication assertion (in form 
of a security token) from the resident, the resident sends 
the token to the service provider and the service provider 
issues a co-signed token to the service agent, 
consequently the door lock accepts the authentication 
information of the service agent. This process is repeated 
in each identity discovery taking place in the scenario.  

B Distributed Identity Provider 
The use case analysis clearly motivates us toward the 

concept of Distributed Identity Provider. When bi-
directional federation takes place in a way that every 
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endpoint in the circle of trust3 (or contractual relationship) 
can attain the role of IdP and RP the set of the endpoints 
collectively can be defined as Distributed Identity 
Provider. In Section V we will elaborate in details where 
the architecture is illustrated. The following section is 
dedicated to state of the art analysis that evaluates the 
suitability of the existing IdM technologies to fabricate 
Identity Management architecture for ambient 
environments.    

IV. STATE OF THE ART  
This section will accomplish a state of the art study of 

standards, frameworks, protocols, and products related to 
Identity Management. For these purposes we apply our 
ten laws of identity illustrated in Section II.A in order to 
find out the closest technology which complies with the 
corresponding requirements. Therefore, we start with a 
subsumption of basic enabling standards from the WS-* 
family and dedicate the following sections to state of the 
art technologies, namely SAML, OpenID, Windows 
CardSpace, Higgins, and Liberty Alliance. 

A Web Service Related Standards 
Identity as a service is a visionary goal of the Service 

Oriented Architecture (SOA) proponents. The adoption of 
the spirit of identity as services in futuristic ambient 
computing is also being pushed by the researchers and 
scientists. Since Web Services is considered as being a 
key driving technology for enabling SOA we will briefly 
highlight some Web Service related standards that are as 
well relevant for an Identity Management ecosystem. 

B WS-Security 
The main objective of WS-Security is to secure the 

Web Service message itself. The SOAP message is 
secured in order to guarantee authenticity, integrity, and 
confidentiality of the message. Moreover, it also provides 
a time stamp for SOAP messages [4]. 

WS-Security is relevant in our IdM architecture 
because this standard provides support for our third law of 
identity (Non-repudiation). Thus, WS-Security is 
considered as a candidate for being one of the building 
blocks of the architecture. 

C WS-Trust 
WS-Trust defines a framework that provides protocol 

agnostic ways to issue, renew, and validate security 
tokens. Moreover, it defines ways to establish, assess the 
presence of and broker trust relationships. The main goal 

                                                                 
3    According to the definition stated in OASIS standard: Web 

Services Security: SOAP Message Security 1.0 [11] - “Trust is 
the characteristic that one entity is willing to rely upon a 
second entity to execute a set of actions and/or to make a set 
of assertions about a set of subjects and/or scopes.” 

of WS-Trust is enabling applications to construct trusted 
SOAP message exchanges [11]. 

The reason WS-Trust is interesting or relevant in our 
ambient scenario (Section II.A) is, in the home 
automation scenario, we have seen that the contractual 
relationship between the service provider and the resident 
needs to be somehow technologically represented. WS-
trust exactly addresses this issue. Moreover, being 
agnostic to security tokens, the support of WS-Trust in the 
architecture enables the developer to take advantage of 
any kind of associated protocol.  

D WS-Policy 
WS-Policy is a language for representing capabilities 

and requirements of a Web Service. In other words, it tells 
the consumer of a Web Service what the requirements are 
that it must fulfill in order to consume that service. These 
requirements can also be optional in some cases, which 
would provide certain advantages to the client if it can 
fulfill those optional requirements [9]. WS-Policy 
provides a precise way to write policy expressions for a 
certain Web Service.  

Getting back to law seven (Decoupling Identity 
Management layer from application layer) we can clearly 
relate WS-Policy to our requirements. In order to achieve 
such goal, changes in identity policies should not affect 
the business policies or vice versa. WS-Policy offers 
functionalities to facilitate such mechanisms.     

E WS-Security Policy 
WS-Security Policy language is built on top of the 

WS–Policy framework and defines a set of policy 
assertions that can be used in defining individual security 
requirements or constraints. The motivation for adopting 
WS-Security Policy in our architecture is the same as for 
adopting WS-Policy. 

F WS-Federation 
WS-Security, WS-Trust, and WS-Policy/WS-

SecurityPolicy described in the previous sections provide 
a basic model for federation between IdP and RP. WS-
Federation uses these building blocks to define additional 
federation mechanisms that extend these specifications 
and leverage other WS-* specifications [21]. 

WS-Federation allows security realms to broker 
identities, user attributes and authentication between Web 
services. This is an essential factor for engineering a 
Distributed Identity Provider architecture.   

G WS-MetadataExchange 
Web Services use Metadata to describe what other 

endpoints need to know to interact with them. For 
example, WS-Policy describes the capabilities, 
requirements, and general characteristics of Web 
Services; WSDL describes abstract message operations, 
concrete network protocols, and endpoint addresses used 
by Web Services; XML Schema describes the structure 
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and contents of XML-based messages received and sent 
by Web Services [20]. 

In order to bootstrap communication with a Web 
Service, this specification defines how an endpoint can 
request the various types of Metadata it may need to 
effectively communicate with the Web Service. 

H IdM Protocols & Technologies  

1) OpenID 
OpenID 1.0 was originally developed in 2005 by Brad 

Fitzpatrick, Chief Architect of Six Apart, Ltd. It is now 
set up by a wide range of websites, especially which have 
heavy user-generated contents. OpenID Authentication 
2.0 [13] is now turning into an open community-driven 
platform that permits and motivates federated identity. 
And the community is on its way for preparing drafts of a 
fully backward-compatible OpenID Authentication 2.0 
specification which is a data transfer protocol to support 
both push as well as pull use cases. Besides, the 
community is coming up with extensions to support the 
exchange of rich profile data and user-to-user messaging 
[3]. 

According to an article published in German online 
computer magazine “Heise Online4” on 18th January 2008 
there exist already 370 million OpenIDs globally. 
However, the number of really active OpenID users is still 
unknown. Big companies like Yahoo, AOL offered an 
OpenID to all their users and as a result, the number of 
existing OpenID naturally jumped up to such a high 
number.  

There are three key features of OpenID: Single Sign 
On, decentralized, and light weight identity.  
Vulnerabilities of OpenID: 

Firstly, OpenID also allows the RP to redirect the 
client to the IdP for authentication at the IdP site [22, 13]. 
Therefore, it raises the probability of phishing. The user 
has no control over choosing his Identity Provider and 
therefore the first law (User Empowerment: Awareness 
and Control) of identity is violated. The second problem 
with OpenID is that the URL that is used to identify the 
Subject, is recyclable. Since OpenID permits URL based 
identification, it brings the issue of privacy. The privacy 
of the user using an URL as his OpenID would be 
compromised if somehow lost the possession of that URL. 

2) SAML 
The most precise and shortest way of defining SAML, 

presented by Eve Maler, is: “The Security Assertion 
Mark-up Language in six words: The universal solvent of 
identity information.” SAML comes with the spirit of 
portable identity.   

                                                                 
4 http://www.heise.de/security/Yahoo-will-das-Passwort-Chaos-

beenden--/news/meldung/102001

SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) is 
developed by the OASIS Security Services Technical 
Committee with an objective of conveying security 
information across cross-organizational boundaries. There 
are three official versions of SAML – SAML 1.0 was the 
first official version coming out in November 2002, it was 
followed by SAML 1.1 in September 2003 and the latest 
version: SAML 2.0 has come out in March 2005 [24, 25].  
Vulnerabilities of SAML: 

SAML can be configured in a very lightweight (less 
secured) identity way and at the same time it can be 
configured in a much secured manner. In SAML an 
assertion is a set of security information that is requested 
by a RP about a particular Subject or entity. IdPs transport 
assertions to RPs who allow the requests. In the Google 
Single Sign On (SSO) implementation, the authentication 
response did not include the identifier of the 
authentication request or the identity of the recipient [23]. 
This may allow malicious RPs to impersonate a user at 
other RPs. 

3) Liberty Alliance Project 
Liberty Alliance started its expedition in 2001 with the 

purpose to be the service provider of the open standards 
organization for federated Identity Management. 
Guaranteeing interoperability, supporting privacy, 
promoting adoption for its specifications, providing 
guidelines and best practices Liberty Alliance has the 
objectives to enable users to protect their privacy and 
identity, to enable SPs to manage their clients lists, to 
provide an open federated SSO, and to architect a network 
identity infrastructure that is compatible with all emerging 
network access devices [17].  

 
Vulnerabilities of Liberty: 
Liberty Alliance technology stream is mainly based on 
SAML 2.0 and therefore inherently it suffers from the 
similar vulnerabilities as SAML stated in the previous 
section. 

4) Windows CardSpace 
Windows CardSpace is a visual metaphor for identity 

selectors for the end-user. Windows CardSpace provides 
controlling power to the end-users on the fact which 
information (about the end-users) should reach to the 
Relying Party and which should not. Windows CardSpace 
is a production of Microsoft shipped with Windows Vista 
(or as an add-on in Windows XP); it is not meant to 
replace the other standards handling digital identity rather 
to utilize and extend them [2]. Windows CardSpace is 
token agnostic. 

The limitation and criticism of CardSpace is – 
although it does support virtually any security token 
format, it is not protocol agnostic.  Currently it is only 
compatible with the WS-* Web Services protocols, which 
center on WS-Trust. For the reason that it is token 
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agnostic, but tied to WS-* protocols, we can say that it 
only partially complies with the fifth law which postulates 
the need for protocol agnostic as well as token agnostic 
(Universal Identity Bus).   
Vulnerabilities of Windows CardSpace: 

On top of its limitations CardSpace has some flaws: 
Firstly it relies on the users’ judgements on the 
trustworthiness of Relying parties (RPs). A CardSpace 
user is given the freedom to choose one of the options of 
high-assurance certificates belonging to the RP, ordinary 
certificates belonging to the RP or RP with no certificates 
[14]. In terms of the first law (User Empowerment) this 
certainly gives a lot of power to the user. At the same time 
the option of allowing RP with no certificates weakens the 
compliance with the third law (non-repudiation). 

The second vulnerability is, Windows CardSpace 
relies on a single layer of authentication. The user has to 
be authenticated to the IdP using traditional authentication 
mechanisms. If a working session is somehow hijacked or 
the password is cracked, the security of the whole system 
is compromised. This has been practically shown by two 
IT-Security students at Horst Görtz Institute for IT 
Security (HGI), Bochum, Germany, where they 
manipulated the DSN server to implement a dynamic 
pharming attack [18].  

5) Higgins 
Higgins is a software infrastructure that supports 

consistence user experience that works with digital 
identity protocols, e.g., WS-Trust, OpenID, SAML, XDI, 
LDAP etc. The main objectives of the Higgins project are 
the management of multiple contexts, interoperability, 
and the definition of common interfaces for an identity 
system. Various technologies including LDAP, SAML, 
WS-*, OpenID etc. can be plugged into the Higgins 
framework.  

The first version, Higgins 1.0 was released in February 
2008. The next version, Higgins 1.1 is supposed to be 
released by June 2009. There are also ideas and concepts 
in discussion beyond Higgins 1.1. 

The architecture of Higgins 1.0 is based on: 
• An Identity Attribute Service (IdAS): It provides 

a virtualized, unified view and a common means 
of access to identity information from multiple 
heterogeneous data sources. Simultaneously 
supports multiple Context Providers to abstract 
identity information from LDAP, SAML, 
OpenID, InfoCard, RDF.  

• An infocard provider and Security Token Service 
(STS): It uses IdAS in a way that identity 
information comes from multiple Identity 
Providers. 

• Multiple forms of Identity Agents: Web-based 

and client-side card managers are supported as 
well as browser extensions, and user interfaces 
(InfoCard selectors). 

In Higgins 1.1 it is expected that an enhanced 
InfoCard with additional features will be supported. 
Among the enhanced InfoCards two very promising ones 
are z-cards and r-cards. The z-card adds functionalities to 
the managed card (m-card). It offers more privacy by 
caching the security token locally, and it supports subsets 
of claims. It also supports zero-knowledge proofs, thus 
enhancing privacy and trust features. An r-card is an 
enhanced version of managed cards (m-cards) and 
personal cards (p-cards). It sets up a data synchronization 
relationship between the user and the Relying Party. A 
change at either side updates the other.  

Information cards created in CardSpace can be used in 
Higgins but the z-cards and r-cards created in Higgins are 
not currently supported in CardSpace. Both systems are in 
their early stages, and changes in compatibility are 
expected as this high-level identity architecture catches 
on. 

The ideas and concepts in discussion beyond Higgins 
1.1 are targeting the mobile platform which may be 
named as “Mobile Higgins”. The target platforms are 
Symbian, RIM, Windows, Mobile 6, iPhone, Android etc. 
Vulnerabilities of Higgins: 

Since Higgins supports various IdM protocols and 
technologies it inherently takes over the flaws and 
vulnerabilities of those technologies and protocols. It also 
does not provide supports for quantitative measure of the 
identity’s strength and lacks, thus, the fulfillment of the 
sixth law of identity (provision of defining strength of 
identity). However, the combined approach to provide an 
umbrella framework for IdM allows Higgins users to 
choose the best combination of technologies suited to 
their requirements. Moreover, Higgins architecture is 
most compliant to the laws of identity (Section II.A) 
among the state of the art technologies that have been 
considered in this evaluation. Therefore, in our 
architecture we have taken some aspects of the Higgins 
architectural approach and integrated them to our need. In 
the next section the architecture is illustrated in details.   

V. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 
The Identity Management Module described in this 

chapter is supposed to be integrated in the Hydra 
middleware [8] which is a middleware for heterogeneous 
physical devices in a distributed architecture in ambient 
environments; the module is named Hydra Identity 
Manager (HIM).  
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Figure 5: Anatomic view of the proposed architecture of the Hydra Identity Manager. 

The architecture of HIM illustrated in our previous 
paper [16] needed some modifications and improvements 
due to several reasons. Firstly, the architecture used 
Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) [5] to take 
advantage of the out-of-the-box support for WS-Security 
stack and thus was bound to specific technology. 
Therefore, the first argument for reengineering the 
architecture is to redesign it to make it technology 
agnostic. Secondly, the result of the state of the art 
evaluation shows that Higgins provides better supports for 
our law 2 (Minimal Information Disclosure for a 
Constrained Use) and law 9 (Consistent experience across 
contexts) with their r-card and z-card concepts. In order to 
provide the best possible support for the ten laws of 
identity, there was also the necessity to adopt some 
further aspects of the Higgins concept into our 
architecture.   

In a service oriented architecture, Hydra’s Identity 
Management System provides support to the developer to 
implement integrity, confidentiality, and authenticity of 
such context specific actions, e.g., in work flows, 
transactions, and processes performed by orchestrated 
services. 

It is important to mention here that the overall 
architecture of Hydra is designed based on the WS-* 
family. Because of this technical ground it is necessary 
for HIM to be compatible to the WS-* family.  

Figure 5 shows an anatomic view of the architecture. 
We propose a hybrid model of existing IdM protocols 
(SAML, OpenID, InfoCard). This hybrid model enriches 
the architecture with all round features that are desired by 

the developer. Moreover, the coexistence of SAML, 
OpenID, and InfoCard allows to compensate each others’ 
limitations and, thus, to mitigate vulnerabilities. The 
Hydra Federation Engine supports IdP, RP and Identity 
Selector of any kind. Moreover, on the client side four 
different variants of InfoCard are supported. Z-card will 
bring the user more privacy and r-card will present the 
user the rich context-aware feature. Since the relationship 
card will reside on the client machine, the user will have 
full control over his privacy. Thus, the advantages of 
intelligent environments and privacy have been put in 
place in a balanced manner. 

The communication viewpoint on the architecture is 
described in the Figure 6. In this figure the resident of our 
fictitious scenario is accessing various services in his 
ubiquitous world. Every node works as IdP and RP 
thereby realizing the concept of a “Distributed Identity 
Provider”.   

“Distributed Identity Provider” means no centralized 
IdP managing the identity of the user, it is rather the 
surrounding ubiquitous devices that play the role of IdP 
and RP back and forth. Authentication to an individual RP 
has to be realized in 5 basic steps described in the figure. 
The concept of “Distributed Identity Provider” brings 
more privacy to the user as no centralized IdP manages 
the identity of an individual. 

In this particular example showed in Figure 6, the 
subject is being identified by an acceptable IdP (the 
server) to give access to the laptop. Now once the laptop 
has the information that the subject has been identified 
and federated by an acceptable IdP it can take over the 
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Figure 6:  Communication viewpoint on the architecture of Hydra Identity Manager. The resident of the test 
scenario (Section II.A) accessing various resources using the principle of identity federation with 
distributed IdP(s). 

role of the IdP and federate the subject further to other 
RPs e.g., the printer. Similarly, the role of IdP propagates 
through node to node and each node can act as an IdP. A 
proper transitive chain is maintained. This example 
elaborates how “Distributed Identity Provider” can 
possibly work in a pervasive environment. 

A Compliance to the Laws of Identity 
The proposed architecture takes an attempt to 

minimize the vulnerabilities in Identity Management in 
ambient environments by being compliant to the ten laws 
of identity we have defined. In this section we will 
summarize how and up to what extend the architecture 
fulfills the ten laws. 

1) Compliance to the First Law (User 
Empowerment: Awareness and Control) 

The best way invented so far bringing user awareness 
and control in an Identity Management System is 
InfoCard. Let it be Windows CardSpace, DigitalMe, 
SeatBelt or any other InfoCard, when one of these cards 
pops up before a transaction takes place, it certainly raises 
the awareness of the user regarding the information he is 
about to disclose.  Moreover, InfoCard enables the user to 
gain control over his data before disclosure. Thus, it 
complies with the first law. 

2) Compliance to the Second Law (Minimal 
Information Disclosure for a Constrained Use) 

The STS supports provided in HIM furnishes the 
developers with SAML, OpenID, Kerberos or even a 
custom token type. This is how HIM is designed to be 
token agnostic and virtually supports any token types. 
With the virtue of SAML and OpenID it is possible to 
make a bare assertion that a Subject has been 
authenticated by an IdP without having to disclose any 
information about the Subject. This is one feature of HIM 
that supports the second law. 

Another supporting feature for the second law is the 
zero-knowledge-proof which is an integral part of HIM. 
The z-card module in the HIM architecture supports the 
ability of an identity selector to generate zero knowledge 
proofs that can be conveyed by the agent to the Relying 
Party without revealing any more than it is absolutely 
necessary and while maintaining the chain of trust back to 
the original token issuer. As a result, it brings strong 
support for the second law of identity. 

3) Compliance to the Third Law (Non-repudiation) 
The three criteria of “non-repudiation” defined in the 

third law are: authenticity, integrity, and time stamp. WS-
Security specification defines all of these three criteria 
and thus ensures “non-repudiation”. Since WS-Security 
resides at the very bottom of the HIM architecture stack it 
makes HIM compliant with the third law. 
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Table 1:  Tabular result of the evaluation of state of the art technologies and the 
proposed architecture. 

4) Compliance to the Fourth Law (Support for 
directional identity topologies) 

Both SAML 2.0 and OpenID support directional 
identity and, therefore, law 4 is also satisfied by the 
proposed hybrid architecture. It is possible to configure 
SAML 2.0 to implement both bi-directional and 
unidirectional federation. SAML 2.0 as well as OpenID 
can be exposed to be omni-directional identity.  

5) Compliance to the Fifth Law (Universal Identity 
Bus) 

From a developer’s viewpoint a UIB is an umbrella 
platform where he can implement the Identity 
Management System of his choice and is even able to 
cross-match different token types, protocols, and 
information cards. The hybrid architecture of HIM exactly 
attempts to target such an identity vision for building 
Identity Management applications. 

6) Compliance to the Sixth Law (Provision of 
defining strength of identity) 

The sixth law of identity is facilitated by HIM in the 
“Hydra.IdentityManager.Identity” namespace. Here, 
depending on the entity and the identity ownership,  the 
relationship of the entity and the strength of the identity is 
defined. 

7) Compliance to the Seventh Law (Decoupling 
identity management layer from application 
layer) 

The Hydra Federation Engine (HFE) acts as the 
orchestrator of the process of the Identity Metasystem. 
The RP, IdP, and the Subject roles are defined in the HFE 
and, thus, federation is facilitated. This notion of Identity 
Metasystem decouples the Identity Management layer 
from the rest of the application. HFE in the middleware is 
what the developers can utilize to achieve federation. 

8) Compliance to the Eighth Law (Usability issue 
concerning identity selection and disclosure) 

Usability is strongly correlated to the user group and 
also depends on the nature of the application. Therefore, 
at a middleware level where the target user group and the 
nature of the application is not specifically known, it is 
necessary to facilitate the developer with a wide variety of 
support to implement usable Identity Management 
Systems according to his need. HIM gives support for 
implementing available InfoCards, e.g., CardSpace or 
DigitalMe. On top of that there is also room for building 
custom information cards. The developer can then choose 
the most suited InfoCard in terms of usability. 
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9) Compliance to the Ninth Law (Consistent 
experience across contexts) 

HIM architecture allows r-card (relationship-card) that 
manages the users’ context experience. These cards can 
hold different context relevant profiles. An r-card offers a 
superset of the functionality of an i-card specification by 
Microsoft. R-cards can be either self-issued, where your 
identity selector defines and issues the card on your 
behalf, or issued by a third-party, where an entity other 
than you defines and issues the r-card. With r-cards, this 
distinction is less important because in both cases an r-
card represents a mutual relationship and agreement to 
share certain claims/attributes. With the virtue of r-cards 
the user experiences a context aware smart environment 
without having to compromise his privacy.  

10) Compliance to the Tenth Law (Scalability) 
The Hydra Federation Engine is designed in such a 

way that numerous IdP, RP, and Subjects can join in and 
out and federate identities. At the same time it also 
supports spawning multiple identities and to manage them 
in proper ways. This feature enriches the architecture with 
scalability and, thus, satisfies the tenth law of Hydra 
identity.   

VI. CONCLUSION 
The overall comparison of the proposed architecture 

and the state of the art technologies are presented in Table 
1. Since this evaluation is from a middleware viewpoint, it 
is not justifiable to make a statement that any one of these 
laws is impossible to realize using one of the existing 
frameworks. Rather it is more viable to say that some of 
the frameworks may have strong support to implement 
one of the laws and on the other hand some of them 
poorly support that law to be implemented in Identity 
Management System for ambient environment. That is 
why we came up with a scale of poor (-) to very good 
(++) and stated the result in Table 1. 

In this paper we have presented an architectural 
approach to tackle the challenges of Identity Management 
in ubiquitous computing. The hybrid architecture 
presented has been adopted from the existing standardize 
state of the art IdM technologies. The future plan is to 
implement the architecture and integrate it in the Hydra 
middleware. The Higgins framework has been chosen for 
implementation based on the result of the evaluation. 
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Abstract— In this paper, a reliable electronic nose system
designed from the combination of various semi-conductor metal
oxide gas sensors (MOGS) is applied to the detection of fire
resulting from various sources in a kitchen. The time series sig-
nals obtained from the same source of fire are highly correlated,
and different sources of fire exhibit unique patterns in the time
series data. Therefore, the error back-propagation (BP) method
can be effectively used for the classification of the tested smell.
The accuracy of 99.6% is achieved by using only a single training
data set from each source of fire. The accuracy achieved with the
k-means algorithm is 98.3%, which also shows the high ability of
the EN in detecting the early stage of fire from various sources.

Index Terms— electronic nose, neural networks, learning vec-
tor quantization, metal oxide gas sensor, smell classification

I. I NTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, odor-sensing systems (so-called elec-
tronic nose systems) have undergone important developments
from technical and commercial viewpoints. The electronic
nose (EN) refers to a device of reproducing human sense of
smell based on sensor arrays of smell and pattern recognition
methods. Recently, there are several commercial EN instru-
ments currently in use in the world such as quality control of
food industry [1], environmental protection [2], public safety
[3] and space applications [4].

Every year the damage from the household fire disaster
brings about not only severe loss to property assets, but also
physical and psychological injuries of the people.

In this paper, we will explain the human olfactory process
and the EN system. After surveying various types of the odor
sensors, we explain the and then the reliability of a new EN
system developed from various semi-conductor metal oxide
gas sensors (MOGSs) is presented to specify the smell from
various sources of fire.

James A. Milke [5] has proved that two kinds of MOGS
have the ability to classify several sources of fire more pre-
cisely compared with conventional smoke detector. However,
his results achieve only 85% of correct classification.

In this paper, a new EN [6] is applied to measure smells
from various sources of fire such as household burning ma-
terials, cooking smells, the leakage from the liquid petroleum
gas (LPG). The new EN has been successfully applied to the
classification of not only similar smells from different kinds,
but also the same kind of smell at different concentration lev-
els. The time series signals of the MOGS from the beginning
to the time until the MOGS fully adsorbs the smell from each

source of fire are recorded and analyzed by the error back-
propagation (BP) neural network and thek-means algorithm.
The average classification rate of 99.6% can be achieved by
the BP method with only a single training data set from each
source of fire. The accuracy withk-means algorithm is 98.3%,
which is much better than the results in [5]– [9]. These results
confirm the reliability of this new device in detecting various
sources of fire in the early stage.

II. H UMAN OLFACTORY PROCESSES

Although the human olfactory system is not fully under-
stood by physician, the main components about the anatomy
of human olfactory system are the olfactory epithelium, the
olfactory bulb, the olfactory cortex, and the higher brain or
cerebral cortex.

The first process of human olfactory system is to breathe
or to sniff the smell into the nose. The difference between
the normal breath and the sniffing is the quantity of odorous
molecules that flows into the upper part of the nose. In case
of sniffing, most air is flown through the nose to the lung and
about 20% of air is flown to the upper part of the nose and
detected by the olfactory receptors.

In case of sniffing, the most air is flown directly to the upper
part of the nose and interacts with the olfactory receptors. The
odorous molecules are dissolved at the mucous layer before
interacting with olfactory receptors in the olfactory epithelium.
The concentration of odorous molecules must be over the
recognition threshold. After that, the chemical reaction in
each olfactory receptor produces an electrical stimulus. The
electrical signals from all olfactory receptors are transported
to olfactory bulb. The input data from olfactory receptors are
transformed to be the olfactory information to the olfactory
cortex. Then the olfactory cortex distributes the information
to other parts to the brain and human can recognize odors
precisely. The other parts of the brain that link to the olfactory
cortex will control the reaction of the other organ against
the reaction of that smell. When human detects bad smells,
human will suddenly expel those smells from the nose and
try to avoid breathing them directly without any protection.
This is a part of the reaction from the higher brain. The next
process is to clean the nose by breathing fresh air to dilute the
odorous molecules until those concentrations are lower than
the detecting threshold. The time to dilute the smell depends
on the persistence qualification of the tested smell.
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The processes to analyze smell by a human nose can be
summarized by a diagram shown in Fig. 1.

Sniff to bring odorous molecules to the nose

Odorous molecules are dissolved and detected by the 
olfactory receptors

Siganals from olfactory receptors are transported to 
olfactory bulb

Olfactory bulb transforms the infromation from olfactory 
to receptors to be the olfactory cortex information

Olfactory cortex distributes information to the other 
parts of brain and human can identify smell precisely

Clean the nose by breathing fresh air

Fig. 1. Olfactory system

III. EN SYSTEM

The EN systems provide an alternative method to analyze
smell by imitating the human olfactory system. In this section,
the concept of an EN is explained. Then various odors sensors
applied as the olfactory receptors are explained. Finally, the
mechanism of a simple EN that was developed in this paper
is described in detail by comparing the function of each part
with the human olfactory process.

A. EN concept

The mechanism of EN systems can be divided into main
four parts as shown in Fig. 2.

Odor delivery system Odor sensor array

Data recordingData processing

Fig. 2. Main parts of EN systems.

1) Odor delivery system:The first process of human ol-
factory system is to sniff the odorous molecule into the nose.
Thus, the first part of the EN system is the mechanism to
bring the odorous molecules into the EN system. There are
three main methods to deliver the odor to the EN unit, sample
flow, static system, and preconcentration system.

The sample flow system is the most popular method to
deliver odorous molecule to the EN unit. Some carrier gas such
as air, oxygen, nitrogen, and so on, is provided as a carrier gas

at the inlet port to flow the vapor of the tested smell through
the EN unit via the outlet port. The mechanism to control the
air flow of an EN may contain various different parts such as a
mass flow controller to control the pressure of the carrier gas,
a solenoid valve to control the flow of inlet and outlet ports,
a pump to suck the tested odor from the sampling bag in case
that the tested odor is provided from outside, a mechanism to
control humidity, and so on. Most commercial ENs contain
complicated odor delivering systems and this makes the price
of the ENs become expensive.

The static system is the easiest way to deliver odorous
molecules to the EN unit. The EN unit is put into a closed
loop container. Then an odor sample is injected directly to
the container by a syringe. It is also possible to design an
automatic injection system. However, the rate to inject the test
odors must be controlled to obtain accuracy results. Normally,
this method is applied for the calibration process of the EN.
But in this case the quantity of the odor may not be enough to
make the sensor reach the saturation stage, that is, the stage
that sensor adsorbs the smell fully.

The preconcentration system is used in case of the tested
smell that has a low concentration and it is necessary to
accumulate the vapor of the tested odor before being delivered
to the EN unit. The preconcentrator must contain some adsor-
bent material such as silica and tested odor is continuously
accumulated into the preconcentrator for specific time units.
Then the preconcentrator is heated to desorb the odorous
molecule from the adsorbed material. The carrier gas is flown
through the preconcentrator to bring the desorbed odorous
molecules to the EN unit. By using this method, some weak
smells can be detected by the sensor array in the EN unit.

2) EN unit: All ENs must contain an array of odor sensors
which act like the human olfactory receptors. Various kinds
of odor sensors can be used to detect odors. The details of
odor sensors will be explained in the following section. The
number of sensors in the ENs unit is around 4 to 50 sensors
depending on the design of each EN. The electrical circuit
to control the input and the output of the sensor array are
varied on the types of sensors. It is also possible to use several
sensors from the same model for analyzing the odor just like
the human olfactory receptors that may contain the same kind
of receptors from different ages (human olfactory replacement
time is around 30 days as an average). Inside of the EN
units may contain some mechanism to clean the sensor after
finishing the testing process in order to speed up the EN to
analyze new smell.

3) Data recording: It is necessary to record the output of
the sensor array in the EN unit while absorbing the tested
odor continuously. Generally, the output from the sensor array
is analog signal and it is necessary to convert the analog
signal to digital signal before being recorded in the computer
memory starage and A/D converters are used which include the
software to control the sampling time with the user interface.
This part of the EN system is like the function of olfactory
bulb to collect the signal from the olfactory receptors before
passing to the olfactory cortex.

4) Data processing:Once the data from the tested odor are
completely available for analyzing, it may be able to apply
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various methods to analyze these data such as artificial neural
networks(NNs)or statistical analysis. It may be necessary
to modify the]raw data from the sensor array to increase
the speed of data processing, that is, training time for the
supervised NNs, or to correct some variation of data due to
the effect of measuring environment. The way to modify the
data is just like the internal function of olfactory bulb before
passing the input to the olfactory cortex. The NNs or the
statistical analysis with the software to interface with the user
will act like the olfactory cortex and cerebral cortex in the
human olfactory system.

The data processing part is one of the most important step
to make the EN system become reliable. Most commercial
ENs have a complicated mechanism for the odor delivery
system and the EN unit, but if the data processing part of
those ENs are not well designed, the high reliability of the
ENs system may not be achieved. This paper will focus on
the data processing to classify the several smells precisely.

IV. ODOR SENSORS

Actually there are many kinds of sensors that can be used to
detect odorous molecules. However, only a few kinds of them
have been successfully applied as artificial olfactory receptors
in commercial ENs. Those sensors are a conducting polymer
(CP)[1], a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM)[6], a surface
acoustic wave (SAW)[1], and MOGSs[6].

A. Conducting polymer (CP) sensor

The CP sensor is widely applied as the array of artificial
olfactory receptor in the commercial EN. These sensors are
made by a thin film electro-polymerization of the conducting
polymer across the gap between two inert electrodes. Variety
of different monomers can be polymerized to give conducting
polymer film.

CPs show reversible changes in conductivity when chemical
substances such as methanol, ethanol, and ethyl acetate adsorb
and desorb from the polymer. However, the mechanism that the
conductivity is changed by this adsorption is not clearly under-
stood like the case of MOGSs. Anyway, variety of polymers
film responds to different kinds of odor. The choices of CPs
sensors are wider than those of MOGSs. CP sensor is operated
at the nearly room temperature and it consumes low power
consumption. However, the response to odorous molecule is
slower than those of MOGSs and it is really sensitive to
humidity. The CP sensors are used in some commercial ENs,
but only the sensor itself is not sold separately.

B. Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) sensor

The QCM sensor is a kind of acoustic wave gas sensors.
The main element of a QCM sensor is made from a slice
of single crystal quartz typically around 1 cm in diameter.
The electrodes, usually gold, are coated on both surfaces of
the crystal quartz. The suitable alternative voltage is applied
across the two electrodes. The electromechanical effect can
make the crystal oscillate at its resonant frequency.

The oscillation wavelength and resonant frequency are al-
tered depending on the thickness (weight) of the crystal quartz.

The acoustic waves are oscillated at ultrasonic frequency
typically around 1 to 500 MHz. The sensitivity of the QCM
sensor to the odorous molecules depends on the gas sensitive
coating material on the surface of the crystal quartz. The
adsorbent coating materials are generally electro-polymers
since the wide ranges of materials must be synthesized. When
the adsorbent coating material adsorbs odorous molecules, the
wave velocity, frequency, and the amplitude of oscillation of
the sensor are changed. Therefore, the QCM with various
kinds of coating materials can be used as an array of artificial
olfactory receptors in the EN.

C. Surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensor

A surface acoustic wave (SAW) sensor is another kind of
acoustic wave sensor that is similar to the QCM sensor. The
SAW sensor comprises with a thick plate of crystal quartz. A
surface of the SAW is coated with the gold electrodes to excite
the oscillation of the surface of sensor. The wave is generated
by applying an alternative voltage to the gold electrodes on
the surface of the sensors. There are two electrode pairs, one
is for transmitting the wave and the other pair is for receiving
the acoustic wave.

The adsorbent coating material is coated on the surface
between the transmitter and receiver electrode pairs. The
changes in frequency of acoustic wave on the surface of the
SAW sensors can be detected while the adsorbent material
adsorbing odorous molecules. The properties of acoustic are
affected by the changes in the properties of the crystal surface.
The operating frequency of an SAW is between 30 to 300
MHz. The sensor also requires an integrated circuit to generate
and receive acoustic wave like the QCM sensor. SAW sensor
is sensitive to humidity and the response time that is not as
fast as the MOGS and the CP sensor.

D. Semi-conductor metal oxide gas sensors (MFGOGSs)

MOGS is the most widely used sensor for making an array
of artificial olfactory receptors in the EN system. These sensors
are commercially available as the chemical sensor for detecting
some specific smells. Generally, an MOGS is applied in many
kinds of electrical appliances such as a microwave oven to
detect the food burning, an alcohol breath checker to check
the drunkenness, an air purifier to check the air quality, and
so on.

Therefore, we will use MOGSs as the smell classification
in what follows. The picture of some commercial MOGSs are
shown in Fig. 3.

Various kinds of metal oxide, such asSnO2, ZnO2,
WO2,TiO2 are coated on the surface of semi-conductor, but
the most widely applied metal oxide isSnO2. These metal
oxides have a chemical reaction with the oxygen in the air
and the chemical reaction changes when the adsorbing gas is
detected. The scheme of chemical reaction of an MOGS when
adsorbing with the CO gas is shown as follows:

1
2
O2 + (SnO2−x) → O−ad(SnO2−x) (1)

CO + O−ad(SnO2−x) → CO2 + (SnO2−x) (2)
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Fig. 3. MOGS

When the metal oxide element on the surface of the sensor is
heated at a certain high temperature, the oxygen is adsorbed
on the crystal surface with the negative charge as shown in
Fig. 3. In this stage the grain boundary area of the metal oxide
element forms a high barrier as shown in the left hand side of
Fig. 3. Then the electrons cannot flow over the boundary and
this makes the resistance of the sensor become higher. When
the deoxidizing gas, e.g., CO gas, is presented to the sensor,
there is a chemical reaction between negative charge of oxygen
at the surface of the metal oxide element and the deoxidizing
gas as shown in (2). The chemical reaction between adsorbing
gas and the negative charge of the oxygen on the surface of
MOGS reduces the grain boundary barrier of the metal oxide
element as shown in the right hand side of 4. Thus, the
electron can flow from one cell to another cell easier. This
makes the resistance of MOGS lower by the change of oxygen
pressure according to the rule of (3).

The relationship between sensor resistance and the concen-
tration of deoxidizing gas can be expressed by the following
equation over a certain range of gas concentration:

Rs = A[C]−α (3)

whereRs =electrical resistance of the sensor,A = constant,
C =gas concentration, andα =slope ofRs curve.

Fig. 4. Principle of MOGS[7]

The electric circuit for the MOGS is shown in Fig.5.
Electrical voltages are provided to the circuit(Vc) and the
heater of the sensor(Vh). When the MOGS is adsorbed with

oxygen and the deoxidizing gas, the resistance of the sensor
(Rs) is changed. Thus, it can measure the voltage changes
while the sensor adsorbing the tested odor(Vout).

MOGSs need to be operated at high temperature, so they
consume a little higher power supply than the other kinds
of sensors. The reliability and the sensitivity of MOGSs
are proved to be good to detect volatile organic compounds
(VOCs), combustible gas, and so on [7]. However, the choices
of MOGSs are still not cover all odorous compounds and it
is difficult to create an MOGS that responds to one odor pre-
cisely. Generally, the commercial MOGS responds to various
odors in different ways. Therefore, we can expect if we use
many MOGSs to measure a smell, the vector data reflect the
specific properties for the smell.

Fig. 5. Principle of MOGS[7]

Generally, it is designed to detect some specific smell in
electrical appliances such as an air purifier, a breath alcohol
checker, and so on. Each type of MOGS has its own character-
istics in the response to different gases. When combining many
MOGS together, the ability to detect the smell is increased.
An EN system shown in Fig. 6 has been developed, based
on the concept of human olfactory system stated above. The
combination of MOGS, listed in Table I, are used as the
olfactory receptors in the human nose. The MOGS unit is
combined with the air flow system to lead the air and the tested
smell into the MOGS unit. The A/D converter transforms
the analog signals to digital signals and stores them in the
data recording system before being analyzed by multivariate
analysis methods, such as the BP method and thek-means
algorithm.

TABLE I

L IST OF MOGS FROM THE FIS INC. USED IN THE EXPERIMENT

Sensor Model Main Detecting Gas
SP-53 Ammonia, Ethanol

SP-MW0 Alcohol, Hydrogen
SP-32 Alcohol

SP-42A Freon
SP-31 Hydrocarbon
SP-19 Hydrogen
SP-11 Methane, Hydrocarbon

SP-MW1 Cooking vapor

The main part of the MOGS is the metal oxide element
on the surface of the sensor. When this element is heated at a
certain high temperature, the oxygen is adsorbed on the crystal
surface with the negative charge. The reaction between the
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Fig. 6. Structure of the electronic nose system

negative charge of the metal oxide surface and deoxidizing gas
makes the resistance of the sensor vary as the partial pressure
of oxygen changes[7]. Based on this characteristic, we can
measure the net voltage changes while the sensors adsorb the
tested odor.

V. EXPERIMENTAL DATA COLLECTION

The investigation of the EN under temperature and humidity
controlled environments is performed and the experiment is
done in winter season.

1) Experimental conditions :Each data is repeatedly tested
consecutively forty times under similar weather conditions
to keep the temperature and the humidity constant. The
concentration of all tested smells is controlled as constant as
possible in order to observe the repeatability qualification of
the MOGSs in this EN.

The temperature and humidity of normal air during the test
period are controlled by adjusting the valves shown in Fig. 6.
The carrier gas in this experiment is the dry air. Since the
measuring environment is controlled by using the permeator,
which can control the temperature, flow rate of the air, and
humidity, we assume that the measurement data do not depend
on the environment in this experiment.

2) Measuring method :There are two methods to measure
the smell. The first method called “ transient method (TM)”
is done by injecting the tested smell into the EN for a short
period of time, for example, 120s, while measuring the smell.

The other method called “saturation method (SM)” is done by
continuously providing the tested smell to the EN until the
smell data approach the saturation stage.

3) Measuring data :The smell from twelve sources of fire
listed in Table II are measured by the EN system explained in
the previous section. Each source of fire has been tested with
forty repetition of data measured on different days, in order
to check the repeatability in the response of the MOGS to the
same smell.

TABLE II

L IST OF BURNING MATERIALS IN THE EXPERIMENT

Sources of fire Abbreviation
Steam from boiling water Steam
Burning joss stick Joss
Burning mosquito coil Mos
Aroma oil Aroma
Aroma candle Candle
Flame from liquid petroleum gas(LPG) Flame
Leakage of LPG LPG
Steam from Japanese soup “oden” Oden
Boiling vegetable oil Oil
Toasted bread Toast
Burning paper Paper
Burning wood Wood

For each data set, the voltage signal in the dry air is
measured every two seconds for a sensor s during one minute,
and its average valuēVs(air) is used as the reference point.
After that, a testing smell is adsorbed, and the voltageV (s, t)
is measured every two seconds for a period of two minutes
on each smell sample. Finally, the net change of the voltage
signal in each period,Vsmell,t, is calculated by

Vs(t) = V (s, t) − V̄s(air), s = 1, 2, ..., 8 (4)

where t is the time from 0 to 120s ands denotes a kind of
sensor.

After testing one smell the MOGS need to be cleaned by
removing the tested smell and supplying only the fresh air
until the output of the MOGS return to a stable point and
a new sample can be tested. This process is just like the
human nose which needs to breath the fresh dry air before
being able to recognize a new smell accurately. Some time
series data are shown in Fig. 7. From these data, we can see
that many time series data of smells approach the saturation
stages within the measuring periods. But Some smells can not
approach the saturation stages within the measuring period,
such as OIL, PAPER, WOOD, because of two reasons. First
reason is that the distance from the tested smell to the EN
unit is increased and it takes longer time for smell to flow to
the EN unit. The second reason is the changes of smell of the
burning material. For example, the smell of OIL is stronger
and stronger if heating is provided to the container of the
vegetable oil. The vegetable oil is able to turn to be the flame
of fire if the heating is continuously provided to the container
of the tested oil. Thus, we decided to measure the smell only
two minutes even though the data signals of some smells can
not reach the saturation stage.

The smells from AROMA, CANDLE, and the FLAME are
not as strong as the other tested smell. Thus, the responses
of the data signals from these data are lower than the other
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smells. The signals from the same smell in every repetition are
similar and each smell has a unique pattern. However, some
smells like PAPER, OIL, and WOOD have some repetition
data of different patterns from their main repitition data due
to the inconsistent burning rate of these smells. Since all tested
smells in every repetition data are measured under similar
environment, it is not necessary to apply the normalization
method to modify the data. In this case, the raw data obtained
from Eq.(4) can be used as the input data for the NNs or the
statistical analysis, directly.

The method to measure the correlation of the data will be
performed in order to choose the proper training data for the
NN with the BP algorithm. Furthermore, the signals from the
same source of fire in every repetition data are similar in most
data sources. The results using the BP method and thek-means
algorithm to analyze the time series data from each source
of fire every two seconds and the average signals during the
saturation stages (time 100–120s) are discussed.

VI. CORRELATION OF THEEXPERIMENTAL DATA

Before classifying each source of data, the correlation of
each data source is investigated by using the similarity index
(SI) and the principal components analysis (PCA).

A. Similarity Index

In the statistical application, the correlation value developed
mainly by Karl Pearson is widely used to find the relationship
between two random variables. In this paper, we call the
correlation value as a similarity index (SI). The SI value varies
from −1 to +1. Two random variables with an SI of either
−1 or +1 are highly correlated, because the knowledge of
one provides precise knowledge of the other. However, the
SI provides information only for linear relationships between
random variables. Random variables could have a nonlinear
relationship but still have a SI close to zero [4]. Therefore, we
make an assumption on this application that each data pattern
has nearly linear relationship to the other data patterns. The
SI value between two data is calculated by

rxy =

n∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)√√√√ n∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2
n∑

i=1

(yi − ȳ)2

(5)

whererxy is the the SI value,x andy are the comparing data,

x̄ = 1
n

n∑
i=1

xi, ȳ = 1
n

n∑
i=1

yi, andn is the the size of each data

set.
In this experiment, sensor SP-MW1 has some responses

with the smell that has high humidity such as the STEAM,
ODEN, and LPG. Thus, the signal from this sensor is included
as the analytical data. Therefore, the dimension of data vector,
n, in this experiment is equal to 480 (8 sensors×60 samples).

The SI values of the data that have consistent burning rates
such as the JOSS and the MC are higher than 0.995 in every
compared data. The data with inconsistent burning rates like

the PAPER and the WOOD have lower SI values in some pairs
of data. This means that the repetitions of these data types are
less correlated than the data with high SI values. Later we
will show that the classification rate of the data with high SI
values is higher than those of the data with low SI values.

Since a pair of data with high SI values has linear rela-
tionship to each other, the signals from the same smell in
every repetition data have high SI values. It means that the
EN has reproducibility qualification under similar measuring
environment. Thus, it may be able to use only a single data
from each smell to be training data of the NN by the BP
method or the initial data vector for the statistical analysis
like thek-means algorithm. Only a single data from each smell
with the highest average SI value to the other repetition data
of its own smell is selected as the training data.

B. Principal Components Analysis (PCA)

The PCA is applied to transform the time series data by
using the input data obtained from Eq.(4). The dimension of
the input data is equal to four hundred and eighty. The plot of
two main components from the PCA is shown in Fig. 8 where
two cases of the experimental data are shown. The loading
factors of principal components 1, 2 are about 64%,16% and
about 71%, 19%, for full time series stage and saturation stage,
respectively. The full time series stage data use the data signals
every two seconds, and the saturation stage data case uses only
the average data from time 100s to 120s for the analysis. The
distributions of the data with inconsistent burning rate such
as the PAPER and the WOOD are more scattered than the
other data with consistent burning rates such as the JOSS,
especially in the saturation stage data. Most of the tested data
are separated into their own clusters with some overlap zones
among different data sources.

C. k-means Algorithm

The k-means algorithm is a kind of statistical method. It is
an unsupervised learning method that assign an input vector
to the nearest cluster center based on the Euclidean distance.
The k-means algorithm is performed as follows:

Step 1. Select an initial set of cluster centers,Ci =
(ci1, ci2, · · · , cij) where i and j are an index of cluster and
a dimension of the input vector. The number of clusters in the
input vector space is assumed to be known such ask. The
cluster centerCi, i = 1, 2, ..., k are selected from a sample of
the input vector that should belong to that cluster.

Step 2. Assign an input vectorl of Xl = (xl1, xl2, · · · , xlj)
to its closest cluster index by calculating the Euclidean dis-
tance between the input vectorXl and each cluster center,
Ci, i = 1, · · · , k. Here,xlm denotes an input data from cluster
index l andm-th component of the input vector.

Step 3. RepeatStep 2until all n input vectors are assigned
to any cluster.

Step 4. Compute the new cluster centers by calculating the
mean value of all input vectors that belong to that cluster.

Step 5. If the position of any cluster center changes, return
to Step 2. Otherwise stop.
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The processing time of thek-means algorithm is much faster
than the training time of the NN by the BP method. Thus, it is
a useful method to analyze the data that have high dimension
size like this experiment.

VII. C LASSIFICATION RESULTSUSING FULL TIME

SERIESDATA

Full time series data is obtained from Eq.(4) with the
dimension of four hundred and eighty that is equal to the
number of sensors times the measurement data (8×60). They
are used as the input data for the NN by the BP method as
well as the data ofk-means algorithm.

A. Experimental Results Using the NN

The structure of the NN by the BP method as shown
in Fig. 9 has three layers. The input layer contains four
hundred and eighty input neurons that are equal to the number
of sensors (8) tomes the sampling number (60) where the
sampling time is 2[s] and the measurement interval is 2[min].
The hidden layer has been tried with several values and finally
forty hidden nodes give the best result. The output layer
contains twelve nodes where each node represents the smell
from each source of fire as listed in Table II. The learning
rate,α, and the momentum rate,µ, during the training period
are set by trail and error to o.1 and 0.001, respectively.

After checking the correlation of the data by applying
the SI value and the PCA, it is found that most data are
highly correlated to its own repetition data and most data are
distributed densely in its own area with some overlap zone as
shown in Fig. 8. The smells that have consistent burning rate
like JOSS, MC, LPG have the average SI value between their
repetition data higher than 0.995. This means that these data
have highly linear relationship with their own repetition data.

In the other way, some smells that have inconsistent burning
rate like PAPER or WOOD have some scattered repetition data
and these data have the average SI value to their repetition
data only around 0.980 which is not as high as the average
SI value of JOSS or MC. However, this experiment decides to
choose only a single data from each smell in Table II to use
as the training data for the NN by the BP method. This data is
selected by choosing the data that has the highest average SI
value to its own repetition data. The training process is started
by the randomized initial weight, and the process to update
the weights continues until the minimum mean squared error
is less than or equal to 0.0003.

In this experiment, it is assumed that a smell is classified
correctly if the highest value of output node is greater than or
equal to 0.6 while the corresponding reference value is equal
to 1, and those of other output nodes are equal to 0. The results
obtained by NN with the BP algorithm are shown in Table IV.

B. Experimental Results Using thek-Means Method

The k-means method is applied to analyze the same data as
in the case of NN with the BP algorithm. At first, the number
of cluster is set to be twelve. Each cluster represents a tested
smell shown in Table II. The initial set of cluster center uses a

TABLE III

RESULTS USINGNN

Sources of fire Correct rate Correct% Output value
STEAM 39/39 100 0.988

JOSS 39/39 100 0.997
MOS 39/39 100 0.995

AROMA 39/39 100 0.995
CANDLE 39/39 100 0.963
FLAME 38/39 100 0.978

LPG 39/39 100 0.998
ODEN 39/39 100 0.992

OIL 34/39 100 0.987
TOAST 39/39 100 0.982
PAPER 37/39 94.9 0.935
WOOD 39/39 100 0.964
Average 99.6 0.982

data vector from each smell by choosing the data that has the
highest SI value to its own repetition data. All input data have
been assigned to each cluster and the processes to determine
the new cluster center are performed by thek-means algorithm
stated above. The final classification results using thek-means
method are shown in Table IV

TABLE IV

RESULTS USING THEk-MEANS METHOD

Sources of fire Correct rate Correct%
STEAM 40/40 100

JOSS 40/40 100
MOS 40/40 100

AROMA 40/40 100
CANDLE 40/40 100
FLAME 40/40 100

LPG 40/40 100
ODEN 40/40 100

OIL 40/40 100
TOAST 40/40 100
PAPER 35/40 87.5
WOOD 37/40 92.5
Average 98.3

C. Discussions of both results by NN and thek-means methods

The results from the NN method have only two incorrectly
classified data from paper burning smell (PAPER). These data
are not misclassified as the other smells, but only the value of
their output nodes are not high enough to classify them as the
paper burning smell.

VIII. A NOTHER EXPERIMENTS

The input data are changed in the two cases:1) number
of sensors are 4 and 4 to check the effect of classification
according to the number of input data(Experiment 1), 2)
number of sensors are eight and the input data has been
characterized by the regression coefficients (Experiment 2).

A. Result in case of four and six sensors

We have used four and six sensors for this experiment. The
former is SP-MW1, SP-31, SP-32, and SP-42A in Table 1 and
the latter is SP-MW1, SP-19, SP-31, SP-32, SP-53, and SP-
42A in Table 1. In the former case total number of the input
data is 240 samples for 4 sensors since the sampling time
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is 2 [s] and the measurement time is 2 [min]. In the latter
case it has 360 samples for 6 sensors. For the hidden layer,
we have tried several values, and the number of nodes which
gives good accuracy and reasonable training time for both data
turned out to be forty. The output layer contains twelve nodes,
each node representing one data source. The learning rate, the
momentum rate, and the minimum mean square error (MSE)
during the training period are set by trial and error method to
0.1, 0.001, and 0.0003, respectively.

Two case of data are analyzed by the BP method andk-
means algorithm.

The results in Table III show that the variation of sensor to
the quality of the classification performance. Compared with
the classification rate of four sensors, those of six sensors are
little bit improved as we expected although the difference is
a little. It can be noted that the classification rate of the smell
that can be controlled the quality of smell like JOSS and MOS
can be perfectly classified in all cases. In the opposite way,
the smell that has some fluctuation in the quality of smell tend
to have low classification when the information of the input
data is decreased. Therefore, to achieve the high classification
results, it is important to note the quality of the tested smell.

B. Result for SMM

It seems that the results will be improved if we use many
measurement data as much as possible. But there will be
some measurement noises in the data, which make the results
worse compared with the case that typical measurement data
were used. Therefore, we try to reduce the noisy effect in the
measurement data by using the regression model.

First, we divide the measurement data inton intervals. The
measurement data in each segment are replaced by the linear
regression model. We taken = 3 and the number of the data
in each division becomes 20. Then we get the following linear
regression model.

yi = β0 + β1xi, i = 1, 2, ..., 20 (6)

whereyi is the estimated voltage,β0is the intercept andβ1 is
the slope of the regression line, andxi is the time. Then the
slopes become

β1 =

n∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)

n∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2
(7)

wherex̄ and ȳ are mean values ofxi andyi, respectively.
The slope maximum mean(SMM) is to adopt the features

of the data as five dimension(three slopes in each segment
plus the maximum value and the mean value among the total
data)as shown in Fig. 10. We use eight sensors as shown
in Table I and the total number of input becomes forty(5
data times 8 sensors). For the hidden layer, we have tried
several values, and the number of nodes which gives good
accuracy and reasonable training time for both data turned out
to be forty. The output layer contains twelve nodes, each node
representing one data source. The learning rate, the momentum

rate, and the minimum mean square error (MSE) during the
training period are set by trial and error method to 0.1, 0.001,
and 0.0003, respectively.

As the comparison of the features by SMM, we adopt the
average of the TSD in the steady state, which means the
maximum values among the total data.

Based on the information during the investigation of the
correlation among data sets, most data sources are highly cor-
related to their repetition data with high SI values. Therefore,
only one data set which has the highest average SI value to
other repetition data sets from each source of fire are used as
the training data for the BP, and the rest of the data are used as
the test data. We assume that a pattern is classified correctly
if either the output is not less than 0.7 and the target is 1, or
the output is not greater than 0.3 and the target is 0.

For the k-means algorithm, the training data of the BP
method are used as the initial data, and then the data patterns
are assigned to the nearest cluster center according to the
Euclidean distance. After that, the new cluster center is recal-
culated. The process continues until the position of the cluster
center is not changed. The final results of this experiment are
shown in Table III.

The results using the TSD from both the BP method and
the k-means algorithm are better than those of the SSD case.
The data signals from the MOGS are affected by many factors,
such as the sampling condition, the inconsistency in burning
rate, the fluctuation from the standard air, and so on. Therefore,
the saturation stages of the data vary by those factors. By
including the signal before approaching the saturation stage,
the accuracy of classifying all the smells is increased.

C. Discussion

Although the distribution of PCA shown in Fig.6 cannot
clearly separate similar sources of smell such as the aroma
oil and the aroma candle, the BP method and thek-means
algorithm are capable of classifying them perfectly as shown
in Table III. The results of TSD using the BP method have
only two incorrectly classified data. These two data are not
misclassified as the other smells. Only the output value of
their paper node are not high enough to classify them as
the paper. The output values of these two data on the paper
node are only 0.4951 and 0.4799 respectively, and the output
of the other output nodes are nearly zero. The results are
much better than those in [1], where two kinds of MOGS
are used for classifying several sources of fire into three fire
condition levels of flaming, smoldering, and nuisance, and its
accuracy is only 85%. The smoke density of the tested data
are not high enough to trigger the alarm of the smoke detector.
In case of unusual burning smells in the residences such as
the wood burning, flaming from the LPG, or the leakage of
LPG, it is necessary to have a proper device to detect these
sources before becoming unable to extinguish the fire. We
can conclude that the new EN system shown in this paper is
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TABLE V

RESULTS OFEXPERIMENT 1 TO SHOW THE EFFECT OF NUMBER OF SENSORS

Sources Four sensors data Six sensor data
of BPNN k-means BPNN k-means

fire Correct % Correct % Correct % Correct %
Steam 37/39 94.9 40/40 100 38/39 97.4 4040 100
Joss 39/39 100 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100
Mos 39/39 100 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100

Aroma 39/39 100 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100
Candle 39/39 100 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100
Flame 38/39 97.4 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100
LPG 39/39 100 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100
Oden 39/39 100 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100
Oil 34/39 87.2 37/40 92.5 39/39 100 37/39 92.5

Toast 39/39 100 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100
Paper 34/39 87.2 35/40 87.5 31/39 94.9 35/40 87.5
Wood 39/39 100 39/40 97.5 39/39 100 38/40 95

Average 97.2 98.1 99.4 98.5

TABLE VI

RESULTS OFEXPERIMENT II

Sources Full Time Series Data (TSD) Saturation Stage Data(SSD)
of BP k-means BP k-means

fire Correct % Correct % Correct % Correct %
Steam 39/39 100 40/40 100 38/39 97.4 39/40 97.5
Joss 39/39 100 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100
Mos 39/39 100 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100

Aroma 39/39 100 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100
Candle 39/39 100 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100
Flame 39/39 100 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100
LPG 39/39 100 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100
Oden 39/39 100 40/40 100 39/39 100 40/40 100
Oil 39/39 100 40/40 100 38/39 97.4 37/39 92.5

Toast 39/39 100 40/40 100 38/39 97.4 40/40 100
Paper 37/39 94.9 35/40 87.5 31/39 79.5 28/40 70
Wood 39/39 100 37/40 92.5 32/39 82.1 28/40 70

Average 99.6 98.3 96.2 94.2

a proper device for this application.

IX. CONCLUSION

We have presented the reliability of a new EN system
designed from various kinds of MOGS. The EN has the ability
to identify various sources of fire in the early stage with more
than 99% of accuracy by using only a single training data set
in the BP case. The results from thek-means algorithm also
shows the ability to predict the sources of fire with more than
98% of accuracy. It can be concluded that the EN is suitable
for detecting the early stage of fire.
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Fig. 7. Time series data from some sources of fire in the experiment
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Fig. 9. Neural network for classification
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